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PREFACE.

'

THE whole of the following papers are reprints: the dates
of which may be proved by consulting the originals in the Transactions and Journal of the Asiatic Societies of Bengal and London.
But it may be worth while to observe that the first Paper was
written in 1825, though printed only in 1828, after the tardy usage
of those days in such matters. So soon as this paper reached me
in print, I corrected it as it now stands.
The rest of the papers retain their original published forms,
but in regard to the third I have preferred the later Edition of the
Bengal Journal to the earlier, but lesg full one, of the London
Journal. Some of my friends, who seem to have a horror at
generalizations, slily fling their squibs at what they call my speculative propensity.
Yet I trust there is no great harm done in attempting to link
tedious details into their appropriate concatenation; and I suspect that sundry disjecta membra of this great subject have been,
in sundry hands, only made to wear an intelligible aspect by the
light of the general views &onally
-opened in these papers.
If the topic be, in pa&, deep and abstract, I cannot help that ;
but, for facts to support my views, there is surely no lack of
t h :* and I will merely point to the classified catalogue of the
principal objects of Buddhist worship, as a mass of facts painfully
elaborated and set in order for the benefit of those who are working and may work at the great and new mine of Bauddha literature which it has been my good fortune to open. I presume not
to say that when this mine shall have been indeed explored,
all my general views will be found valid. But many, I trust,
will; and, in the mean while, all enquiries conducted into this
See the whole of paper 111. and the large appendices to many of theother
papers !

\

'

new subject with the sol€ aid of books, may be facilitated, and
curiosity may be both stimulated and directed by them : as, indeed, I~nsbeen actually the case in various places where, 1 am sorry to add, there lias been a rather uncandid obliviousness of the
source of the obligation. I refer the curious in dates, t o mine
and other peoples', anent the premises, merely observing that the
' Quotations in Proof,' which form the basis and evidence of my
opinions, were extracted from their several original authorities
between 1822 and 1824, though not published in that form till
several years after, for reasons assigned elsewhere.
A word to the genekl reader. Don't be alarmed by the antiquarian cast of this subject, and be assured that the doctrines and
practises of that religion which, for number of followers, leaves behind it every other ?h the face of the earth, are well worthy the
attention of all men of sense and information.
With rekpect to India, though Buddhism has disappeared totally
from the Continent for some ages, there can be no doubt that in
this, its parent country, it long divided the empire of opinion
nearly equally with Brahmanism. Nor, if we consider that Buddhism proclaimed the equality of all men and-women in the sight
of God, that it denounced the impious pretentions of the most
mischievous priesthood the world ever saw, and that it inculcated
a pure system of practical morality, can we refulre to allow that
the innovation was as advantageous as it was extensively sprend and
adopted. And how was this, the first and last, great moral impression upon Hindooism acdomplished ? Beyond a question by turn,ing the enemy's battery of Sanscrit lore upon themselves, and by
vernacular appeals to the common sense and common interest of
the many.
Those wh'o are now engaged in establishing a sound system of
Education in ,India, based upon European knowledge, and who
cannot or will not appreciate the value-the supreme value and
efficacy-of vernacular instrumentality in setting a new bias on the
aopular mind, would do well to ponder attentively the History of
Buddhist success. And, if they would attempt to neutralize the
argument by pointing to the ultimate failure of these reformerg,

iii

I answer that that were mere sophistry ; for the failure resultcd
from obvious defects of Buddhism, such as its cold sceptical philosophy and its mischievous monachism. Let us undo existing
errors to a hundredth part of the extent ~chievedby Buddhism,
and our task is accomplished ; hecause tue have that wherewith to
fill the room of those errors which neither time nor tide could shake.

B. 11. H.
ATepnul, January, 1841.
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No. I.
NOTICES OF T E E LANGUAGES, LITERATURE, AND RELIGION O F

NEPAUL AND OF TIBET.

(Printed from the 16th volume of the Asiatic Transactions of Bengal,
A. D. 1828.)

THEvariofis contributions which I have had the honour to forward to the Library and Museum of the Asiatic Society, and the
lists by which they have been accompanied, will have put the Society in possession of such information as I have been able to collect respecting the articles presented. Some connected observations suggested by the principal of them, may, however, be not
unacceptable, as derived from enquiry on the spot, and communication with learned Nepaulese, as well as from reference to their
written authorities.* I do not pretend to offer a complete detailed view of the Literature or Religion of the Nepaulese. But a
few general remarks may be attempted at present, and may prepare the way for further investigation.
Lunguuges of Nepaul.
Within the limits of the modern kingdom of Nepaul, there are
ten distinct and strongly marked dialects spoken. These are the
W a s or Pmbattia, the Magar, the Gurung, the KachBri, the
Haiyu,t the Murmi, the Newari, the Kiranti, the Limbuan, and
See Paper 111. or quotations in proof. Extracted from the works quoted
between the years 1822 and 1824. Note of 1837.
Subsequent enquiries have satisfled me that the Baiyus have no connexion
with the other races speaking the several dialects named.
Judging by physiognomy, colour, manners, and customs and language, I
conclude that the Haiyus are of the Cole race of South Behar. I n Nepaul, they
form a very small clan, living in a half savage state in the wilds above Sindl~uli.

+

A

the Lapchan. With the exception of the first (which will be presently reverted to) these several tongues are all of Trans-himalayan stock, and are closely affiliated. They are all extremely
rude, owing to the people who speak them having crossed the
snows before learning had dawned upon Tibet, and to the physical features of their new home (huge mountain barriers on every
hand) having tended to break up and enfeeble the common speech
they brought with them.
At present the several tribes or clans to which these dialects are
appropriated, can hardly speak intelligibly to each other, and not
one of the dialects, save the Newari or language of Nepaul Proper,* can boast a single book or even a system of letters, origin4
or borroted. The Newari has, indeed, three systems of letters,
of which more will be said in the sequel ;and it has also a smau
stock of books in the shape of translations and comments fiom
and upon the sacred and exotic literature of the Newws. But the
Newari tongue has no dictionary or grammar; nor is its cultivation ever thought of by those, numerous as they are, who devote
their lives to the sacred literature of Buddhism. I t may be remarked, by the way, that the general and enduring effects of this
addiction to an exotic medium, in preference to the vernacular,
have been, to c;t off the bridge leading from speculation to practice, to divorce learning from utility2 and to throw a veil of craft-

* Nepaul Proper is the great valley and its vicinity, as opposed to the kingdom of Nepaul. The extreme area of the great valley may be about 400
square miles, and its population fully !?50,000.
Of several proximate and subsidiary vales tenanted by the same race, (Newar), the area may be about as much
more, but the population not above 150,000. The Newar tribe, by far the most
numerous tribe in the kingdom, comprises nearly a fourth of the entire population of the kingdom. The great valley is probably the most densely peopled
district in the world. I t containa 2M) towns and villages : the soil yields two
crops a year besides greens ; every yard of the surface is cultivated (the roads
being mere foot paths) and the whole of the fwd rained ia for human consump
tion. Besides which, large supplies of food are poured into the valley from all
the neighbouring hilly districts. The subsidiary vales above spoken of, ag comprised in Nepaul Praper or the region of the Newars, extend in a broken s i p a g ,
east and west, from Dolkha to Nayakot. Besides the 260,000 Newars of the
great valley, there are U),000 intruders composing the army, Civil List and
Priesthood of the new dynasty which conquered the valley 69 years back undvr
Prithivi Narayan, the fifth in ascent from the present Sovereign.

ful mystery over the originally popular and generous practical fnstitutes of the religion this people profess.
Before proceeding to a brief comparison of Newari and of the
language of Tibet, with a view to indicate the northern stock of
the former tongue, it will be better to notice the Khas or Parbattiu
Bhasha, since the subject may be dismissed in a few words and
will not need revertence to.
The only language of southern origin spoken in these Hills is
the Khas or Parbattia--an Indian Pracrit, brought into them by
colonies fiom below (13th to 15th Century of Christ) and now so
generally diffused that, in the provinces west of the Kali river,' it
has nearly eradicated the vernacular tongues, and, though less
prevalent in the provinces east of that river, it has, even in them,
as far as the Trisul Gunga, divided the empire of speech almost
equally with the local mother tongues. The Parbattia language
is terse, simple, sufficiently copious in words, and very characteristic of the unlettered but energetic race of soldiers and statesmen who made it what it is. At present it is almost wholly in its
structure, and in eight-tenths of its vocables, substantially Hindee. Yet several of its radicll words still indicate an ancient
barbarous stock. And I have no doubt that the people who more
especially speak it (the Khas) were originally what Menu calls
them, viz. barbaroust mountaineers of a race essentially the same
with the several other races of Nepaulese Highlanders. Few
persons except Brahmans are regularly taught the Parbattia lan;
guage; but most gentlemen speak, and may read and write, it
with ease and correctness ; the Court, where all so often assemble,
being the nucleus of unity and refinement. This language, however, has no literature properly so called, and very few and trivial books. I t is always written in the Deva Nagree charactersj
md, as a language of business, is extremely concise and clear.

* The Kali, Ghagra or Sarju, is now the limit of Nepanl to the westward,
so that the provinces beyond that river can only be adverted to in relationto
the kingdom of Nepaul, such as It war prior to 1814.
t Thb word in the month of a Hindoo of Madhpa Des has the same sense
ahich it had in the mouth of a Greek, that is, stranger to the race of the user
of it.
A 2

The Gorkhas speak the Parbattia Bhasha, and to tlieir nscendency is its prevalence, in later times, to be mainly ascribed.
Considering that Nepaul Proper or the country of Newars, has
long been the metropolis of Gorkha power, it is rather remarkable
that the fashionable and facile Parbattia has not made any material impression on the Newari language. The causes of this (not
wholly referable to modern times) are probably, that t'he fertility
and facility of communication characterising the level country of
the Newars, soon gave consistency and bo&y t o their speech,
whist their religion (Buddhism) made them b o k with jealousy,
as well on the more ancient Hindoo emigrants, as on the more
modem Hindoo conquerors. In the mountainous districts, strictly so called, the case was different ; and, besides, from whatever
reason, the tide of emigration into these regions from the south
set chiefly on the provinces west of the Trisul Gunga.'
There
too, to this day, Brahmanid Hindooism ptincipally flourishes,
its p a t supporters being the Khas, and, next to them, the Magars and Gurungs. For the rest, the population of the kingdom
of Nepaul is principally Bauddha ; preferring for the most part the
Tibetan model of that faith : the N e m s are the chief exception.
Between the Buddhism of Tibet and that of Nepad Proper, (or
of the Newars) the differences are,
1st. That the former still adheres tq, whilst the latter has rejected, the old manastic institutes of Buddhism ;2d. that the former is still, as of old, who& unperplexed with caste ; the latter,
a goo& deal hampered by it ; and that, lastly, the Tibetan Buddhism has no concealments, whist the Nepaulese is sadly vexed
These Southern emigrants were refugee6 from'Mmlem bigotry: and w e n
so numerous as to be able to give the impress of their own speech and religion
to tbe rude and scattered Highlanders. The prior establisbment of Buddhismin
Nepaul Proper prevented these Brahmanical Southerns from penetrating there,
where, however, agea hefore, some Southerna had found a refuge ;these l a t e r
were Buddhists, fleeing from Brahmanical bigotry. They came to Nepaul Proper about two centuries after Christ. Buddhism had previously been established therein, and these emigrant, were too few to make a sensible impression on
the speech or physiognomy of the prior settlers, already a dense and cultivated
population.

with a proneness to withhold many higher matters of the law from
all.but chosen vessels.

Cmnexion of the Language of Nepaul Proper with that of
Ti6et.
I proceed now to indicate that affiity of the language of the
Newars to the language of the Tibetans which I have already adverted to. I had extended this vocabulary (in an amplified form)
to the whole of the languages above-mentioned : but the results
were, for several reasons, liable to question in detail, so that I
prefer holding them back for the present, though there can be no
doubt of the general facts, that these dialects are of northern orb
gin, and are closely connected.
The language of Nepaul Proper or the Newari, has, as already
intimated, much in common with that of Bhot or Tibet. I t is
however a poorer dialect than that of Lassa and Digarchi ; and
it has, consequently, been obliged to borrow more extensive aid
from Sungskrit, whilst the early adoption of Sungskrit as the sole
language of literature has facilitated this infusion. The following
is a comparison of a few terms :English.
The World.
God.
Man.
Woman.
Quadruped.
Bird.
Insect.
A Worm.
Fire.

* (S.)
(S.)
(S.)

(S.)
(S.)

Air.

(S.)

Earth.
Water.
The Sun.
The Moon.
The Stars.

(S.)
(S.)
(S.)

Newam'.
Sansar.
Bhagawan.
Manno, or Majan.
MisL.
Pasu, Pepanchu.
Jhongo.
Kicha.
Dalambi.
Mih.
Phoy.
ChB.
P. Lo. C. Luk. B:GnL
Suraj.
Chandrama.
Nagh.

Bhotiya.
Jambu Ling.
LhL.
Khiyoga.
Perni.
Tendh.
Djia and Chabi.
BG.
DalabG.
Mha and Mih.
Lha-phh and L h a w ~
Sha.
ChG.
Nima.
Dawa.
Kerma.

Tht (S.) indicates a Sungskrit origin.

English.

A Mountail].
A River.
Father.
Mother.
Grandfather.
Grandmother.
A Child.
A Boy.
A Girl.
Uncle.
Aunt.
Summer.
Winter.
Grain.
Rice.
Wheat.
Barley.
Marri'age.
Birth.
Death.
A House.
A Stone.
A Brick.
Temple.
An Image.
A Bridge.
A Tree.
A Leaf.
A Flower.
A Fruit.
A Horse.
A Bull.
A Cow.
A Bufiloe.
A Dog.

Bhoti!yl/n.
Rajhi and Lumba.
Khussi.
Changbo.
Ava and Aba.
Boba and Opju.
MB.
Amma.
Adjhu.
Adjhu.
Adjhama.
Adzhi.
Mocha.
NamG ? Piza.
Kay Mocha and BhajG. Ph6.
Miah Mochu and Me& P m h .
Kakka.
Aghu.
Mamma.
Ibi, Asa.
(S.) T5pullL
Chapaha.
Chill&
Gun? Khyabu.
(S.) Ann.
Soh? Du.
BA.
Jaki, Wb
Cho.
Tho.
Tacho.
Pha.
(S.) Biah.
Macha-Bullo.
Kesin.
Lhesin.
Sito.
IChii.
Ch6n.
Ghara? To.
Lohu.
ATeuan'.

(S.) Parba.

APPa-

(S.) Dtwa.
Kata Malli, Patima.
Ta and Taphu.
Sima.
Sihau and Hau,
Swang.
Si.
Sallo.
Doho.
Mhsa and Sii.
Mia.
Khicha.

M a .

Lha-Kang.
Toto, Thu.
SambL
Ston-bba or TongbB.
Loma or Lapti.
Meto, or Mendo.
Brebti.
Tapu or TibB.
Sandhl.
Pago.
Mye.
Khigo or Khih.

English,
A Cat.
A Jackal,
A Sister.
A Brother,
Own Family.
Kinsfolk.
Strangefolk,
The Head.
The Hair.
The Face.
Thc E>
The Nose.
The Mouth.
The Chin.
The Ear.
The Forehead.
The Body.
The Arm.
The Leg.
Right.
Left.
A Month.
A Year.
Pay.
Night.

Newuri.
Uhow.
Dhong.
Kihin.
Kinja.
Thajho & Tha Mannu.
Phuki.
Kato and BJiah-Ping.
Chong.
Sollg.
Qua. .
Miklia.
GniL
Mhutu,
Maxio.
Nhiapa.
Kopa,
Mho.

Laha, Lappa,*
Tfiti.
Jou.
Khou,
Lfr.
Dat'chi.
Gni or Nhi.
Ch4

Blbotipa.
G urC.
Kipchang.
Chamu ? Numu.
Chou ? GnG.
Pin.
Phebin.
Chomi.
Wu or Go.
Tar, or Ta.
Tongba.
mi.
Gnii
Kha.
Koma.
Nhamjo.
Prftls.
ZhGbG.
Lakpa.
Ksngba,
Yeba.
YBmB.
LB-wa.
Lochik,
Nain.
Chas.

With regard to the Newari words, I can venture to say they
may be relied on, though they differ somewhat from Kirkpatrick'e,
whose vocabulary, [made in a hurry, exhibits some errors, especially that of giving Sungskrit words instead of the vernacular. I t
is remarkable that the Newars, (those that pretend to education,
and those who are wholly illiterate), are apt to give to a stranger, a Sungskrit, instead of their own Newari, name for any object
to which their attentian is called far the purpose of naming it.
Lappa, (almost identical with the Bhotiya Lakpa) means the true arm, or
upper half of the limb. Lahs mcana the whole.

.

This habit owes its origin to the wish to be intelligible, which the
Newars know they cannot be in speaking their own tongue.* The
real poverty of the Newari is, also, no doubt, another cause, and its
want of words expressive of general ideas : thus, Creatioa, God,
have no Newari names, and the Sungskrit ones have therefore been
borrowed of necessity : the like is true of the word Mankind, for
which, as well as for the two former words, I have not been able,
after great pains, to obtain any vernaculars. When a Newar would
express the idea of God, without resorting to Sungskrit, he is driven to periphrasis, and says Adjhi Deo, which word is compounded
of Adjhu, a Grandfather, and Deo ; and thus, by reverence for ancestors, he comes to reverence his maker, whom he calls, literally,
the father of his father, or the first father. I am quite aware the
foregone and following meagre examples of Newari will not go
far to establish the affinity of this l a n w e . The subject must be
reserved for the future ;but, in the mean time, 1 may observe that
the northern stock,t and intimate affiity of Newari and of the
other dialects before enumerated, (excepting the Khas or Parbattia),
are written as palpably upon the face of these languages as upon
the physiognomy, and form of the races who speak them.
As for the Bhotiya words, I cannot wholly vouch for them, few
as they are, having obtained them from a Lama, who was but little acquainted with Newari or Parbattia. The majority are, I
believe, sufficiently accordant with the Lhassa model, but some
may be dialectically corrupted. Still, however, they will equally
serve, (as far as they go), to illustrate my assertion that the root
and stock of Newari are Trans-himalayan and northern ; for there
we many dialects on both sides of the snows, and some of the ha Our Hindoo servants of the North West Provinces learn to speak the Parbattia language in a year by merely casual use of it. But they never acquire
the least use of Newari though they remain here for ten years, in constant commerce with Newars. This is a simple but satisfactory proof of what is alleged
in the text 3rs to the essential character of both languages.
Our people could as soon learn Chinese as Newari : but Parbattia ' comes natural to them.'
f Let any one try to refer the Newari words above given, few as they are, to
any dialect spoken in the plains of India ; and he will be satisfied that he h w
got into a new l i n g u ~ regiou,
l
disconnected with the South.

ferior Tibetan dialects may, very probably, come nearer to Newari than the best or that of Lhassa.
The twelfth word in the Newari column, or Water, is given according to the sub-dialects of the Valley. Water is Lo, at Patan,
Liik at Katmandu, and Gn$ at Bhatgong ; these places being the
capitals of .as many kingdoms before the Gorkha oonquest, though
situated in very close vicinity to each other.
With respect to the numerals of the decimal scale, the resemblance is strikingly close.

Nwmwals.
Newari.
Chi.

Bhotiya.
1. Chi.
2. Gni.
3. S6m.
4. Zhi.
5. Gnah.
6. TGkh.
7. T6n.
8. Ghiah,
9. Gun.
10. Chu (Thampa, an expletive
merely.)
11. Ch6-chi.
12. Ch6-gni.
13. Chu (P.) sGm, (the letter
(P.) written but scarcely
audibly uttered.)
14. Chii (P.) Zhi.
15. Cheknga,
16. ChfirG.
17. Chuptin.
18. Chopkia.
19. Chiirko.
20. NB shu (thampa.)
21.

J,

,,

Na Shi.
Swong.

Pih.
Gniah.
Khu.
Nha or Nhasso,
Chiah.
Gun.
SAnho.
Saran-chi.
Saran Nassi,

Saran Pib.
Saran Gniah.
Saran Khu.
Saran Nha.
Saran Chiah
Saran Gun.
Saran Sanho.
Ni Chi.

B

Bhotip.

Nmari.

22. N6 shu (thampa.)
23.
79
t~
24.
YP
$9
25.
99
>>
26.
27
19
27.
13
7,
28.
8
9)
29.
9)
29
30. SClm cht (thampa.)
31.
99
2,
32.
7)
19
33.
2,
2,
34.
22
>P
35.
99
>,
36.
9)
97
37-

,,

,,

38.

~2

77

39.
99
2,
40. Zhe-chu (thampn,)
41.
,7
97
42.
39
77
43.
9,
97
50. Gna-chu (thampa.)

60. Tukh-chu (thampa.)
70. Tun
ditto.
80. Gheah
ditta.
90. Gu (P.) ditto.
100. Gheah (thampa.)
1000. Tong-tha-che.
107000. Thea.
100,000 Bhm.

Ni Nasei.
Ni Swong.
Ni Pih.
Ni Gniah.
Ni KhG.
Ni Nhi.
Ni Chiah.
Ni Gbn.
Ni Sanho.
Swi Chi.
Swi Nassi.
Swi Swong.
swi Pih.
Swi Gniah.
Swi KhG.
Swi Nha.
Swi Chiah.
Swi GCm.
Swi s w o .
Pi Chi.
Pi Nassi.
Pi Swong,
GniayG or Pi-Sanho, or merely
by pausing on the last letter
of Gniah or 5 : and thus &a
60, 70, &. are formed out of
6, 7, kc.
Qui.
Nhaiyu.
Chaiye.
Guye.
Sach6.
DO-ch6.
Zhi-dot.
Lak-chi.

Nor is the variation, after passing the ten, of any importance,
the principle of both being still the same ; that is, repetition and
compounding of the ordinals ; thus ten and one, ten and two, are
the forms of expression in both, and so, twice, &c. The Bhotiya
word thampa, postfixed to the decimally increasing series, is a
mere expletive, and often omitted in speech. The Newari names
of the figures from one to ten, as given by Kirkpatrick, are not
correct, and hence the difference between the Newari and Bhotiya
names has been made to appear greater than it is: in fact, it
seems to me, that even the little difference that remains in the
present specimens may be resolved into mere modes of utterance.
Although the following offer no verbal resemblances, the principle
on which they are formed presents several analogies.
Bhotiya and Newari names of the twelve months.
Newari.
Bhotiya.
Dagava or Lhwa (Tangbu.)
February.
(Lltwa) ., Gnipa.
March.
Chongchola, or Chilla,
(Lfiwa) ,, Sumba.
April.
Bachola, ,, N6la.
(Lfiwa) ,, Zhiba.
May.
TGchola, ,, Swola.
(LfLwa) ,, Gnappa.
June.
Dil'la,
,, Pbla.
(Lfiwa)
,, Tuakpu.
July.
Gung'la, ,, Gni~la.
(Lltwa) ,, Tumba.
August.
Yung'la, ,, Khola.
(Lfiwa) ,, Gnappa.
,, Nhfila.
September. Koula,
(Lfiwa) ,, Guabba.
October.
Kozla,
,, Chhla.
(Lfiwa) ,, Chuba.
November. Thingla, ,, Gungla.
(Lfiwa) ,, Chu-chikpa.
,, Skla.
December. Pukla,
January.
Sel'la,
,,'~hin'chala. (Lfiwa) ,, Chu-gnipa.
Zhin'nala.
February. Chil'la,
The second set of Newari names is formed merely by compounding the word La, a month, with the names of the cardinals, one,
two, &c. As for the f i s t set of names, there too we have the final
La ; and theprefixes are mere characteristic epithets of the seasons ;
thus, February is called Chilla ; but Chilla means also the cold
month, or winter.
The Bhotiyas, like the Newars, have no simple names for the
months, but call them periphrastically the first, &c. month. Da-

-

,,

B

2

wa and Lawa, both mean a month; but in speech this word is never prefixed, save itl speaking of the first Bhotiya month or February, for from February their year begins. What TBngbu means,
I know not, unless it be the same with Thampa, the word that always doses the series of numbers, 10, 20, 30, &c. The names
.of all the others are easily explained, they being compounds of
the numbers 2, 3, &c. with the syllable pB or bB--evidently the
LB of the Newars-postfixed.
Nezoari names of the seven days
Bhotiya names of the
df the week.
seven days.
Sunday,
( S
Adh~ina, or
Chanhu, Xma.
Monday,
(S.)
,, Nenhu, Dawa.
Swomwa,
,, Swonhu, Mimer.
Ongwa,
Tuesday,
.(S.)
Wednesday, (S.)
Budhwa,
,, Penhu, Lh&pa.
Thursday, (S.)
Bussowa,
,, Gnianhu, PhBorboo.
Friday,
(S.)
,, Khonhu, Pasang.
Sukrawa,
(S.)- Sonchowa,
Saturday,
,, Nhainhu, Pemba.
The first of the Rewari series are wholly c o m p t Sungsknt,
and the second formed by compounding the word Nhi or Gni, a
day, with the cardinals: the Newars have no simple words of
their own, expressive of the seven days.
A variety of characters is met with in the Nepaulese and Bhotiya books, some of which are now obsolete. A manuscript, of
which a copy is forwarded, contahs a collection of these alphabets,
each bearing a separate designation. Of the Newari, three kinds
of letters are most familiarly known, an$ four of the Bhotiya.*

Wi.itten Characters of Nepaul Proper.
The three Newari alphabets (so to speak) are denominated
Bhanjin Mola, Ranja, and Newari. Whether these three sorts
of letters were formerly used by the Siva Mhrgi Newargt I can* See Plntes.

+ The Biva Margi or BTahmanical Newars are very few in comparison of the
Buddha-Margi. The former boast of a Southern race, nnd say they came from
Tirhut in 1322, A. D. A few of them no doubt did: but they were soon
merged in the prior dense populution of Neyaul Proper, and now they are only
distinguiAable b j their Brakmanieal creed. They do not constitute a twentieth part of the Newar population.
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uurr yopnmmm of Repaul Proper, and now they are only
guishable b~ their Brnbmanical creed. They do not constitute a twentiut of the Newar population.

not say ; but old Buddha works exhibit them all, especially the
two former. Newari alone is now used by both sects of Newars
for profane purposes ; and for sacred, both often employ the Devan@i, oRener the Newari. If the Siva MBrgi Newars ever used
(which I doubt,) Bhanjin Mola, or Ranja, at least, they do so no
longer ; and the Newars of the Buddha faith having long ceased
ordinarily to employ those letters in making copies of their scriptures, few can now write them, and the learned only (who are accustomed to refer to their old works) can read them with facility.
In regard to the origin of these letters, we may at once refer
the Newari to NQari; but the other two present at first sight
more difficulties. Dr. Carey wag some time back, of opinion, that
they are mere fanciful specimens of d i g x p h y . This notion is
refuted by the fact of their extensive practical application, of
which Dr. Carey was not aware when he gave that opinion. By
comparing one of them (the Ranja) with the fourth alphabet of
the Bhotiyas, it will be seen, that the general forms of the letters
have a striking resemblance. And as this Lanja or Ranja is deemed exotic by the Bhotiyas, I have no doubt it will prove the same
with the Newari letters so calkd : for the words Lanja, Lantza
and Ranja are one and the same.' Of the Bhanjin Mola, it may be
observed that it has a very ornate appearance, and, if the ornamental parts were stripped from the letters, they (as well as the
Ranja) might be traced to a DevanBgari origin, from the forms
of which alphabet the Bauddhas might possibly alter them, in order
to use them as a cover to the mysteries of their faith. The Bauddha literature is, originally, Indian. Now, though probability
may warrant our supposing that those who originated it, together
with its religion, might alter existing alphabetical forms for the
purpose above hinted at, it will not warrant our conjecturing, that
they would undergo the toil of inventing entirely new characters.
All these systems of letters follow the Devanhgari arrangement, nor
should I hesitate to assign them all a DevanBgari origin. Indeed
it is well known to the learned, that there were anciently in the
plains of India many sorts d written characters, since become exSee a separate paper on this subject in the sequel.

tinct : and I have no doubt that the letters adverted to were part
of these.
Whtten Characters of Tibet.
Of the Bhotiya characters, four kinds are distinguishable ;but
only two of them are known by name to the Newars : they are
called (in Tibet as well as here) Uchhen and Umen. The first
are capitals : the second, small letters : the third, running hand :
and the fourth, as already observed, equivalent with the Nepaulese
Ranja. There is also a ebaracter in use in or near Tibet which
is ascribed to the Sokhpos, who are said to be a fierce and powerful people, living on the confines of Northern China Proper.
Literature of Bhot or Tibet.
The great bulk of the literature of Bhot (as of Nepaul) relates
to the Bauddha religion. In Bhot the principal works are only
to be found at the larger monasteries ; but numerous Bhotiya
books of inferior pretensions, are to be obtained at Katmandu
from the poor traffickers and monks, who annually visit Nepaul
on account of religion and trade.
The character of the great part of these latter, or the Bhotiya
books procured in Nepaul, is that of popular tracts, suited to the
capacity and wants of the humbler classes of society, among whom
it is a subject of surprise, that literature of any kind should be so
common in such a region as Bhot, and, more remarkably so, that
it should be so widely diffused as to reach persons covered with
filth, and destitute of every one of those thousand luxuries which
(at least in our ideas) precede the great luxury of books.
Printing is, no doubt, the main cause of this great diffusion of
books. Yet the very circumstance of printing being in such generd use, is no less striking than this supposed effect of it ; nor
can I account for the one or other effect, unless by presuming
that the hordes of religionists, with which that country (Tibet)
swarms, have been driven by the tedium vitre, to these admirable
uses of their time.
The invention of printing, the Bhotiyas got from China ; but

the universal use they make of it is a merit of their own. The poorest individual who visits this Valley from the north is seldom without his Pothi (book,) and from every part of his dress dangle
charms (Jantras,) made up in slight cases, the interior of which
exhibits the neatest workmanship in print.
Some allowance, however, should also be made for the very familiar power and habit of writing, possessed by the people at
large: another feature in the moral picture of Bhot, hardly less
striking than the prevalence of printing or the diffusion of books,
a d which I should not venture to point out, had I not had sufficient opportunities of satisfying myself of its truth among the
annual sojourners in Nepaul who come here in hundreds to pay
their devotions at the temple of the self-existent Supreme Buddha
(Swayambhu Adi Buddha).
In the collections forwarded to the Society will be found a vast
number of manuscripts-great and small-fhgmentq and entire
little treatises-all which were obtained (as well as the small
printed tracts) from the humblest individuals. Their number and
variety will, perhaps, be allowed to furnish sufficient evidence of
what I have said regarding the appliances of education in Tibet,
if due reference be had, when the estimate is made to the scanty
and entirely casual source whence the books were obtained in
such plenty.
The many different kinds of writing which the MSS. exhibit
will, perhaps, be admitted yet further to corroborate the general
power of writing possessed by almost all classes of the people. Or,
at all events, these various kinds and infinite degrees of penmanship, present a curious and ample specimen of Bhotiya proficiency
in writing, let this proficiency belong to what class or classes it
may.
Something of this familiar possession of the elements of education, which I have just noticed as characterising Bhot, may be
found also in India ; but more, I fear, in the theory of its institutions than in the practice of its present society, because of the
successive floods of open violence which have, for ages, ravaged
that, till lately devoted land. The repose of Bhot, on the other

hand, has allowed its pacific institutions full room to produce their
natural effect; and hence we see a great part of the people of
Bhot able to write and read.
In whatever I have said regarding the Press, the general power
and habit of writing, or the diffusion of books, in Bhot, I desire
to be understood by my European readers with many grains of
allowance. These words are names importing the most different
things in the world in the favoured part of Europe, and in Asia.
The intelligent resident in Hindoosthan will have no difficulty in
apprehending the exact force which I desire should be attached to
such comprehensive phrases, especially if he will recollect for a
moment that the press, writing and books, though most mighty
engines, are but engines ; and that the example of China proves
to us indisputably, they may continue in daily use for ages in a
vast society, without once falling into the hands of the strong man
of Milton ; and consequently, without awaking one of those many
sublime energies, the full developement of which in Europe has
shed such a glorious lustre around the path of man in this world.
The printing of Bhot is performed in the stereotype manner by
wooden planks ; which are often beautifully graved : nor are the
limited powers of such an instrument felt as an inconvenience by
a people, the entire body of whose literature is of an unchanging
character.
The Bhotiya or Tibetan writing, again, often exhibits specimens
of ready and graceful penmanship. But then it is never employed
on any thing more useful than a note of business, or more informing than the dreams of blind mythology ; and thus, too, the general diffusion of books (that most potent of spurs to improvement
in our ideas) becomes, in Bhot, from the general worthlessness of
the books diffused, at least but a comparatively innocent and
agreeable means of filling up the tedious hours of the twilight of
civilization.
With respect to the authorities of the Buddhist religion or their
sacred scriptures, the universal tradition of the Nepaulese Buddhists, supported by sundry notices in their existing works, asserts,
that the original body of these scriptures amounted, when com-

plete, to eighty-four thousand volumes-probably
risms, and not volumes in our sense.

sutras or apho-

Suyskrit Bauddha Literature of Nqdul P@oper.
The most authoritative of these works are known, collective.
ly, and individually, by the names SGtra and Dharma, aad in a
work called the PGja K h d there is the following passage:
All that the Buddhas have said, as contained in the Maha
YQna Sbtra, and the rest of the SGtras, is Ilharma Ratna," or precious science. Hence the Scriptures are also frequently called
Buddha Vachan4" the words of Buddha. Sbkya Sinha first reduced these words to order, if indeed he did not originate them ;
and, in this important respect, SBkya is to Buddhism what Vyasa
is to Brahmanism. SBkya is the last (if not also the first and only)
of the seven perfect Buddhas.
The old books universally assert this ;the modern Bauddhas admit it, in the face of that host of ascetics, whom the easiness of
latter superstition has exalted to tlie rank of a Tathhgata. The
sscred chronology is content with assigning S&kya to the Kali
Yuga, and profane chronology is a science which the Buddhas
seem never to have cultivated.* But the best opinion seems to
be that SQkya died about five centuries before our sera, In the
subsequent enumeration, it will be seen that SBkya is the " Speaker" in all the great works. This word answers to " hearer," and
refers to the form of the works, which is, for the most part, that
of a report of a series of lectures or lessons delivered verbally by
S6kya to his favourite disciples, but sometimes diverging into dialogue between them. That SBkya Sinha first gave definite form
to the substance of this creed, such as it has come down to our
times, is demonstrable from the uniform tenour of that language
of the great scriptural authorities to which I have adverted : for,
before or after the enunciation of every cardinal text stand the
words ' thus said SBkya Sinha,' or, 'so commanded SBkya Sinha.'
Neither chronology, nor any thing else tangible and appreciable, exteodr
beyond the age of 86kp
C

The words Tantra and Pupana, as expressive of the distinctioa
of esoteric and exoteric works, are familiar to the Buddhas of Nep a d ; but it would seem that their own more peculiar names are
UpadBsa and Vyfiarana. Ghtha, JBtaka, and Avadhn, seem to be
rather subdivisions of Vy&karana than distinct classes.
The word Stitra is explained MGla Grantha, Buddha Vachana,
(chief book, words of Buddha) and in this sense it has been held
to be equivalent to the Sruti of the Brahmans, as has their Smriti
to the Bauddha Vy&karana But, apt as Buddhism is to forget
the distinction of divine and human nature, the analogy must be
defective ; and, in fact, the SGtra of the Buddhists often comprehends not only their own proper Buddha Vachana, but also Bodhieatwa and Bhikshu Vachantt ;which latter the Brahmans would
denominate Rishi Vachana, and, of course, assign to the Smriti,
or comments by holy men upon the eternal truth of the Sruti.
The Newars assert that, of the original body of their sacred literature, but a small portion now exists. A legend, familiar to
this people, assigns the destruction to Sankara Achh-ya ;and ' the
incomparable Sankaxa' of Sir W. Jones, is execrated by the Nepaulese Buddhas as a blood-stained bigot.*
Of the existing Bauddha writings of Nepaul (originally of Indian growth and still found unchanged in the Sungskrit language)
by far the most important, of the speculative kind, are the five
Khands of the Prajna Paramita or h c h a Bhagavati, each of
which contains 25,000 distiches. Of the narrative kind, the chSef
are eight of the nine works called the ' Nava Dharma ;' the ninth
being the Ashta Sahasfika Prajna Paramita. I t is a valuable summary of the great work first mentioned, to which, therefore, rather
than to these Dharmm, the Ashta Sahasrika bears eswntial affinity. In the sequel will be found a list of all the Sungskrit Buddha works known to me by name.?
If the nge in which Snnkara flourished, be axed with any correctnets, he
could not have been a persecutor of the Buddhists: for Sankara is placed in the
eighth century before Christ; and S k y a , the founder of Buddhism, (for we
have nothing authentic before him, or independent of him) certainly was hot
born sooner than about the middle of the sixth century, B. C.
t See the urxt paper for this list.

The five Ibchtls or Paramitas are enumerated in order in t h e
immediately subsequent detail. They are of highly specl\lstive
character, belonging rather to philosophy than religion. The caat
of thought is sceptical in the extreme : endless doubts are started,
and few solutions of them attempted. S&kyaappears surrounded
by his disciples, by whom the arguments on each topic are chiefly
maintained, S&ya acting generally as moderator, but sometimes
as sole speaker. The topics discussed are the great first principles.
of Buddhism;* the tenets of the four schools of Bauddha Phiiosophy are mentioned, but those of the Swfibhhvika alone, largely
discussed. The object of the whole work seems rather to be proof
sf the proposition, that doubt is the end as well as beginning, of
wisdom, than the establishment of any particular dogmas of philosophy or religion : and from the evidence of this great work
it would appear, that the old Bauddha philosophers were rathec
sceptics than atheists.
The nine Dharmas are as follows :
1. Ashta Sahasrilca.
2. Ganda Vy6ha.
3. Dasa BhGmeswm.
4. Samadhi Raja.
5. Lankavatara.
6. Sad Dharma PhndarikL
7. TfithQata Guhyakh.
8. Lalita Vistara,
9. S G v e r ~Prabhasa.
Divine worship is constantly offered to these nine warks, as the
Nava Dharma, by the Bauddhas of Nepaul. The aggregation of
the nine is now eubservient to r i t d fancies, but it was originally
dictated by a just respect for the pre-eminent authority and importance of these works, which embrace, in the first, an abstract of
the philosophy of Buddhism; in the seventh, a treatise on the
esoteric doctrines ; and in the seven remaining ones, a full illusgation of every point of the ordinary doctrine and discipline,

*

See the sequel at "Religiun of NepaJ atid Bhol."
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taught in the easy and effective way of example and anecdote, interspersed with occasional instances of dogmatic instruction. With
the exception of the first, these works are, therefore, of a narrative kind ; but interwoven with much occasional speculative
matter. One of them (the Lalita Visttua) is the original authority for all those versions of the history of SBkya Sinha, which
have crept, through various channels, into the notice of Europeans.
I esteem myself fortunate in having been first to discover and
procure copies of these important works. To meditate and digest them is not for me ; but I venture to hint that by so doing only
can a knowledge of genuine Buddhism be acquired. Buddhism
is not simple, but a vast and complicate structure, erected, during
ages of leisure, by a literary people. I t has its various schools
divided by various Doctors ; nor is the Buddhism of one age less
different from that of another, than the Brahmanism of the Vedas,
of the Puranas, and of the Bhagttvat. Let it not be supposed, because these works were procured in Nepaul, that they are therefore of a local character or mountain origin.
Such a notion is, in every view, utterly absurd; for the works
bear intrinsic evidence of the eontray in almost every page ;and
their language (Sungskrit,) always wholly exotic in Nepaul, most
assuredly was never cultivated here with a zeal or ability such ae
the composition of these great works must have demanded.
These works were composed by the Sages of Magadha,+ Kosila,t
and -Rajagriha,$ whence they were transferred to Nepaul by Bauddha Missionaries soon after they had assumed their existing shape.
The S h b h u PGrana is the only local work of importance in the
large collection which I have made. Perhaps it may be sumnised,
that if (as is stated) the fire of Sankara's wrath consumed all, but
some fragments of the sacred writings of the Buddhists, the ample
works now produced must be spurious. But, in the first place,
the legend is but a legend ;and in the next, exaggeration may rea-

t
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The modern Bihnr.
Part of Oude and part of Iloliilkhand.
Rajmahal?

sonnbly be suspected, both as to number of books then extant and
destroyed.
The Bauddhas never had eighty-four thousand principal scriptures ;* nor could Sankara destroy more than a few of those which
they really possessed when he came (if he ever came) to Nepaul.
The proof of the latter statement is-that Buddhism was, long after
Sankara's time, the prevalent and national faith of the Nepaulese
Princes and subjects ; and that it is so still in regard to the people,
notwithstanding the Gorkha conquest. Sankara (or some other
famous Brahmanical controversist) may have converted, one of the
Princes of the Valley ; but the others remained Buddhists ; and,
no doubt, took care of the faith and property of their subjects. All
old Bauddha works are written in one of the three sorts of letters
now peculiar to Nepaul Proper, usually in Ranja and Bhanjin
Mola, and on Palmira leaves. Copies of the Racha Bhagavati or
Prajna Paramita are very scarce. I am of opinion, after five
years of enquiry, that there were but four copies of it in the Valley, prior to my obtaining one copy and a half: OW copy more
I got transcribed from an old one. No one had, for some time,
been able fully to understand its contents ; no new copy had been
made for ages ; and those few persons, who possessed one or more
khands or sections of it, as heir-looms, were content to offer to
sealed volumes the silent homage of their puja (worship). Time
and growing ignorance have been the chief enemies of Sungskrit Buddha literature in Nepaul.
The Bauddha Scriptures are of twelve kinds, known by the
following twelve names : 1. Shtra ; 2. Geya ; 3. VyAkarana ; 4. Gfttha; 5. Udan ; 6. Nidan; 7. Ityukta; 8. Jataka; 9. Vaipulya;
10. Adbhuta Dharma ; 11. A v a d h ; 12. Upad6sa.
W e should douhtlrss read aphorism o r text (Sirtra or vana), not book,
with reference to the 84.000 in qu~stion. The universality of the notion proves
that this definite number has truth, i n some sense, attached to it.
The primitive meaning of SGtra (aphorism, o r thread of discourse,) implies that Sdkya taught verbally ; and if this be so. S6tra only took its present
sense of principalscripture after his death. These sayings of 84kya may still
be found all over the sacred works of the sect in their original nphorislic form.
T h e destruction of Buddha books adverted to in the text, has, I fancy, reference to the pkains of India. There i t was complete, eventually ; but In the
mean while the most valuable works had been saved in Nepaul.

Sutras are the principal scriptures, (Mula Grantha) as the
b c h a Bhagavati or Prajna Paramita ; they are equivalent to the
Vedas of the Brahmanists.
Gqas, are works of praise, thanksgiving and pious fervour, in
modulated language. The Gita Govindaof the Brahmanistsis equivalent to the Buddha Gita Pushtaka, which belongs to the Geya.
VyciRarana are narrative works, containing histories of the several births of SBkya prior to his becoming NirvBn; and sundry
actions of others who by their lives and opinions have illustrated
this religion, with various forms of prayer and of praise. V y h rana, in the sense of narration, is opposed generally to works of
philosophy or speculation, such as the h j n a Paramita. I t also
characterises works of an exoteric kind, as opposed to the Upad6ea or Tantras.
Grithas are narrative works, in verse and prose, containing
moral and religious tales, (AnBk Dharmakathh) relative to the
Buddhas, or elucidative of the discipline and doctrine of the sect.
The Lalita Vistara, is a Vyhkarana of the sort called a t h a .
Udan, treat of the nature and attributes of the Buddhas, in the
form of a dialogue between a Buddhist adept and novice.
NGfan, are treatises, in which the causes of events are ahewn ;
as for example, how did N y a h o m e a Buddha? the reason or
cause ; he fulfilled the D h , and other Paramitas.*
I t y a k , whatever is spoken with reference to, and in conclusion : the explanation of some prior discourse, is Ityukta
Jataka, treat of the subject of transmigration or metempsychosis, the illustrations being drawn from the 550 births of
S&ya
Vaipulya, treat of several sorts of Dharma and Artha, that is,
of the several means of acquiring the goods of this world (Artha)
and of the world to come (Dbarma).
Adbhuta Dhama, on preternatural events.
Paramita here m e w s virtue, the m o d merit by w b i h our escape (pancuge) from mortality is obtained. Dan, or charity, is the firat of the tell crrdinal virtu- oC the Buddhas: '< aild other" refers to the remaining nine. &e
Appendix A, of paper 111.

At*ad&n,of the fruits of actions or moral law of Mundane
existence.
IT@a&sa, of the esoteric doctrines equivalent to Tantra, the
rites and ceremonies being almost identical with those of the Hindoo Tantras, but the chief objects of worship, dierent, though
very many of the inferior ones are the same. According to the
UpadBsa, the Buddhas are styled Yoghbara and D i g h b a r a
Tantrika works are very numerous. They are in general disgraced by obscenity and by all sorts of magic and demonology. But
they are frequently redeemed by unusually explicit assertions of
a eupreme Godhead. Vajra Satwa Buddha is the magnus Apollo
of the Tantrikas.
The following is an enumeration of some of the most important individual specimens of the preceding classes.
First khand, or section, of the Racha or Raksha Bhagavati or
Prajna Paramita. I t is a Maha Yfrna SGtra Sfrstra. I t begins
with a relation (by himself) of how S&ya became Bhagavgn (deified) ; and how he exhorted his disciples to study and meditate
his principles ; and how he explained the doctrine of Avidya, that
is, as long as Avidya* lasts, the world lasts, when Avidya ceases,
(N'iodha) the world ceases ; aliter, Pravritti ends, and Nivritti*
begins. Such are the general contents of the former part of this
khand ; and the latter part of it is occupied with explanations of
Sunyata and Maha Sunyata.* S&ya is the speaker, the hearers
are Subhuti, and other Bhikshukas : the style is prose (Gadya).
Second and third khands of the Raksha Bhagavati. Contents
the same as above.
The fourth khand of the Raksha Bhagavati relates, how any one
becomes Sarvakarmajnfi, or skilled in the knowledge of all things
on earth and in heaven ; in a word, omniscient ; besides which,
the subjects of the former khands are treated of, in continuation,
in this.
The fifth khand of the Raksha Bhagavati. Besides Avidya,
See the explanation of theae terms in the secluel.
the philosophy or Buddhism.

They form the basis of

Swiyata, and all the other great topics of the prior khands, this
khand contains the names of the Buddhas, and Bodhisatwas.
These five khands or divisions are each called Pancha, Vingsati,
Sahasrika, Prajna Paramita ; the three first words indicating the
extent of each division, and the two last, the nature of the subject or transcendental wisdom. Sata Sahasrika is a collective name
of the four first khands, to which the fifth is not necessarily adjunct ; and indeed it is apparently an abstract of the Sata Sahasrika. Arya Bhagavati and Raksha Bhagavati, or holy Goddess
and Goddess of Deliverance, are used, indifferently with Prajna
Paramita, as titles of each or all of these five khands. The five
khands are all in prose, and comprise the philosophy of Buddhism.
Ashtasahasrika PTajna Paramita, a Maha Ylna Sttra. An
epitome of the transcendental topics discoursed of at large in the
Racha Bhagavati. It is prose. S k y a is the speaker; and Subhuti and other Bhiishukas,* the hearers.
Ashta Sahmrika Vyakhya.
This is a comment on the last work by Hnra Bhadra, in verse
and prose.
Ganda Vyuha, a Vylkarana Slstra, contains forms of supplication and of thanksgiving, also how to obtain Budhijuyln, or
the wisdom of Buddhism. Prose speaker, Slkya ;hearer, Sudhana
Kumara.
Dasa Bhumeswara, a Vyhkarana, containing an account of the
ten Bhumis.t Prose speaker, Slkya ; hearer, Ananda Bhikshuka.
Samridhi Raja, a Vyhkarana; an account of the actions by
which the wisdom of Buddhism is acquired, and of the duties of
Budhisatwas. Prose speaker, Shkya, and hearers, Ravana and
others.
S a d D h a m a Pundarika, a Vylkarana, an account of the Maha
and other Dipa Dlnas, or of the lights to be maintained in ho-

t

Bhikshu, name of a Buddhist mendicant. See on to section on Religion.
Ten heavens. or ten stages of perfectibility.

now of the Buddhas, and Bodhisatwas; with narrations of the
lives of several former Buddhas by Sikya, as well as prophetic
indications of the future eminence of some of his disciples. Speakers and hearers, SBkya, Maitreya, Muyjusri, kc.
Lalita Vistara. This is a Vybkarana of the sort called Gbtha.
I t contains a history of the several births of Siikya, and how, in
his last birth, he acquired perfect wisdom, and became Buddha.
Verse and prose speaker, Shkya ; hearers, Maitreya and others.
Guhya Samagha, otherwise called Tathzigata Guhyaka, an
Upad6sa or Tantra ; contains numerous mantras, with explanations of the manner of performing esoteric rites. Prose and verse
speaker, Bhagavan (i. e. SBkya) ; hearers, Vajra Pani Bodhisatwa
and others.
Suvarna Prabhasa, a Vyikarana SQstra, discourses by Sbkya
for the benefit of Lakshmi, Saraswati and others ; also an account
of the Bhagavat DhQtu, or mansions of the deities. prose and
verse speaker, Shkya ; hearers, Sitsavi Kumara, the above named
Goddesses and others.
Swayambhu Purana, the greater; a Vyhkarana of the sort called GBthB : an account of the manifestation of Swayambhu or Adi
Buddha* in Nepaul, and the early history of Nepaul. Verse
speaker, SQkya; hearer, Ananda Bhikshuka.
Swayambhu Purana, the less, a GithB, summary of the above ;
an account of Swayambhu Chaitya, (or temple). Verse and prose
speaker and hearer, as above.
Karanda Vyuha, an account of Lokeswara Padma Pani. Prose
speaker and hearer, as above.
Guna Karanda Vyuha, a Gthzi ;an amplification of the above
in verse. Speaker and hearer, as above.
Mahavastu, an Avadin Sbstra; an account of the fruits of
actions, like the Karma Vipaka of the Brahmans. Prose speaker
and hearer, as before.
As6ka Avadrin; an account of the Triad, or Buddha Dharma
Sangha, also of the Chaityas, with the fruits of worshipping them.
Verse speaker, Upagupta Bhikshuka ; hearer, Asoka Raja.
Swayambhu mean8 self-existent.

Adi, first, nnd Buddha, wise.

D

Bhadra Kalpika, an A v a d h Shstra; a detailed account of
the Buddhas, past and to come. Verse and prose speaker, Sbkya ;
hearers, Upagupta Bhikshuka, with a host of immortals and mortals.
Jhtaka Miila ; an account of the meritorious actions of Sdkya
in his several births, prior to his becoming a Tathagti& Verse
and prose speaker, SBkya ; hearer, Ananda Bhilishu.
Manichura, an Avad4n ; an account of the first birth of SPkya,
and of the fruits of his actions. Prose speaker and hearer, as
above.
Dwavinsati A d h n , an Avadin Sistra; an account of the
h i t s of building, worshipping and circumambulating* Chaityaa
Verse and prose speaker, Sakya ; hearer, Maitreya.
Nandi Mukha Swaghosha, an Avadin ;an account of the great
fast called Vasundhara, and of the fruit of observing i t Prose
speaker, SBkya ; hearer, Ananda.
Bodhi-charyh, an AvadPn SQstra, of the sort called E v y a ;
contains a highly laudatory account of the virtue of charity and
of the Bodhi-Chary$ or Buddhist duties. Verse speaker, Maitreya ; hearer, Sudhana Kumara.
Karuna-Pundurika, an Avaditn ; an account of Arinemi Raja ;
of Samudra Renu, Purohit; of Ratna Garbha, Tathagtiti; and
of Avalokiteswara, (i e. Padma Pani Bodhieatwa) interspersed
with sundry philosophical topics which are discussed by Sbkya in
a broken manner. Sbkya, then, in anticipation of his demise, gives
directions as to the mode in which his system is to be taught.
Prose speaker, S6kya ; hearers, Maitreya, &.
Chandhn'ta Mhla, a treatise of prosody ; the measures illustrated by verses laudatory of SBkya Sinha. Verse and prose :
the author Amrita Bhikshu.
Lokeswara Sataka, a hundred verses in praise of Padma Pani.
Verse author, Vajra Datta Bhikshu.
This circumambulation is one of the commonest and moat pious actionso€
Buddhist devotion. Mental prayers are repeated all the while, and a small cyli~iderfixed upon the upper end of a short statY or handle, is held in the right
hand and kept in perpetual revolulion.

Saraha Dhbra, with a comment ; a KBvya in praise of Arya
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Sakti. Verse :author, Sarvajna MitrapLda, Bhikshu.
Aparamita Dharani, an UpadBsa ;* contains many Dharanis addressed to the Buddhas, yho are immortal (Aparamitayusha Tathagiti). Prose speaker, Slkya ;hearer, Ananda Bhikshu.
Dharani Sangraha, a collection of Dharanis, as Maha Vairochans D. Maha Manjusris D. and those of many other B u d h
and Buddhisatwas. Verse speaker, Says ; hearer, Vajra Pani.
Pancha Rahhri, an Upad6sa Dharani ; an account of the five
Buddha Saktis, called P r a t i h &c.t Prose speaker, Sikya;
hearer, Ananda.
Pratyangira Dharani, an Upad6sa Dharani; an account of
Pratyangira Buddha Sakti, Prose speaker, S&ya ;hearer, Ananda Bhikshu.
Tdrci Satnamu, an Upad6sa Dharani, contains an account of
Arya Ti& of her hundred names, her Vija mantras, &c. Verse
speaker, Padma Pani ; hearer, Vajra Pani.
Sugatavad6n, an Avadin SQstra, contains an account of the
feast kept in honor of Sanghas or Buddhisatwas. Verse speaker,
Vasundhara Buddhisatwa ;hearer, PushpakBtu Rajkumar.
Sukhavati Loka, account of the so called heaven of Amitabha
Buddha. Verse speaker, SQkya;hearers, Ananda and othersSaptavdra Dharani, an Upadba of the sort termed Dharani ;
an account of the seven Devis (Buddha Saktis) called Vasundhara, Vajra Vidariii, Ganapati Hridaya, Ushnisha Vijaya, Parna
Savari, Marichi, Graha MatriG, together with their Vija mantras. Prose speaker, Sikya ;hearers, Ananda and others,
Sriga Sangraha, an UpadBsa ;an account of the Tantrika ritual. Prose speaker, Srikya ; hearers, Vajra Pani, &c. resemble6
the Mahodadhi of the Brahmans.
Sumaghcivadan, an Avadrin Shstra ;an account of the heaven
Dharani, though derived from the Upadesa, am exoteric. They are short
dgnificant forms of prayer, simila; to the Panchanga of the Brtihmane. Who
ever constantly repeats or wears (made up in little lockets) a dharani, possema
a charmed life.
t See classiiled ennmeration of the principal objects of Buddhist womhfp.
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(Bhuvan) of the Bhikshukas; near the close is a story of the
merchant Sumagha and his wife, whence the name of the work.
Prose speaker, SBkya ;hearer, Ananda.
Chaitya Pungava, an Avadin on the worship of the Chaityas.
Prose speaker, Sikya ; hearer, Suchetana Bhikshuka.
Kathinavadcin, an AvadBn SBstra ; containing an account of
the merit and reward of giving the Pindapatra,* Khikshari, Chivara and Nivasa to Bhikshukas. Prose speaker, Sikya ; hearer,
Kasyapa Bhikshu.
Pindapatravdhn, an account of the begging platter of the
Bhikshus, and of the merit of bestowing it to them. Prose
speaker and hearer, as above.
Dhu~ajrigraKeyuri, an UpadCsa, or Tantra Dharani ; an account of Dhwajagra Keyuri, Buddha Sakti.
Prose speaker,
S&ya ;hearer, Indra Deva (the god).
Graha Matrika, a Tantra Dharani ;account of Graha Matrika,
Buddha Sakti. Speaker, SBkya ; hearer, Ananda Bhiishu.
Nrigapujh, a manual of worship to the Nagas for rain. I t is
extracted from the SAdhana MUa. I t is of the same character
as the Vrata Paddhati of the Brahmans.
Mahakdla Tantra, an UpadBsa; account of the worship to be
paid to Mahakila. Prose, Vajra Satwa Bhagavan (i. e. Buddha) ;
speaker and hearer, his Sakti, named Vajra Sattwatmaki.
Abhidl~hnottarottara, an Upadha ; account of the exoteric
rites. Prose speaker, Vajra Satwa Bhagavan ; hearer, Vajra Pani.
The rites prescribed by this book resemble in character the
Saiva ritual, and differ from it only in being addressed to different objects.
Vinaya Sutra, Treatise on Discipline. Author, Chandra Kirti
A c h a ~ a . I t is equivalent to the VyLsa SGtra of the Brahmans.
Kalpalatdvadhn, an Avadin, a highly ornate account of the
first birth of Sikya, and of the fruits of his actions in that birth.
Verse : author, Kshemendra Bhikshu.
The beggiogplatter, staff, and slender habiliments of the Buddha mendicant are called by the namea in the text. The Chivara ia the upper, the Nivau
the lower, garb.

Gita Pushtaka, a Geya; a collection of songs on Tantrika
topics, by various hands.
Stotra Sungraha, the praises of Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha.
In verse of various measures and by various authors.
Divycivadhn, an Avadln Srlstra, containing various legends of
the first birth of Srlkya. Verse and prose speaker, Sikya; hearers, Ananda Bhikshu and others.*
Bhote Literature in the language of Tibet.

The following list of a more miscellaneous description.
Bhotiya Works.
Name, Shmachik ; author, Thula Lama ; place where written,
Khanam in Bhote ; subject, Jurisprudence.
Name, Chama Dam ; author, Aguchu Lama; place, Tija
Nowa ; subject, similar to the Sagun Pothi of the Hindoos.
Name, Charhg ; author, Thiya Lama; place, Gejaketha; subject, the Jnyan Pothi of the Hindoos, or divine wisdom.
Name, Chhrhge Chapah ; author, Yepah Regreh Maha Lama ;
plac.e, Pargreh ah chu ; subject, cure of all diseases.
Name, Tuchurakh ; author, Suka Lama ; place, Jab-la Denuk;
subject, read by mendicant monks to prosper their petition for
alms.
Name, Mani Pothi ; author, Chufil Lama ; place, Gumewan ;
subject, the use and virtue of the mani or praying cylinder.
Name, ChG Dam ; author, Gevighup Lama ; place, Yeparkas ;
subject, medicine.
Name, Napache Pothi ; author, Aberak Lama ; place, Jatu
Lam ; subject, physical science, or the winds, rain, weather.
Name, Kichak ; author, Kilhah Lama ; place, Botehi ; subject,
witchcraft, demonology, &c.
Name, Tui takh lu ; author, Rakachandah Lama ;place, Kubakh ; subject, science of war.
Since the above was composed, I have added greatly to my stock of Sungs.
krit works. For their names, see the list appended to next paper-Note of
1N7.

Name, Dutakh-a-si ; author, Bajacllik Lama ; place, Gnamlt ;
subject, read by survivors on the death of a relation, that they
may not be haunted by his ghost.
Name, Serua-takh ; author, Takachii Lama ; place, Yipurki.
To be read by travellers, during their wanderings, for the sake of
a safe return.
Name, Sata-tu-mah ; author, Yisahsekar Lama ; place, Sebhala ; subject, read previous to sitting on a panchaet for a prosperous issue thereof.
Name, Herikh ; author, Amadatakh Lama ; place, Asi ; subject, to be read for increase of temporal goods.
Name, Numbeh ; author, Titakh Lama ; place, Bere-ga-hakh ;
subject, to be read at times of gathering flowers for worship.
Name, Dekmujah ; author, Mantake-tan Lama ; place, MGnkai ; subject, to be read previous to laying the foundation of a
house.
Name, Thaka-pah ; author, Gagamatakh Lama ; place, Macha-lekoh ; subject, to be read whilst feeding the sacred fishes at
the temples ; a very holy act.
Name, Kusa ; author, Nemachala Lama ; place, Yeparenesah ;
subject, to be read at the time of bathing.
Name, Lahassa-ki-pothi ; author, Uma Lama ; place, Lassa ;
subject, to be read before eating, while dinner is serving up, to
keep off wicked spirits.
Name, Chandapu ; author, Grahah Lama ; place, Jubu-nasah ;
subject, to be read previous to making purchases.
Name, Sachah ; author, Urjanh Lama ; place, JadGn ; subject,
to be repeated whilst exonerating themselves, that no evil spirit
may come up.
Name, Bhhah ; author, Jahadegh Lama ; place, Maharsh ;
subject, to be read by lone travellers, in forests and bye-ways, fw
protection.
Name, Kajaw ; author, Olachavah Lama ; place, Ktirrih ; subject, to be read by a dead man's relatives to free his soul from purgatory.
Name, Yidaram I author, Machal Lmn ; place, Sadurl ; sub-

to facilitate interviews, and make them happy in their
issues.
Name, Ditakh; author, Chopallah Lama; place, Urasikh; subject, to interpret the ominous croaking of crows, and other inauspicious birds.
Name, Kbrichakh ; author, Khuchak Lama ; place, Pheragiall.
Ntung Chalah ; author, Gidu Lama ; place, Bidakh ; subject,
to be read at the time of drinking, that no ill may come of the
draught.
Name, Keg6 ; author, Tupathwo Lama ; place, Kabajeh ; subject, for increase of years, and tr long life.
Name, Chabeh ; author, Akabeh Lama ; place, Ari Kahguh ;
subject, to be read for removing the inclemencies of the season.
b e , Kaghatukh ; author, Sugnah Lama; place, Bole K6char; subject, to be read by horsemen, at seasons of journiea
that they may come to no harm.
Name, LGch6 ; author, Nowlah Lama ; place, ChagGra Kahah ;
subject, to be read for increase of eloquence and kllowledge of
languages.
Name, Ghikatenah ; author, Sujanah Lama ; place, Seakuhah ;
subject, to be read by archers for success'of their craft.
Name, the Baudh Pothi, or history of the founding of the Temple of Kasachit in Nepaul, with other matters appertaining to
Buddhism in Nepaul.
Name, Siri Pothi ; author, Bistakow Lama ; place, Jamatakh ;
a general form of prayer for rich and poor, sick and healthy, man
and woman.

ject,

The latter of these lists (of Bhotiya books) is a mere thing of
shreds and patches, and, in fact, I have no means of enumerating
the standard works of Tibetan literature. But I have no doubt
that Tibet is indebted for its literature to Buddha Missionaries,
and Refugees from Hindustan. These individuals carried with
them, and subsequently procured from India, many of the sacred
and profme works of their sect, and, as was their wont, they im-

mediately began to instruct the people of Bhot in their own, that
is, in the Sungskrit, letters and language. They had, no doubt,
some success in this measure in the first period of their emigration into Bhot ; but, in the end, the difficulties of Sungskrit, and
the succession of Native teachers to the chairs of the original Indian emigrants, led to the preference of the Bhgtiya language, and,
consequently, to a translation of all the Sungskrit works they had,
and could obtain from India, into the vernacular tongue of the
country. This resort to translation took place very early ; a circumstance which, aided by the lapse of time, and the further decline of the original literary ardonr, inspired by the Indian Refugees, produced, at no distant period from the decease of the first
Indian teachers, the oblivion of Sungskrit, and the entire supercession of original Sungskrit versions by translations into Tibetan.
The Bhotiyas,* however, although they thus soon lost the Sungskrit language, retained the Deva Nagari letters. The result of the
whole is, that the body of Bhotiya literature now is, and long has
been, a mass of translations frcim Sungskrit ; its language, native ;
its letters, (like its ideas,) Indian. To support this view of the
case, I have to observe, that even the Nepaulese, much nearer as
they are to India, and much more cultivated in some respects as
they are, have resorted extensively to vernacular comments, and
even translations of their books, which also are Sungskrit ; and
that, although the Newars have a good language of their own, they
have no letters, but such as are clearly of Deva Nagari origin,
and declared by themselves to be so: that all the Bhotiyas, with
whom I have conversed, assure me that they got all their knowledge from India; that their books are translations ; that the originals, here and there, still exist in Bhot, but that now no one can
read them; lastly, that most of the great Bhotiya classics proclaim, by their very names, the fact.? These remarks are appliBhot is the Sungskrit, and Tibet the Persian, name of the country. The
native name is Bot-pa, a mere corruption of the Sungskrit appellation, proving.
that the Tibetans had not reached a general designation for their country when
their Indian teachers came among them.
Note of 1837. It is needless now to say, how fully these view, have been
con-

+

ed, of course, to the classics of Bhot, for, in regard to works of
less esteem there, I believe such to be not translations, but originals; chiefly legends of the Lamas, and in the vernacular tongue,
(the best dialect of which is that spoken about Lassa and Digarchi,) but still, like the translated classics, written in letters essentially Indian.
Religion of Nepaul and of Bhot.
An accurate and complete view of the Bauddha system of belief would involve the severe study of a number of the voluminous
Sungskrit works above specified, and would demand more time
than could be bestowed upon the task by any person, not otherwise wholly unemployed. A few observations must, therefore,
d c e in this glace on the religious notions of the Bauddhas of
this part of India, and in making them I shall keep chiefly in view
the facilitation of the study of a new subject on the part of those
who may find time and courage to explore the great and new mine of
Sungskrit literature which it has been my fortune to discover in
Nepaul.
Speculative Buddhism embraces four very distinct systems of
opinion respecting the origin of the world, the nature of a f i s t
cause, and the nature and destiny of the soul.
These systems are denominated, from the diagnostic tenet of
each, Sw&bhBvika, Aishwarik6, YBtnika, and K b i k a ; and each
of these, again, admits of several sub-divisions, comprising divers
reconciling theories of the later Bauddha teachers, who, living in
quieter times than those of the first Doctors, and instructed by
the taunts of their adversaries, and by adversity, have attempted
to explain away what was most objectionable, as well as contraZ - ~
.ii~ar((
dictory, in the orginal system.
The SwBbMvikas deny the existence of i m m a t e r i a ~ d h e ~
assert that matter is the sole substance, and they give ittwo modes,
confirmed by the researches of De Coros. It is but justice to myself to add that
the real nalure of the Kahgyur and Btangyur was expressly stated and proved
by me to tbe Srcretary of the Asiatic Society some time hefore Mr. Dr Coros'
ampler revelations were made.
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-cded Pravritti, and X i i t t i , or action and rest, concretion and
abstraction. M a t t y t $ g y s is eternal as a crude mass (how.ever infinitesimally attenGted in Nirvritti); and so are thepowem
.of matter, which powers possess not onIy activity, but intellgence.
The proper state of existence of these powers is that of rest, and
a f abstraction from every thing palpable and visible, (Nirvritti),
in which state they are se attenuated, on the one hand, and so invested with infinite attributes of power and s k i on the other,
that they want only consciousness and moral perfections to become gods. When these powers pass from their proper and enduring state of rest into their casual and transitory state of activity, then all the beautiful forms of nature or of the world come
into existence, not by a divine creation, nor by chance, but spontaneously ; and all these beautiful forms of nature cease to exist,
when the same powers repass again from this state of Pravritti, or
activity, into the state of Nirvritti, or repose.
The revolution of the etatea of Pravritti* and Niraitti? is
eternal, and with them revolve the existence and destruction of
nature or of palpable forms. The Swsibhdvikas are so far horn
ascribing the order and beauty of the world to blind chance, that
they are peculiarly fond of quoting the beauty of visible form as a
proof of the intelligence of the formative powers ;and they infer
their eternity &om the eternal succession of new forms. But they
.insist that these powers are inherent in matter, and not impressed
on it by the finger sf God, that is, of an absolutely immaterial being. Inanimate forms are held to belong exclusively to Pravritti,
and therefore to be perishable ;but animate forms, among which
man is not distinguished sufficiently, are deemed capable of becoming by their own efforts associated to the eternal state of Nirvritti ;their bliss in which state consists of repose or release from
an otherwise endlessly recurring migration through the visible
forms of Pravritti. Men are endowed with consciousness, as well,
Pra, an inten~itioeprefix ; and Vritti, aetioo, avocation. From va to blow
as the wind.

+ Nir, a prlvltive prdx, and Vritti
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I believc, of the eternal bliss* of the rest of Nirvritti, as of the
ceaseless pain of the activity of Pravritti. But these men who
have won the eternity of Nirvritti, are not regarded as rulers of
the universe, which ales itself; nor as mediators or judges of
mankind still left in Pravritti ; for the notions of mediation and
judgement are not admitted by the Swhbhhvikas, who hold every
man to be the arbiter of his own fate-good and evil in Pranitti being, by the constitution of nature, indissolubly linked to
weal and woe; and the acquisition o f Nirvritti beiig, by the
&me inherent law, the inevitable consequence of such an enlargement of his facultia, by habitual abstraction, as will enable a
man to know what Nirvritti is, T o know thig is to become omniscient, a Buddha ;t e be divinely worshipped aa such, while yet
lingering in Pravritti; and to- become, beyond the grave, or in
Nirvritti, all at leaat that man can become, an all respecting which
some of the Swfibhhvikas have expressed mueh doubt, while
others of them have insisted that it is eternal repose, and not
eternal a n d d a t i o n t (Sunyata); though, adds this more dogmatical school, were i t even Sunpta, it would still be good;
man being otherwise doomed to an eternal migration through all
the forms of nature ; the more desirable of which are little to be
wished; and the less so, at any price to be shunned.
From the foregoing sketch it will be seen, that the most diognostic tenets of the Swibhhvikas are, the denial of immateriality,
and the assertion that man is capable of enlarging his h u l t i e a to
infinity. The end of this enlargement of human faculties is assoeiation to the eternal rest of Nirvritti, respecting the value of which
there is some dispute ; and the means of it are, Tapas and D h y h ;
by the former of which terms, the Sw&Mvikas understand, not
penance, or self-inflicted bodily pain, but a perfect rejection of
all outward (Pravrittika) things ; and, by the latter, pure mental

* The prevalent doctrine io, that they are; some doctors, however, say no ;
the question turns on the prior acceptation of Sunyata, for which see ou.
t This interpretation of the Swdbhlvika Sunyata is not the general one, though
the opponent8 of Buddhism have attempted to mnke it so ; for the prevale~it
sense of the word among the Buddhas, see on.
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abstraction. In regard to physics, the SwLbh6vikas do not reject design or skill, but a designer, that is, a single, immaterial,
seK-conscious being, who gave existence and order to matter by
They admit what we call the laws of matter, but insist that those laws are primary causes, not secondary ;are inherent
eternally in matter, not impressed on it by an immaterial creator.
They consider creation a spontaneity, resulting from powers which
matter has had from all eternity, and will have to all eternity.
So with respect to man, they admit intellectual and moral powens,
but deny that immaterial essence or being, to which we ascribe
those powers. Animate and inanimate causation, they alike attribute to the proper vigour of nature, or SwLbhAva. I believe the
Sw6bhLvika to be the oldest school of Buddhist philosophy; but
that school has, from the earliest times, been divided into two
parties, one called the SwlbhLvikas simply, whose tenets I have
endeavoured to state above, the other termed the Prajnika SwLbhP&as, from Prajna,* the supreme wisdom ; viz. of nature.
The Prajnikas agree with the Sw&bh&vikas,
in considering matter as the sole entity, in investing it with intelligence as well as
activity, and in giving it two modes, or that of action and that of
rest. But the Prajnikas incline to unitize the powers of matter
in the state of Nirvritti ; to make that unit, deity ; and to consider
man's summum bonum, not as a vague and doubtful association
to the state of Nirvritti ; but as a specific and certain absorption
into Prajna, the sum of all the powers, active and intellectual, of
the universe. The AishwarikLs admit of immaterial essence,
and of a supreme infinite, and self-existent Deity (Adi Buddha)
whom some of them consider as the sole deity and cause of all
things, while others associate with him a coequal and eternal material principle ; believing that all things proceeded from the joint
operation of these two principles. The Aishwarikbs accept the two
modes of the SwLbhLvikas and Prajnikas, or Pravritti and Nirvritti. But, though the Aishwarikhs admit immaterial essence, and
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* Prajna, from pra, an illtensitive prefix, and Jl~pina,wisdom,or perhaps, the
simpler jna.

a God, they deny his providence and dominion ; and though they
believe Moksha to be an absorption into his essence, and y a m
appeal to him as the giver of the good things~f~P~a_@t_ti,
they
deem the connection of virtue and felicity in Pravritti to be independent of him, and the bliss of Nirvritti to be capable of being
,. ,
won only by their own efforts of T q a s and DhyLn, efforts which
they too are confident will enlarge their faculties to infinity, will
make them worthy of being worshipped as Buddhas on earth, and
will raise them in heaven, to an equal and self-earned participation
of the attributes and bliss of the Supreme Adi Buddha; for
such is their idea of Moksha, or absorption into him, or, I should
rather say, of union with him. All the Bauddhas agree in referring the use and value of mediation, (earthly and heavenly,)
of the rights and duties of morality, and of the ceremonies of religion, solely to Pravritti, a state which they are all alike taught to
contemn ; and to seek, by their own efforts of abstraction, that
infinite extension of their faculties, the accomplishment of which
realizes, in their own persons, a godhead as complete as any of
them, and the only one which some of them will acknowledge. ,
6r7vu''j
The K h i k a s and YLtnikas derive their names, respectively, from
K-n
by which I understand conscious moral agency, and Ytit- -""'+b~ '/;1% ,
na, which I interpret conscious intellectual agency. I believe these hdl,F% bLd
schooh to be more recent than the others, and attribute their origin
)bl
to an attempt to rectify that extravagant q g i i s m , which, in the ' '
other schools, stripped the powers above, (whether considered as '.' 'i.'"?C+,
' ',I-!
of material or immaterial natures,) of all personality, providence '""""
and dominion; and man, of all his active energies and duties.
Assuming as just, the more general principles of their predecessors, they seem to have directed their chief attention to the phcenomena of human nature, to have been struck with its free will,
and the distinction between its cogitative and sensitive powers,
and to have sought to prove, notwithstanding the necessary moral
law of their first teacherg that the felicity of man must be secured, either by the proper culture of his moral sense,* which was the
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Notwithstanding these sentiments, which are principally referable to the
state
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sentiment of the K&rmikas, or, by the just conduct of his understanding, a conclusion which the YBtnikas preferred: and thk,
I believe to be the ground of distinction between these two schools
as compared with one another. As compared with their predecessors, they held a closer affinity with the Aishwarikh than with
the other schools, inclined to admit the existence of immaterial
entities, and endeavoured to correct the absolute impersonality
and quiescence of the Cansa Causarum, (whether material or
immaterial,) by feigning K h a or Yiitna, conscious moral, or conscious intellectual agency, to have been with causation from the
beginning. The K h i k a texts often hold such a language as
this, " Sakya Sinha, who, according to some (the SwBbhtivikas),
spmg from SwBbhBva, and, according to others, (the Aishwarikb,) from Adi Buddha, performed such and such Khma, and
reaped such and such fruits from them."
In regard to the destiny of the soul, I can find no essential difference of opinion between the Bauddha and the Brahmanical sages.
By all, metempsychosis and absorption are accepted. But absorbed into what? into Brahme, say the Brahmans, into Sunyata, or
SwiibMva, or Prajna, or Adi Buddha, say the various sectn of the
Buddhists. And I should add, that by their doubtful Sunyata, I
do not, in general, understand annihilation, nothingness, but rather that extreme and almost infinite attenuation which they ascribe to their material powers of forces in the state of Nirvritti,
or of abstraction from all particular palpable forms, such as compose the sensible world or Pravritti.
By tracing the connexion
of Sunyata with Akhh, and, through it, with the more palpable
elements, in the evolution and revolution of Pravritti, it may be
plainly seen, that Sunyata is the ubi and the modus of primal
entity in the last and highest state of abstraction from all particular
modifications such as our sensea and understanding are cognizant of.
How far, m d in what exact sense, the followers of these
diverse and opposite systems of speculation adopted the i n n u e r a atate of Pravritti, the Barmibas and Yatnikas still held preferentially to the
Tapas and Dhyan, the severe meditative asccticism, of the older achools.

ble deities of the existent Buddhist Pantheon, it must rest with
future research accurate!^ to determine. For my part, I have
I;
2 . 1 .
no stomach for the marshalling of such an immense, and for the
most part useless, host.* But some of the principal objects of
worship, with their relation and connexion, may be noticed. The
leading, and most fundamental association of these objects is,
that of the triad, or three persons named Buddha, Dharma, and
Sangha In the transcendental and philosophic sens% Buddha
means mind, Dharma, matter, and Sangha, the bo%c$~ti'dfiof the
two former in the sensible or phoenomenal world. In a practical
and religious sense, Buddha means the mortal author of this religion (SBkya), Dharma, his law, and Sangha, the congregation of
the faithful.
The triad is liable to a theistic or atheistic interpretation in
the higher or philosophic sense, according as Buddha is 'preferred
or postponed to Dharma.
The next, and a very marked distinction of persons, is established in this creed between those avowed mortals who win the rank
and powers of a Buddha by their own efforts, and the Buddhas of
a celestial nature and origin.
The former of these are sevent who are all characterised as " MPnushi" or human ; the latter are five or six, and are contradistinguished as " Anupapldakk," without parents, and also as " Dhyhi,"or divine.
This second appellation of the Celestial Buddhas is derived from
the Sungskrit name for that abstracted musing which has found
more or less favour with almost all the Asiatic religionists, but
which is peculiarly and pre-eminently characteristic of Buddhism.
The Dhyhni Buddhas, with Adi Buddha, their chief, are usually
and justly referred to the Theistic school.
The epithet Dhybni, however, as applied to a class of Buddhas,
is obviously capable of an atheistic interpretation. It is nevertheI

See Appendix B of Paper 111. l o r n goodly army.
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+ Called V i p y i , Sithi, Virwabhu, Kaketaaoda, Kanakamuui, Kasyapa, and
Ukya Biuha.

less certain, that, in whatever sense otl~erschools may admit
this term, or the class of Divinities which it characterises, the
AishwarikLs (beyond the bounds of Nepaul too) ascribe this creative Dhyin to a self-existent, injnite, and omnhcient " Adi Buddha," one of whose attributes is the possession of five sorts of
wisdom. Hence he is called " PBnchajnybk Atmik6;" and it
was by virtue of these five sorts of wisdom, that he, by five successive acts of DhyLn, created, from the beginning and for the
duration of the present system of worlds, the "Pancha Buddha
Dhyani."
The names and graduation of these J n y h s , Dhybs, and Buddhas are thus :Jnyknap.
Dhyrinas.
Buddhas.
1. Suvisuddha
The D h y h of creati- 1. Vairochana.
Dharma Dhatu. on is called by one ge- 2. Akshobhya.
2. Adarshana.
neric name Loka-San- 3. Ratnasambhava.
3. PrativBKshana. sajana; and by five 4. Adtabha.*
4. Samta.
repetitions of this, the 5. Amoghasiddha.
5. KritybushthBn. five Buddhas were created.
I t might be expected, that the supreme Buddha, having created
these five celestials, would have devolved on them the active cares
of the creation and government of the world. Not so, however ;
the genius of genuine Buddhism is eminently quiescent, and
hence these most exalted e o n s are relieved from the degradation
of action. Each of them receives, together with his existence,
the virtues of that Jnyin and DhyLn, to the exertion of which, by
Adi Buddha, he owed his existence; and by a similar exertion
of both, he again produces a Dhyini Bodhisatwa. The Dhyirni
Bodhisatwits are, one by one, in succession, the literary and active
authors of creation. These creations are but perishable ; and,
Original of the Chinese 0-mi-to, a word as utterly without meaning as
their Bonze, of which latter the Sungskrit Bandya is the r e d and significant
form. Amithbha is the immeasurably splendid. Bandya is a person entitled to
reverence, and the collective or general appellation of all professed or lrsceticnl
followere of Buddha.
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since the beginning of time, three of them have passed away.
The present world iq therefore, the work of the fourth Bodhisatr
wa, who is now Lord of the ascendant, and his worshippers in
Nepaul ate wont to invest h i with all the powers of a supreme
and sole God, the " Pmesena Dims" being, as usual, every thing.
When the existing system of worlds shall have run its course, the
offices of creator and governor of the next will be assumed by
the fifth Bodhisatwa.
The names and lineage of the= Dhyani Bodhbatwas are as
follows :
Buddhas.
Btnihisahoa~.
1. V
h
h
1. Samantabhadra.
2. Akshobhya
2. Vajra Pani.
3. Ratnasambhava.
3. Retna Pani.
4. Amitabha
4. Padma Pani.
5. Amoghasiddha.
5. Vima Pani.
The Dhybi Buddhas and Bodhisatwas are considered to stand
in the relation of fathers and sons to each other; and as there are
DhyGni Bodhisatwas, so are there Msinushi Bodhisatwas, who
again bear to their respective Msinushi Buddhas, the connexion
of pupil to teacher, of graduate to adept, of the aspirant after the
wisdom of Buddhism to him who possesses that wisdom. I
should add, that it is competent for a mortal man to become a
Buddha,* whilst he yet lingers in the flesh, albeit, the entire fulfilment of the rewards, if not of the prerogatives, of that transcendent character is assigned to a more unearthly state, viz. the
state of N i i t t i . In the above remarks I have inserted only the
quinary aeries of Dhyini Buddhas and Bodhisatwas. But there
is, also, a series of six, the Buddha Vajra Satwa, and the Bodhiaatwa Vajra Pani, being added to the series of five, to perfect the
larger aeries. Further, as the five material elements, (1) the five
aenses, (2) and the five respective (outward) objects of sense, (3)
Hence the Divine Laman of Bhot ; though the original idea hbeen per.
verted aomerhat.

(1) Five Bhutas.

(2) Five I n d r i y ~ ~ .

F

(8) Five A y a t w .

are rrferrerl to the series of five Buddkias, so the intellect, (1) with
apprehension in its kind, (2) and the express objects of such apprehension, or the moral laws of the universe, (3) are referred to
Vajra Satwa Buddha. And it should not escape remark, that the
h i r e associations give somewhat of the dignity of useful knowsledge to what must otherwise have been mere voces et prseterea
.nil.
Nor is there any want of sufficing original authority for the se;ries of six Celestial Buddhaq* any more than for the series of
five, though the latter may be, and perhaps is, the older. Wherefore I will take leave in this place to caution the reader against
exclusive and confined opinions, founded upon any one enumeration he may find; as for instance, that of the Pancha Buddha
DhyBni. Any particular enumeration may have a definite object.
But that does not imply that any other and larger enumeration,
also with an express object, is inconsistent with the other series.
The next material distinction of persons or divinities in this religion is into Exoteric or Pouranika Buddhas and Esoteric or Tan.trika. The first are those ordinarily so called and alone heretofore known to us. The second are more specially styled Yogambars and Digambara: they form the link of connexion between
Jainism and Buddhism ; and their statues or images are distinguished either by nudity or by a multiplicity of members: they
a r e wholly unknown to Europeans. I have already adverted to
the general character of the Tantrika ritual. I t is a strange and
unintelligible adjunct of Buddhism, though vouched by numerGUS scriptural authorities.
The images of the five DhyLni Buddhas, which have been forwarded to the Society? occupy (and exclusively of dl lower Buddhas) the base of every Mahachaitya,? or highest order of temples
in Nepaul ; and those images are invariably distinguished by the
( 1 ) Man:~sa.

(2) Dharann.
( 3 ) Dharmn.
R grege the Snrvn Dhnrrnn Mahasanti, said by nlr. De Coros to be tho
bil)le of the ' oldest Buddhist sect in Tibet.' For authorities for Adi Buddha
and the six Celestial Buddhas, see Quotations in Proof, 1637.
1. Temple and monastery are the respective equivalents of Chaitya rind of
Vihiir.

respective differences exhibited in the specimens transmitted,
viz. the position of the hands ; the nature of the supporters and
the particular cognizance or mudra of each, which is laced between the supporters. Vairo Chana is seldom figured : the other
four celestial Buddhas occupy shallow niches at the base of the
hemisphere of the Chaitya, one opposite each cardinal point.
. The Chaitya would appear to be the only exclusively Buddhist
form of temple. I t consists of a solid hemisphere, commonly surmounted by a graduated cone or tetragonal pyramid, the grades
(of the cone or pyramid) being 13, typical of the 13 highest heavens of Buddhist cosmography. Between the hemisphere and
the cone or pyramid is a short square basement for the latter, upon
each of the four sides of which a pair of eyes is graved. The hemisphere is called the gar-bh ; the basement, toran ;:and the cone
or pyramid, chura mani. The Nepaulese are sufficientlyfamiliar
with Chaityas in the sense of tomb temples or ~ a u s o l e aor covers
of relics (Dehgopa) : but all their principal edifices of this nature are dedicated to the self-existent, first, supreme Buddha, and
to his five celestial Eons. Chaityas are Cequently combined
with small hollow temples, of which they form the superstructure :
besides which many sacred edifices of Hindoo form are used by
the Buddhists fbr enshrining their mortal Buddhas, as well as any
of the numberless Gods and Goddesses of their ample Pantheon.
The followers of Buddha are divided into regular and secular-+
division exactly equivalent to the Grihastha Asram and Vairagi or.
Sunnyasi Asram of the Hindoos-but not ecpivdept to Laies aod
l h ~
or as cent'- '
Clerics. The regulars are all monastic, as &%&i$i
bites, living in deserts or in monasteries (Vihar). Their collective
name is Bandya(person entitled to reverence) ;and they are divided
into four orders, c q e d Bhikshu or mendicants, Wvaka or readers,
C h a i k a or the bcadfi iobed, and Arhata or Arhanta or Adepts.
They are all ascetics, and constitute the congregation of thefaithful, or only .real Buddhists ;the seculars having always been r e
garded as little better than heretics, until political ambition began
to qualify the high-toned enthusiasm of the primitive saints ; and
until very many having come in who could not all live in idleness,
F 2
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these were dowed to follow the various business of the world,

their instruction being provided for by the Monks, some of whom
thus became invested with a partially c l e r i d character which
they esercised under the names of Achslrya and Vajra Achkrya or
teacher and powerful teacher.
The following list of Buddhas completes all I have at present
to offer on the subject. Two lifits were prepared for me, some
time ago, by an old Bauddha of Nepaul, with whom I have long
cultivated an acquaintance ;but they were then hid aside for future examination and explanation when opportunity should serve.
I have accordingly had them compared, under my own eyes,
k t h the ecriptures whence they were extracted, and the comparison has suggested the following brief ducidatory remarks.
In the first place, the lesser list has proved to be superflnoua,
all its names being contained in the larger one. In the next
place, the whale number of Buddhas in the greater catalogue has
been found to amount to one hundred and thirty-one, and not t o
one hundred and forty-five, aa stated elsewhere; the same name
being repeated, in some instances, two and three times, by reasan
of this catalague consisting of literal extracts from several independent works. And I have thought it better to leave it in stat u quo, than t o omit sundry names of one series because they
occur in another. Such omission might have interfered with some
established contiguity of time, place, or circumstances, in regard
to the Buddhas, with which we are not acquainted ;and with respect to the repetitions, they may be seen in the list, at a glance,
by the references attached to them. There is one deviation from
the catalogties as found in the works whence they are drawn, and
it is this. After the names of the six great Mhnushi Buddhas
(No. 50 to 56) the name of Skkya Sinha, the seventh and last,
given in my list, thaugh not found at that place in the .Lalita
Vistara: possibly because Szikya had not, when that work was
compiled, become Nirvkn, and a Tathirgta in the proper sense.
His name, though occurring before, is, notwithstanding, reinserted in my catalogue in that place, in order to make up the complement of the now famous 'Sapta Buddha Minushi,' or seveu
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mortal Buddhas. Before each distinct series of names, the work
from which it is derived, is uniformly noted.
In the works cited, many more names, besides those given in
the atalogue, are to be found, and from the whole of the booke
which have been procured and transmitted to Calcutta, hundreds
of new names might be drawn.
I n the Samadhi Rajq* Sarvarthasiddha (Skkya, before he
became a Buddha,) is asked by Maitreya and Vajra Pani, how he
acquired Samadhi J n y h . In reply, he begins by naming one
hundred and twenty Tathtigatas, who instructed him therein in
his former births ; and a t the conclusion of his enumeration of
Buddhaa, Stkvsrtha Siddha observes, ' he haa given so many names
exempli gratia, but that his instructors were really no less in number than eighty erores !' T l k e is a verse in the Aparimita
Dharani (to be found in many other, and higher, authorities) p u porting that "the Buddhas who have been, are, and will be, are
more numerous than the grains of sand on the banks of the Ganges." Some of these Buddhas sprang, divinely not generatively,
from other Buddhas ; some from Akh, and some from the Lotoe.
These are evident nonentities, in regard to chronology and history.
Yet it is often most difficult to distinguish them from their more
mbstantial compeers, the origin of the latter having been frequently traced up to heaven by the vanity of superstition, while its
grovelling genius no less frequently drew down the lineage of the
former to earth. Again, among the Buddhas confessedly of mortal mould, there are threeeewide degrees, that of the Pratydka
Buddha, that of the Sdvaka Buddha, and that of the Maha Yinika Buddha. But the two former are regarded, even by their
worshippers, as little more than mere men of superior sanctity; and as infinitely inferior to the Maha Ygnika Buddhas, such
as Sikya and his six great predecessors. W e have, however,
multitudes even of this highest degree ;and besides, the title belongs, not only to the supreme Mrinushi Tathrigstas, but also to
I have this list before me extracted from the Lmadhi Raja; but I do not
think it worth while to add it to the lists already given.

all the Dhytinis indiscrimiiiately. Upon the whole, then, it seems
peculiarly desirable, in the present state of our information, to
keep a steady eye upon the authoritative assertion of the old
scriptures, that S6kya is the seventh, and last of the Buddhas.
I t is very worthy of remark, too, that, according to these scriptures, the duration of these seven Buddhas fills the whole extent
of time ; the two first being assigned to the Satya Yuga; the two
second to the Tr6ta ;the two third to the Dwipara ;and SAkya
and the Buddha yet to come, being the declared Lords of the Kali
or present Yuga. I t will hardly, I imagine, be co~sideredan answer to this difficulty to observe, that the ChronoJogy of the Buddhists supposes an eternal world and confounds time and eternity.
I t has frequently occurred to me to doubt the historical existence of Sakya's six predecessors ;for I have not failed to remark
that, while the Buddhist writings make ample mention of SPkya's
births, sayings, and doings, and while they ascribe to him, the
effectual authorship of all the scriptural authorities of the sect,
these writings are nearly silent with respect to .the origin and actions of the six Buddhas who went before him : nor are any doctrines or dogmas referred to them in the authorities in question.
To go farther into this matter would lead me beyond the bounds
I have prescribed to myself on the present occasion. What I
have said will. suffice to shew why the catalogue of Buddhas has
been so long withheld, and perhaps would justify the withholding
of it still.

List of

Trtthhgat& compiledfrom the Lalita Vhtcira, f i p a
Sangraha and Rnkshci Bhagavati.

- Lalita Vistci~a,1st Section.
1
2
3
4

Padmottara.
Dharmaketu.
Dipankara.
Gunaketu.

5 Mahikara.
6 Rishideva.
7 Sritej~.
8 Satyaketu.

9 Vajrasanl~ata.
10 Sarvhbhibhfi.
11 Hemavarna.
12 AtyuchchagLmi.
13 Pravrlrasrigara.
14 Pushpaketu.
15 VararGpa.
16 Sulochana.
17 Rishigupta.
18 Jinavaktra.
19 Unnata.
20 Pushpita.
21 Urnirtejrl.
22 Pushkala.
23 Surasmi.
24 Man,&.
25 Sudarsana.
26 MahasinhatejL
27 Sthitabuddhidatta.
28 Vasantagandhi.
29 Satyadhermavipulakirttf.
30 Tishya.
31 Pushya.
32 Lokasundara.

57585960616263646566-10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Lalita fistcira,
Amoghadhsi.
Vairochana.
Dundubhiswara.
Dharmeswara.
SamantadarsS.
Mahgrchiskandhi.
Dharrnadhwaja.
Jnknaketu.
Retnasikhi.
Pahponi.

33 Vistfrnabheda.
34 Ratnakirtti.
35 UgratejL.
36 BrahmatejL.
37 Sughosha.
38 Supushpa.
39 Sumanojnaghosha.
40 SucheshtirrGpa.
41 Prahasitanetra.
42 GunarLsi.
43 Meghaswara.
44 Sundaraverna.
45 Ayusteja.
46 Salilagaja&mf.
47 LokBbhilBshita.
48 Jitasatru.
49 SampGjita.
50 Vipasyf.
51 &khi.
52 ViswabhG.
53 Kakutsanda.
54 Kanakamuni.
55 KBsyapa.
56 Sbkyamuni.
13th Secrion.
67-1 1 Sarvhbhibhfi. (See
R'o. 10.)
68-12
S6gara.
69-13
Padmagarbha.
70-1 4 SUendraraja.
71-15
Pushpita. (See No. 20.)
72-16
YLodatta.
73-1 7 Jn6nameru.
74---I8
75-19

Satyadarsi.
Nkgadatta.

203-7f

Atyuchcl~~gftmi.(See
No. 12.)
77-21 MahftviyGha.
78-22 Raadrhj.
79-23
S&kyamuni.(See No. 56.)
80-24 Indraketu.
8 1-25 Sfiryhana.
82-26 Sumati.
83-27 NtighbhibhG.
84--28 Bhaishajyarfij.
85-29 Sinhaketu.

86-30
87-31
8832
89-33
90-34
91-35
92-36
9337

Gdpdhirf.
Rasyapa. (See No. 55.)
Archihlyetu.
Akshobhyarhj.
Tagarasikhf.
Sarvagandhi.
Mahhpradipa.
Padmottara. (See
No. 1.)
9 4 - 3 8 Dhermaketu. (See
No. 2.)

Lalita Viutcira, 20th Section.
1006 Retnayashti.
95- 1 Vimalaprabhha.
101- 7 MeghakGtftbhi-garji96-- 2 Retnhrchi.
97- 3 Pushpftvalivanan$jikutaswara.
sumitft-bhijna.
102- 8 Retnachhatrft-bhyud98- 4 Chandrasurya jihmikagatftva-bhftsa.
raprabha.
103- 9 Samantadersf.
995 Gunarftjaprabhftsa.
104--10 Ganendra.

105-

1

10610710810911011111%

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Kriy6 Sangraha.
113- 9 Vijayoshnisha. (See
Vairochana.* (See
No. 163.)
No. 58.)
114--10 Akshobhya. (See
Mahoshnisha.
No. 85.)
Sitfttapatro-shnfsha.
115-1 1 Vajrasatwa.
Tejorbi.
Vijayoshnfsha.
116-12 Vajrarhja.
117-1 3 Vajra*.
Viinoshdsha.
118-14
Vajraaftdhu.
Udgatoshnf sha.
119-15
Retnasambhava.
Mahodgatoshnisha.

This name, although a repetition, is numbered ; because the personage
here indicated by the name Fairochan, is really Vairochan Avatar, Manjruri.
The five celestial Buddliru of N e p l will be recognircd ip this list; but cornmenting wen endless.

120-16
121-17
122-18
123-19
124-20
125-2 1
12622

Vajraretna.
VajrasGrya
Vajraketu.
Vajrahisa
AmitAbha.
Vajradherma.
Vajratikshna

127-23 Vajraketu.
128-24 Vajrabhbha
129-25 Amoghasiddha.
130-26 Vajrakerma.
131-27 V a j d s h a .
132-28 Vajrayaksha.
133-29 Vajrasandhi.

B&h& BiKlgavatf.
134- 1 Re*
139- 6
135- 2 h M .
136- 3 Retn4rchf. (SeeNo. SO.) 140- 7
137- 4 Jayendra
141- 8
138- 5 Padmottanad. (See 142- 9
No. 1.)
143--10

Surydla-pbhhttama
Ekachhatm
hddhhdy-utM.
Padmad.
Nandad.

No. 11.
SKETCH OF BUDDHISM, DERIVED FROM THE BAUDDHA SCBIPTIJEES OF NEPAUL.

(Printed from the Transaction8 of the Royal Aeiatic Society, vol. ii.)

Extract of a letterfrom Brian Houghton Halgson, E v . to
Dr. NaOarriel Wallkh.
Nepaul, 1 lth of August, 1827.
Soon after my arrival in Nepaul (now six years ago), I began
to devise mean8 of procuring some accurate information relative
to Buddhism : for, though the regular investigation of such a
subject was foreign to my pursuits, my respect for science in
general led me cheerfully to avail myself of the opportunity
afforded, by my residence in a Bauddha country, for collecting
and transmitting to Calcutta the materials for such investigation.
There were, however, serious obstacles in my way, arising out
of the jealouey of the people in regard to any profanation of
their aacred things by an European, and yet more, resulting
G

from the Chinese notions of policy adopted by this Government.
I nevertheless pefsevered ; and time, patience, and dexterous
applications to the superior intelligence of the chief ininister, at
length rewarded my toils.
My first object was to ascertain the existence or otherwise of
Bauddha Scriptures in Nepaul ; and to this end I privately instituted inquiries in various directions, in the course of which the
reputation for knowledge of an old Bsuddha residing in the city
of Pbtan, drew one of my people to his abode. This old man assured me that Nepaul contained many large works relating to Buddhism ; m d a f some of these he gave me a list. Subsequently,
when better acquainted, he volunteered to procure me copiea of
them. His list gradually enlarged as his confidence increased ;
and at length, chiefly through his kindness, and his influence
with his brethren in the Bauddha faith, I was enabled to procure and transmit to, Calcutta a large collection of important
Bauddha scriptures.
Buuddha seemed very intelligent,
Meanwhile, as the P&n
and my curiosity was excited, I proposed to him (about four
years ago) a set of questions, which I desired he would answer
from his books. He did so; and these questions and answers
form the text of the paper which I herewith forward. The reason why I have so long kept it to myself, is, that with the lapse
of time my opportunities for obtaining information increased ;
and I at length persuaded the sensible minister of this state t o
permit my old friend to visit me. Having in his answers quoted sundry slGlim in proof of his statements ; and many of the
ecriptures whence these were taken being now in my p o s d o n ,
I was tempted to try the truth of his quotations. Of that, my
research gave me in genetal satisfactory proof. But the p s m i o n of the books led to questions respecting their relative age
and authority ; and, tried by this test, the Bauddha's quotations
were not always so satisfactory. Thus one step led to another,
until I conceived the iden of drawing up, with the aid of my
old friend and his books, a sketch of the terminology and general diapoaition of the external parts of Buddhism, in the belief

that such a sketch, thougl~but imperfectly executed, would be
of some assistance to such of my countrymen as, with the books
only beibre them, might be disposed to enter into a f d and
w u r a t e investigation of this almost uoknown subject.
When, howexer, I conceived that design, L little suspected
where it would lead me; I began ere long to feel my want of
languages, and (to confess the truth) of patience, and almost
looked back with a sigh to the tolerably full and tolerably accurate account of Buddhism which I had obtained so long ago, and
with little comparative labour, from my old friend's answers to
my queries. I also saw certain notices of Buddhism coming
from time to time before the world, ushered by the talents and
industry of Klapmth and Remusat ;and, so far as I ha& opportunity to learn what these notices contained, it seemed'that the answers to my questions furnished much ampler and'more accurate
views of the subject than these distinguished men could extract
from their limited sources of information.
These considerations have induced me to present, without further delay, the accompanying paper to Mr. Colebrooke, to whose
sound knowledge if it be first submitted, there can be no danger
of the publication being made without sufficient warrant for its
usefulness. Whether or not I shall persevere in the undertaking
before hinted at, I can hardly venture to say ; but from the larger
information latterly collectea by me with a view to its completion, I have drawn some notes in correction or enlargement of
the paper now transmitted, and have placed them on its margih.
I add to this letter a very considerable list of-the Bauddha
scriptures in general, extracted for me fiom those still existing
in Nepaul.
Of so many of those scriptures as I have procured and sent to
Calcutta, I have furnished to the Asiatic Society of Bengal a
meagre explanatory catalogue. Of the rest I can obtain here
only the names; and, as it would be useless to repeat what has
been already said of some of these books, I forward the present
list, without further observation on it, than, that its accuracy
may be relied on, asd that its contents are sa far from being loG 2

caI to Nepaul, that the largest portion of the books neither are,

nor ever were procurable in this valley.
The Bauddliar were used, in old time, to insert at the end of
any particular work, lists of the names of many of their sacred
writings ; and to this usage of theirs am I indebted for the large
catalogue which I have obtained.
LIST OF SUNQSPBIT BAUDDHA WOBKS.

1. P u r a m or Exoteric Wmh.
Satasahwika Prajna Paramita.
Pancha Vingaati Sahasrika Prajna Paramita.
Ashta Dam Sahasriks Prajna P d t a .
Ashta Sahrjsrika Prajna Paramita.
Sapta Sati Prajna Pmmita.
Prajna P d t a Vyakhya.
7 Ganda Vyuha
Bhadrachari.
8 Daea Bhumeswira.
9 Samadhi Raja.
10 Lankavatara.
11 Saddharma PGndarika.
Bhadrachari.
12 Lallita Vistara.
13 Tathiigata Guhyaka, or Guhya Samadhi.
14 SGvarna Prabhasa.
15 MahavastGavadBn.
Samajataka. Kinnarijataka.
Dipangkwastti. BirkGsavadin.
16 Divyav&n.
Sard(11akarnavadBn.
17 SatakBvadtin.
w a v a d 6 n .
Barikavdn.
Rastra PalavadBn.
18 Bhadmkdpavadiin.
Birkusavadb.
Kinnarijataka.
19 As6UvadBn.
Bodhi Charya Vath.
Sapta K h a r i k a v a d h .
Dfirgati Parish6dha.
Ahoratri vrata.
Kartika M8hatmB.
Chaitya P6ngava.

1
2
3
4
5
6

...............

......

............
..................
..................

.........

..................

20 Bichitra K6rnikzivadh.
2 1 Dwivingstyavad6n.
22 Ratnsmalha&n, or

Ratnavdn.

.................. Suchandravadin.

23 Av*
I(alpalata.
24 Sfigatavadh.
25 Dharma K6sha.
26 Dhanna SangrahQ.
27 Vinaya Stitra.
28 Maha Y4na SGtra
29 Maha Y b a Sti-&.
30 Gosringti V y a k h h a
31 SalachakratavA.
32 JBtaksvadtln.
33 Jataka M&.
Visswantarja34 lldah8 Jataka Ula.
35 Swayambhu P W a Salpa
36 Swayambhu PGrana Mahata.
37 Swayambhu PCuana Madhama.
38 Swayambhu Ptirana.
Manichhvadin.
39 Iuranda Vytiha.
40 Gunakamnda V y h .
41 StikUvati VyGha.
42 Karuna PGndarika.
43 Ulitya Vistara, or

..................

.........

Tath6gat.a JanemavadPn.
44 Loukika Lankavatar.
45 Chaitya M6Utma.
46 Kalpadrdvadrin.

......... Kavikumaravdn.
Up6khadhavadBn.

47 Dharma Cosha V y u y a .

48 Avadh Sarsammuehaya.

... Sumagadhavsdain.
Sahak6pdesavdh.
aapies&.
gstbinavadan.
Pind6pBtravadh.

49 Vratrivadin Mall.

......... Nandimukha.
Sughoshavadh.
Dhimatyavadb.
SringabhBri, &c.

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

Anfimh khanda.
Adik4rmL pradipa.
Shhdhana yfiga Tipphi.
Manjfi Sri Phrajikir.
Vajra Satwa PArajikB
L6keswara PhjikP.
CllhBnd6 Mrittfilata.
Subarnavarnavadin.
Tara Satanama.
Buddha Siksha Sarnmficbya.
Pancha Rakeha.
Buddhokta Sandmnaya.
Laksha Chaitya Vratanfisansa.
Prati Noksha Sbtra.
Vajra Sfichi.
Bfiddha Charita Kavya.
Gautama Kavya.
Pbnaya Pratshha Kavya.
Lokeswura Sataka Kavya.
Sragadhara Kavya.
Bidagdha MukhamLndPna Kavya.
2. Tantras or Esoteric Worhs.

71 Param6dya Maha ybga Tantra.
-2 ParamSlsbha Mva Tantra.
73 Pindi Krama Tantra.
74 SurnpGtodbhava Tantra.
75 Hevajra Tantra.
'76 Bfiddha Kap& Tantra.
77 Sambara Tantra, or Sambar6dya.
78 Barahi Tantra, or Barahi Palpa.
79 Yogambara Tantra.

.

,

80 Dikini Jhla Tantra.
81 S W a Yamhi Tantra.
82 Krishna Yamhi ~ a h t r a .
83 Pita Yamhi Tantra.
84 Rakta Yamhi Tantra.
85 Syama Yamhri Tantra.
86 Kriya Sangraha Tantra.
87 Kriya Kand Tantra.
88 Kriya Sagara Tantra.
89 Kriya Kalpa Drums Tantra.
90 Kriyarnaba Tantra.
91 AbhidhanBttara Tantra.
92 Kriya SamGchya Tantra.
93 SBdhana mla Tantra.
94 SMham SamGchya Tantra.
95 S6dhana Sangraha Tantra.
96 SBdhana Ratna Tantra.
97 SBdhana Pariksha Tantra.
98 SBdhana Kalpalata Tantra.
99 Tatw&Jnana Siddhi Tantra.
100 J m a Siddhi Tantra.
101 Guhya Siddhi Tantra.
102 Udiyh Tantra.
103 Naghrjuna Tantra.
104 Yogpith6 Tmtra.
105 Pithrivhtar Tantra.
106 Kalavir Tantra, or Chanda Rbkhuna.
107 Maha Kda Tantra.
108 Vajravira Tantra.
109 Vajra Satwa Tantra.
110 Mmichi Tantra.
111 Tam Tantra.
112 ~a;jndhatGTantw.
1 13 Vimalaprabha Tantra.
114 Maniksrnika Tantra.
115 Tril6kyavljaya Tantra.

116 SampGta Tantra.
117 Marma Kalika Tantra.
118 KGrG Ktilla T a n k
119 BhGta D&mars Tantra.
120 KAh Chakra Tantra.
121 Yogini Tantra.
122 Yogini Sanchha Tantra.
123 Yogini J4la Tantra.
124 Yogambarapith Tantra.
125 Uddamara Tantra.
126 Basundhara Stidhan T a n k
127 Nairatma Tantra.
128 DBkarnava Tantra.
129 f i y a S h Tantra.
130 Yamantaka Tantra.
131 Manju Sri Kalpa Tantra.
132 Tantra SamGchya Tantra.
133 Kriya Vatansa Tantra.
134 Tantra Sloka Sangraha.
135 Hayagriva Tantra.
136 Kangkiig Tantra.
137 Namaangiti Vyakhya Tantra.
138 Amrita Karnika n h Sangiti Tika.
139 Gudhopada n h Sangiti Tika
140 &ya $la T a n k
141 Jdnodaya T a n k
142 Basanta Tilaka T a n k
143 Nispanna Yogambara Tantra
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tbgira Dharani. Saptabara Dharani, with hundreds more, the work

being a collection of them all.
are portions of the work, written
opposite them on the left; priorly they had been treated a s separate works.
The whole of the above are classed under the two important
heads of Exoteric and Esoteric, the subdivisions not being not-

N. B. Names on the right

ed. This list has been corrected since the paper to which it was
originally attached was written.

Extract of a letter from Brian Houghtoa liodg8m, Ksq. to
Dr. Ncdha&l Wallkh.
Nepaul, 17th October, 1827.
In a clever paper in the first and second numbers of the Calcutta Quarterly Oriental Magazine, (Review of the Bombay,
Litexay Transactions), it ia said that one of the distinctions
between Jainism and Buddhism is, that the Jaina statues are
all naked, and the Bauddha statues all clothed. The pictures
now sent you are proofs that this notion is false. You see too
that my Bauddha images are called Dcgambara, a name heretofore fancied to be peculiar to Jainism; this is another error,
and were this the place for dissertation, I could bring forward many other presumptions in favour of the notion that the
Jainas are sectarian Bauddlias, who dissented from their Bauddha
brethren merely in carrying to a gross excess, and in promulgating publicly, certain dangerous dogmas, which the more prudent
Buddhists chose to keep veiled from all but the initiated. The
Nepaul Buddhists are very jealous of any intrusion into their esoteric dogmas and symbols; so much so, that though I have been
for seven years enquiring after these things, my old Vajra Achcirya friend only recently gave me a peep at the esoteric dogmas; and my Chitrakhr, (Bauddha though he be,) has only
within these last twelve months brought me some esoteric pictures: nor probably should I have got at these secret things at
all, if I had not been able to examine the BauddRa books, in
some small degree, myself; and if a B h t i y a had not put into
my hands a picture containing one of these naked saints. With
these decisive means of questioning in my power, I at last got
my Bauddha assistants to draw up the veil of the sanctuary, to
bring me copies of the naked saints, and to tell me a little of the
naked doctrines.
Ii

.

a letter fmBrian Hotcghton Hodyeon, B y . to
07. NatIrarrie2 W&h.
Nepaul, 1st November, 1827.
.I cannot ju& now go into a description of the significance of
all the details of the sculptures which I have sent. Suffice it
to my, that every part d each image is significant; and that
the differenoes between the five are marked, first, by the different position of the hands (which is called the notidra) ;secondly,
by the variety of the supporters; thirdly, by the variety of the
pognieancea p h e d between the supporters ;and fourthly (where
painting and coloura are used), by difference of colour. Vai&hanu's appropriate colour is white ;ARe?&bya's, blue ;&tnu. Sadham's, yellow, or golden ; Anritdbha'a red ;and -haSiddha's, green.
&ctmzcd ej'

Exhact qf a le#w from Brian Houghtvn Hodgson, Eep. to
H e n y 2%Cobbrook% Esq. Dil.. R. A. S.

i beg ta preeent you with the accompanying sketch of BudThere are a few matters connected with it, which it may
be adviaable to state to you; and in the first rank stands the authority upon which I have assigned the meaning of intellectual
eBBencB to the word BwWu, and that of material easence to the
w d D h m . The Bauddhas define the worda thus : 'B6dAan
dhnaR6 iti Buddha ;Dhhm ciCrnoRcf iEi Dbrma.' About the
former of 4eae definitions there can be no difficulty ;there may
conoerning the latter. To the word Dhrana, or holding, containing, sustaining (from the root dhri), I have asaigned a material sense ;first, because it is oppoaed to b6dliana ;secondly, because
the goddess DEARMA,thepravrittika personification of this principle, is often styled, in the most authentic books, ' P r d m a r i , '
the material goddeas, or goddess of matter ;and thirdly, because
~ H Y A ABYAT-A,
,
this goddess is, (under the names Dw,
&c.) in very many pasaagea of old Bauddha works, described as
the material cause of all things ; conformably, indeed, with that
bias towards materialism, which our heretofore scanty knowledge
of Buddhism has led us to assign to the Saugata faith.
dhism.

Sanga, the third member of the Triad, beloogs not to the exalted state of nimWtti,in which no sect of Bazcddlras admits more
than two principles of all t h i n e or matter and mind, Bu&
and Dhamur. Sanga is d e w ' Sa-yi
&nuhi di Sa:ngy~,'
the multitudinous essence; because multitude is held to be as
strong a characteristic of p a or the palpable world, aa unity
is of the world of nimrM, or abstraction.
In note 31, I have distinctly rejected the 6fI.h order of Baadyad,
or V i r a AcMryas,in oppoeition to my old BauddRaSend's &atement in the text of the Sketch. There can be no doubt that my.
friend is mistaken : for in many high authorities, the four origi.
nal and true orders of Bandgas are called by the collective name
of the ' Chattirr Vama,' and are therein described dthout mentian
of the V+a AcMqas. It may serve to explain my ffiend's statement, to teU you that he is himself a Vajra Acir6rya ;and that ae
the genuine monachism of Buddhism haa long since psseed away
in Nepaul, sundry local books have been composed here by Vqra
Achriyaa, in which they have made their own modem order coequal with the four ancient orders ;and my old Wend w& hold
these modern Nepaul baok.~sufficient warrant for the rank ascribed to his own cluus. I have lately -ken to him an thia abject,
and he has c o n f e d that there is lu, old authority for bis f3khi
ordez of Bandgas. In my note I have endeavwed carefi31~tot
separate B~ddbismas il is (in Nepaul) and Buddhism as it ~ I r t
to be, qwad this point of classification If you look into Kirkpatrick's and Buchanan's works on Nepaul, you will aee how they
have been puzzled with the differehce of things a s they are from
what they ought to be, in thoee casual and erroneow hinb which
they have afForded on the eubject of Buddhism.
In note 15, I have stated that the Kcfdasand YL&
entertained tolerably just views on the grand sub@ of free-will and
necessity ;and I believe I am therein eaaentially correct :for how
otherwise are we to understand their confawion of faith, 'the actions of a man's prior birth are his destiny?' Exclode the metempsychosis, which is the vehicle of the sense of thie pasasge,
and we have our old adage, ' Conduct is fate :' a law of freedom
surely.
I1 2

Still, were I cross-examined, I might be forced to confess, that
the ideas which the Khmikas and Yhtnukas entertain of free-will,
seem to resemble rather the qualifications of our Collins and Edwards, than the full and absolute freedom of Clarke and the best
European philosophers.
The Khnnikas and Yhtnakas seem to have been impressed with
the fact of man's free-will, but to have been perplexed in reconciling such a notion with the general spirit and tendency of the
old Swabhhvica philosophy. But in the result, the Kcimikas and
Yhtnakas seem to have adhered to free-will, though perhaps in
the q d e d sense above mentioned.

SKETCH OF BUDDHISM.

Question I.
How and when was the world created ?
~nsloe*.

1
I

According to the Scimbhu Punina, in the beginning all was
void (szinya). The first light that was manifest was the word
Aum; and from this Aum the alphabet was produced-alled
Mahri Vama, the letters of which are the seeds of the universe.
(See note 1.) In the Guna Kdranda Vyziha it is written, when
nothing else was, SAMBHU
waa ;that is the seIf-existent (Swayambhu); and as he was before all, he is also called A'DI-BUDDHA.
H e wished from one to become many, which desire is denominated Prajnya. BUDDHA
and PEAJNYA
united became PRAJNYA
UPAYA, as S r v SAKTI,
~
or BRABMAMAYA.(See note 2.) In the instant of conceiving this desire, five forms or beings were produced, called the five BUDDHAS
(see note 3), whose names are asfol~ITABHA,
lows: VAIROCHANA,
AKSHOBFIYA,
RATNA-SAMBHAVA,
~ G H A - S X D D HEach
A . of these BUDDHAS,
again, produced from
himself, by means of Dhyhn, another being called his Bbdhi-Sat;~ S H O B H Y A ,
wa, br son. V A I B O C H A H A ~ ~SAMANT-BHADRA
O~UC~~
VAJBA-PANI; R A T H A - S ~ H A V RATNA-PANI
A,
; AMITABBA,
PADU-PANI ; and AMoGEA-SIDDHA,VISWA-PAHI.

61
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Of these five Bddhi-Satwas, four are engrossed with the worship of SAMBHU (Swayambhu), and nothing more is known of them
than their names ;the M h , PADMA-PANI,
was engaged, by SAMBHU'S command, in creation (see note 4) ; and having, by the efficacy of SAMBHU'S
Dhycin, assumed the virtues of the three Gums,
he created B a r n u , VISHNU,and MAHESA,and delegated to them
respectively, creation, preservation, and destruction. Accordingly,
by PADMA-PANI'S
commands, BBAHMAset about creating all
things ; and the Chatur-ydni (or oviparous, viviparous, &.*) came
VISHNU,and
into existence by BBAHMA.The creation of BBAEIMA,
MAEKESA
by PADMA-PANI,is confirmed by the sloca (see note 5),
the meaning of which is, KAMALI(PADMA-PANI,)
produced BBAEIMA for creating, VISHNU
for preserving, and MAHESA
for destroying. And the creation of BBAHMAis six-sorted, viz. Diva,
Daitya, Minusha, &c. ;and, for the Divas, BBAHMA
madeheaven ;
and for the Daityas, Pcitrila ;and the four remaining kinds he plated between these two regions and upon the earth.
With respect to the mansions (Bhuvanas) of the universe, it is
related, that the highest is called Agnishtha Bhuvana ;and this is
the abode of A'DI-BUDDHA.And below it, according to some accounts, there are ten ;and according to others, thirteen Bhuvanas
(see note 6) ; named, Pradditci, Vimalci, Prabhrikari, Archishmati, Sudzirjayci, Abhimukhi, Dziranganaci, Achal6, ScidhbmaCi,
Dhanna-migha (x), Samunt-prabhci,Nirzipamci, Jnycinavati (xiii).
These thirteen Bhuvanaa are the work of A'DI-BUDDHA:they are
the Bddhi- Satwa Bhuvanas ;and whoever is a faithful follower of
Will be translated to one of these mansions after death.
BUDDHA
Below the thirteen Bbdhi-Saha Bhuvanas are eighteen Bhuvanas, called collectively Rupya Vmhara. These are subject to
BBAHMA,and are named individually : B~ahmu-kciyzRci,B ~ a h m a purbhilri, Brahma-prashcidyd, Mahh Brahmalui, Paritcibhci, Apramciluibhh, A b h h a n i , Pan'ta-subhci, Subhci-kishrui, Anabhrakri,
Punya-prasavci, Vrihat-phulh, Arangi-satwci, Avrihh, Apciyci, Sudrishci, Sudarsanci, and Sumtikhci. Pious worshippers of BXAHMA
shall go to one of these eighteen Bhuvanas after death.
'

By c t cietera a l w n p understand more Brahinonorum.

.

And below the eighteen mansions of BEAHMA,
are six others subject to VIBHNU,c d e d collectively Kcitnu- Vmharci, and separately
Trayastrineci, Tzishita,
as follows : Chhir-M&-rhja-Kdyihh,
Yamh, Nirminavcrti, Paranimitri- Vdvarti. And whosoever
worsMps VISHNUwith pure heart shall go to one of these.
And below the six Bhuvanas of VISHNUare the three Bhuvamas of MAHA-DEVA,
called generally A'mipya- Vmirarci, and particularly as follows : Abh6gci-Nia-yatnbpagci, Vijnyci-yatdpagri,
Ahimhanya-yatnbpagci, and these are the heavens designed for
pious Siva-Mdrgis. Below the mansions enumerated, are I d r a
Bhuvana, Y a m Bhuvaput, SiGrya Bhuvana, and Chandra Bhuvana ;together with the mansions of the fixed stars, of the planets,
and various others which occupy the space down to the Agni Bhuvfna, also called Agni-hund. And below Agni-hzind is Vayuhlind; and below Vayu-ktind is P d h v i , or the earth ;and on the
earth are seven Dzoipas, Jan& Dzoipa, &c. ;and seven S6garaa
or seas, and eight Parvatas or mountains (see note 7), Su*
Parvata, &c. And below Pdhzrl is J&-Koind, or the world of
waters ;and the earth is on the waters aa a boat. And below the
Jala-hzind are seven Phidlas, as Dharani, &. :six of them are the
abodes of the Daityas; and the seventh is Naruka, consisting of
eight separate abodes :and these eight compose the hell of sinners :
and from the eighteen Bhuvanm of B m r u down to the eight
is
chambers of N a r d a , all is the work of MANJUSEI.MANJU~IU
by the BawEdhas esteemed the great architect, who constructs the
mansions of the world by A'DI-BUDDHA'Scommand, as PADMAPANI,by his command, creates all animate things.
~ R note
I
8) is the VISVA-HABMA
of the BaudThus ~ ~ H J U (see
dhas; and is also the author of the sixty-four Tiy68.
Questiora

11.

What was the origin of mankind ?
Amer.
It is written in the narrative portion of our Tantras, that originally the earth was uninhabited. In those times the inhabitants
of A b h h a r d Bhuvana (which is one of the Bhuvanm O~BRAHMA)

used frequently to visit the earth, and thence speedily to return
to Abhrimarri. I t happened at length, that, when a fe* of these
beings, who, though half males and-half females, had never yet,
from the purity of their minds, conceived the sexual desire, or
even noticed their distinction of sex, came, as usual, to the earth,
A'DI-BUDDHAsuddenly created in them so violent a longing to eat,
that they ate some of the earth, which had the taste of almonds,
and by eating it they lost their power of flying back to their Biruvana, and so they remained on the earth. They were now constrained to eat the fruits of the earth for sustenance ;and from eating these fruits they conceived the sexual desire, and began to
associate together: and from that time, and in that manner, the
origin of mankind commenced from the union of the sexes. (See
note 9.)
When the beings above-mentioned came last &om Abhhwarci
NlAHA SAMVAT was their leader, and he was the first king of the
whole earth.
In another Tantra it is written, that A'DI-BUDDHAis the immediate creator of all things in heaven and earth.
With respect to time we conceive the Satya-ytqa to be the beginning of time, and the Kali-yuga the end of it : and the duration
of the four yugas, the particulars of which are found in the Brahmanical scriptures, have no place in our's : in which it is merely
written that there are four was; and that in the first, men
lived 80,000 years ; in the second, 10,000 ; in the third 1,000 :and
the fourth is divided into four periods ;in the first of which, men
will live 100 years ;in the second, fifty years ;in the third, twentyfive years ; and in the fourth, when the close of the Kali-yuga is
approaching, seven years only ; and their stature will be only the
height of the thumb; and then all things will be destroyed, and
A'DI-BUDDHAalone remain : and this period of four yugas is a
Pralaya. A'DI-BUDDHAwill then again create the four yugm,
and all things else to live in their duration, which when completed, all things will be again destroyed, and thus there will be seventy-one pralayas, or completions of the four yugas, when Maha
Pruluya will arrive. How many revolutions of the four yugcls

(e'. e. how many pralayas) have now passed, and how many re.
main to revolve, is nowhere written.

Question 111.

What is matter, and what spirit ?

Answer.
Body (see note lo), which is called S a d r a and Diha, was produced from the five elements ; and soul, which is called prcina
and jiva, is a particle of the essence of A'DI-BUDDHA. Body, as
created out of the elements, perisheth : soul, as a particle of the
divine spirit, perisheth not ; body is subject to changes-to be fat
and lean, &c. ; soul is unchangeable. Body is different in all animals ; soul is alike in all, whether in man or any other creature.
But men have, besides prhna, the faculty of speech, which other
animals have not ; according to the sloca, of which the meaning
is this : " Diha is derived from the five Bhutas, and JZva from
the Angas of Swayambhu." (See note 11.)
Question

nT.

Is matter an independent existence, or derived from God ?
Answer.
Body, according to some, depends upon the inhaling and exhaling of the Prcina- Vdyu ;and this inhalation and exhalation of the
breath is by virtue of the soul (prcim), which virtue, according to
some, is derived from God, and according to others (see note 12),
is inherent in itself: there is much diversity of opinion on this
subject. Some of the Buddha-mdrgis contend that d6ha (the
body) is SwabhLvaha; i. e. from the copulation of males and
females, new bodies proceed ; and they ask who makes the eyes,
the flesh, the limbs, &c. of the fetus in the mother's womb ? Swabhdva !And the thorns of the desert, who points them ? Swabha'va ! And the timidity of the deer kind, and the fury of the mvenous beasts, whence are they ? from Swabhhva !
And this is a specimen of their reasoning and proofs, according
to a sloca of the Buddha-Charita-Kavya. (See note 13.) Some
again say, that d6ha and sanshra are Aishu:arika (see note 14), i. e.

produced by ISWARA,
or A'DI-BUDDHA,according to another
sloca.
Some again call the world and the human body Kcirmika,
i. e. that Karma is the cause of this existence of d6ha and sanscira ;
and they liken the first dkha to a field (kshktra), and works, to a
seed. And they relate, that the first body which man received
was created solely by A'DI-BUDDHA
; and at that time works affected it not: but when man put off his first body, the next body
which he received was subject to Kamza, or the works of the$rst
body (see note 15) ; and so was the next, and all future ones, until he attained to Mzikti and Mbksha :and therefore they say, that
whoever would be free from transmigration must pay his devotions
to BUDDHA,
and consecrate all his worldly goods to BUDDHA,
nor
ever after suffer such things to excite his desires. And, in the
Buddha- Charita-Kavya it is written, that with respect to these
points, SAKYAexpressed the following opinion : " Some persons
say that Siinscira is Swabhdvakd, some that it is Kdrmihci, and
some that it is Airzuadh and Atmaka; for myseIf, I can tell you
nothing of these matters. Do you address your meditation to
BUDDHA
;and when you have attained B6dhijmyrinh, you will know
the truth yourselves."
Q u e s v.
~
What are the attributes of God ?
Amoer.
His distinctive attributes are many; one of which is, that he is
Panchjlyhncitmaka (see note 16), or, in his eHsence are five sorts
ofjnycina, possessed by h i alone, and which are as follows : first,
SuvWha-Dharmu-Dhcitzija ;second, Adarsadja ;third, Pratyavkbhan4a ;fourth, Samtdja ;fifth, Anzishthcinaja. The first
created beings, V A ~ O C H A N&c.
A , were in number five, owing to
these fivejnyrinas ;and in each of these five Buddhas is one of the
jnycinas. Another of A'DI-BUDDHA'Sattributes is the faculty of
individualizing, and m u l t i c----h himhi& and again individualizing
=elf
at pleasure : another is, possessing the qualities of passion
and clemency.
I

\

\

Question VI.
Is the pleasure of God derived from action or repose ?

.

Answer.
There are two modes of considering this subject : first, according to niruritti; and, secondly, according to pravritti.
Nirvritti (set? note 17) is this : to know the world to be a mere
semblance, unreal, and an illusion ; and to know God to be one:
tmd Pravritti is the opposite of this sublime science and is the
practice and notions of ordinary men. Therefore, according to
niruritti, A'DI-BUDDHAis th8 author and creator of an things,
without whom nothing can be done ; whose care sustains the world
and its inhabitants ; and the moment he averts his face from them
they became annihilated, and nothing remains but himself. But
some persons, who profess nirvritti, contend that the world with
: yet the wise know
all it containeth is distinct from A'DI-BUDDHA
this to be an error. (See note 18.)
A'DI-BUDDHA,though he comprehends all living things, is yet
one. H e is the soul, and they are but the limbs and outward
rmemberg of this monad. Such is niruritti, which, being deeply
studied, is found to be unity ;but gravritti, which is multiplicity,
way be distinguished in all things. And in this latter view of
pravritti, A'DI-BUDDHAmay be considered a king, who gives orders; and the five Buddhas, and other divinities of heaven, his
ministers, who execute his orders ; and we, poor mortals, his subjects, servants, and slaves. In this way the business of the world
is distributed among the deities, each having his proper functions ;
and A'DI-BUDDHAhas no concern with it. Thus the five Buddhas give rnlikti (see note 19) and m6ksha to good men : BBAHMA,
by the orders of PADMA-PANI,performs the part of creator;
VIBHBU, by the same orders, cherishes all beings; and MAHA
DEVA, by the same orders, destroys ; YAMAtakes cognizance of
and VARUNA
give rain ; and
sins, and punishes sinners ; INDRA
the sun and moon fructify the earth with their rays ;and so of the
rmt.

Questiora VII,.

Who is BUDDHA
? Is he God, or the creator, or a prophet or,
saint ;born of heaven, or of a woman ?

'

Amer.
Buddha meang in Sanscrit, the wise; also, that which is
known by wisdom ; and it is one of the names which we give to
God, whom we also c d A'DI-BUDDHA,because he was before,
all, and is not created, but is the creator : and the Pamha Buddha
were created by him, and are in the heavens. SAKYA,and the rest
of the seven human Buddhas are earth-born or human. These
latter, by the worship of BUDDHA,
arrived at the highest eminence,
and attained N ' h n a Pad (i. e. were absorbed into A'DI-BUDDHA).
(See note 20.) We therefore call them all Bucddhas.
&arescion VIII.
be* represented with curled
What is the reason for BUDDHA
locks ?
Anmer.
A'DI-BUDDHA
was never seen. He is merely light. (See note
21.) But in the pictures of VAIEOCHANA,
and the other Buddhas,
we have the curled hair; and since in the limbs and organs we
discriminate thirty-two (lacshanas) points of beauty, such as expansion af forehead, blackness of the eyes, roundness of the head,
elevation of the nose, and archedness of the eyebrows ;so also the
having curled locks is one of the points of beauty and there is
no other reason for BUDDHA'S
being represented with curled locks.
(See note 22.)
Question IX.
What are the names of the great BUDDHA?
Does the N&hA
language admit the word BUDDHA,or any substitute fOr i t ? and
?
what is the BMtiya name for BUDDHA

Answer,
The names of A'DI-BUDDHA
are innumerable; SABVAJNYA,
SUGATA,BUDDHA,DHAEMA-RAJA,
TATHAGATA?
BEAGAVAN,
I 2

SAMANT-BHADRA,
MARAJITA,LOKAJITA,
JINA, ANADINIDHANA,
A'DI-BUDDHA, NIRAXDHAKA,
JNYANAIKACHAKSHU,
LA,
JNYANA-MURTI,
VACHESWARA,
MAHA-VADI,VADEATA,VADIVAIRQCHANA,
and the
PUNGAVA, VADISINHA,
and PAEAJATA.
other five Buddhas, have also many names. Some of VAIROCHANA'S are as follows : MAHA-DIPTI,JNYANA,
JYOTISH,
JAGAT-PRAvRITTI, MAHATEJAS,
&c. ; and so of the other four. PADMAKAMALI,PADMAPANI also has many names, as PADMA-PAXI,
HASTA,
PADMA-KARA,
KAMALA-HASTA,
KAMALAKAEA,
I
(
A
m
PANI, ARYAVALOIUTESWABA,
AJLYAVALOKESWAB,
AVLOKITESWAR, and LOKA-YATHA.
(See note 23.) Many of the above names
b e intercommunicable between the several persons to whom they
are here appropriated. BUDDHA
is a Sanscrit word, not Nhciri:
the Bhdtiya names I do not know; but I have heard they call
SAKYASWHA, SUNGITHUBA:S u q i meaning the deity, and
rnziba his Alaya or Vihcir.
Questlim X.
In the opinion of the Banras, did God ever make a descent on
earth ? if so, how often; and what is the Sanscrit and Nh6t-i
name of each Avatcira &

. Aleswer.
According to the scriptures of the Buddhamcirgfs, neither A'DIBUDDHAnor any of the Pancha Buddha Dhycini (see note 24),
ever made a descent ; that is to say, they were never conceived
in mortal womb ;nor had they father or mother; but certain persons of mortal mould have by degrees attained to such excellence of
nature and such Bbdhijnycina, aa to have been @ed with divine
wisdom, and to have taught the Bddici-chalya and Buddhmcirga, and these were seven, named: VIPASYA,SIHHI,
VISWA-Ban,
KASYAPA,
SAKYASINHA.
KARKUTCHAND,
KANAKAMUNI,
In the Satya-yuga were three: VIPASYA,who was born in
Vindzirnati Nagar, in the house of VINDUMAN
RAJA; SIKHI, in
u , Anzipamri Disa, in the house of a
U'rna Disa ;and V ~ s v ~ s n in
Kshatliya :in the Trgthyuga, two persona became Buddhas ;one

KARKUTCHAXD,
in Ksl&miivahmNagar, in the houae of a Brahman;
the other KANAKA
Mum, in Stibhhvati N i r , in the house of a
Brahman :and in the Dtwpar-yqa, one person named KASYAPA,
in Vhrbnaei Nagar, in the house of a B r d m u n :and in the Kaliyuga, SAKYA,
then d e d SARVAETH! SIDDHA(see note 25), in
the h o r n of SUDHODARA
RAJA, a Shlyavansi, in the city of Kapcilvastli, which is near Gangrishgar, became Buddhas. Besides
these seven, there are many illustrious persons; but none equal to
these. 'l'he particular b r y of these seven, and of other Bud&, is written in the Lalita Viitara (See note 25.)
Qt&?dim
XI.

How many Auatrirm of B d i h a have there been, according to
the Lamas ?
Anszct?r.

They agree with us in the worship of the seven Buddhas, the
difference in our notioy b e i i extremely small ;but the Lamas go
further than this, and contend that themselves are Avatciras. I
have heard from my father, that, in his time, there were five Lamas
esteemed divine :the names of three of them I have forgotten, but
A Uuarapa.
the remaining two are called S ~ ~ M T B P and
QK.at;on

XII.

Do the Lamas worship the Avdciras recognized by the AT.whrs ?
Awer.
The Lamas are orthodox BddJwmairgk, and even carry their
orthodoxy to a greater extent than we do. Insomuch, that it is
Paid, that SANKABA
ACEABYA,Siva-Mhrgi, having destroyed the
worship of BUDDHAand the scriptures containing its doctrine in
Hindmt'han, came to Nepaul, where also he effected much mischief; and then proceeded to BMte. There he had a conference
with the grand Lama The Lama,who never bath- and after
natural evacuations does uot use topical ablution, disgusted him to

that degree, that he commenced reviling the L w a . The Lama
replied, " I keep my inside pure, although my outside be impure ;
while you carefully purify yourself without, but are filthy within :"
and at the same time he drew out his whole entrails, and shewed
them to SAXKARA;
and then replaced them again. He then demanded an answer of SANKARA.SANKARA,
b~ virtue of his ydga,
ascended into the heavens ; the Lama perceiving the shadow of
SANKARA'S
body on the ground, fixed a knife in the place of the
shadow; SANKARA
directly fell upon the knife, which pierced his
throat and killed him instantly. Such is the legend or tale that
prevails, and thus we account for the fact ;the Bwldhadrgf practice of Bhote is purer, and its scriptures more numerous, than
om.
Question XIII.
What is the name of your =red writings, and who is their
author ?
Answer.
We have nine Purcinas, called " the nine Dharmas." (See note
26.) A Purbna is a narrative or historical work, containing a
description of the rites and ceremonies of Buddhism, and the
lives of our chief Tatlrcigatas. The first D h a m is called P ~ a j n a
Paramita, and contains 8,000 slocas. This is a Nybya Sristra, or
work of a scientific character, capable of being understood only
by men of science ; the second is named Ganda Vyuha,of 12,000
slocas, which contains the history of SUDHANA
KUMABA,who
made sixty-four persons his g u m , fiom whom he acquired
B6dhijnrina ; the third, is the Samcidhi Rbja, of 3,000 slocas, in
which the nature and value ofjapa and tapas are explained ; tho
fourth is the Lanccivatcir, of 3,000 slocas, in which is written how
RAVANA,lord of Lanch, having gone to Malayagiri mountain, and
there heard the history of the Buddhas from SAKYASINHA,obr
tained Bdddhijnbna. The fifth, which is called Tathcigata Ouirya,
is not to be found in Nepaul ;the sixth, is the Sat Dharma Pundarik6, which contains an account of the method of building a

chaitya or BuddIru-v,a),dal, and the mode and fruits of worsliippil~g
it. (Chitya* is the exclusive name of a temple dedicated to
A'DI-BUDDHAor to the Pancha Dhycini Buddha, and whatever
temple is erected to SAKYA,or other Mhnushi Buddhas, is called
vihcir;) the seventh, is the Lalitu Esthra, of 7,000 slbcas,
which contains the history of the several incarnations of SAKYA
SINHABHAOAVAN,
and an account of his perfections in virtue and
knowledge, with some notices of other Buddhas. The eighth, is
the Suvarna Prabhri, containing, in 1,500 slocas, an account of
SARASWATI,LAKSHMI and PBITHIVI; how they lauded SAKYA
; and how he, in return, gave each of them what
SINHABHAGAVAN
she desired. The ninth, is the D a d a Bhtidswara, of 2,000 slocas,
containing an account of the ten Bhuvanas of BUDDHA. All
these Purriru~swe received from SAKYASINHA,and esteem them
our primitive scriptures, because before the time of SAKYAour
religion was not reduced to writing, but retained in memory ;the
disadvantages of which latter method being evident to SAKYA,he
secured our institutes by writing them. Besides these P u r h w ,
we received Tantras and Dhhranis from SAKYASINHA. T a n t ~ is
a
the name of those books in which Mantras and Yantras are written, explanatory of both of which we have very many works.
Three of them are famous: fist, Mhyri JbZ, of 16,000 slocas;
second, Kala Chahra, of 6,000 ;third, Sambhu Udaya, of 1,000.
The Dhriranls were extracted from the Tantras, and are similar
in nature to the Gzihya, or mysterious rites, of the Siva-Mh~gir.A
Dhriraniis never less than eight slocas, or more than five hundred ;
in the beginning and middle of which are written the " Viia Mantra," and at the end, the " Thzil Stotra," or the Mahritmya, i. e.
what desire may be accomplished or khat business achieved by
the perusal of that Dhriranf ;such, for example, as obtaining child r e Z 4 v a n t a g e over an enemy-rain-or merely the approbation of BUDDHA. There are probably a thousand DhLranb.
Besides these chaityas and the Vihors, the Nepaulese have common temples, dedicated equally to the Diiminores of the Bauddhus, and to all the deities o f the Sairas.

Question XIV.
What is the cause of good and evil ?
Ansurer. .
When PADMA-PANI,
having become Tri-gun-A'tnacaka, that is,
having assumed the form of SATYA-GUN,
RAJA-GUN,and TAMAGUN, created BEAHMA,
VISENU,and MAHE~A;then from SATYAGUN, arose spontaneously (Swabhcivaha), punya or virtue, and
from TAMA-GUN,
phpa or evil, and from RAJA-GUN,the mean of
the two, which is either all good nor all evil: for these three
g u m are of such a quality that good acts, mixed acts, and bad
acts, necessarily flow from them. Each of these harmas or classes .
of actions is divided into ten species, so that phpa is of ten kinds ;
first (see note 27) murder ; second, robbery ; third, adultery,
which are called hiyaha or bodily, i. e. derived from Khya; fourth,
lying ; fifth, secret slander ; sixth, reviling ; seventh, reporting
such words between two persons as excite them to quarrels, and
these four phpas are called Vhhaha, i, e. derived from speech;
eighth, coveting another's goods ; ninth, malice, and tenth, &sbelief d the scriptures and immorality ; and these three are palled
mrinasi, i e. derived from manas (the mind). The ten actions opposite to these are good actions : and the ten actions, composed,
half and half, of these two sorts, are mixed actions.

&usstion XV.
What is the motive of your good acts-the love of God-the
fear of God-or the d e s i r i i of prospering in the world?
Amer.
The primary motive for doing well, and worshipping BUDDHA,
according to the scriptures, is the hope of obtaining Mukti and
M h h a , becoming Niruhnu, and being freedfrom transmigrations:
these exalted blessings cannot be had without the love of God;
therefore they, who make themselves accepted b~ God, are the true
saints, and are rarely found; and between them and BUDDHA

there is no difference, because they will eventually become Buddhas, and will obtain Nirvcina Pada, i. e. mukti (absorption), and
theirjybti will be absorbed into thejydti of BUDDHA; and to this
degree SAKYAand the others of the " Sapta-Buddha" (see note
28) have arrived, and we call them Bzlddh, because, whoever has
reached this state is, in our creed, a Buddha. Those persons
who do good from the fear of hell, and avoid evil from the desire
of prospering in the world, are likewise rarely found, and their
degree is much above that of the clam of sinners. Their sufferings in
Naraka will be therefore lessened ; but they will be constrained to
suffer several transmigrations, and endure pain and pleasure in
this world, till they ob& Mukti and M6ksha
Question XVI.
Will you answer, in the world to come, to A'DI-BUDDHAfor
your acts in this world, or to whom will you answer ? and what
rewards for good, and pains for evil, will you reap in the next
world ?

Amm.
How can the wicked arrive at BUDDHA
? (see note 29.) Their
wicked deeds will hurry them away to Nd7aku; and the good,
will, by virtue of their good acts, be transported to the Bhuvanas
of BUDDHA,and will not be there interrogated at all ; and those
who have sometimes done good and sometimes evil, are destined
t o a series of births and deaths on earth, and the account of their
actions is kept by YAMARAJA.
Question XVII.
Do you believe in the metempsychosis ?
Answer.
Yes. For i t is written in the Jcitaka M&, and also in the
after having transmigrated through
Lalita Vitdra, that SAKYA,
five hundred and one bodies, obtained Nirvcina Pada or M d t i
in the lust body ;but so long as we cannot acquire Mukti, so long

J

Some acquire
nfGKFha after the fuat birth, some after the seventy-seventh, and
some after innumerable births.
I t is no where written that
M M a is to be obtained after a prescribed number of births ; but
every man must atone for the sins of each birth by a proportionate
number of future birth, and when the sins of the b d y are entirely purified and absolved, he will obtain absorption into A'DIwe must pass through births and deaths on earth,

BUDDHA.
'Question XVIII.
What and from whence are the Ne'waTs, from Hindust'han or
khote? (see note 30,) and what is the word N h a r , the name
of a country or a people ?
Ansure?.
The native$ of the valley of Nepaul are &wars. In Sanscrit,
the couiltry is called NaipciZa, and the inhabitants NaipciN; and
the words k c i r and n&67-i are vulgarisms arising from the mutation of p to v, and 1 to r. Thus too the word Bandya, the
name of the Bzlddhadrga' sect (because its followers make
bandana, i. e. salutation and reverence to the proficients in
Bddhijncina), is metamorphosed by ignorance ilito Bhnra, a word
which has no meaning.
Question XIX.
DO the N h a r s follow the doctrine of caste or not?

Amm.

.

As inhabitants of one country they are one-but
easte, they are diverse.

in regard to

Question XX.
How many castes are there amongst the Bcinrm ?

Answer.
Bhnra, according to the true reading, is Bandya, as explained
above. According to our Purdnm, whoever has adopted the tenets

of BUDDHA,and. has cut off the lock fkom the crown of-hi; head,
of whatever tribe or nation he be, becomes thereby a Bandga (see
w t e 31). The Bhotiyas, for example, are Bandyas because they
follow the tenets of BUDDHA,and have no lock on their heads.
The Bandyas are divided into two classes ;those who follow the
Vhhya-chaya, and those who adopt the Abhyantara-chulyawords equivalent to the Grihastha cisram and Vaircigicisram of
the BrliiLmalaas. The first class is denominated Bhikshu ;the
second, Vajra A'chbrya. The B h h h u cannot marry ;but the
Y i A'cMrya is a faanily man. The latter is sometimes called;
m the vernacular tongue of the N ~ ~ T
GGbhhi,
s , which is not a
Sanscrit word. Besides this distinction into monastic and secular
orders, the Bandyas are again divided, accordingto the scriptures,
into five classes: first, Arhan ;second, Bhikshu; third, Srcitoaka;
fourth, ChailaRa ;fifth, Va+a A'chirya. The Arhan is he who
is perfect himself, and can give perfection to others : who eats
what is offered to him, but never asks for any thing. The BhiRshu,
is he who assumes a staff and beggar's dish ( k h h h a r i and pinda
phtra), sustains himself by alms, and aevotes his attention solely to
the contemplation (dhyina) of A'DI-BUDDHA,without ever intermeddling with worldly affairs. The Sriwaka is he who devotes
himself to hearing the Bauddha scriptures read or reading them
to others ; these are his sole occupations, and he is sustained by
the small presents of his audiences.
The Chailaka is he who
contents himself with such a portion of clothes (chima) as barely suffices to cover his nakedness, rejecting every thing more as
superffuws. The B h h h u and the ChaiJaka very nearly resemble each other, and both (and the A ~ h also)
n are bound to practice celibacy. The Vajra A?chirya is he who has a wife and children, and devotes himself to the active ministry of Buddhism. Such
is the account of the five classes found in the scriptures ;but there
are no traces of them in Nepaul. NO one follows the rules of that
chss to which he nominally belongs. Among the Bhotiyas there
are many B h h h u s , who never marry; and the Bhotiya L a m are
properly Arhasw. But all the Nepaulese Buddhamcirgfs are married men, who pursue the business of the world, and seldom think
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of the injunctions of their religion. The Tantras and DhciranrD;
which ought to be read for their own salvation, they read only fop
the increase of their stipend and from a greedy desire of money.
s according to the scriptures ; but
This division into five classes i
there is a popular division according to Vlhcim, and these Vihcirs
being very numerous, the separate congregations of the B@aa,
have been thus greatly multiplied. In Pitan alone there are fifteen Virirs. A temple to A'DI-BUDDHA, or to the five Dhy*
Buddhas, called a Charitya,is utterly distinct f3om the Vadr, and
of the form of a sheaf of Dh6nya. But the temphe of SAKYA
and the other of the '' &@a Buddha J$&nwh< as wdl as those
of other chief saints and leadera of Buddhism are called Vihcirs.
The names of the fifteen Vihcirs of PBtm are as follows : T&Vihlil; Ti-Vi&, HaR- Vihdr, Bh6- Vi&, g a r a n - Vaana-MahciPJlcir, Rudra- Varnu-&~hd-Viircir,Bhikshu- Viibr,&kya- Viircir,
Ouhya- V i i r , hW-Vihh, 1UHnn-Vihcir, Uh- V&P, &. (see note
32.) In short, ifany Radp die, and his son erect a temple in his
name, such structure may be called auch an one's (after his name)
V i i r . With this distinction, however, that a temple to an eminent saint is denominated Maha- Vihhr-one to an ordinary martal,simply Vihhr.

NOTES.
( I ) Here a sloca of the S ~ m b h uf i r & is quoted in the origin4 paper ; and it was my first intention to have repeated it on
the margin of the translation; but, upon reflection, I believe it
will be better to oipme, that the Sanrbh fircina is a work peculiar to Nepaul. Many other B a d h a scriptures, however, which
are not local, and are of high authority, symbolize the forming
and changing powers of nature by the letters of the alphabet; and
ascribe the pre-eminence among these letters to a, u, and m-making the mystic syllable &nq which is not less reverenced by Bauddhas than by B r t i h n a a ~ . A, the BawiWw say, is the Vija
Mantra of the person BUDDHA
;U, the Vijq Mantra of the person DHARMA
; and M, that of the person S A A G A - ~these
~~
three persons form the Buddhist Triad.

The Bouddhas, however, differ in their mode of classing the
three persons. According to the Aishwadas, the male, BUDDHA,
the symbol of generative power, is the first member ;the female,
DEARMA, the type of productive power, is the second; and
SANGA,their son, is the third, and represents actual creative power, or an active creator and ruler, deriving his origin fFom the
union of the essences of BDDD~A
and DHAEMA. SANGA,according to all the schools, though a member, is an inferior member, of
the triad.
(2) Another sloca is here quoted; bat it will not justify the
language of the text, in which there is some confusion of the
opposite doctrines of the Aishwarikas and Swabhcivikas. In the
triad of the latter, the female, DHARXA
(also called PBAJNA),the
type of productive power, is the firat member ;UPAYA,or BUDDHA,
tbe symbol of generative power, the second ; and SANGAthe
third; their son as before, and the active author of creation,
or rather the type of that spontaneous creation, which results necessarily from the union of the two principles of nature beforementioned.
BUDDHAand P B ~ J N A
united become Upriya Pra* ;or vice
versa, according to the school, and nevm as in the text. (For some
further remarks upon these chief objects of Bauddha worship, see
Notes 12 and 29.)
I take this early opportunity to remark that candid criticism
will compare, and not contrast, the statements made in Notes 10,
12, 17, 20, and 29, especially with reference to the Swabhriviha
doctrine. (See Note 16.)
(3) The deduction of the five Dhyrini Buddhas, and the five
Dhyrini B6dhisatwas, from A'DI-BUDDHA,according to the Aishwarika BaudcUurs, will be stated farther on. I t is a celestial or
divine creation, and is here improperly mixed with the generative
creations, theistic and atheistic, of various doctors.
(4) See Note 23.
(5) The sloca quoted is from the Ptijci Kcind, which is a mere
manual of worship, of recent origin, and probably local to Nepaul.
It professes, however, to be a faithful compilation from the Guna-

Khranda Vyziha, and Kciranda Vylii~a. The latter of these is a
work of respectable authority, andcontains the followingpartiltljustification of the language of the Puj'ci Kcind. (SAKYA,
speaking to his
disciple SABVANIVARANA
V I S H K A ~ Hsays,)
I,
" In the very distant times of VIPASYABUDDHAI was born aa the son of SUGANDA
M u m % a merchant : in that birth I heard &om VIPASYIthe fol(PADMA
lowing account of the qualities of AEYAVALOKITESHWABI
PANI.) The sun proceeded from one of his eyes : and from the
other, the moon ; from his forehead NAHADEVA
; from between
his shoulders, BRAHMA
; from his chest, VISHNU;from his teeth,
;from his mouth, VAYU;from his feet, PRITHVI;fkom
SARASVATI
his navel, VABUNA." So many deities issued from ARYAVALOKITESHWAEA'B body. This passage is expanded in the Guna-KArand Vyliha, wherein it is added, that when ABYAVALOKITESHWARA had created BRAHMA,VISHNU,and MAHESA,they stood.
before him, and he said to the first, " be thou the lord of Satyaguna and create ;" and to the second, " be thou the lord of Rajaguna and preserve ;" and to the third, "be thou the lord of
Tantugma and destroy." The Guna-Khranda VyLha, is however a mere amplification of the Khranda Vyuha, and of much
less authority. In a passage of the Saraka Dhkra-which
is
not one of the sacred writings of Nepaul, but a work of high
authority, written by SARVAJNA
MITRAPADA,
a Bauddha asceticof Cashmeer-the
Hindu deities are made to issue from the
body of the supreme PRAJNAjust as, according to the Kcirandta
Vyuha, they proceed from that of PADYAPANI.
(6) The authority for these ten mansions is the Dasa Bhzimeshwara, one of the nine great works spoken of in the answer
to the thirteenth question; and which treats professedly of the
subject. The thirteen mansions are, however, mentioned in sundry works of high authority ; and the thirteen grades of the superior part of the Chaitya (or proper Bauddha temple) are typical
of the thirteen celestial mansions alluded to in the text. The most
essential part of the ChaiSa is the solid hemisphere ; but the vast
majority of Chaityas in Nepaul have the hemisphere surmounted
by a pyramid or cone, called Chzirci Mani, and invariably divided
into thirteen grades.

(7) All this, as well as what follows, is a mere transcript from
the Brahmanical writings. There is, nevertheless, authority for
it in the Bauddha scriptures. The Bauddhas seem to have adopted without hesitation the cosmography and chronology of the
Brahmans, and also a large part of their pantheon. They freely
confess to have done so at this day. The favourite Brahmanical
deities accepted by the Buddhists are, of males : MAHAKALA,INDRA, GANESA,
HANUMAN,
and the triad. Of females : LAKSHMI
and SARASVATI.
The Hindu triad are considered by the Buddhists
as the mere servants of the Buddhas and Bddhisatwas, and only
entitled to such reverence as may seem fit to be paid to faithful
servants of so high masters. Of the origin of these deities, according to the Bauddha books, I have already given one account, and
referred to another. The notions of the three gunas and of the creation, &c. by the Brahmanic triad as the delegates of the B6dhisatwas, I look upon to be modern inventions. According to genuine Buddhism, the Bbdhisatwas are, each in his turn, the active
agents of the creation and government of the world.
(8) An important historical person, and the apparent introducer
of Buddhism into Nepaul. (See note 30).
(9) This is a most curious legend. I have not yet seen the
Tantra whence it professes to be extracted, and suspect that the
legend was stolen from our Bible, by some inhabitant of Nepaul,
who had gathered a confused idea of the Mosaic history of the origin and Eall of mankind from the Jesuit missionaries, formerly resident in this valley ;or perhaps the legend in question was derived from some of those various corrupt versions of the biblical
story which have been current among the Jews and Moslems of
Asia for many centuries.
(10) This limited reply is the fault of my &end and not of his
books. Matter is cdled Praliritti by the Buddhists, as well as by
the Brahmans. The Swabh6vika school of Bauddha philosophy
(apparently the oldest school) seems to have considered matter as
the sole entity, to have ascribed to it d l the attributes of deity,
and to have assigned to it two modalities ;one termed nimritti,
and the other pravritti. (See note 12.) To speak more precisely,

the above is rather the doctrine of the Priijnika SwabiLriviRas than
of the simple SwabhLdas: for the former unitize the active and
intelligent powers of nature, the latter do not unitize them ; and
prefer to all other symbols of those dispersed powers of nature the
letters of the alphabet generally, and without much regard to the
pre-eminence of a, u, and m. Indeed, it is probable that the
mystic syllable Aum is altogether a comparatively recent importation into Buddhism. The Lotos is a very favourite type of creative power with all the Bauddhas; and accordingly representations
of it occur in a thousand places, and in as many forms in the
Bauddha sculptures and architecture ;for which, see the drawings
which accompany this sketch, passim.
(1 1) The sloca quoted is from a modern little manual of PGli. 1
have not seen any adequate original authority; but the Aishwcirika
Buddhists, who maintained an eternal, infinite, intellectual A'DIBUDDHA,in all probability made the human soul an emanation
from him ; and 'considered MIRsha a remanation to him.
(12) The Swabhlivikas, the name assumed by one of the four
schools of Badfhu philosophy, and apparently the oldest, are divided into two sects ; one called Swabhrivihas simply, the other
P?.$niRa Swabh&ikas. The former maintain.that an eternal revolution of entity and non-entity is the system of nature, or of
matter, which alone exists. The Pr@'nikas deify matter as the
sole substance, and give it two modes, the abstract and the concrete :in the former, they unitize the active and intelligent powers
held to be inherent in matter, and make this unit deity. Such is
the abstract or proper mode, which is unity, immutability, rest,
bliss. The second is the contingent or concrete mode, or that of
ac'tual, visible, nature. To this mode belong action, multiplicity,
change, pain. I t begins by the energies of matter passing from
their proper and eternal state of rest into their contingent and
transitory state of action ;and ends when those energies resume
their proper modality. The proper mode is called niwritti; the
contingent mode pravlitti. The powers of matter cannot be described in their proper state of abstraction and unity. In the latter state, all the order and beauty of nature are images of their

quality : they are a h symbolized by the Yw an&personified. as
a female divinity called A'DI-PBAJNAand A'DI-DHARYA.
Man's
acmmum h u m is to pass from the transmigrations incident to the
state of pravritti int6 the e t e d rest or bliss of nirvritti. The
Triadic doctrine of all the schools is referable solely to pravritti.
In the state*of nzrvl.itti, with some of the Aishdrikm, BUDDHA
represents intellectual essence and the then sole entity; with
or m a t e ~ a lessence exists
others of the Aishwdrikm DHAEMA,
biunely with BUDDHAin nirvritti, the two being in that state one.
With the Prajnikas P B A ~ Ain, the state of nil.aritti, is the summum et solum numera,DivaN&mm-the sum of all the intelleotd
and physical forces of matter, considered as the sole entity, and
held to exist in the state of'seilvritti a b s b t e d from palpable materialsubstance, eternally, unchangeablyjand-essentiallyone. When
this essential,principle of matter passes into the state of pravritti,
the type of active power, first proceeds from it and then
BUDDHA,
assaiates with it, and from that association results the actual visible world. The principle is feigned to be a femcrle, first the
mother, and then the wife, of the mule BUDDHA. (For a glimpse
at the esoteric sense of these enigmas, see note 29.)
(13) The work cited is of secondary authority ;but the mode
of reasoning exhibited in the text is to be found in all Bauddha
works which treat of the S d h a ' d a . doctrine
(14) This is the name of the Theistie school of the Buddha
philosophers. The S a d h l i PYrcina and G u n u - K h r h V j d a
contain the least obscure enunciation of Theism--and these books
belong t o Nepadl. Other B a d h a scriptures, however, which
are not local, contain abundant expressions capable of a Theistic interpretation. Even those Bauddha philosophers who have insisted that matter is the sole entity, have ever magnified. the wisdom
and power of nature : and doing so, they have reduced the difference of theism and atheism 8lmost to a nominal one:. so, at least,
they frequently affirm.
The great defect of aM the schools is the want of Providence
~ n of
d dominion in their cama cazssamJrn, though the compsnrtivelg

recent Khnnikus and Yhtnirkas appear to have attempted to remedy this d&t.
(See the foliowing note.)
(15) Of two of the four schools of Buddha philosophy, namely, the SouabBriviRa: and Aidudrika, I have already said a few
words : the two r e m a i m schools are denominated the h % r d a
and Y r i t d c c f m m the words Karma, meaning moral action ;apd
Yahta, siguifying intellectual force, skilful effort. The proper
topics of these two schools seem to me to be confined to the phenomena af hzmarr nature-its fme-will, its sense of right and
or
wrang, and its meatid power. To the wisdom of SWADHAVA,
PBAJNA,
or A'DI-BLJD~~A,
the BaudcdAaa, bath SudkiviRas asd
Atihwarirbas, had assigned that eternal nace88~99connexion of virtue and felicity in which they alike believed. It remainedhr the
Khikua and YcitndRas to ctiscuss how each individual f r e e - d e d
man might moat surely hope to realize that ~ e x i ino regard
~
to himeelf; whether by the just conduct of his understanding, ar
By the proper cultivation of his, moral sense ? And the Ycitnirkas
seem to have decided in favour of the former mode ;the K h i has, in favour of the latter. Having settled these points, it wae
easy for the YrihziRas and KhnniRas to exalt their systems by linking them to the throne of the catlsa causarum-to which they
would be the more readily impelled, in order to remove from
their faith the oblaquy so justly attaching to the ancient Priijtda,
and even to the RirAuxarika school, because of the want of Providenoe and of Dominion in their first cause. That the KhnniAas
and Yhbikas originally limited themselves to the phenomena of
human nature, I think probable, from the circumstances that, out
of some forty slocas which I have had collected to illustrate the
doctrines of these schools, scarcely one goes beyond the point of
whether man's felicity is secured by virtue or by intellect ? And
that, when these schools go further (as I have the evidence of two
quotations from,their books that they 8~necimesdo), the trespassing on ground foreign to their systems m s obvious; thus in
says, a from the unim of UPAYA
and
the Divya Av&n, SAKYA
PBAJNAarose manas-the lord of the s e w ; and from manas
and
or mind proceeded good and evil ;"and this union of UPAYA
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PEAJNA
is then declared to be a Karma. And in the same work, in
(i. e. A'DIregard to the Yritlaika doctrine, it is said, " ISHWABA
BUDDHA)
produced YATNAfrom PRAJNA,and the cause ofpravritti
A all the difficulties that occur in the
and nirvritti is P A ~;and
&xire of this world or of the next are rendered easy by YATNA."
Impersonality and quiescence were the objections probably made
to the first cause of the Prhjnikas and d i s h w a d a s ; and it was to
remove these objections that the more recent Kdrmikas and Y6tnikas feigned conscious moral agency (Karma), and conscious intellectual agency (Yatna) to have been with the causa causarum
(whether material or immaterial) from the beginning. Of all the
schools, the Krimikas and Yritnikas alone seem to have been
duly sensible of man's free-will, and God'sinural attributes. The
Kdrmika confession of faith is, "Purvajanma Kribang K a m tad
Daivyam iti K&hyati," which may be very well translated by our
noble adage, conduct is fate." Such sentiments of h u m n nature naturally inclined them to the belief of immaterial existences,
and accordingly they will be found to attach themselves in theology chitjy to the Aishwarih school.
(16) This is the divine creation alluded to in the third note.
The eternal, *nite and intellectual A'DI-BUDDHA
possesses, as
proper to his own essence, five sorts of wisdom. From these he,
by five separate acts of Dhydn, created the five Dhylfni BuddI~as,
to whom he gave the virtue of that jnsina whence each derived
lria origin. These five Dhyrini Buddhas again created, each of
them, a Dhl/ciui Bbdhiscshoa by the joint &acy of thejnrin re.ceived from A'DI-BUDDHA,and of an act of his own DAyhn.
The fire Dhycini Budare, like A ' D ~ - B ~ D HquiescentA,
and the active work of creation and rule is devolved on the
Bbdhisatwas. This creation by D h y h is eminently characteristic
of Buddhism-but w h e Dhyrin possesses creative power ? that
of an eternal A'DI-BUDDHA, say the A i s h d m of the S6uibhii
Pu'rana--that of any Buddha,even a Mrintlsici or m o r t a l M a ,
say the SeaabRbaiRas. The BaudsUMe have no other notion of
ereation (thsn that by Dbyhn), which ie not generative.
(17) These terms are common to dl tlw sckoo1.i of Rauddhn
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philosophy; with the Aishwrirkas, ndrvritti is the state in which
mind exists independent of matter ;pravritti, the state in which
it exists while mixed with matter. With the simple SwabhhviRas
the former term seems to import non-entity; the latter, entity.
With the Pr(iiaiRa SwabhLdas, the former term signifies the
state in which the active and intellectual power of matter exists
abstractedly from visible nature ; the latter, imports the manner
or state in .which the same power exists in connexion with visible nature. The M 6 M a of the first is absorption into A'DIBUDDHA
; of the second, absorption into SHUNYA
;ef the third,
identification with PRAJNA..In a ward, n i d t i means abstraction, a n d p r a v r i e concretion-from nirvrin is formed nirvritti, but
pawrib5 haa no pmvhn.
(18) If so, I am afraid few Bauddhas can be called wise. The
doctrine of the text in this place is that of the Aishwarikas, set
o f t o the best advantage :the doctrine incidentally objected is to
that of the Swabhbuihas and PrcijnWas. Sir W. Jones assures
us that the Hindus "consider creation (I should here prefer the
word change) rather as an energy than as a work."
This remark is yet more true in regard to .the old Bauddha philosophers:
and the mooted point with them is, what e n e w creates ? an energy intrinsic in some archetypal state of matter, or eztrinsic?
The old B d h a philosophers seem to have insisted that there is
no sufficient evidence of immaterial entity. But, what is truly
mniwlrtable, some of them, at leaet, have united with that dogma
a belief in mom1 and intellectual operatiow; nor is there one
tenet so diagnostic of Buddhism as that which insists that man is
capable of extending his moral anddntellectuul faculties to injnity.
True it is, as Mr. Colebrooke has remarked, that the Hindu philosophy ~.eco,hzes this dogma-coldly recognizes it, and that is
all : whereas, the Baocdghas have pursued it into its most extravagant consequences, and made it the corner-stone of their faith
and practice. (See note 29.)
(19) I have not yet found that these DAyLni B d a o of the
Theistic school do any thing. They seem to be mere personifica(ion@,mording to a Theistic theory, of the active and intellectual

powers of nature--and hence are called Punch Bhzita, Pamh I n d r i p , and Pamh A'yatan-A'krir.
I t may seem contrary to this notion of the ,quiescence of the
five Dhycini Buddhas, that, according at least to some Nepaul
is Vaka-Dhaworks, each of them has a &hi. VAIBOCHANA'S
thhwafi ;AKSHOBHYA'S,
Lbchanh ; RATNA SAMBHAVA'S,
Mrimukhi ; TABH HA'S, Pcindarri ;AMOGHA
S ~ D H A ' sTkrri.
,
But
I apprehend that these Buddha- Sahties are peculiar to Nepaul ;and
though I have f o u d their names, I have not found that they do
any thing.
There is indeed a secret and filthy system of Buddhas and
Buddha-Sahties, in which the ladies act a conspicuous part ;and
~ o dto which,
i
A'DI-BUDDHA
is styled Ybganbara ;and A'DIDHAEMA,
Jnhn-Eshwari. But this system has only been recently revealed to me, and I cannot say more of it at present.
(20) According to the Aishwadas :the Swabhrivikassay, into
&cish and Shrinyatri ;the Prcijnikas, into A'DI-PRAJNA. The Swabhhvika doctrine of Shunyatri is the darkest corner of their metaphysical labyrinth. It cannot mean strictly nothingness, since
there are seven degrees of Shzinyatci, whereof the first is Ak&h :
and Ahhh is so far from being deemed nothingnessthat it is again
and again said to be the only real substance. Language sinks under the expression of the Bauddha abstractions; and by their
Shcinyatd I understand sometimes the pbce, and sometimes the
form, in which the infinitely attenuated elements of all things exist in their state of separation from the palpable system of nature.
N. B. The images of all the seven great Mcinushi Buddhm, referred to in the answer to the 7th question, are exactly similar to
that of SAKYASINHA, the seventh of them. This image very
nearly reeembles that of AKSHOBHYA,
the second D h y h i BwEdhrr.
The differences are found only in the supporters, and in the cognizance~(chinas.) When coloured there is a more remarkable
diagnosig AKSHOBHYA
being blue, and SAICYA
and the other eix
Mrinushis yellow.
(2 1) The SambRu Poircirza says, manifsted in Nepaul in the

form of flame (J7/6ti rcpn.) According to the =me work, A'DxDHARMA'S(or PRAJNA'S)manifestation in Nepaul is in the form
of water Gjal surtipa.)
(22) This is the true solution of a circumstance which has caused much idle speculation : though the notion is, no doubt, an odd
one for a sect which insists on tonsure!
PANI'S names in his character of active
(23) These are PADMA
creator and governor of the present world. Three Dhyci~iB6dhisatzoas preceded him in that character, and one (the fiRk) remains to follow him.
(24) I have already stated that these deitie5 conformably with
the quiesoent genius of Buddhism, do nothing ; they are merely
the medium through which creative power is communicated to
I t is the B6dh~adwaaalone
the Bbdhisahas h m ADI-BUDDHA.
who exemke that power, one at a time, and each in his turn. It
is a ludicrous instance of Bauddha contempt for action, that some
recent writers have made C fourth delegation d active power tp
the three gods of the Hindu Triad.
(25) Until he attained bldhijnbnu; and even then, whik yet
lingering in the flesh, he got the name of SAKYASINHA. This
name has caused some speculation, on the asserted ground of its
not being Indian. The Bauddha scriptures diffkr as to the city
in which SAKYAwas born ; but all the plaees named are Indian.
They also say that the SHaRvam was an Indian racd rn family ;
as waa the G 6 t a n t a a a ~ a ,in which also SAKYAw a s once born.
(25 &) This must be received with some allowance. T b
L d i t a VwtCirli gives ample details of SILKYA'Snumberless birth$
rmd sctq but is n d y d e n t as to the origin or actions of hie six
grest predecessors : and the like is true of many &r Bazsddho
scriptures.
(26) These works are regdarly w m s h i p d kh Fkpd the
"Nava Dhwmca." They are chi* of a m e a t b e kind. The
most important work of the 8pe&tim
kind now eliwng br Nepaul is the Raksha Bhagavati, coneieCing of no less tkui 296,QfX
slocae. This is a work of philosophy rather than of religion,
aid its spirit ia sceptical to the very verge of p ~ ~ r h o ~ s m
The
.

Baudihaa of Nepaul hold it in the highest esteem, and I have
sent three copies of it to Calcutta. Its arrangenw&¶ at least, and
redwtioa to d i n g y are attributed (as are those of all the other
B a d h a scriptures) to SAILYA
Smm. Whatevea the Bcsddicas
ctesila) is an object of worship with the B d have mid, (w.
d h . SAEYAhaving collected these words of the Bddhsyand
eecured them in a written form, they are now norshipped under
the names SIItra and Dkarmu. The aggregation of nine Dharo ~ a sis for ritual purposes ;but why the nine specified w o ~ k shave
been selected to Be thus peculiarly honoured I C B M say.
~
They
are probably the oldest and most authentic scriptures existing in
N e d though this conjecture is certainly opposed to the reverence expressed far the RcsRsRa Bhugawti, by the B a t s .
That work (as already etated) is of vast extent, containing no lees
than 125,000 slocas, divided into five equal parts or k k a d , which
are kmwn by the names of the five Pkramitas and the five RaRh.

-

(27) The thme first sins should be rendered, all destruction of
life, all taking without right, and all sexual commerce whatever.
The ten are the cardinal sins of Buddhism, and will bear a very
favourable comparison with the five cardinal sins of Brahmank.
(28) The Buddhas mentioned in the Bauiid3uz scnitures are
innumerable. Many of them, however, are evident non-entities
in regard to history. Even the BuddliQB of mortal mould are
vastly numerous, and of various degrees of power and rauk.
These degrees are three, entitled, PraCyt?ha,Srhuuka, and Ma&
Y h d a . SAKYA
S m is often said to be the menth and last
Mhnushi Buddha who has yet reached the supreme grade of the
MahrS YriniRa. In the Mita Vistrira, there is a formal enumeration of the perfections in knowledge and virtue requisite for attaining to each of these three grademonstrously impracticable and impious array of human perfectibility ! The three grades
are known by the collective name of " Tri Jhna," or
TI+

Yh."
(29) Genuille Bttddhim never seems to contemplate any mea.

.

sures of acceptance with the deity ; but, overleaping the barrier
between finite and infinite mind, urges its followers to aspire by
their own efforts to that divine perfectibility of which it teaches
that man is capable, and by attaining which man becomes God--;
and thus is explained both the quiescence of the imaginary celestial, and the plenary omnipotence of the real Mrinwhi BudrUuac
. -thus
too we must account for the fact, that genuine B d h h
has no priesthood : the saint despises the priest ; the saint scorns
, the aid of mediators, whether on e q t h or in heaven : " conquer
(exclaims the adept or Buddha to the novice or Bldhi-Satura)conquer the importunities of the body, urge your mind to the
meditation of abstraction, and you shall, in time, discover the
great secret (Prajna) of nature ;know this, and you become, om
the instant, whatever priests have feigned of Godhead -you become
identified with PEAJNA,
the sum of all the power and all the wisdom which sustain and govern the world, and which, as they are
manifested out of matter, must belong solely to matter;not indeed
in the gross and palpable state ofpravritti, but in the archetypaland
pure state of nirvn'dti. Put off therefore the vile, pravn'ttika necessities of the body, and the no less vile affections of the mind ;urge
your thoughts into pure abstraction (Dhyrin), and then, asassuredly
you can, so assuredly you shall, attain to the wisdom of a Buddha
(Bbdhijnrin), and become associated with the eternal unity and rest
of nirvdti." Such, I believe, is the esoteric doctrine of the PT@&as-that
of the Swabhrivikas is nearly allied to it, but more timid and sceptical; they too magnify the wisdom and power of
nature so abundantly diffused throughout pravritti, but they
seem not to unitize that wisdom and power in the state of nirvritti,
and incline to conceive of nirvritti, as of a state of things concerning which nothing can be predicated; but which, even though it
be nothingness (Shu'nyatri), is at least a blissful rest to man, otherwise doomed to an eternity of trah~mi~rations
through a n forms
of visible nature : and while the Swabhdvikas thus underrated the
nirvn'tti of the P r r i j n h , it is probable that they compensated
themselves by magnifying, more than the Prrijnikas did, that prazcrittih omnipotence of which the wise man (Bzcddhn)is capable,

upon earth. I t has been already stated that the aecond person of the Prhjnika T d is denominated BUDDHA
and UPAYA;
of which terms the esoteric sense is this : Every man possesses in
his understanding, when properly cultivated according to the rulee
of Buddhism, the means or expedient (Uphya) of discovering the
supreme wisdom of nature (Prajm), and of realizing, by this
discovery in his own person, a plenary omnipotence or divinity!
which begins even while he yet lingers in the flesh (in pmvritti);
but which is not fully accomplished till he passes, by the body's
decay, into the eternal state of n i d t i .
And rn the wisdom of man ia, in its origin, but an effluence of
the Supreme wisdom (Prajna)
of nature, so is it perfected by a
refluence to its source, but without loss of individuality : whence
P r a j n a is feigned in the exoteric system to be both the mother
and the wife of all the M a s , "januni sarva Buddha,"and
" Jin-scindari;" for the efflux is typified by a biih, and the reflux
by a marriage.
The Buddha is the adept in the wisdom of Buddhism (B6dhij d n ) whose first duty, so long as he remains on earth, is to communicate his wisdom to those who are willing to receive it. These
willing learners are the '' Bbdhisatwas," so called from their hearts
being inclined to the wisdom of Buddhimn, and " Sungap," h m
their companionship with one-another, and with their Buddha or
teacher, in the Vihhrs or ccenobiticd establishments.
And such is the esoteric interpretation of the third (and inferior) member of the Priijnika Triad. The Bbdhisatzoa or Sunga
continues to be such until he has surmounted the vely h t grade
of that vast and laborious ascent by which he is instructed that
he can " scale the heavens," and pluck immortal wisdom from its
resplendent source : which achievement performed, he becomes a
Buddha, that i g an Omniscient Being, and a Tateata-a
title
implying the accomplishment of that gradual increase in wisdom
by which man becomes a Buddira. These doctrines nre very obscurely indicated in the Bauddha scriptures, whose words have
another more o b b and very different sense; nor, but for the
ambition of the commentators to exhibit their learning, would it be
eveh
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easy to gather the esoteric sense of the words of most of the origirial scriptures. I never was more surprised than when my old
Wend recently (after a six years' acquaintance) brought to me,
and explained, a valuable comment upon a passage in the Pmjm
Phramita. Let me add in this place, that I desire all smchers
after the doctrine of Bddhijralin to look into the Bauddha sorip.turns, and judge for themselves; and to remember, meanahiie,
that I am not a S a m & scholar, and am indebted for all I have'
gathered from the books of the Buddhiii1 to the mediation of
my old Bauddha friend, and of my Pundit.
(30) Their physiognomy, their language, their arcWWure,
civil and religiaus; their ndtions ia rega!rd to women, and several
less important traits in their manners amf customg seem to decide
that the origin o f the greater par6 ofthe N&m must be actsigned to the north : and in the SambM Pnrcina, a Bauddka teacher
isIstated
to
b a r n e d M a ~ ~ - G a o sand
a , MANJ-NATHand M A ~ J U ~ B
,
have led a colony into Nepaul from China; to have c1earedNepad
of the waters which then covered it ; to have made the country habitable ; to have built a temple to JYOTI-R~-A'DI-BVDDHA
; and
established DHAUMAKAR
(whom he brought with him) as first Raja
6f Nepaul. But I nevertheless suppose (upon the authority of tra- .
dition) that Nepaul received some colonists from India ;and that
some of theearliest propagators of Buddhism in Nepaul came to the
valley direct from India. Be that as it may, the Indian origin of
Nepaulese Buddhism (whether it reached the valley direct, or oici
Bhote or China) seems to be unquestionable &om the fact that aH
the great Saugata scriptures of Nepaul are written in the Samcldt
hnguage. From the gradual decay of literature and. of a know#edge of Sanscrit among the NBwars has resulted the practice,
now very common, of translating ritzical works into the vernacular
tongue; And also the usage of adding to the original Sanscrit of
~uchworks comments in the vulgar language. The great scriptures however have never been subjected to the former process ;
seldom to the latter; for owing to Sanscrit having always been
considered by the Buddhists of RTepaulthe language of literatu*
they have neglected ta cultivate their vernarular tongue ;nor d w s

there exist to this day a dictionary or grammar ofthe SBwari fu9uwe.
(81) Of oourse therefore the B a W m of Nepaul have m t
preperlg any diversity of caste ;that is, any indelible distinction ~f
ranks derived from birth, and necessarily carried to the grave.
Genuine Budd.hhm proclaims the equality of all followers of BUDDHA-seeps to deny to them the privilege of pursuing worldly avocations, and abhors the distinction of clergy and laity. AU proper
Bauddhas are Balodyw; and all Bandyas are equal as brethren
in the faith. They are properly all ascetics-some solitary, mostly
canobitical. Their convents are called Vihcirs. The rule of these
Vihcirs ia a rule of freedom ; and the door of every V&dr is always open, botb to the entrance of new comers, and to the departure afsuch of their old inmates as are tired of their vows. Each
Vih(ir has a titular superior, whose authority over his brethren depends only on their voluntarj deference to his superior learning or
piety. Women am held equally worthy of admission with npep,
m d each sex has its Vihrirs.
The old Bauddha scriptures enumerate four sorts of Bandyas,
named Arhaa, Bhikshu, Srbvaka and Chailaka, who are correctly
described in the text ; and from that description it will be seen
that there is no essential distinction between them, the Arhun
being only segregated from the rest by his superior proficiency in.
,&dhijnAn. Of these the proper institutes of B W i s m , there
*mains hardly a trace in Nepaul. The very names of the Arirqn
and Chailaka have passed away-the names, and the names only,
of the other two exist; and out of the gradual, and now total,
disuse of monastic institutes, an exclusive minister of the altar, denopinated Vajra A'ch6 y a , has derived his name, office, and existence in Nepaul, not only without sanction from the Bawldha scrip- ,
tures, but in direct opposition to their spirit and tendency. Nepaul
is still covered with Kl~cirs;but these ample andcornfortableabodes
have long resounded with the hum of industry and the pleasant voices af women and children. The superior ministry of
religion is now solely in the hands of $he Bandy?, entitled, vaj,
ra-d'chrirl/u in S~nscrit; Gcbhdl in Newari : the infen'or ministry,
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such Bhikshw as still hllow religion as a luorative and learned profession, are competent to discharge. And these professions of the
Vajra A'chbrya, and of the Bhikshu, have become by usage hereditary, as have all other avocations and pursuits, whether civil or
religious, in Nepaul. And as in the modern corrupt Bu.drlhh
of Nepaul there are exclusive ministers of religion or pnksts, so are
there many Bauddhas who retain the lock on the crown of the he&&
and are not B a d j a s . These improper Bauddhas are called lT&:
they never dwell in the V G m , look up to the Bandyas with a reverential respect derived from the misapplication of certain ancient
tenets, and follow those trades and avocations which are comparatively disreputable (among which is foreign commerce); while
the Bandyas, who have abandoned the profession of religion,
practise those crafts which are most esteemed. Agriculture is
equally open to both ;but is, in fact, chiefly followed by the Udrls,
who have thus become, in course of time, more numerous than
the Bandyas, notwithstanding the early abandonment by the
Bandyas of those ascetical practices which their faith enjoin4 the
resort of the greater part of them to the active business of the
world, and their usurpation of all the liberal, and three-fourths
of the mechanical arts of their country; fir the Bandyas have
the exclusive inheritance of thirty-six professions and trades ; the
Udris, that of seven trades only. The Vaka A'chhrya and BhiRshw are the religious guides and priests of both B a n d ~ aand
s Udbs.
&
Bandyas,
l
whatever be the profession or trade they hereditarily
exercise, are still equal ;they intermarry, and communicate in all
the social officesoflife-and t'he like is true ofall UUacis--but between
the one class and the other, growing superstition has erected an
insuperable barrier. To the above remarks it may be well to add,
that Buddhists, of some one or other of the above denominations,
comprise the vast majority of the Newar race, and that the minority, are Saivus; but in a senge peculiar to themselves, and with
which my subject does not entitle me here to meddle.
(33) The names are almost all barbarous ;that is, not derived
from Sanscrit, but from Newari. I have not thought it worth
while to enumerate any more of these examples. The V i h h is

built round a large quadrangle, or open square, two stories high ;
the architecture is Chinese. Chaitya properly means a timpk of
BUDDHA,
and Fdcir an abode of coenobiticalfollowers of BUDDHA,
In the open square in the midst of every Vihcir, is placed a Chaitya-but
those words always bear the senses here attached to
them ; and Vihdr can never be construed t e m p l e i t is a convent,
or monastery, or religious house, but neuer ternplum DEIvet
BUDDHE.At the base of the hemisphere of every Nepaul Chaitya
are placed the images of the DHYANIBUDDHAS.
The Chaitya
has often been blended with sundry structures, m r e or less appropriate to Buddhism.
To conclude : with respect to t,he notes-that portion of this
sketch, which is my own-no one can be more sensible than I am
that the first half contains a sad jumble of cloudy metaphysics.
How far the sin of this indistinctness is mine, and how far that
of my original authorities, I cannot pretend to decide; but am
ready to take a large share of it to myself. In regard to this,
the most speculative part of Buddhism, it is sufficient happiness
for me to have discovered and placed within the reach of my
countrymen the materials for more accurate investigation, by
those who have leisure, patience, and a knowledge of languages
for the undertaking; and who, with competent talents, will be
kind enough to afford the world the benefit of so irksome an ezercise of them,
But I trust that the latter half of the notes, which embraces
topics more practical and more within the range of the favourite
pursuits of my leisure, will not be found wanting in distinctness ;
and I can venture confidently to warrant the aocuracy of the information contained in it,

No. III.
QUOTATIONS FROM O R I G I N A L SANSCRIT AUTHORITIES I N P R O O F

(Printed from the Bengal Atiatic Journal, Ncu. 49 and 5 4 A. D, 1896.)

Preface.
Several distinguished orientalists having, whilst they applauded
the novelty and importance of the information conveyed by my
Sketch of Buddhism,* called upon me for proofs, I have been induced to prepare for publication the following translation of significant passages from the ancient books of the Saugatas, which
still are extant in Nepaul in the original Sunscrit.
These extracts were made for me (whilst I was collecting the
BANDYA,
workst in question) some years ago by AMIRTANANDA
the most learned Buddhist then, or now, living in this country;
they formed the materials from which chiefly I drew my sketch;
and they would have been long since communicated to the public,
had the translator felt sufficiently confident of his powers, or sufficiently assured that enlightened Europeans could be brought to
tolerate the 'ingens indigestaque moles' of these ' original autho-.
rities;' which however, in the present instance, are original in a
far higher and better sense than those of DE Koaos, or even o f
Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society of London ;-necnon, Transactions of Bengal Society, sol. xvi.
-f The collection comptises, besides f$3 volumes in Samcrit, poured. i n Nepaul, the very names of which had previously been unknown, some 250 volumes, in the language of l'ibet, which were obtained from Lassa and Digarchi. But for the existence of the latter at Calcuttn,,Mr. Dr Ko~os'sattainments in Tibetan lore had been comparatively useless. The former or Sanacrit books of Nepaul are the autl~oritiesrelied on in tllis paper. Since the first
collection was made in Nepaul, very many new works in the Sanscrit language
have been discovered and are yet daily under discovery. The probability now
is, that the entire Kahgyur and Stangyur may be recovered, in the original
language.
The whole series has been obtained in that of Tibet, 327 large
volumes.

UPHAM.Without stopping to question whether the sages who
formed the BuwEdhu system of philosophy and religion used Sanserit or high P~Licrit,or both, or seeking to determine the consequent pretension of Mr. UPHAM'Sauthorities to be considered
original,* it may be safely said, that those of Mr. DE KOROS
can support no claims of the kind.
The native works which the latter gentleman relies on are
avowedly Tibetan translations of my Sanscs-it originals, and whoever will duly reflect upon the dark and profound abstractions,
and the infinite-simally-multiplied and microscopically-distinguished personifications of Buddhism, may well doubt whether the
language of Tibet does or can adequately sustain the weight that
has been laid upon it.
Sanscrit, like its cognate Greek; may be characterised as a speech
" capable of giving a soul to the objects of sense, and body to the
abstractions of metaphysics," But, as the Tibetan language can
have no pretensions to a like power, those who are aware that the
Saugatas taxed the whole powers of the Sanscrit to embody in
These authorities however, even if allowed to be original, appear to consist entirely of childish legends. I allude to the three published volumes. T h e
received hypothesis, viz. that the philosopllers of Ayudhya and Magadha,
(the ackuowledged founders of Buddhim) postponed the use of Sanscrit
to that of Praorit, in the original exposition of their subtle system a p
pears to me as absurd as it does probable that their successors, a s Missionaries, resorted to Pracrit versions of the original Sailacrit authorities. in propagating the system in the remotest parts of the continent and in Ceylon. Cln
this ground, I presume the Pracrit works of Ceylon and Ava to be trnnslations,
not originals :--a presumption so reasonable that nothing but the production
from Ceylon or Ava of original Pracrit works, comparable in importance with
the Sanscrit books discovered in Nepaul, will suffice to shake it in my mind.
Sir W. J o ~ r sI believe to be ttre author of the amertidn, that the Buddhists
commi)ted their system to high Pracrit or Pdli ;and so long at least as there
were no Sanscrit works of the sect forthcoming, the presumption war not wholly
was not unaware
unreasonable.
I t is, however, so now. And Sir W. JONES
that Magadlaa or Bihar wns the original head-quarters of Buddhism, nor that
the best Sanscrit lexicon extant was the work of a B ~ i r d d ~ anor
; thnt the
Brahmans themselves ackiiowledged the pre eminent literary merits of tl~cir
heterodox adversaries.
Bat for his Brahrnanical bias therefore, Sir WILLIAM
might have come at the
troth. that the Bauddlra philosophers cmylo).ed the rlassical la~lguage.

.

words their Systeln, will cautiously reserve, I apprellehd, for the
Bazcddha books still extant in the classical language of India, the
title of original authorities. From such works, which, though now
found only in Nepaul, were composed in the plains of India before
the dispersion of the sect, I have drawn the accompanying extracts ;
and though the merits of the " doing into English" may be small
indeed, they will yet, I hope, be borne up by the paramount and
(as I suspect) unique authority and originality of my "original
authorities," a phrase which, by the way, has been somewhat invidiously, as well as laxly used and applied in certain quarters.
I t is still, I observe, questioned amongst us, whether Brdhaanism or Buddhism be the uiore ancient creed, as well as whether the latter be of Indian or extra Indian growth. The Buddhists themselves have no doubts upon either point. They unhesitatingly concede the palm of superior antiquity to theit rivals
and persecutors, the Brhhmans ; nor do they in any part of the
world hesitate in pointing to India as the cradle of their faith.
Formerly we might be pardoned for building fine-spun theories
of exotic origin of Buddhism upon the African locks of BUDDHA'S
images : but surely it is now somewhat too late,* in the face of
the abundant direct evidence which we possess, against the exotic theory, to go in quest of presumptions to the tiine-out-of-mind
illiterate Scythiaris, in order to give to them the glory of originating a system built upon the most subtle philosophy, and all the
copious original records of which are inshriied in Sanscrit,f a
language which, whencesoever primevally derived, had been,
when Buddhism appeared, fot ages proper to the Indian continent.
The Buddhists make no serious pretensions to a very high antiquity : never hint at an extra Indian origin.
Recent discoveries make it more and more certain, that the cave templea of
the Western Coast and its vicinity, are erclusively Bauddha. Every part of
India is illustrated by splendid remains of Buddhism.
f The difference between high R a e r i t and Sanrcrit, could not affect this
question, though it were conceded that the founders of Buddirism used the
former and not the latter-a concession however, which sl~uuldnot be facilely
made,and to which I wholly demur.

SAKYASINHAis, avowedly, a Kshetrip; and, if his six predeeessors had really any historical existence, the books which affirm
it, affirm too, that all the six were of B~cihmanicalor hrshetriyri
lineage. Saugata books treating on the subject of caste never call
in question the antique fact of a fourfold division of the Hindu
people, but only give a more liberal interpretation to it than the
current Brcihmanical one of their day.* The Chinese, the Mongols, the Tibetans, the Indo-Chinese, the Ceylonese and other
Indian Islanders, all point to India as the father-land of their
creed. The records of Buddhism in Nipad and in Tibet, in both
of which countries the people and their mother-tongues are of
the Molagol stock, are still either Sanscrit or avowed translations
from it by Indian pundits. Nor is there a single record or monument of this faith in existence, which bears intrinsic or extrinsic
evidence of an extra Indian 0rigin.t
day (Mr.
The speculations of a writer of Sir W. JONES'S
JOINVLLLE), tending to prove, argumentatively, Gom the characters of Buddhh and Brcihmanism, the superior antiquity of the
former, have been lately revived (see Asiatic Journal, No. CLX.)
with applause. But besides that fine drawn presumptions are
idle in the face of such a mass of direct evidence as we now possess, the reasonings of JOINVILLE
appear to me altogether based
on errors of fact. Bzlddhism (to hazard a character in few urords),
Reyab Asiatic Society's TransSee the Bauddlra disputation on caste.
a
actions.
See C a 4 w ~ u s n ' s remarks, on the purely Indian character of all the great
scdptural and arcl~itecturalmonuments of Buddhism in Java. Also BARROW'S
wmarks to the sclme effect in his travels in China. TI* Chlllese Pusn is
Tiauarupya Prajna or the polyform type of Diva Natura. See Oriental Q~larterly &I:ib.;lzine, No. xvi. pp. 218-222, for proofs of the fact that numberless
Bauddha remains have been mistaken for B~uhmanicalby our antiquaries,
and even by the natives. I n the same work I have proved this in reference to
CRAWFURD'S
Archipelago, Oriental Quarterly, No. xvi. pp. 232, 135.
Yet, no sooner had I shown, from original authorities, 11ow thoroughly E d i a n
Buddhirm is, than it was immediately exclaimed, 'oh I this is Nepaulese corruption I these are merely popular grafts from Brahmanism.' The very same cllnracter belongs to the oldest monuments of Buddhism,extant in h ~ d i aand beyond
i t ; and I have traced that cliarncter to the highest scriptural authorities.

+
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is monastic asceticism inmorals, philo8ophicalscepticisminreligion;
and whilst ecclesiastical history dl over the world affords abundant instances of such a state of things resulting from gross abuse of the religious sanction, that ample chronicle gives us no
one instance of it as a primitive system of belief. Here is a
legitimate inference from sound premises. But that B u d d h k
ww, in truth, a reform or heresy, and mt an original system, can
be proved by the most abundant direct evidence both of friends
and of enemies. The oldest Saugata works incessantly allude to
the existing superstition as the MLrchalya or way of the serpent,
contradistinguishing their reformation thereofas the B e h i - c h a r y a
or way of the wise; and the Brbhmanical impugners of those works
(whoy upon so plain a fact, could not lie), invariably speak of Bud&ism as a notorious heresy.
An inconsiderable section of the Saugatas alone, ever held the
bold doctrine of mortal souls: and the Swcibhdvika denial of a
creation of matter by the fiat of an absolutely immaterial being,
springs, not out of the obesity of barbarian dulness, but out of the
over refinement of philosoplical ratiocination. JOINVILLE'S
ideaof
the speculative tenets of Bzlddhim is utterly erroneous. Many
of them are bad indeed : but they are of philosophy all compact
profoundly and painfully subtle, sceptical tooyrather than atheistically dogmatic.
At the risk of being somewhat miscellaneous in this preface, 1
must allude to anotherpoint. The lamented ABELREMUSAT
sent
me, just before he died, a copy of his essay on the Saugata doctrine of the Triad; and Mr. UPHAM,I find, has deduced &om
REMUSAT'S
interpretation of that doctrine, the inference (which
he supports by reference to sundry expressions in the sacred books
of Ceylon), that I am in error in denying that Buddhism, in ite
first, and most characteristic form, admits the distinction of Clerus
et Laicus. I t is difficult expressly to define that distinction ;but
it may be seen in all its breadth in Brdhmanimn dnd in Popery;
whilst in Islamism, and in the most enthusiastic of the Christian sects, which sprung out of the Reformation, it is wholly lost.

According to my view, Apostolic Christianity recognised it not ;*
the congregation of the faithful, the Church, was a society of peers,
of bretbren in the faith, all essentially equal, in gifts, as in place
and character. On earth, there were no indispensable mediatorg
no exclusive professional ones ; and such alone I understand to be
priests. Again, genuine monachisiX-all over tbtr-world, I hold to
be, in its own nature, essentially opposed to the distinction of clergyman and layman, though we all know that monastic institutions no
sooner are rendered matters of public law and of extensive popular prevalence, than, ex vi necessitatis, the distinction in question
is superinduced upon them, by the major part of the monks laicising, and the rest becoming ckrgy.t There are limits to the
number of those whom the public can support in idleness : and
whoso would eat the bread of the public must perform some duty
to the public. Yet who can doubt that the true monk, whether cenobite or solitary, is he who abandons the world to save
his 092 soul ; as the true clergyman is he who mixes with the
world to save the souls of others? The latter in respect to the
people or laics has a distinctive function, and, it may be also
an exclusive one : the former has no function at all. Amongst
entirely monastic sects, then, the exclusive character of priest is
objectless and absurd : and who that has glanced an eye over
ecclesiastical hietory knows not that in proportion as sects are enthusiastic, they reject and hate, (though nothing tainted with
monachism) the exclusive pretensions of the clergy ! Whoever
has been able to go along with me in the above reflections can need
only to be told that primitive Buddhism was entirely monastic, and

,
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I would not be understood to lay stress on this opinon, wl~icllis merely adduced to illustrate my argnment.
t History informs us that, soon after monnchismsupervened upon our holy
snd eminently social religion, there were in Egypt as many monks almost as ,
peasants. Some of these monks necessarily Isicised, and the rest became clergy.
The community of the Gosoins and aeveral others, of strictly ascetical origin
now in India, exhibit the same necessary change after the sects had become
nnmerousl J followed.

,

of an unboundedly enthusiadtical genius,* to be satisfied that it did
not recognise the distinction in questton. But if, being suspicious
of the validity of argumentative inferences, he demand of me simple facts, here they are. In the Bata Sahasrika, Prajnu Pararnitri,
or Racha Bhagavati, and also in the nine Dhamaas (the oldest and
highest d t t e n authorities), it is affirmed more or less directly, or is
clearly deducible from 'the context, in a thousand passages (for the
subject is not expressly treated), that the only true followers of
BUDDHAare monks, the majority being cenobites, the rest, solitaries. The fullest enumeration of these followers (Bhikshzr
Srhvaka or Srcimanu, Chailaka, and Arhataor Avhana orArhanta)
proves them to have been all monks, tonsured, subject to the usu/--a1 vows, (nature teaching to all mankind that wealth, women and
power, are the grand tempters,) resident in monasteries ( Vihhr)
or in deserts, and essentially peers, though of course acknowledging
the claims of superior wisdom and piety. The true church, the
congregation of the faithful, is constantly said to consist of such
only; and I am greatly mistaken indeed if the church in this
sense be synonymous with the clergy ; or, if the primitive church
of BUDDHArecognized an absolutely distinct body such as we (i. e.
Catholics, Lutherans, and Kirkmen) ordinarily mean when we
speak of the latter. The first mention of an exclusive, professional
active, minister of religion, or priest, in the Bauddha books, is i n
those of a comparatively recent date, and not of scriptural authority. Therein the Vajra Ach6y a (for so he is called) first appears
arrayed with the ordinary attributes of a priest. But his character is anomalous, as is that of every thing about him; and the
learned Bauddhas of Nepaul at the present day universally admit
the falling off from the true faith. We have in these books,
Bhiksh~s, Snivakas, Chailakas, and Sdya V a d a s , ? bound by
Ita distinguishing doctrine is that dnite mind can be enlarged to infinite;
'all the schools uphold this towering tenet, postponing all others to it. As for
the scepticism of the Swabhauikas relative to those transcendent marvels,
creation and providence, it is suflcient to prove its remoteness from '' flat
Atheism," simply to point to the coexistence of the cardinal tenet first named.

+ An inscripti011at Cwli identifies the splendid Si(Iilahana with the head of the

their primitive rules for ten days (in memory of the olden time)
and then released from them ; tonsured, yet married ; ostensibly
monks, hut really citizens of the world.
From any of the above, the Vajra Achdrya, is drawn indiscriminately ; he keeps the keys of the no longer open treasury; and
he is surrounded with untomured followers, who now present themselves for the first time. I pretend not to trace with historical
nicety all the changes which marked the progress of B u d d h h
as a public institute and creed of millions up to the period of the
dispersion : but I am well aware, that the primitive doctrines
were not, because they could not be, rigidly adhered to, when what
I hold to have been at first the closet speculation of some philosophers, had become the dominant creed of large kingdoms. That
the latter character wag however, assumed by Buddhism in the
plains of India, long before the dispersion, seems certain ; and, as
many persons may urge that the thing in question is the dominant public institute, not the closet speculation, and that whatever
discipline prevailed before the dispersion must be held for primitive and orthodox, I can only observe that the ancient books of
the Saugatas, whilst they glance at such changes as I have advert4 to, do so in the langnage of censure ;and that upon the whole,
I still strongly incline to the opinion that genuine or primitive
Buddhism (so I cautiously phrased it, originally) rejected the distinction of Clerus et Laicus; that the use of the word priest by
UPHAM,is generally inaccurate; and that the Sangha of the
Saka tribe, which is that of SAKYASINHA. The Suhya- Yansikas, or people of
the race of Sakya, appeared in Nepaul as refugees from Brahman bigotry, some
time after Buddhism had been planted i n these hills. Sakya is universally
allowed to have been the son of king S U D D ~ A D A sovereign
NA,
of Mngadha, or
Bihar. B e is said to have been born in the " Asthan of Knpila Muni," at
Ganga Sagar, according to some ; in Oude, as others say. His birth plare
was not necessarily within his father's kingdom. He may have been born when
his father was on a pilgrimage to the shrine of the Saint KAPILA. SAKYA
died, according to my authorities, i n Assam, and left one son named RAIIULA
BHA~~A
The
. Sakus were Kshetriyus of tlie solar I~ne,according to Bauddha
authorities: nor is it any proof of the contrary that they appear not i n the
Bra11m;luiral genealogies. See note in tlie sequel.

Buddhist triad ouglit to have been invariably rendered by REMUEAT
into 'congregation of the faithful' or 'church,' and never into
' clergy' or ' priesthood.' REMUSATindeed seems to consider
(Observations, 28-9, and 32), these phrases as synonymous ;and
yet the question which their discrimination involves is one which,
in respect to our own religion, has been fiercely agitated for hundreds of years ; and still, by the very shades of that discrimination, chiefly marks the subsisting distinction between the various
Churches of Christ I
Following the authority he has reli$ on, Mr. UPHAYwas at
liberty, therefore, to adopt a sense which would consist with my
interpretation of phrases such as he alluded to, and which, of
course, I found copiously scattered over the works I consulted.
I always rendered them advisedly into English, so as toexclude
the idea of a priesthood, because I had previously satisfied myself,
by separate inquiry and reflection, that that cardinal tenet was repugnant to the genius of the creed, and repudiated by its primitive teachers. This important point may have been wrongly determined by me ;but assuredly the determination of it upon such
grounds as Mr. UPHAM'Sis perfectly futile. Such words as
Arhanta and Bandya, (which, by the way, are the correct forms
of the Burmese Rahatun and the Chinese Bwzze,) no morenecessarily mean, priest, clergy, than do the Latin, fideles and milites,
as applied to Christianity; and as for the word Salagha, it is
indisputable that it does not mean literally priest,* and that it
does mean literally congregation.
If, as REMUSAT
and UPHAMappear to insist is the case, every
monastic follower of BUDDHAbe a priest, then Bandya or
Bonzet must be rendered into English by the word ' clergyman.'
Observations, p. 92.
The possible meaning of this word ha* employed in vuin the sngacity of
sundry critics. In its proper form of Ban(lya, it is pure Sanscrit, signifying a
person entitled to reverence, and is derived, from Bandana.
Equally curious and instructive is it to find in the Sntrscrif records of Buddhism the solution of So many enigmas collected by travellers from all parts of
Aaia ;e grege, E L P ~ I N ~ T O mound
N I ' S is a g e n u i ~ ~Chaitya,
e
and its proper name

t

But there will still remain as much difference between Bandya
and ,Yangha as, in Christian estimation, between an o r d i i r y parson of the present day, and one of the inspired primitive professors.
Of old, the spirit descended upon all alike ;and Sangha was this
hallowed and H t e d congregation. But the glorj has passed
away, and the term been long sanctified and set apart. So hag
in part, and for similar reasons, the word A~hata. But Bandya,
as a generic title, and Bhibhu, S~civaka,and ChaiEaka, as specific ones, are still every-day names of every-day people, priests, if it
must be so, but as I conceive, ascetics-or monks merely. In the
thick night of ignorance and superstition which still envelopes
Tibet, the people fancy they yet behold Arhatw in the persons of
their divine Lhmas. No such imagination however possesses the
heads of the followers of Buddha in Nepaul, Ceylon, or extra
Gangetic India ; though in the last mentioned country the name
Arhata is popularly applied to the modern order ofthe clergy, an order
growing there, as in Nepaul, (if my opinions be sound) out of that
deviation from the primitive genius and type of the system which
resulted necessarily from its popular diffusion as the rule of life and
practice of whole nations.
In conclusion I would observe, that, i n . my apprehension,
REMUSAT'S
interpretation of the various senses of the Triadic doctrine is neither very complete, nor very accurate. In a religious
point of view, by the first member is understood the founder of
is Manikalaya, or the place of the precious relic. The mound is a tomb temple.
T h e ' tumuli eorum Christi altaria' of the poet, is more true of Buddhism than
even of the most perverted model of Christianity ; the cause being probably the
name, originally, in reference to both creeds, viz. persecution and martyrdom,
with consequent divine honours to the sufferers. The Bauddhas, however, have
in this matter gone a step further in the descending scale of representative
adoration than the Catholics; for they worship the mere image of thntstructure
which is devoted to the inshrining of the relics of their saints; they worship
the architectural model or form of the Chaitya.
The Chaitya of SAMBHUNATH
in Nepaul is afermed to cover Jyoti rupya
SWAYAMBHU,
self-existent, in the form of flame : nor was there ever any thing eselusive of theiam in the connection of tomb and temple : for Chuityas were always
dedicated to the Celestial Buddhas, not only in Nepaul, hut in the plains ofIndia,
as the Chaityas of Sunchi, of Gya, and of Bag, demonstrate.
The Dhyani
Buddhas ;rypcar in the oldest monuments of the contillent and islands.

.
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the creed, and all who, following his steps, have reached the full
rank of a Maha Y6niha B;by the second, the law or scriptures of the sect ;and by the third, the congregation of the faithful, or primitive church, or body of original disciples, or evep, any
and every assemblage of true, i. e. of conventud ascetical observers
of the law, past or present.
In a philosophical light, the precedence of Buddrlla or of
D h a m indicates the theistic or atheistic school. With the former, Buddha is intellectual essence,* the efficient cause of all, and
nnderived. D h r m is material essencqt the plastic cause, and
underived, a co-equal by unity with B&
;or else the plastio
cause, as before, but dependent and derived frum Buddha.
Sa"yha is derived from, and compounded of, Buddha and D h n n a ,
is their collective energy in the state of action ;the immediate
operative cause of creation, its type or its agent.$ With the latter
or atheistic schools, D h m a is Diva natura, matter as the sole
entity, invested with intrinsic activity and intelligence, the efficient and material cause of all.
BuddAa is derivative from Dharma, is the active and intelligent
force of nature, first put off from it and then operating upon it.
Sanglra is the r e d of that operation ; is embryotic creation, the
type and sum of all specific forms, which are spontaneously evolved from the union of Buddha with Dharmu.$ The above are
the principal distinctions, others there are which I cannot venture
here to dwell on.
With regard to REMUSAT'S
remark, " on voit que les trois noms
aont plac6s sur le m&meniveau, comme les trois representations des
Bodhanatmaka iti Buddlra, 'the intellectual essence is Buddha.'
;ti Dharnaa, ' the holding, sustaiui~lgor containing substance is Dharrnu.'. Agaiu, Prukriterwari iti I'rujna, ' the material goddess is
Prajan,' one of the names or L)HARMA. The word Prajna is compounded of the
intensive prefix pru, and jnyuna wisdom, or jurr, to know. I t imports the
supreme wisdom of nature. Dharma is the universal substratum, is that which
supports all form and quality in the versatile world.
Sainudayatn~ikaiti Sungha, ' the multitl~dinousesseuce is Sanyha :' multitude is the diagnosis of the versatile universe, as unity is of that of abstmctmn.
5 Prajnaupay tmahartg Jaggnta.

t Dlasanatmaka

+
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m&me&tresdans les pltlnches de M. HODGSON
avec cette difference
que sur celles-ci, Sanga est d droite, et D h a m a iigauche," I may
just add, that the placing of Sangha to the right is a merely ritual
technicality, conformableto thepujri ofthe D&hiruichrirs,* and that
all the philosophets and re1'Igionists are agreed in postponing
Sangha to Dharnaa.
I possess very many drawings exhibiting the arrangement mentioned by REMUSAT
; but all subservient to mere ritual purposes
and consequently worthy of no serious attention. The Matantara,
or variorum text of the Pujaris of the present day, displays an infinite variety of fomula,t illustrated by corresponding sculptural
and pictorial devices, embodied in those works, and transferred
from them to the walls and interior of temples existing all over
the valley of Nepaul.

QUOTATIONS.

The Swribhrivika Doctrine.

1. All things are governed or perfected by Swabhriwa $; I too
am governed by Swabhava. (Ashta Sahas~.ika.)
2. I t is proper for the worshipper at the timeof worship toreflect
thus: I am f i r l i p f 4 and the object of my worship is ~Wrfipt;
I am that God (hloara) to whom I address myself. Thus meditating, the worshipper should makepuja to all the celestial8 :for example, to Vajra Satwa Buddha, let him pay his adorations, first, by
recollecting that all things with their Vija Maatras came from
Swabhhva in this order:-from the vija 11 of the letter Y, air; from
that of the letter R, fire; from that of the letter V, or B, water,
The theistic sects so call themselves, styling their opposites, the Swabhaai-

ku nndJ'rajnikas, Varnachars. The Pauranikaa, too, often designate the Tuntrikua by the latter name, which is equivalent to left-handed.
t See the classified enumeration of the principal objecteof Bauddha worship
appended to this paper. Appendix B.
# Swa, own, and bhaaa, nature. Idiosyncrask
5 Intact and intangible, independent.
Root, radix, s e d

N
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and from that of the letter 'L, earth ; and from that of the letter'
S, Mount Sum&&. On the summit of Szm.6r is a lotos of precious
stones, and above the lotos, a moon crescent, upon which sits,
supremely exalted, Vajra Satwa. And as all (other) things
.proceed from Swabhciva, so also does VQjra Satwa, thence called
the self-existent.* (Pujh Kalad.)
8. All things and beings (in the versatile universe) which are
alike perishable, false as a dream, treacherous as a mirage, pmceed, according to some, from Swabhciva (nature) and according
to others, from God, (Iswara ;) and hence it is said, that Swabhhva
and Iswara are essentially one, differing only in name.t (Ashta
Sahasda.)
4. At the general dissolution of all things, the four elements
shall be absorbed in Shnyrillcir-Akcish (sheer apace) in this order:
Earth in water, water in fire, fire in air, and air in Akhsh, and
A h b h in Sunycita, and Szinycita in Tathatci,S and Tathata in
Buddha, (which Mahci SEinycitaG) and Buddha in Bhhvanu, and
Bhrivana in Swabhciva. And when existence is again involved,
each shall in the inverse order, progress frbm the other. From
%hat Swabhciva, which communicates its property of infinity to
Akcish proceeded into being, in A k b h the letter A. and the
rest of the letters ; and from the letters, Adi Buddha 11 and the
other Buddhas ;and from the Buddhas, the Bodhi-Satwas, and
from them the five elements, with their Vija Mantras. Such is
-the Swabhcivika Sanscir; which Sanscir (universe) constantly r e
This may teach us caution i n the interpretation of terms. I understand the
aogma to announce, that infinite intelligence is as much a part of the system of
nature as B n i k The mystic allusion to the alphabet imports nothing more than
its being the indispensable instrument and means of knowledge or wisdom,
which the Buddhists believe man has the capacity of perfecting up to the standard of in5nity.
See note on No. 3, on the Yatniha system.
t Tathata, says the comment, is Sutya Juyan; and Bhaaaha is Bhava or
Satta, i. e. sheer entity.
5 See ~ioteon quotation 1 of the section A'di- Buddha.
(1 Here again I might repeat the caution and remark at quotation 2. I have
elsewhere observed, that Swabhavika texts, differently interpreted, form the ba-
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volves between Pravritti and-Nintritti, like a potter's wheel. (Divya Avadrin.)
5. Mahri Szinycita is, according to some, Swabhava, and according to others, Iswara ;it is like the ethereal expance, and self.
sustained. In that M a Szinyrita, the letter A, which. the V$a
Mantra of Upaya,' and the chief of all the Vija Mantras of the
letters, became manifest. (Rucha Bhrigawtz'.)
6. Some say creation is from God: if so, what is the use of
Yatna or of K a m ?t That which made all things, will preserve
and destroy them ;that which governs Nirvn'tti, governs Pravrini
also. (Buddha Charitrakhvya.)
7. The sandal trm fie* communicates its fragrance to h i
who tears oaits bark. Who is not delighted with its odour? I t is
from Swabhhva. (Kalpalata.)
8. The elephant's cub, if he find not leailess and thorny creepers in the green wood, becomes thin. The crow avoids the ripe
mango.$ The cause is still Swabhriva. (Do.)
9. Who sharpened the thorn ? Who gave kheir varied forms,
oolours, and habits to the deer kiud, and to the birds ? Swabhriva!
I t is not according to the will (ichchha) of any; and if there be
no desire or intention, there can be no intender or designer.4
(Buddha Char$t-a.)
sis of the $iswariha doctrine, as well as that the Bxddlras of the Swabhaoikas,
who derive their capacity of identifying themselves with the Rrst cause from nature, which is that caure, are as largely gifted as the Buddhas of the Aiswarihas,
deriving the same capacity from A'di-Buddha, who is that cause. See remarks
on R r ~ v s apud
a ~ Journal of Bengal Asiatic Soc.iety, Nos, 32,33,and 34.
Upaya, the expedient, the energy of nature in a state of qctivity. See the
note on No. 6, of the section A'di- Sangha.
t See the note on quotation 9 of this head. Yatna and Karma may here be
rendered by intellect and morality.
t These are assumed facts in Natural History ;but not correct
5 Here is plainly announced that denialof self-consciousness or personality in
the causa causarum which comtitutes the great defect of the Swabhuviha philosophy :and if this denial amount to atheism, the Swabhavih are, for the most
part, atheists ; their denial also of a moral ruler of the universe being a necessary
sequel to it. Excepting, however, a small and mean sect of them, they allaterm
eternal necessary, entity; nor do any of them reject the
existence beyond

sows

10. The conch, which is worthy of all praise, bright as the
moon, rated first among excellent things, and which is benevolent
to all sentient beings, though it be itself insensate, yields its melodious music, purely by reason of SwabMva. (Kalpalata.)
11. That hands and feet, and belly and back, and head, in fine,
organs of whatever kind, are found in the womb, the wise have
attributed to Swabibciva; and the union of the soul or life (A'tma)
with body, is also Swcibhciva. (Buddha Charitra Krivya.)
12. From Swabl'hvu (nature) a11 thingsproceeded; by Swdhria a all things are preserved. All theirdifferencesof structure andof
habits are from Swabhriva :and from Swabhdva comes'their destruction. All things are regulated (su&u) by Swabhhva. h a Bhciva.is known as the Supreme. (Pz$ Rand,-from the R u c k
Bhhgavati, where the substance is found in sundry passages.)
13. Aklish is Swcibhrimka, because it is established, governed,
perfected (suddha) by its own force or nature. All thingsare absorbed in it : it is uncreated or eternal ;it is revealed by its own
force ; it is the essence (A'tma*) of creation, preservation, and
destruction ; it is the essence of the five elements ;it is infinite ;
it is intellectual essence (Bodhalehtnaika). The five colours are
proper to it ;and the fiue Buddhas ;and the letters. I t is SGnydta ; self-supported ; omnipresent : to its essence belong both
P r a v d i and Nirvritti. This &h,
which is omnipresent, and
essentially intellectua1,t because infinite things are absorbed into
the grave, or the doctrine of atonement. Shill NEWTON'S
is, upon the whole, the
right judgment, ' Deus sine providentia et dominio nihil est nisi fatum et natura.'
The Swabhavika attempts to deify nature are but a sad confusion of cause andeffect. But, in a serious religious point of view, I fail to perceive any superiority possessed by the immaterial pantheism of Brahmans over the material pantheism of
the Buddhists. Metempsychosis and absorption are common to both.
One comment on the comment says, AYnla here means sthan or a l g a , i e.
the ubi of creation, &c:
t Akash is here understood as synonymous with Sunyata, that is, as the elemental state of all things, the universal ubi and modus of primal entity, ina
state of abstraction from all speciRc forms : and it is worthy of note, that amidst
these primal principles, intelligence has admission. I t is therefore aBrmed to be
a necessary end, or eternal portion of the system of nature, though separated from
self-

it, is declared to be infinite. From the infinite nature of this
Akrish were produced all moving things, each in its own time,
in due procession from another, and with its proper difference
of form and habits. From the secret nature of Akhh proceeded
likewise, together with the Vij Malatra of each one, air with
its own mobility ; and from air, fire with its own heat ; and from
fire, water with its intrinsioal coldness; and from water, earth
with its own proper solidity or hkaviness ;and from earth, Mount
Sum-ru with its own substance of gold, or with its own sustaining power (Ilhcitwhtmiha) ; and from Sum&ru, all the various
kinds of trees and vegetables ; and from them, all the variety of
colours, shapes, flavours, and fkgrances, in leaves, flowers, and
fruits. Each derived its essential property (as of fire to burn)
from itself; and the order of its procession into existence Gom the
one precedent, by virtue of Swabhciva, operating in time. The
several manners of going peculiar to the six classes of animate
beings (four-18gged, two-legged, &c.) and their several modes of
birth, (oviparous, &c.*) all proceeded from Swabr'rciva. From the
Swabhciva of each mansion or habitat (Bhvamt) resulted the
merences existing between the several abodes of all the six orders of animate beings. The existence of the fetus in the womb
proceeds from the Sdab86va of the union of male and female;
self-consciousness or personality. I n the same manner, Prajna, the sum of all
things, Diva natura, is decked to be eternal, and essentially intelligent, though
a material principle.
By etcetera, understand always (more Brahmanorum). That Buddhirm
forms an inpart of the Indian philosophy is sufficiently proved by the
multitude of terms and classiecations common to it, m d to Brahmanism.
The theognny and cosmogony of the latter are expressly those of the former,
with sundry additions only, which serve to prove the posteriority of date, and
in hi course of philososehismatical secession, of the Buddhists. M, COUSIN,
phy, notices the absence of a sceptical school amongst the Indian philosophers.
-Buddhism, when fully explained, will supply the desideratum; and I would
here notice the precipitation with which we are now constantly drawing general conclusions relative to the scope of Indian speculation. frum a knowledge of
the Brahmanical writings only-writings equalled or surpassed in number
and value by those of the Buddhists, Jains, and other dissenters from the exist.
ing orthodox system of Vyasa and Sunkura Aclcarya.

and its gradual growth and assumption of flesh, bones, skin, and
organs, is caused by the joint energy of the Swabhciva of the foetus,
and that of time, or the Swabhbva of the fetus, operating in time.
The procession of all things from birth, through gradual increase,
to maturity, an+dthence, through gradual decay, to death, resulta
spontaneously fiom the nature of each being ;as do the diffemnces appropriated to the faculties of the senses and of the mind,
a d to those external things and'internal, which are perceived by
them. Speech and sustenance from dressed food in mankind, and
the want of speech and the eating of grass in quadrupeds, together
d t h the b i i h of b i d s h m eggs, of insects from sweat, and of t h e
Gods (Devatris) without parentage of any sort : all these marvels
proceed from Sw&hciva. (Comment on the Pujci h n d , quotatiow

12.)
The Arswasrgl~System
The self-existent God is the sum of perfections, infinite,
eternal, without members or passions; one with all things (in
Pravritti), and separate from all things (in Nirvritti), infiniformed
and formless, the essence afPravritCl and of Nirvritti.*, (Swayamhhzi Purcina.)
2. He whose image is Szinycila, who is h e a cypher or poinb,
infinite, unsustained (in Nirvritti), and sustained (in Pravritti),
whose essence is Nirvritti, of whom all things are forms (in P r a vm'tti,) and who is yet formless (in N i r ~ n ' ~ who
) , is the Imara,,
the first intellectual essence, the A'di-Buddha, was revealed by his
own will. This self-existent is he whom all know as the only true
Being ; and, though the state of Nirvritti be his proper an& enduring state, yet, for the sake of Pravritti, (creation), having become Pancha-jnyrincitmiha, he produced the five Buddhas thus ;
from Suvi-suddha-&am-dhhtuja jnycin, Vairo chuna, the supremely wise, from whom proceed the element of earth, the sight,
1.

Pravritti, the versatile universe; Nirvritti, its opposite, thii world and the.
next. Pravn'tti is compounded of &a, an intensitire, and vritti, action,
occupation, fmm the root va, to blow as the wind; Nirvritti, of Nir, a priv*.
tive, and vritti, as before.

irnh colours ; and from Adarshna-jnycirq h d o l h y a , from whom
proceed the element of water, the faculty of hearing, and all sounds;
and from Pratyavehshana-jnyrin, Ratna Sambhava, from whom
proceed the element of fire, the sense of smell, and all odours;
and from Samta-jnycin, Amitribha, from whom proceed the element of air, the sense of taste, and all savours ;and from Krityanuskha-jnyrin, Amogha Siddha, from whom proceed the element
of ether, the faculty of touch, and all the sensible properties of
outward things dependent thereon. All these five Buddhas are
Pravritti khrnang, or the authors of creation. They possess the
6vejnyans, the five colours, the five mudras, and the five vehicles.* '
'The five elements, five senses, and five respective objects of sense,
are forms of them.t And these five Buddhas each produced
a Bodhi-Satwcs, (for the detail, see Asiatic Society's Transactions,
vol. xvi.)
The five Bodhi-Satzuas are SrisAtikdmang, or the
immediate agents o t creation ; and each, in his turn, having become Samaguna, (invested with all qualities, or invested with the
three gunas,) produced all things by his fiat, (Comment on
quot. 1.)
3. All things existent (in the versatile universe) proceed from
-..
some cause (hitu) : that cause is the Tath&ata$ (A'di-Buddha) ;
.and that which is the cause of (versatile) existence is the cause
See Appendix A.

) Tlie flve Dhyani Buddhas are said to be Pancha Bhuta, Pancha Indriya,
and Pancha Ayatcm akar. Hence my conjecture that they are. mere personifications, according to a theistic theory of the phaenomena of the sensible
world. The 6th Dhyani Buddha is, in like manner, the icon and source of the
6th sense, and its object, or Mamsa and Dharma, i. e. the sentient principle,
uoul of the sensea, or internal sense, and moral and intellectual phenomena.
I n the above passage, however, the association of the flve elements is not the
most accredited one, which (for example) associates hearing and sounds to
Ahh.

$ T h i important word is compounded of Tatha, thus, and gata, gone or got,
and is explained in three ways. Ist, thus got or obtained, viz. the rank of a
lhthagala, obtained by observance of the rules prescribed for the acquisition of
perfect wisdom, of which acquisition, total cessation of births is the efficient
consequence. Znd, thus gone, viz. the mundane existence of the Tathnguta, gone
a0

of the cessation or extinction of all (such) existence: so said
S S y a Siwha. (Bhadra Kalpanadan.)
4. Body is compounded of the five elements: soul,, which
animates it, is an emanation from the self-existent. (Swayambhu
purrina.)
5. Those who have suffered many torments in this lie, and
have even burned in hell, shall, if they piously serve the Tri Ratna
(or Triad), escape from the evils of both. (Avadrin Ku2palatri.)
6. SUBANDU
(a Rija of Benares) was childless. He devoted
so as never to return, mortal hirths having been closed, and Nirvn'tti obtained, by

'.

perfection of knowledge. 3rd, gone in the same manner as it or they (birth of
births) came; the sceptical and necessitarian conclusion of those who held that
both metempsychosis and absorption are beyond our intellect (as objects of knowledge), and independent of our efforts (as objects of desire and aversion-as contingencies to which we are liable); and that that which causes births, causes
likewise (proprio trigore) the ultimate cessation of them.
The epithet Tathagata, therefore, can only be applied to A'di-Buddha, the self-existent, who is
never incarnated, in a figurative, or at least a restricted, sense;-cessation of
human births being the essence of what it implies. I have seen the'question
and answer, ' what is the Tuthagata P I t does not come again,' proposed and
solved by the Raksha Bhaguvati, in the very spirit and almost in the words of
the Vedas. One of a thousand proofs that have occurred to me how thoroughly
Indian Buddhism ia. l'athugata, thus gone, or gone as he came, as applied
to A'di-Buddha, alludes to his voluntary secession from the versatile world into
that of abstraction, of which no mortal can predicate, more than that his departure and his advent are alike simple results of his volition. Some authors substitute this interpretation, exclusively applicable to A'di-Buddha, for the third
sceptical and general interpretation above given. The synonyme Strgata, or
'well gone, for ever quit of versatile existence,' yet further illustrates the ordinary meaning of the word Tuthagata, as well as the ultimate scope and genius of
the Buddhist religion, of which the end is, freedom from metempsychosis ;and
the means, perfect and absolute enlightenment of the undentanding, and consequent discovery of the grand secret of nature. What that grand secret, that ultimate truth, that single reality, is, whether all is God, or God is all, seems to be
the sole propositum of the oriental philosophic religionists, who have all alike
sought to discover it by taking the high priori road. That God is all, appears to
be the prevalent and dogmatic determination of the Brahmanists; that all is God,
the preferential but sceptical solution of the Buddhists ;and, in a large view, I
believe it would be dificult to indicate any further essential difference between
their theoretic systems, both, as I conceive, the unquestionable gmwth of the Indian soil, and both founded upon transcendental speculations, conducted in the
very same style and manner.

himself to the worship of Iswara (A'di Buddha ;) and by the
grace of Iszoara a sugar-cane was produced fiom his semen, from
which a son was born to him. The race* remains to this day,
and is called IKSHAVA
AKU. (Avadbn Kalpalatri.)
7. When all was void, perfect void, (Sunya, Mahri Szinya)
the triliteral syllable Aum became manifest, the first created, the
ineffably splendid, surrounded by all the radical letters ( VGri Akshara), as by a necklace. I n that Aum, he who is present in all
things, formless and passionless, and who possesses the Tri Ratna, was produced by his own will. To him I make adoration.
(Swayambhu purrina).
The Kdrmika System.
From the union of L@&yaand Prujnri,? arose Manas, the
lord of the senses, and from Manas proceeded the ten virtues and
the ten vices; so said Sbkya Sinha. (Divya Avadan.)
2. The being of all things is derived from belief, reliance, (pratyaya,) in this order : from false knowledge, delusive impression ;
from delusive impression, general notions ;from them, particulars ;
from them, the six seats (or outward objects) of the senses ; from
them, contact ;from it, definite sensation and perception ; from it,
thirst or desire ; from it, embryotic (physical) existence ; from it,
birth or actual physical existence ; from it, all the distinctions of
genus and species among animate things ; from them, decay and
death, after the manner and period peculiar to each. Such is the
procession of all things into existence from Avidya, or delusion :
and in the inverse order to that of their procession, they retrograde
iato non-existence. And the egress and regress are both K a m ~ a s ,
1.

* That of Sakyn Sinha, and said by the Buddliists to belong to the solar
l i e of Indian Princes. Nor is it any proof of the contrary, that the Pauranika
genealogies exhibit no trace of this race. Those genealogies have been altered
again and again, to suit current prejudices or partialities. The Brahmans who
obliterated throughout Indiaevery vestige of the splendid and extensive literature
of the Buddhas, would have little scruple in expunging from their own sacred
books the royal lineage of the great founder of Buddhism.
t See the note on quotation 6 of the section A'di Sangha. Also the note on
quotation 1 of the Y a t n i h system.
0

wherefore this system is called K6rmika. (Shkya to his disciples
in the Racha Bhagavatf.)
3. The existence of the versatile world is derived sheerly from
fancy or imagination, or belief in its reality ; and this false notion
is the first Karma of Manas, or first act of the sentient principle,
as yet unindividualized? and unembodied.
This belief of the
unembodied sentient principle in the reality of a mirage is attended
with a lon,@ng after it, and a conviction of its worth and reality ;
which longing is called Sanscdr, and constitutes the second Karma
of Manas. When Sanscrir becomes excessive, incipient individual, consciousnessarises (third Karma) ;then proceeds an organised and definite, but archetypal body, the seat of that consciousness, (fourth Karma); from the last results the existence of [the
six sensible and cognizable properties of] natural* objects, moral
and physical, (fifth Karma.) When the archetypally embodied
sentient principle comes to exercise itself on these properties of
things, then definite perception or knowledge is produced, as that
this is white, the other, black ; this is right, the other wrong,
(sixth Karma.) Thence arises desire or worldly affection in the archetypal body, (seventh K a m a , ) which leads to corporeal concep
tion, (eighth,) and that to physical birth, (ninth.) From birth result the varieties of genus and species distinguishing animated
So I reader, after much inquiry, the Shad Ayatan, or sir seats of the sensea
e x t e r d and internal; and which are in detail as follows : Rupa, Savda, Ganda,
Rasa, Sparsa, Dharnur. There is an obvious difficulty as to Sparra, and some
also as to U h a m a . The whole category of the A y a t a ~ sexpressesoutward things :
and after much investigation. I gather, that under Rupa is comprised not only
eolour, but form too, so far as its discrimination (or, in Karmika terms,its exise
ence) depends on sight ; and that all other unspecified properties of body are referred to Sparra, which therefore includes not only temperature, roughness, and
smoothness, and hardness, and its opposite, bvt !tgravity, and even extended
tigure, though not extension in the abstract.
Here we have not merely the secondary or sensible properties of matter, but also
the primary ones; and, as the existence of the Ayotans or outwardobjects perceived,
is said to be derived from the Indriyas, (or from Munus, which is their collective
energy,) in other words, to be derived from the sheer exercise of the percipientpowem the Karmika syetem amounts to idealism. Nor is there any difeculty thence a&ing in reference to the Karmiku doctrine, which clearly atarms that theory by its derivation

~ t u r e ,(tenth Karma.,) and thence come decay and death i i ~the
time and manner peculiar to each, (eleventh and final Karma.)
Such is the evolution of all things in Pravritti; opposed to which
Nimritli, and the recurrence of Nitwritti is the sheer consequence of the abandonment o f all absurd ideas respecting the
reality and stability of Pravritti, or, which is the same thing, the
abandonment of Avidya: for, when Avidya is relinquished or
overcome, Salwcrira and all the rest of the Karmas or acts of the
sentient principle, vanish with it ; and also, of course, all mundane things and existences, which are thence only derived. Now,
therefore, we see that Pravritti or the versatile world is the consequence of affection for a shadow, in the belief that it is a substance ;and Nirvritti is the consequence of an abandonment of all
such affection and belief. And Pracn'tti and Nirvn'tti, which
divide the universe, are Kap-mas; wherefore the system is called
Kdrmika. (Comment on Quotation 2.)
4. Since the warld is produced by the Karma of Manm, or
rivation of all thingsfrom Pratynya (belief), or from Avidya (ignorance). But the
Indriyas and .dyutnns,with their irecessury connexion,(and, possibly, also, the making Aaidya the source of all things,) belong likewise to one section at least of the
Swubhavikn school ;and, in regard to it, it will require a nice hand to exhibit this
Berkleyan notion existing co-ordinately with the leading tenet of the Siuttbhavik~ts.
I n the way of explanation I may observe, first, that the denial of material entity
involved in the Itrdriyu and Ayatan theory (ns in that of Auidgn) respects solely
the versatile world of Pravritti, or of speciflc forms merely, an* does not touch
the Niwrittiku state of formative powers andof primal substances, to which latter, in that condition, the qualities of gravity, and even of extended flgure, in
any sense cognizable by human faculties, are denied, at the same time, that the
real and even eternal existence of those substances, in that state, is afftrmed.
Second, thoughDhamaa, the sixth Ayatan, be rendered by virtue, the appropriated ohject of the internal sense, it must be remembered. that most of the
&ub/tauikas, whilst they deny a moral ruler of the universe, affirm the existence
of morality as a part of the system of nature. Others again (the minority) of the
S~uabhuuiknrreject the sixth Indriya, and sixth Ayatnn, and, with them, the
sixth Uhyani Buddha, or Vujru Satwa, who, hy the way. is the Magnur Apollo
of the Tuntrikas, a sect the mystic and obscene character of whose ritual is
redeemed by its unusually explicit enunciation and acknowledgment of a '' God
above all."
The published explanations of the p m s s i o n of all things h m Avidya appear
to me irreconcilably to conRict with the ideal basis of the theory.
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sheer act of the sentient principle, it is therefore called Kcinnika.
The manner of procession of dl things into existence is thus.
From the union of L'pciya and of Prhjna, Manas proceeded ; and
from Manas, Avidya;and from Avidya, Sansccir; and from Sansecir,
Vijnycina; and from Vijnycina, Ncima&pa; and from Ncimareipa,
the Shad Ayatan ;* and from them, Vedana; and from it:Tri.shna;
and &om it, 1Jpadcin; and from it, Bhava; and from it, Jati; and
from it, Jaramarana. And from Jcitirupya Manas, (i. e. the sentient
principle in organized animate beings) emanated the ten virtues
and ten vices. And as men's words and deeds partake of the
character of the one or the other, is their lot disposed, felicity being inseparably bound to virtue, and misery to vice, by the very
nature of Karma.
Such is the procession of d things into existence h m Manm
through Avidyci; and when Avidyci ceases, all the rest cease
with it. Now, since Avidyci is a false knowledge, and is also the
medium of all mundane existence, when it ceases, the world
vanishes ; and Manas, relieved from its illusion, is absorbed into
Upciya Prajna.t Pravritti is the state of things under the influence of A d y 6 ;and the cessation of Avidyci isNimrilti :Prcivntti
and Nirvritti are both Karmas. (Another comment on Quot 2.)
5. The actions of a man's former births constitute his destiny.$ (Pzrnya paroda.)
6. H e who has received fiom nature such wisdom as to read

* i. e. colour, odour, savour, sound, the properties dependent on touch,
(which are hardness, and its opposite, temperature, roughness and smoothness.
nnd also I believe gravity and extended figure,) and lastly, right and wrong.
They are called the seats of tlle SIX senses, the five ordinary, and one internal.
I n this quotation I have purposely retained the original terms. Their import
may be gathered from the immediately preceding quotations and note, which
the curious may compare with Mr. COLEBROOKE'~
explication. See his paper
on the Buuddlru philosoplly, spud Trans. Roy. As. Socy. quarto vol.
t Tlle Vumuchuras say, into Prajna Upaya :see note on quotation 6 of the
section A'di Sunyhu.
t Duivya, identified wit11 A'di Buddha by the theistic, and with Pate,by the
atheistic doctors, The precise rquivdlent of the maxim itself is our 'cundqct
is fate.'

-
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his own heart, and those of all others, even he cannot erase the
characters which Vidhhtri* has written on his forehead. (Avadan
Kalpalatci. )
7. As the faithful servant walks behind his master when he
walks, and stands behind him when he stands, so every animate
being is bound in the chains of Karma. (Ditto.)
8. K a m a accompanies every ane, every where, every instant,
through the forest, and across the ocean, and over the highest
mountains, into the heaven of Indra, and into Phtcila (hell) ; and
no power can stay it. (Ditto.)
9. KANAL, son of king ASOKA,because in one birth he plucked out the golden eyes from a Chaitya,t had his own eyes plucked
out in the next ; and because he in that birth bestowed a pair of
golden eyes on a Chaitya, received himself in the succeeding birth
eyes of unequalled splendour. (Avadan Kalpalath.)
10. SAKYASINHA'Sson, named Ra'arna BHADXA,remained
six years in the womb of his mother YASODRA.The pain and
anxiety of mother and son were caused by the K a m a s of their
former births. (Ditto.)
11. Although I had required ( S d y a speaks of himself) a
perfect body, still, even in this body, defect again appeared; because
I had yet to expiate a small residue of the sins of former births.
(Lallita Vktara.)
Bramha, but here understood to be Karma.
f Chaitya is the name of the tomb temples or relic-consecrated churches of
the Buddhistr. T h e essential part of the structure is the lower hemispilere :

above this a square basement or l'oran always supports the acutely conical or
pyramidal buperstructure, and on all four sides of that basement two eyes are
placed. Wherever the lower llemispllere is found, is illdisputable evidence of
Buddhism, e. g. ' the topes' of Munikulaya and of Peshawar. I n niches at
the bnse of the hemisphere are frequently enshrined four of the five Uhyuni
Buddhas, oue opposite to each cardinal point. Aksholhyu occupies the eastern
niche ; k a t n a ranibhuuu, the southern ; Amitabhu, the western, and A,,roghasirL
dha, the northeru. Vairochanu, tile first Dhyuni Buddha, is supposed tooccupy
the centre, invisibly. Sometimes, however, he appears visibly, being placed a t
the righehand of Akrlwlhyu.

The Ycitnika System.
1. I m a r a (A'di Buddha) produced Yatna fiom P r a j m ;* and
the cause of Pravn'tti and Nirvritti is Yatna ;and all the difficulties that occur in the affairs of this world and the next are vanquished by Yatna (or conscious intellectual effort.) ( m a Avadan.)
2. That above mentioned Iszoara, by means of Yatnu, produced the five Jnycins, whence sprang the five Buddhas. The five
Buddhas, in like manner, (e.
iby means of Ydna,) produced the
five Bodhi satwas: and they again, by the same means, created
the greater Devatds from their bodies, and the lesser ones, from
created the
the hairs of their bodies. In like mannbr, BEAHMA
three Lahast and all moving and motiwless things. Among
mortals, all difficulties are overcome by Yatna ;for example, those
of the sea by ships, tbase of illness by medicine, those of travelling
by equipages-and want of paper, by prepared skin and bark of
trees. And as all our worldly obataclw are removed by Yatna,
so the wisdom which wins ~Yirvrittifor us is the result of Yatnu;
because by it alone are charity and the rest of the virtues acquired.
Since therefore all the goods of this world and of the next depend
upon Yatna, SAKYASINHA wandered from region to region to
teach mankind that cardinal truth. (Comment on Quotation 1.)
3. That A'di ~UtEdha,whom the Scoabhrivikascall Swabhriva,
and the Aiszoririkas, Iswara,$ produced a Bodhi satwa, who,
having migrated through the three worlds, and through all six
forms of animate existence, and experienced the goods and evils
of every state of being, appeared, at last, as Srikya Sinha, ta teach
Thii, as I conceive, is an attempt to remedy that cardinal defect of the older Swubhauika school, viz. tlie denial of personality, and conscious power and
wisdom in the 5rst cause. T o the szinle effect is the Knrtnikaassertion, that
MANASproceeded from the uriion of Upuya xnd Prujrcu. Kurtnu I ut~derstand
to mean conscious moral effort, and Yut~rcr,conscious intellectui~leffort. Their
admission in respect to human nature implies its free will, a8 their as~igrwtiouto
the divine nature implies its personality.
f The celestial, terrene, and iufernal divisions of the versatile uoiverse.
t Passages of this entirely pyrrhonic teiiure incessxntly recur in the oldest
and highest authorities of the Buddlrials; hence the assertioi~of the preface that
Gugatism is rather sceptical tiinn atheiaticdlly dogmatic.

mankind the real sources of happiness and misery, and the doetrines of the four schools of philosophy ;* and then, by means of
Yatnu, having obtained Bodhi-jnyhn, and having fulfilled all the
Phrarnitcis (transcendental A u e s , ) he at length became Nintcin.
(Divya A v d n . )
4. SAKYASINHA, having emanated from that self-existent,
which, according to some, is Swabhhva, and according to others,
is Iswara, was produced for the purpose of preserving aU creatures. H e first adopted the Pravritti Mrirga (secular character,)
and in several births exercised Yatna and Karma, reaping the
fruits of his actions in all the three worlds. He then exercised
Yatna and Karma in the Nimpitti Mdrga (ascetical or monastic
character) essaying a release from this mortal coil, fulfilling the ten
virtues fkom the Satya to the Bobpara Y q a , till at last, in the
Kali Y q a , having completely freed himself from sublunary cares,
having become a BhiRshuka,t and gone to BwZdh Gyci, he rejected and reviled the B r h a n i c a l penance, did all sorts of true penance for six years under the tree of knowledge on banks of the
Niranjana river ;conquered the Namuchimara,$ obtained Bodhijnyrin, became the most perfect of the Buddhas, seated himself
among the Bodhi satwas, (Anandu ' BhiRshu' and the rest,) granted wisdom to the simple, fulfilled the desires of millions of people, and gave Mohshai to them and to himself. (Lallita Y.it6ra.)
5. A hare fell in with a tiger: by means of Yatna the hare
threw the tiger into a well. Hence it appears that Yatna prevails
over physical force, knowledge, and the Mantras. (Bhadra
Ka&avadan.)
Expressly called in the comment the Swabhanika, Aiswarikq Yutnikn,
and Karmika systems. I 0nd no authority in Saugata books for the Brahminical nomenclature of the Bauddha philosophical schools.

t Mendicaut: one of the four regular orders of the Bauddhar.
Preface.

See the

t A Duitya of Kanclunapara, pemoniflcation of the principle of eviL
Bodhijnyon is the wisdom of Buddhism. ANANDAwas one of the 61gt and u b
lest of SAXYA'Sdisciples. The first code of Buddhiam is attributed to him.
5 Emancipation, absorption.

6. Pr'aaa SINHA(Rkja of Benares) was a monster of cruelty.
SATTASWAU RLja, by means of Yatna, compelled him to deliver
up 100 Rrijkumrirs, whom NARASINHAhad destined for a sacrifice
to the gods. (Bhadra Kalpavadan.)
KUMABA
found a beautiful daughter of a horse7. SUDHANA
faced Rkja named DRUMA.By means of Yatna he carried her off,
and kept her ;and was immortalizedfor the exploit. (Swayambhu
Purrina.)

A'di Buddha,
1. Know that when, in the beginning, all was perfect void
(Mahri sunycita,') and the five elements were not, then A'di Buddha, the stainless, was revealed in the form of flame or light.
2. He in whom are the three gunas, who is the Mahri Mti1.4
and the Evarupa (form of all things,) became manifest : he is
the self-existent great Buddha, the A'di ncith, the Mahkswara.
3. H e is the cause of all existences in the three worlds; the
cause of their well being also. From his profound meditation
(Dhyrin,) the universe was produced by him.
4. H e is the self-existent, the Iswara, the sum of perfections,
the infinite, void of members or passions : all things are types of
him, and yet he was no type : he is the form of all things, and yet
formless.
The doctrine of Sunyata is the darkest corner of the metaphysical labyrinth. 18 k i d s of Sunyata sre enumerated in the Raksha Bhngauati. I understand it to mean generally space, which some of our philosophers have held
to be plenum, others a vacuum. I n the transcendental sense of the Buddhists,
i t signifies not merely the universal ubi, but also the modus eziatendi of all
things in the state of quiescence and abstraction from phaenomenal being. The
Buddhists have eternised matter or nature in tliut state. The energy of
nature ever is, but is not ever exerted; and when not exerted, it is considered
to he void of all those qualities which necessarily imply perishableness. Most
of the Buddhists deem (upon different grounds) all phaenomena to be as purely
illusory as do the Vedantists. The phaenomena of the latter are sheer energies
of God ; those of the former are sheer energies of Nature, deified and substituted for God. See note on quot. six of this section A'di Sangha. The Aiswariklur put their A'di Buddha in place of the nature of the older SwabhaviAm. See Journal of As. Soc. No. 33, Art. 1.

'5. He is without parts, shapeless, self-sustained, void of pain
and care, eternal and not eternal ;* him I salute. (Kciranda Vyziha.j
6. A'di Buddha is .without beginning. He is perfect, pure
within, the essence of the wisdom of thatness, or absolute truth.
He knowe all the past. His words are ever the same.
7. He is without second. He is omnipresent. He is the Nuiratmya lion to the Ktitirthu deer.7 (Num saagti.)
8. I make salutation to A'di Buddha, who is one and sole in
the universe ; who gives every one Bodhi-jnycin ;whose name i#
Uphya ;who became manifest in the greatest Sunydta, as the letkr A. Who is the Tathagata ;who is knom only to those who have
attained the wisdom of absohte truth. (Ditto.)
9. As in the mirror we mortds see our forms reflected, so4
A'di Buddha is known (in Pravritti) by the 32 lakhanas and 80
anuvinjalaas. (Ditto.)
10. As the rainbow, by means of its five colours, forewarns
m o M s of the coming weather, so does A'& Bwldha admonish the
world of its good and evil actions by mean8 of his five essential
co1ours.S (Ditto.)
11. A'di Buddha delights in making happy every sentient being ; he tenderly loves those who serve h i . His majesty fius all
with reverence and awe. He is the assuage? of pain and grief.
(Ditto.)
One in Niroritti; the other in Pravritti ; and 80 of all the prkcedibg contrasted epithets. Nirorilti is quiescence ~ n dHbStrllctioll i fiuuritti, action
and concretioa.
All the scl~ooisadmit there two modes, and thus solve the
diWcr~ltyof different propertirs existing in cause and in effects.
t Comment says, that h'diratmya is ' Sarva Dharmanam nirabhas lalshanang;: and that Tirtlra means ~Moksha,and Katirtha, any perversion of the
doctrine of Moksha, as to say i t consists in absorption into Bralrm: and i t
explains the whole thus, He thunders in the ears of a11 thtae who misinterpret
Mobha: there is nu true Mohha, but, Sunyata.' Another comment gives the
sense thus,' dividing the sentence into two parts, ' There is no atna (life or
soul) withoul him: he alarms the wicked as the lion the deer.' The Brst commentator is a Swdhamha ;the wrond, an Aiswarika one.
White, blur, yellow, red, and green, pssigned to the Bve Dhyatti Buddhas.
For a detail of the lakshanaa,anuvinjanas, bdas, baritar, kc. o f the neighbouring quokttiol~s,see Appendix A.
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12. He is the possessor of the 10 virtues ; the giver of the
10 virtues ; the lord of the 10 heavens ; lord of the Universe ;
present in the 10 heavens. (Ditto.)
13. By reason of the IOjnycins, his soul is enlightened. H e
too is the enlightener of the 10 jnycins. He has 10 forms and
10 significations, and 10 strengths, and 10 basitas. H e is omnipresent, the chief of the Munis. (Ditto.)
14. He has five bodies, and five j n . n s , and five sights; is
the mikat of the five Buddhas, without partner. (Ditto.)
15. H e is the creator of all the Buddhas: the chief of the
Bodhi satwas are cherished by him. He is the creator of Prajnci,
and of the world ; himself unmade. A l i k , he made the world by
the assistance of P7ajnci ;himself unmade. He is the author of
virtue, the destroyer of all things.* (Ditto.)
16. He is the essence of all essences. He is the Phjra-htma.
He is the instantly-produced lord of the universe ;the creator of
&hh.
He assumes the form of fire, by reason of the P7ajnyampi-jnyhn, to consume the straw of ignorance. ( ~ i t t a )
A?di P r a j n 4 or Dharma.
1.

I salute that P r u j d Paramitri, who by reason of her anni-

science causes the tranquillity-seeking Srhvakast to obtain absorption ; who, by her knowledge of all the ways of action, causes each
to go in the path suited to his genius, of whom wise men have
said, that the external and internal diversities belonging to all
animate nature, as produced by her, who is the mother of
Buddha (Buddha M6tra) of that Buddha to whose service all
the Sr6vakm and Bodhi-satwas dedicate themselves. (Panchavingsati SahasriRa.)
r

.

The comment on this passage is very full, and very curlous, in as much aa
Here is the
summing up of the1 oomment I ' He (A'di Buddha) is the instruct& of the
Buddha and of the Bodhi-#atwas. Heiis known b y the knowledge of spiritual
wisdom. He is the creator and destroyer of all things, the fountain of virtu?.'
Bpiritual wisdom L stated to go~~dist
of Sik S ~ a n l ~ d hPrujna,
i,
V i ~ ~ i u k h and
ti,
Jnyar.
t Name of one of the uoetical orders of Buddhirtr. See Preface.
it reduces many of these supreme deities to mere parts of speech.

2. First air, then fire, then water, then earth,' and in thecentre of earth, Sumkm, the sides of which are the residence of
the 33 millions of gods (Devatcis,) and above these, upon a Lot08
of precious stones, sustaining the mansion of the moon (or a
moon-crescent) sits Prajnh P a r a m i t 4 in the Lullh-cisan manner ;t Prajnci, the mother of all the gods (Prasti-bhagavatring,)
and without beginning or end, (anhdyant.) ( Bhadra Kalpavadhn.)
3. I make salutation to the R a j d Deal, who is the P r a j n d
Paramiti, the Prajnci Pupa, the Nir mpa, and the universal mother. (Pujh hand.)
4. Thou Prajrui art, like Ahcish, intact and intangible ; thou
art above all human wants; thou art established by thy own
power. H e who devoutly serves thee serves the Tathbgata also.
(Ashta Sahas*.)
5. Thou mighty object of my worship! thou Prajnb, art the
sum of all good qualities ; and Buddha is the GLr6 of the world.
The wise make no distinction k t w e e n thee and Buddha. (Ashta
Sahasriha.)
6. 0 thou who art merciful to thy worshippers, the benevolent,
knowing thee to be the source of Bauddha excellence, attain perfect happiness by the worship of thee ! (Ditto.)
7. Those Buddhas who are merciful, and the Ginis of the
world, all such Buddhas are thy children. Thou art all g e
and the universal mother (SahaZjagat Pith Mahi.) (Ditto.)
8. Every Buddha assembling his disciples instructs them
how from unity thou becomest multiformed and many named.
(Ditto.)
9. Thou comest not from any phce, thou goest not t o any
place. Do the wise nowhere find thee ?$ (Ditto.)

.

In this enumeration of mnteriul elements, Ahash is omitted : but it is
mentioned, and most emphatically, in quot. 4, as in the 60 other places quoted.
In like manner, the five elements are frequently mentioned, without allusioo to
the 6th, which however occurs in fit places. Omission of thia sort is no denial

t i, e. one leg tucked under the other, advanced and resting on the bow o[, '
the moon-rreseent.
# The force of the question

i s thia,

the wise certainly flnd tbee.
2
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10. The Buddhas, Pratyt?ka Buddhas, and S ~ h v a k a shave
all devoutly served thee. By thee alone is absorption obtained,
These are truths revealed in all ShLtras. (Ditto.)
I 1. What tongue can utter thy praises, thou of whose being
(~r~manifestation)
there is no cause but thy own will. No Purrinq
hath revealed any attribute by whioh thou mayest certainly be
known. (Ditto.)
12. When all was Sunyhta, Pr&& Dew€ was revealed out
of Akhh with the letter U ; P~hjnri,the mother of all'the Buddhas and Bodhi-satwas, in whose heart Dhacwpa ever resides ;
Prcijnh, who is without the world and the world's wisdom, full of
the wisdom of ab~olute,truth : the giver and the ikon of that
wisdom ; the ever living (h'anatani) ; the inscrutable ; the mother
of Buddha.? (Pujci kand.)
13. 0 P r 6 . d Ddvi !thou art the mother (Janani) of all the
Buddhas, the grandmother of the Bodhi-satwas, and great grandmother of all (ather) creatures! thou art the goddess (hrini.)
(Ditto.)
14. Thou, Sn' Bhagavad D6vi Bhjnri, art the sum of all the
sciences, the mother of all the Buddhas, the enlightener of Bodhijnyhn, the light of the universe ! (Gunakhranda Vyuha.)
15. The humbler of the
of Namuchi-mrira, and of all
proud ones : the &er of the quality of Satya ;the poasessor of all
the sciences, the Lahshmi; the protector of all mortals, such is the
Dharma Ratna. (Ditto.)
16. All that the Buddhas have said, as contained in the Mah6
Yrina Sutra and the rest of the Su'tras, is also Dharmu Ratna.$
(Ditto.)
+ The Buddha8 are of three grades: the highest is M d a Yana, the medial,
Rcrtyeh, and the lowest, Sravaka The& three grades are called collectively
the Tri-Yana, or three chariots, bearing their possessors to transcendental
glory.
t Sugdja, which the VamoeRars render, 'of whom Buddha was born ;' the
Dak~hinaehars,' born of Buddha, or goer to Buddha,' as wife to husband.
4 Hence the scriptures are worshipped as fbrtns of A'di Ultarma Sutra,
meaus literally thread (of discourse,) aphorism. Sahya, like other Indian
sages,

17. Because Buddha Bits on the brow, the splendo* thence
derived to thy form illuminates all the ethereal expanse, and
sheds over the three worlds the light of a million of suns, the four
Devatcis, Brahmu, Vishnu., Mahisa, and Indra, are oppressed beneath thy feet, which is advanced in the Azi~-Asan.0A q a Thrh !
he who shall meditate on thee in this form shall be relieved from
all future births. ( S a ~ a k hDl~arci.*)
18. Thy manifestation, say some of the wise, is thus, from
the roots of the hairs. of thy body sprang Akrish, heaven, earth,
and hades, together with their inhabitants, the greater Devatcis,
the lesser, the Daityas, the Sdcddhh, Gandhurbas, and Nag&. So
too (from thy hairs,) wonderful to tell !were produced the various
mansions of the Buddhas, together with the thousands of Buddhas
who occupy them.? From thy own being were formed aIl moving and potionl less things without exception. (Ditto.)
19. Salutation to Pr4& Dhi, from whom, in the form of
desire, the production of the world was excellently obtained,:
who is beautiful as the Eull moon, the mother of A'di Buddha,
(Jinindra Matra,) and wife of (the other) Buddha, who is
imperishable as adamant. (Shdhana M d a . )
I

sages, taught orally, and it is doubtful if he himself reduced his doctrines to a
written code, though the great scriptures of the sect are now generally attributed to him.
Sutra is now the title of the bwha of highest authority among the
Bauddhas.
Composed by Sarvajna Mitrapada of Kaahmir, and in very high esteem,
though not of scriptural authority.
t These thoumnds of Buddhaa of immortal mould are somewhnt opposed to
the sb called simplicity of Buddlrinn !!whatever were the primitive doctrines
of Sakya, it is certain that the system attributed to him, and now found in the
written authorities of the sect, is the very antipodes of simplirity.
# Dharmadya-aaagata Kamrupini, vltriously rendered, ' well got from the
rise of virtue,' ' yell got from the rise or origin of the world ;' also as in text,
Dharmaddya, the source of all things, signifies likewise the Yomi, of which the
type is a triangle. See 20.. The tria~lgleis a familiar symbol in temples of the
Buddha Sahtis, and of the Triad.
The point in the midst represents either A'di Buddha or A'di Prajna, according to the theistic or atheistic tendency of his opinions who uses it. Our commentator is nf the Vamachm or Atbeistic school, and such also is his text.
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20.. That Yoni, from which the world was made manifest, is
the Trtkoncikar Yantra. I n the.midst of the Yantra or trEKon
(triangle) is a bindu (point, cypher): from that bindti, A'di
P r 4 n h revealed herself by her own will. From one side of the
triangle A'di Prcijnh produced Buddha, and from another side,
Dharma, and from the third side, Sangha. That A'di Prb$h is
the mother of that Buddha who issued from the first side ; and
Dharma, who issued from the second side, is the wife of the
Buddha of the first side, and the mother of the other Buddhas.
(Comment on quotation 19.)
21. Salutatio~to Prhjnh Phramitd, the infinite, who, when
all was void, was revealed by her own will, out of the letter U.
Prhjnh, the Sakti of Upciya, the sustainer of all things, (Dharmiki) the mother of the world, (Jagat-mcitra ;) the ~ h h n - n i ~ a ,
the mother of the Buddhas. The modesty of women is a form
of her, and the prosperity of all earthly things. She is the wisdom
of mortals, and the ease, and the joy, and the emancipation, and
the knowledge. P r c i j ~ his present every where. (Scidhana Mcila.)

A'di Sangha.
That A'mitabha, by virtue of his Samta-jnycin, created the
Badhi-satwa named Padma-pcini, and committed to his hands the
btos.'
(Gunakhranda Vyciha.)
2. From between his (Padma-pcinh) shoulders sprang Brahma ; from his forehead, ~ a h Diva;
6
from his two eyes, the sun
1.

,'
\

'i'

Type of creative power. A'mitabhp is the 4th Dhyani or celestial Buddha:
Padma-pani is his B o n and executive minister. Fadma-pani is the prcesens
Divus and creator of the ezirting system of worlds. Hence his identification
with the third member of the Triad. He is tlgured as a graceful youth, erect.
and bearing in either hand a lotos and a jewel. The last circumstance explains
the meaning of the celebrated Shadakshari Mantm, or six-lettered invokation
of him, viz. Om I Mane padme horn! of which so many corrupt versions and more
corrupt interpretations have appeared from Chinese, Tibetan, Japanese, Mongolese, and other sources. The mantra in question is one of three, addressed to t h e
several members of the Tn'ud. But theprcesens Divus, whether he he Augustus
or Pudma-pani, is every thing with the many, Hence the notoriety of this nurntro, whilst the others are hardly ever heard of, and have thus remained unknown
to our travellers.

'

and moon ; from his mouth, the air ; from his teeth, Saraswatf;
from his belly, Varuna ;from his knees, Lukshmi; from his feet,
the earth ; from his navel, water ; from the roots of his hair, the
Indras and other Dmatcis. (Ditto.)
3. For the sake of obtaining Nirvritti, I devote myself to the
feet of Sangha, who, having assumed the three G u m , created
the three worlds. (Pujri kand.)
4. H e (Padma-prini) is the possessor of Satya Dharmu, the
Bodhi-saha, the-lord of the world, the Mah6-satwa, the master
of all the Dharmas. (Gunahcirandu Vyuha.)
5. The lord of all worlds, (SarvaloRridh+a,) the Sri-mrin, the
Dhurma Rdja, the Lok6mara, sprang from A'di-Buddhaf (Jinutmuja.) Such is he whom men know for the Sanyha Ratna.
(Ditto.)
6. From the union of the essences of Uphya and of Prhjnbt
proceeded the world, which is Sangha.
P. S. With regard to the consistency or otherwise of the view
af the subject taken in the sketch of Buddhism, with the general
tenor of the foregone quotations, 1 would observe, that the ideal
theory involved in the Prrijnika, Swabhhwikas,.andin the Karmika
doctrines, was omitted by me in the sketch, from some then remain-

* From A'mitnbha Buddha immediately: mediately from A'di Buddha.

t

Such is the Aiswarihu reading. The Prajnihas read 'fronl the union ?f
Prajna and Upaya.'
With the former, Upaya is A'di Buddha, the emcient and plastic cause, or
only the former ; and Prujna is A'di Dharma, plastic cause,a biunity with
Buddha, or only a product. With the latter, Upaya is the energy of A a j n a ,
the universal material cause.
The original aphorism, as I believe, is, ' Pmjnoupayatmahang jugata,' which
I thus translate ; ' From the universal material principle, in a state of activity,
proceeded the sPorld.' This original Sulra has, however, undergone two transformations to suit it to the respective doctrines of the Triadic Aiswarihas and of the
Kmmikas. The version of the former is, Upayprrjnamahang sangha, that of
the latter is, Upayprajnatmakang manana. Of both, the Upaya is identical with
A'di Buddha, and the Prnjna with A'di Dharma.
But the result-the
unaophisticated jngat of the l'arjnihas, became (l'di Sangha, a creator, with the
Aiswarihns ;and Munasa, the sentient principle in man, the first production.
and producer of' all other things, with the Karmihas. Aoidya, or the condition
of

.

ing hesitation as to its real drift, as well as its connexion with thoae
schools, a n d no other. Upon this exclusive connexion I have still
some doubt. For the rest, I retain unchanged the opinions expressed in the sketch, that the Karmika and Yhtnika khools'are
more recent than the others-that they owe their origin to attempts
t o qualify the extravagant quietism of the primitive ,!Ywabh8vikas,
and even of the Aiswarikas-and
that their contradistinguishing
mark is the preference given by them respectively to morals, or to
intellect,' with a view to final beatitude. The assertion ,of the
Ashtasuhasrika, that SwubR6va, o r nature absoluteIy disposes of
us, not less than the assertion of others, that an immaterial abstraction so disposes of us, very logically leads the author of the
Buddha Charitru to deny the use of virtue or intellect. T o oppose these ancient notions was, I conceive, the especial object of
those who, by laying due stress on K a r m a and Yatm, gave rise
to the Kcirmika and YatnQa schools. But that these latter entertained such just and adequate notions of God's providence, or
man's free will, a4 we are familiar with, it is not necessary to suppose, and is altogether improbable. None anch they could entertain if, as I believe, they adopted the more general principles of
their predecessors. The ideal theory or denial of the d
y of the
versatile world, has, in some of its numerous phrases, a philosophical foundation; but its prevalence and popularity a o n g the
of mundane things and existences, is an illusion, aliie with the Prajnikar and
with the Kurmikas. But, whilst the former consider Am'dya the universal &ection of the material and immediate cause of all things whatever ; the latter regard Avidya as an affection of manas merely, which they hold to be an immaterial principle and the mediate cause of all things else, A'di Buddha being their
find cause. The phrenomeoa of both are homogeneous and unreal : but the
Rajnikaa derive them, directly, from a material source-the Ikrinikab, indirectly, from an immaterial fount. O w sober European thoughts and languages can
scarcely cope with such extravagancies as these : but it would seem we must call
the one doctrine material, the other, immaterial, idealism.
The phenomena of the Prajnikar are sheer energies of matter, those of the
Kannikas, are sheer (human) perceptions. The notions of the former rest on
general grounds-those of the latter, on particular ones, or (as it has been phrased) upon the putting the world into a man's self; the Greek "panton metron
nnthmpos."
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Buddhists are ascribable principally to that enthusiastic contempt
of action for which these quietists are so remarkable. Their passionate love of abstractions is another prop of this theory.

APPENDIX A.

Detail of t f ~ principal
e
attributes of A'di Buddha and of the
18 Sunyata.
The 32 Lahshana.
16. {Pradakshina Vartaika r6-

Chakrbgkita pani pada

1.

olak

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
1 1.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Supratishthita pani pada 17.
18.
Jddbuddha VajrangGli 19.
20.
pani pada talatB
MridG tari~nahasth pada 21.
22.
23.
Saptb chandatA.
24.
DirgIiiugulitB.
25.
Ayata parsha nit&.
26.
Riyu gitrabi.
U'stanga ptidath.
27.
28.
U'rdhbnga romati.
29.
Ainaya Junghatti.
30.
Pathrh bidlhta.
31.
Kosllgata vasti ggiyata.
32.
SGvarna VanlatB.
SLkla cliavitb.

{

U'malangkrita Mlikhatti.
Singha pGrb6rdha Kayath.
SGsambhita skandhad.
Chittantarangat&
Rasrasagrata.
Nyagradha parimandalati.
U'shnislla Siraskatti.
PrabhGta Jihwatl.
Prastambaratl.
Singha hanGtb.
Sukla hanhth.
Sama dLntatb.
Hansa Vikranta garnit.&.
Avirala dintatB
Sama chatwa ringsat dkntatii.
Abliinila nCttratL.

The 80 T5anjalza.
3. Thnga nak1lat;i.
4. Chittrangitlitl.

1. A'tbnra nakl~utit.
2. Snigdlia nakliati.

Q
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5. AnCpGrvanghlitb.
6. GGdha Sirati.
7. Niggrandhi Sirati.
8. GGdha gGIphath.
9. Abishama padatb.
lo. Singha VikrPnta gbmitmitl.
11. Nirga Vikrbnta g h i t i .
12. Hansa Vikrtnta gamitb.
13. Vrishabha vikrbnta gamitt.
14. Pradakshfna g w t b .
15. Chirh gbmid.
16. Abakra ghmitB
17. Brita gritratti.
18. Mrista &trath.
19. AnfipGrva gitrath.
20. Suclll gbtrati.
21. Mrid6 gktrad.
22. BisGddha gbtratb.
23. ParipGrna Vyanjanatb.
PratllG char6 mandala
24.
gtrath.
25. Sama kramatb.
26. Bisiiddha nkttratb.
27. Shkhirra gbtratii.
28. Adina gbtrath.
29. U'tsalla gbtratb.
30. Gambhira kGkshati.
3 1. Prasanna g b r a d .
32.
S6bibhaktanga pratyangatk.
33. Bitimira SGdhwa lakath.
34. BitGnga k6kshith.
35. Mrista kGkshitb.
36. Abhya kilkshitb.
37. AkshGbha kGksldta.

{

{

38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

Gambhira nhbhitb.
Pradakshina varta nhbhiti.
Samant pr&idikath.
SGchi samGda c h h a d .
Byapaga tailakal gatratSt.
Gandha sadrisa s h k h a r a
panita.
44. Snigdha pani Ikkhitb.
45. Gambhira p d lbkhit&
46. Ayta pani lkkhid.
47. Nirtyabta vachanatb.
48. Bimba pritibimbosthtb.
49. Mrfdh jihwata.
50. TanG jihwata.
5 I. Mkgha gajita ghosati.
52. Rakta jihwata.
Madhha Char6 manj6
Swat&
54. Vritta dangstrat6.
55. Tikshna dangstrath.
56. SGkla dangstraa
57. Sama dangstrat8.
58. AnGpGrva dangstratb.
59. TGnga nbsikatsl.
60. ShGchi nisikati.
61. Visila nkttrad.
62. Chittra pGkshmata.
Sitb sita kamala dala
63.
n6ttratSt.
64. Aykt krikatk.
65. SGkla bhrukath.
'a
66. SGsnigdha bhriikata.
67. Pinhyata bh6ja latat8.
68. Sama karnath.
69. AnGpahata karnendriath.

{

.,

{

70. Aparisthana lalbtati.
7 1. PrithG lal&tatri.
72.
73.
74.
75.

76.
77.
SGparipGrnottamangatiL.
78.
Bhramara sadrisa k6shatQ. 79.
Chittra k6shatA.
G6hya k6shatA.

1. Sweta.
2. Nila.
3. Pita.

Asanghnita ktshatb.
ApGrGsha k6shtrt6.
SGrablli ktshath.
Sribasta mbkti kanangha.
Vartula chinhita pani pada t a l a t i

{

The 5 P2rana.
4. Rakta.
5. Syama.

--

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DBna.
Sila.
Sbnti.
Virya.
Dhyan.

Tile 10 P6ramitri.
6. Prajna.
7. Upaya.
8.. Bala.
9. Pranidhi.
10. Jnyan.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PramGdhita.
Vimala.
PrabhAkari.
Archishmati.
Siidiijaya.

The 10 Bhuvana.
6. AbhimGkhi.
7. Dhrangaina.
8. SQdhGmati.
9. Samanta prabhj.
10. Dharma mkgha.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

D6kh'ha Jnyan.
SamGdya Jnyan.
Nirbdha Jnyan.
Marga Jnyzan.
Dharma Jnyan.

The 10 Jnyrinas.
6. Artha Jnyan.
7 . Sambirtlli Jnyan.
8. Parachitta Jnyan.
9. Kshaya Jnyan.
10. AnGtpada Jnyan.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Prithivy a k h .
Jal akka.
Agny akbra.
V Q p akbra.
Akas akiira.

The 10 Akrira.
6. ~ k b snirodh
i
akkra.
7. ViyG nirbdh akitra.
8. Agni n'lrbdh akbra.
9. Jala nirbdh akitra.
10. 'Prithivf nirbdh akbm,

Q
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T h e 10 Artha.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6. K6rm hrtha.
7. Krikar &%ha.
8. K&g &ha.
9. Deva dttt &ha.
10. Dhana~jy&ha.

Prhn irthh.
Ap6n irtha.
Sarnh irtha.
Udin &ha.
Vyhn L t h a

T h e 10 Bala.
7. Dhyan, Vimaksha SamaS t h h a sthhna Jnyan bala.
Karma vipaka Jnyan bala.
dhii Samhpatti SangKhn6dhhtd Jnyan bala.
kl6sh, Vyavadan Sthana
Ntintr vimhkti Jnyan bala.
Jnyan bala.
Satandria prtipara Jnyan
8. Purva nivtrsa nGsmriti
bala.
Jnyan ba,lal
9.
Vydttdtpatti
Jnyan bala.
6. Sarvatn@mi pritipatti Jnyan
bala.
10. Asrabakshaya Jnyan bala.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

T h e 10 BmaS2ta.
1. Ayur basita.
2. Chitta basita
3. Pariskara basita.
4. Dharma basita.
5. Abdhwi basita.

.

6. Janma basita.
7. Adhiihkti basita.
8. Pranidhhna basita.
9. Karma baaita.
10. Jnyan basita.

T h e 5 Kaya.
1. Dharma kaya.
2. Sarnbhoga kaya.
3. N i d n a kaya.

4. Maha SGkha kaya.
5. Jnyan kaya.

T h e 6 Chakshu.
1. Minsa chakshu.
2. Dharma chakshu.
3. Prajnyan chakshu.

4. Divya chakshu.
5. Buddha chakshu.

The 18 Sunyata.
5. Maha sunyata.
1. Adhyatma sunyata.
6. Paramartha sunyata.
2. Bahirdhtr sunyata.
3. Adhyatma Bahirdha sunyata. 7. Sanscrita sunyata.
4. Sunyata sunyata.
.
8. Asanscrita sunyata.

9.
10.
1 1.
12.
13.

Atiyanta sunyata.
An6barbgra sunyata.
AnavakLra sunyrtta.
Prikriti sunyata
Sapadhama sunyata.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Salakshana sunyata.
Anupalambha sunyata.
Ablvava mnyata.
Sibhava sunyata.
Abhava Subhava sunyata.

Matantura 20 Sunyatu.
20. Alakshana sunyata.
19. Lakshana sunyata.

APPENDIX B.
CIasstted enumerationof the principal objectsof Bauddlta Worship.
Ekamnaya.
Upaya.
Adi-Buddha.
Maha-Vairochana.
Ehamnayi.
Prajna.
Prajna-paramita.
Dwayamnaya.
1.
2.
Prajna. (Hoot of theistic doctrine.
Upaya.
1.
2.
Upaya. {Hoot of atheistic ditto.
Prajna.
Trayamnaya.
2.
3.
1.
Buddha.
Sangha.
Dharma.
3.
2.
1.
Dharma.
Sangha.
Buddha.
3.
1.
2.
Dharma.
Sangha.
Buddha.
Panclra- Buddhamnaya.
4.
2.
1.
3.
5.
Amitabha. Akshobhya. Vairochana. Ratnasambhava. Amoghasiddha.
Pancha-Prajnamnayi.
4.
2.
1.
3.
5.
Pandara. Lochana
Vajradhatwisvari Mamaki.
Tam.
Pancha- Sanghamnaya.
1.
3.
5.
4.
2.
Padmapani. Vajrapani. m t a b h a d r a . Ratnapani. Viswapani.

Pancha- SangAa- Prajnamnay i.
2.
1.
3.
Bhrikuti-tara.
Ugratara.
Sitatara
Ratnatara.
Matantara- Pancha- Buddhamnaya.
1.
2.
3.
4.
Vairochana. Akshohhya. Ratnasambhava. Amitabha.
Matnntara- Pancha- Pmjnamnayi.
1.
2.
3.
4.
Vajradhatwisvari. Lochana.
Mamaki.
Pandara.
Matantara- Pancha- Sanghainnaya.
4.

1.

3.

2.

4.

Samantabhadra. Vajrapani.
Ratnapani. Padmapani.
Matantara- Pancha-Sangha- Prajnamnuyi.

5.

Viswatara.
6.

Amoghasiddha.
5.

Tam.
5.

Viswapani.

2.
3.
4.
6.
Ugratara.
Ratnatara. Bhrikutitara. Visvatara.
Ikfatantara- Pancha- Bsddhatnnaya
A
2.
1.
3.
5.
Amitabha Amoghasiddha Vairochana. Ratnasarnbhava. Akshobhya.
Jfatantara- Pancha- Prajnamnayi.
4.
2.
1.
3.
5.
Tam.
Mamaki.
Vajradhatwisvari.
Pandara.
Lochana.
Shad- A'innaya- Buddhah.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Vairochana. Akshobhya. Ratnasambhava. Amitabha. A m ~ = ~ . s i d d hVajriwatwa.
a.
Shat- Prajnamnayi.
1.
2.
3.
4.
3.
6.
Vajradhatwisvari. Lochana. Mamaki. Pandara. Tara. Vajrasatwatmika.
Sirat. Sanghamnaya.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
hmantabhadra. Vajrapani. Rdtnapani. Padmapani. Viswapani. Chantapani.
Manushiya-Sapta-Buddhamnaya.
1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.
7.
Vipasyi. Sikhi. Viswabha. Kakutsanda Kanakamuni. Kasyapa. Sakyasinha.
Matantare Manualriyu- Sapta- Buddhamnaya.
6.
4.
2.
1.
3.
5.
7.
Kasyapa. Kakutsanda. Sikhi. Vipasyi. V k b h a . Kanakamuni. Sakyasinha.
Prajna- Misiita- Dhyani- Nma- Buddhamnaya.
2.
1.
3.
Akshobhya.
Vairwhana-Vsjradhatwisvari.
Ratnasambhava.
8.
6.
4.
5.
7.
9.
Pandara. Lochana. Amitabha. Amoghasiddha. Mamaki. Tara.
Dhyani-Naua-Buddhamnaya.
4.
2.
1.
3.
5.
Amitabha. Akshobhya. T7aimhana. Ratnasambhava. Amoghasiddha.
8.
6.
7.
9.
Vajradharrna.
Vajmsatwa.
Vajraraja.
Vajrakarma.
1.

Sitatara.

'

'

a.

4.

Pandara.

Dhyani- Narra- 1'rajnamnayi.
1.
3.

5.

Lochana.

Vajradhatwisvari.
Mamaki.
Tara.
8.
6.
7.
9.
Dharmavajrini. Vajmsatwatmika. Ratnavajrini. Karmavajrini.
Dhyani- Arava- Sanghamndyah.
4.

1.

2.

Padmapani.

5.

3.

Vajrapani.

Samantabhadra. Ratnapani. Viswapani.
8.
6.
7.
9.
Dharmapini.
Ghantapani.
Manipani.
Karmapani.
ete Mi41ita-Nava-Sang6anznayah.
3.
Maitreya. Avalokiteswara. Gaganaganja.
6.
4.
5.
7.
Manjughosha. Samantabhadra.
Vajrapani. Sarva-nivarana-vishkambhi.
8.
9.
Kshitigarbha. Khagarbha.
Misrita- N w a - Buddhamnsganam ete hraua-Dharman~naydPnustakah BuddhaDharnra-sanghu- hfa?zdale Pnjanakrame etan Mulana.
2.
1.
3.
Gandavyuha.
Prajna-paramita. Dasabhumiswara.
6.
4.
5.
7.
Wdharmapundarika.
Samadhiraja. Lankavatara. Tathwataguhyaka.
8.
9.
Lalita-vistara.
Suvarna-prabha.
Navu-Bodlrisutwa- Sungl~a-Prujnamnnyalz.
4.
4
1.
3.
5.
Sitatara.
niitrayani. Bhrikutitan. Pushpatara.
Ekajata.
8.
6.
7.
9.
Dipatara.
Vagiswari.
Dhupatara.
Gandhatara.
Ahva- Devi- Prujlranrnayi.
8

2.

Vajravidarini.

1.

.

3.

8.

4.

Vasundhara. Ganapati-hridaya. Marichi. Ushnisha-vijaya.
5.
7.
8.
9.
Parnasavari.
~rahamatrika. Pratyangira. Dhwajagrakeyuri.
Alisritrr- A7uua-Dhurn~nnzna~alr.
4.
2.
1.
3.
6.
Pandara.
Lochana.
Vajradhatwisnari.
Mamaki.
Tara.
8.
6.
7.
9.
Pratyangin.
Vajrasatwatmika.
Vasundhara.
Guhyeswirri.
Munuskiya-Navu-Buddlcamnayah.
4.
2.
1.
3.
5.
Sikhi.
Itatnagarbha. Dipankara.
Vipasyi.
Viswabhu.
8.
6.
7.
9.
Kasyapa.
Kakutsanda.
Kanakamuni.
Sakyasinha.

nlanwhiya-Nava-Buddhamnayah.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Viswabhu.
Dipankara.
Ratnagarbha. Vipasyi.
Sikhi.
9.
6.
7.
8.
Sakyasinha.
Kakutsanda.
Kanakamuni.
Kasyapa.
Maaushiya-Nava- Prajaamnayi.
1.
2.
3.
4.
Jwalavati.
Lakshanavati. Vipasyanti. Sikhamalini.
6.
7
8.
Sakudvati.
Kanthanamalini.
Riahidham.
Nava- Bliikslru- Sanglramnayah.
1.
2.
3.
4.
Pradipeswara. Ratnaraja.
Mahamati. Ratnadhara.
A'kasaganja.
6.
I.
8.
9.
Sakalamangala.
Kanakamja.
Dharmodara.
Ananda
Zti Sri-Ekamnayadi-Navamnaya-Devatah Samaptah.
N. B. The authority for these details is the Dharma Sangraha, or cataToyue
raisonne of the terminology of Bauddha system of philosophy and religion,

No. IV.
EUROPEAN SPECULATIONS ON BUDDHISM.

(Printed from the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. 32,33,and
34, A. D. 1834.)

In the late M. Asm REMUSAT'Sreview of my sketch of
Buddhism, (Journal des Savans, Mai, 1831,) with the perusal of
which I have just been favoured by Mr. J. PRINSEP,there occurs
(p. 263) the following passage : "L'une des croyances les plus
fournit
importantes, et celle sur laquelle l'essai de M. HODGSON
le moins de lumihres, est celle des av6nemens ou incarnations
(avathra). Le nom de Tati~hgata(avenu*) qu'on donne $ SAKIA
n'est point expliqu6 dans son m6moire; et quant aux incarnations, le religieux dont les reponses ont fourni la substance
de ce mkmoire, ne semble pas en reconnoitre d'autres que celles
des sept Bouddlias. I1 est pourtant certain qu'on en compte une

*

A radical mistake; see the sequel.

infinite d'autres ; et les lamas d'u Tibet se considErent e m m&mes
cornme autant de divinites incarndes pour Ie salut des hommes?
I confess I am somewhat surprised by these observations, since
whatever degree of useful information relative to Buddhism my
essays in the Calcutta and London Transactions may furnish,
they profess not to give any, (save ex vi necessitatis) concerning,
the 'veritable nonsens' of the system. And in what light, I
pray you, is sober sense to regard "une infinit6" of phantoms,
ehdenging belief in their historical existence as the founders and
propagators of e given code of laws ? The Lallilcs Vistara gravely
assigns 505, or according to another copy, 550, avatcirsto SAKYA
abne. Was I seriously to incline to the task of collecting and
recording all that is attributed to these palpable nonentities? or,
was it merely desired that I should explaii the rationale of the
doctrine of incarnation ? If the latter only be the desideratum,
here is a summary recapitulation of what I thought I had already sufficiently explaiied.
The scale of Bauddha perfectibility has countless degrees, several of which towards the s&t
express attributes really divine,
however short of the transcendental glory of a tathhgata in
niroritti. Kevertheless, these attributes a p p e ~ i topemns
n
subject
to mortal births and deaths, of which the se~iesis as little limited
as is that scale of cumulative merits t a which it expressly refers.
But, if the scale of increasing merits, with proportionate powera
in the occupiers of each grade, have almost infinite extent, and yet
mortal birth cleave to every grade but the very highest, what
wonder that men-gods should be common ? or, that the appearance again in the flesh, of beings, who are ikr more largely gifted
than the greatest af the devatas, should be called an avatrir '3
Such amatcirs, in all their successive mortal advents till they can
reach the estate of a tathrigatu, are the avhantas, and the bodhisatwas, the praty4h and the srrivda-Buddhas- They are gods
and far more than gods; yet they were originally, and still qpoad
birth and death are,. mere men. When I stated that the divine
Lamas of Tibet are, in fact, arhantas; but that a very gross
superstition had wrested the just notion of the character of the lat-

R
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f a to its own use, I thought I had enabled every reader to form
a clear idea pf that marvel of human folly, the immortal mortals,
or present palpable divinities of Tibet ! How few and easy the
steps from a theory of human perfectibility, with an apparently
interminable metempsychosis, to a practical tenet such as the
Tibetans hold !
But REMUSATspeaks of the incarnations of the tathGgatas:
this. is a mistake, and a radical one. A tathhgata may be such
whilst yet lingering in the flesh of that mortal birth in which he
reached this supreme grade ;--and here, by the way, is another
very obvious foundation for the Tibetan extravagancebut when
once, by that body's decay, the tathhgata ha8 passed into nimritti,
he can never be again incarnated. The only true and proper
Buddha is the Maha Yhnika or Tathcigata Buddha. Such are dl
the 'sapta B w d d h ? of whom it is abundantly cdrtain that not
one ever was, or by the principle8 of the creed, could be, incarnated. SAKYA'Sincarnations all belong to the period preceding
his becoming a TathQata. , Absolute quietism is the enduring
state of a Tathcigata :and, had it been otherwise, Buddhism would
have bee^ justly chargeable with a more 'stupendous absurdity
than that from which REMUSAT
in vain essays t o clear it. ' Plusieurs absolus-plusieurs
infinis' there are; and they are bad
enough, though the absolute infinity be restricted to the fruition
of the subject. But the case would have been tenfold worse had
activity been ascribed to these beings; for we should then have
had an unlimited number of infinite ruling providences ! ,The infinite of the Buddhists is never incarnated; nor the finite of the
Brahmans. Aqatlirs are an essentialand consistentpart of Brahmanism--an unessential and inconsistent part of Buddhism :and there
is always this material difference between the aaatrir oftbe former
and of the latter, that whereas in the one it is an incarnation of
the supreme and infinite spirit, for recognised purposes of creation or rule ; in the other, it is an incarnation of a mere human
spirit--(however approximated by its own
- - efforts to the infinite)
and for what purpose it is impossible to say, consirtently with the
principles of the creed. I exclude here all consideration of the

'

dhycini, or celestial Buddhas, because REMUSAT'S
reference is expressly to the seven mcinwhi or human ones.
The word tathhgata is reduced to its elements, and explained
in three ways-lst.
thus gone, which means gone in such a manner that he (the tathcigata) will never appear again; b i i h s
having been closed by the attainment of perfection. 2nd. thus got
w obtained, which is to say, (cessation ofbirths) obtained, degree
by degree, in the manner described in the Bauddha scriptures,
and by observance of the precepts therein laid down. 3rd. thus
gofie, that is, gone as it (birth) came-the pyrrhonic interpretation
of those who hold that doubt is the end, as well as beginning, of
wisdom; and that that which causes birth, causes likewise the
ultimate cessation of them, whether that 'final close' be conscious immortality or virtual nothingness. Thus the epithet tathhgata, so far from meaning ' come' (avenu), and implying incarnation, as REMUSAT
supposed, signifies the direct contrary, or ' gone
for ever,' and expressly announces the impossibility of incarnation;
and this according to all the schools, sceptical, theistic, and
atheistic.
I ,shall not, I suppose, be again asked for the incarnations of
the tathcigatas.* Nor, I fancy, will any philosophical peruser of
the above etymology of this important word have much hesitatiod in refusing, on this ground alone, any portion of his serious
attention to the 'infinite' of Buddhist avatrirs, such as they really
are. To my mind they belong to the very same category of rnythological shadows with the infinity of idistinct Buddhas, which
latter, when I first disclosed it as a fact in relation to the belief of
these sectaries, led me to warn my readers " to keep a steady eye
upon the authoritative asaertion of the old scriptures, that SAKYA
is the 7th and last of the Buddhas."t
The purpose of my two essays on Buddhism was to seize and
render intelligible the leading and least absurd of the opinions and
practices of these religionists, in order to facilitate to my country-

* To the question, what is the tathngata, the most holy of Buddhist scripturea
retumeth for answer, ' I t does not come again, it does not come again.'
Asiitic Researches, sol. xvi. p. 445.
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men the sturiy of an entirely new and ~ f f i c u lsubject
t
in those original Sanscrit authoritiesf which I had discovered and placed
within their reach, but no living interpreters of which, I knew,
were accessible to them, in Bengal or in Europe.
I had no purpose, nor have I, to meddle with the intermihable
sheer absurdities of the Bauddha philosophy or religion ;and, had
I not been called upon for proqfs of the numerous novel statet
have recurments my two essays contained, I should n ~probably
red at all to the topic. But sensible of the prevaleot literary scepticism of our day and race, I have answered that call, and furnished to the Royal Asiatic Society, a copious selection horn those original works which I had some years previously discovered the existence of in Nepaul. 1 trust that a further consideration of my two
published essays, as illustrated by the new paper just mentioned,
will suffice to remove from the minds of my continental readers
most of those doubts of REMUBAT,
the solution of which does not
pecessarily imply conversancy on my part with details as abwrd
as intminabile. I cannot, however, be answerable for the mistakes of my commentators. One signal one, on the part of the
,lamented ahthor in question, I have jhst discussed: others of importance I have adverted to elsewhere: and I shall here confine
myself to the mention of one more belonging to the review from
which I have quoted. In speaking of the classificationofthepeople,
REMUSAT
considers the vq'ra achlirya to & laics ;which is so fsr
from being true that they and they alone constitute the clergy.
The bhihhuka can indeed perform some of the lower offices of rew o n : but the vajra achh~yasolely are competent to thedischarge
of the higher ;and, in point of fact, are the only real clergy. That
the distinction of clerus et laicua in this creed is altogether an
anomaly, resulting from the decay of the primitive asceticism of
Nearly 50 vols. in Sanscrit, and four times as many in the language of Tibet, were sent by me to Calcutta between the years 1824 and 30. The former
had never been before heard of, nor the latter possessed, by Europeans.
[See the notices of the coatenb of the Tibetan works and their Sanscrit origiDE KOBOS,
and by Professor H. H. WILSON
in the 3rd vol. of
nals by M. CSOMA
Gleanings, and 1st vol. of Journal Ae. See.-Ed.]
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the sect, 1 have endeavoured to shew elsewhere, and cannot afford
room for repetition in this place.
The critics generally have been, I observe, prompt to adopt my
caution relative to local superstitions, as opposed to the original
creed of the Bauddhas. But they have carried their caution too far,
and by so doing, have cast a shade of doubt and suspicion over
things sufficiently entitled to exemption therefrom. Allow me,
then, to reverse the medal, and to shew the grounds upon which
a great degree of certainty and uniformity may always be presumed to exist in reference to this creed, be it professed where it
may.
Buddhism arm in an age and country celebrated for literature ;
and the consequence was, that its doctrine and discipline were fixed by means of one of the most perfect languages in the world
(Sanscrit), during, or immediately after, the age of its founder.
Nor, though furious bigots dispersed the sect, and attempted to
destroy its records, did they succeed in the latter attempt. The refugees found, not only safety, but protection, and honor, in the immediutely adjacent countries, whither they safely conveyed most of
their books, and where those books still exist, either in the original
Sanscrit, or in most carefully-made translations &om it. The Sutu
S a h a s d a , Prajraa Puramita, and the nine Dharmas, discovered
by me in Nepad, are as indisputably original evidence of Buddhism aa the VJdmand Purcinas are ofBrahmanism. The Khhgyur
of Tibet has been proved to have been rendered into Tibetan
from Sanscrit, with pains and fidelity : and if the numerous books
of the Burmese and Ceylonese be not originals, it is certain that
they were translated in the earlier ages of Buddhism, and that
they were rendered into a language (hlgh Prakrit) which, from its
close affinity to that of the original books of the sect, (Sanscrit,)
must have afforded the translators every facility in the prosecution
of their labours.
But if the Buddhists, whether of the continent or islands of India, or of the countries beyond the former, still possess and consult the primitive scriptures of their faith, either in the original
langsmge, or in carefd translations, made in the best age of their

church-wherefore, I would fain know, should European scholars,
fi-om their study, incessantly prate about mere local rites and opinions, constituting the substance of whatever is told to the in'telligent traveller by the present professors of this faith in divehe regions-nay, constituting the substance of whatever he can glean
from their books ? In regaid-to ~ e ~ i uitl is, just as absurd to insinuate, that the Prajna Paramita, and the nine Dhannas were
composed in that country, and have exclusive reference to it, as
to my that the Hebrew Old, or Greek New, Testament was composed in and for Italy, Ftance, or Spain excluswely. Nor is it
much less absurd to a h , that the Buddhism of one country is
essentially unlike' the Buddhism of any and every other country
professing it, than it would be to allege the same of Christianity.
.
Questionless, in the general case, documentary is superior to
verbal evidence. But the superiority is not without limit : and
where, on the one hand, the bckks referred to by our closet s t u ~
dents are numerous and difficult, and respect an entirely new subject, whist, on the other hand, our personal inquirers have time
and opportunity at command, and can question and cross-question intelligent witnesses, the result of an appeal to the living oracles will oft times prove as valuable as that of one to the dead.
Let the closet student, then, give reasonable faith to the traveller, even upon this subject ; and, whatever may be the general
intellectual inferiority of the orient& of our day, or the plastic
facility of change peculiar to every form of polytheism, let him
not suppose that the living followers of Buddha oannot be
ably interrogated touching the creed they live and die in ; hnd,
above all, let him not presume that a religion fixed, at its earliest
period, by means of a noble written language, has no identity of
character in the eeveral countries where it .is now professed, notwithstanding that that identity has been guarded, up to this day,
by the possession and use of original scriptures, or of faithful translations from them, which were made in the best age of this Church.
For myself, and with reference to the latter point, I can safely
say that my comparisons of the ezkting Buddhismof Nepaul, with
that of Tibet, the Indo-Chinese nations, and Ceylon, as reported

'

by our local icqnirers, as well as with that of ancient India itself,
as evidenced by the sculptitres of Gyg* and of the cave temples
of Aurungabad, have satisfied me that this faith possesses as
much identity of character in all times and plnces as any other we
know, of equal antiquity and diffusi0n.t
P. S.-Whether REMUSAT'S
' avenu' be understood loosely, as
meaning come, or strictly, as signifying come to pass, it will be
equally inadmissible as the interpretation of the word Tathcigata ;
because Tathciyata is designed expressly to announce that all reiteration and contingency whatever is barred with respect to the
See the explanatjon of these sculptures by a Nepaulese Buddhist in the Quarbrly Oriental Magazine, No. xiv. pp. 218, 222.
,

+

As a proof of the close agreement of the Bauddha systems of diierent ,
countries, we may take this opportunity of quoting a private letter from ColoMEN,
nel BURNEY,
relative to the 'Burmese Philosopher Prince,' NEKKHARA
the King of Ava's uncle.
"The prince has been reading with the greatest interest M. Csoxa DF
K o ~ o s ' sdifferent translations from the Tibet scriptures in your journal, and he
is most anxious to obtain the loan of some of the many Tibetan works, which
the Society is said to possess. He considers many of the Tibetan letters to be the
same as the Burmese, particularly the b , m, n, and y. IIeis particularly anxious to
know if the monastery called Zedawuna still exists in Tibet, where according
to the Burmese books, Gonalrra dwelt a long time, and with his attendant AN A N D A planted a bough which he had I~roughtfrom the great pilial tree, at Buddha-Gaya. The prince is also anxious to know whether the people of Tibet
wear their hair as the Burmcse d o ? how they dress, and how their priest8
dress and live ? The city in which the monastery of Zedawru~astood, is called
in the Burmese scriptures Thawotthi, and the prince ingenioudly fanciea, that
Tibet must be derived from that word The Burmese have no s, and always use
their soft th, when they meet with that letter iq Pali or foreign words-hence
probably Tldawotthi is from some hnscrit name Sawot. I enclose a list of countries and cities mentioned in the Burmesc prritings, as the scene of GODAMA'~
adventures, to which if the exact site and present designation of each can be
assigned from the Sanscrit or the Tibet authorities, it will confer an important
favour on Burmese literati." I t is highly interesting to see the spirit of inquiry stirring in the high places of this hitherto benighted nation. The information desired is already furnished, and as might be expected, the Burmese names prove to
be copied through the Prahrit or Puli, directly from the Sanscrit originals, in
this respect differing from the Tibetan, which are lranrlationa of the same
nam2.- Ed.

beings so designated. They vannot come; nor can any thing
come to pass affecting them.+
And if it be objected, that the mere use of the word avenu, in
the past tense, does not necessarily imply such reiteration and
conditional futurity, I answer that REMUSATclearly meant it to
convey these ideas, or what was the eense of calling on me for the
successive'incarnations of these avenus ? I t has been suggested to
me that absolu, used substantively, implies activity. Perhaps so,
in Parisian propriety of speech. But I use it merely as opposed
to relative with reference to mere mortals ; and I trust that the
sffirmation-there
are many absolutes, many infinites, who are
nevertheless i n a c t i v e m a y a t least be distinctly understood. I
have nothing to do with the reasonableness of the tenet so &rmed or stated, being only a reporter.

No. V.

(Printed from the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society, No. 30.
A. D. le3.1.)

Adverting again to REM,USAT'SReview in the Journal des Savans for May, 1831, I find myself charged with another omission
more important than that of all mention of the Avatars. I t is no
less than the omission of all mention of any other Buddhas than
the seven celebrated MClnClshis. The passage in which this singular allegation is advanced is the following : " Les noms d e ces
sept personnages (the ' Sapta Buddha') sont connus des Chinoiq et
ils en indiquent une injniti d'autres dont le Bouddhiste Nipflien
ne parle pas."
Arenu signitlesquodeuenit, eontigit, that which hath happened.-(Dictionm i r e de T r e v o r ~ z . ) Z'uthagatu ;totha thus (what really is), guta (known, ob-

bined.)-(W~~so~'sSans. Dicta)-Ed,

.

My Essay in the Londm T m w t i o n s was the complement and
continuation of that in the Calcutta Researches. REMUSATwas
equally well acquainted with both; and, unless he would have had
me indulge in most ueelese repetition, he must have felt convinced
that the points enlarged on in the former essay would be treated
c m r i l y or omitted, in the latter. Why, then, did he not refer
to the Calcutta paper for what was wanting in the London one ?
Unley I greatly deceive myself, I was the first person who shewed clearly, and proved by extracts from original Sanscrit works,
that Buddhism recognises " une infinit6" of Buddhas,-Dhyini
and Mbhshi, PratyBka, Srhvaka, and M d Ygnika. The sixteenth
volume of the Calcutta Transactions was published in 1828. In
that volume appeared my first essay, the substance of which had,
however, been in the hands of the Secretarynearly three years before
it was published.* In that volume I gave an original list of nearly
150 Buddhas (p. 446,449): I o h w e d that the Buddhas named in
the Buddhist scriptureswere "as numerous as the grains of sand on
the banks of the Ganges ;"but that, as most of them were nonentities
in regard to chronology a ~ history,
d
thelist actually furnished would
probably more than suffice to gratify rational curiosity; onwhich account 1suppressed another hag list, drawn from the S d d h i Raja,
which wox then in my h d , '(p. 444') By fixing attention on that
cardinal dogma of sugatism, viz. that man can enlarge his faculties to infinity, I enabled every inquirer t o conclude with certainty
that the Buddhas had been multiplied ad libitum. By tracing
the connexion between the Arhantm and the Bodhisatwas; between the latter again, and the Buddhas of the first, second, and
third degree of eminence and power ; I pointed out the distinct
steps by which the finite become6 confounded with the infinite,-

* According to usage in thatmatter providkd : astatement in which Irequest
the present Gecretsry will have the goodness to bear me out.
This delay was and is a nece8m-y evil of the publicatjon,of an occasional v6
lume of Researches. It was to obviate the inconvenience in some measure that
the present form of the Journal was adopted, but still this is inadequate to
the production of papers of any magnitude, as we fear Mr. Honason feels by
experience !-Ed.

.s

*

man with Buddha ; and I observed in conclusion that the epithet
TathQata, a synonyme of Buddha, exp~esslypourtrays thie transition. (London Transactions, vol. ii. part i.)
Facts and dates
are awkward opponents except to those, who, with REMUSAT'S
compatriot, dismiss them with a ' tant pis
les f i t s I' For
years before I published my first essay, I had been in possession
of hundreds of drawings, made from the Buddhist pictures and
sculptures with which this land is saturated, and which drawings
have not yet been published, owing to the delay incident to procuring authentic explanations of them from original sources. All
the gentlemen of the residency can testify to the truth of this assertion ; and can tell those who would be wiser for the knowledge,
that it is often requisite to walk heedfully over the classic fields of
, the valley of Nepaul, lest perchance you break yonr shins against
an image of a Buddha ! These images are to be met with every
where, and of all sizes and shapes, very many of them endowed
with a multiplicity of members sufficient to satisfy the teeming
fancy of any Brahman of Madhya DBsa ! Start not, gentle reader,
for it is literally thus, and not otherwise. Buddhas with three
heads instead of one-six or ten arms in place of two! The
necessity of reconciling these things with the so called first principles of Buddhism,* may reasonably account for delay in the
production of my pictorial stores. Meantime, I cannot but smile
to hd'myself condoled with for my poverty when I am really,
and have been for ten years, accablk des richesses! One interesting result only have I reached by means of these interminable
trifles ;and that is, strong presumptive proof that the cave temples
of Western India are the work of Buddhists solely, and that the
most apparently Bralunanical sculptures of those venerable fanes
are, in fact, Buddhist. , A hint to this effect I gave so long ago as
1827, in the Quarterly Oriental Magazine, (No. XIV. p. 219 ;)
and can only afford room to remark in this place, that subsequent
research had t e n d 4 strongly to confirm the impresaiona then deNANDA. The
rived from my very learned old friend AMIBTA,
existence of an infinite number of Buddhas ; the existence of the
See Essluns's Essays in the Bombay Transactions.

whole Dhyini class of Buddhas ; the personality of the Triad : it8
philosophical meaning; the classification and nomenclature of the
metical or true followers of this creed; the distinction of its various schools of philosophy; the peculiar tenets of each school,
faintly but rationally indicated ; the connexion of its philosophy
with its religion ; and, as the result of all these, the means of
speaking consistently upon the general subject,* are matters for
the knowledge of which, if REMUSAT
be not wholly indebted to me
and my authorities, it is absolutely certain that I am wholly unindebted to him and his ; for till he sent me, ten months ago, (I speak
of the date of receipt,) his essay on the Triad, I had never seen
one line of his, or any other continental writer's lucubrations on
Buddhism.
I have ventured to advance above that in the opinion of a learned friend, the Chinese and Mongolian works on Buddhism, from
which the continental savans h v e drawn the information they
possess on that topic, are not per se adequate to supply any very
intelligible views of the general subject.
As thia is an assertion which it may seem desirable to support by
prin~f,allow me to propose the following. REMUSAT
observes,
that a work of the first order gives the subjoined sketch of the
Buddhist cosmogony. "Tousles &tresetant contenus dans la tres
pure substance de la pensbe, une idCe surgit inopinement et produisit la fausse lumi8re ; Quand la fausse lumihre fut nCe, le vide et
l'obscurit6 s'imposbrent reciproquement des limites. Les formes
qui en result2reat Btant indetermin6es, il y eut agitation et mouvement. De 18 naquit le tourbillon de vent qui contient les mondee. '
L'intelligence lumineuse etoit le principe de solidit6, d'ou naquit
la roue d'or qui soutient et protege la terre. Le contact mutuel
du vent e? du metal produit le feu et la lumiere, qui sont les princ i p des changemens et des modifications. La lunliere precieuse
engendre la liquidit6 qui bouillonne 8 la surface de la lumihre igA learned friend assum me that " a world of Chinese and Mongolian enigmas have been solved by means of your general and consistent outline of the
~ystsm,hut fof which outline the said enigmas would have continued to defy aH
the continental (Edipuses."

s
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n4e, d'ou provient le tourbillon d'eau qui embrasse les mop& de
toute part."
NOWI ask, is there a man living, not familiar with the subject,
who can extract a particle of sense from the above paseage ? And
are not such passages, produced in illustration of a novel theme, the
veriest obscurations thereof ?. But let us see what can be made of
the enigma This apercu comogonique of the Long-yan-king, is,
in fact, a description of the proceaeion of the five elements, ane &om
another, and ultimately from Pmjna, the universal material principle, very nearly akin to the Pradhrin of the Kapila Srinkhya.
This universal principle has two modes oY states of being, one of
which is the proper, absolute, and enduring &e ;the other, the
contingent, relative, and transitory.
The formeris abstraction from all effects, or quiescence: thelatter
is concretion with all effects, oractivity. Whentheintrinsic energy
of matter is exerted, effects exist ;when that energy relapses into repose, they exist not. All worlds and beings composing the versatile
universe are cumulative effects; and though the so-called elements
composing them be evolved and revolvedin agiven manner, onefrom
and to another, and though each be distinguishedby a given property or properties, the distinctions, as well as the orderly evolution
and revolution, are mere results of the gradually increasing and
decreasing energy of nature in a state of activity.* Upciya,or 'the
expedient,' is the name of thismergy ;-increase of it is increase of
phenomenal propertiea ;--deerem of it is decrease of phenomenal
properties. All phenomena are homogeneous and alike unreal ;
gravity and extended figure, no lass so than, colour or sound.
Extension in the abstract is not a phenomenon, nor belongs pro-

* Causes and effects, quoad t h versatile world, cannot be truly alleged to exist. There is merely customary conjunrtion, and certain limited effectsof pmximity in the precedent and subsequent, by virtue of the one true and universsl
cause, viz. Projna. With the primitive Swabhavilrae cause is not unitbed:
for the rest, their tenets are verg much the same with thme above explained in
the text, only their wnclusions Incliae rather to scepticism than dogmatism. I t
may also perhaps be doubted whether with the latter school, phenomena are unreal as well as homogeneow I n the text, I would be understood to state the
tenets of the Prajnikas only.

per2y to the versatile world. The productive energy begins at a
minimum of intensity, and increasing to a maximum, thence decreases again to a minimum. Hence bkrish, the first product, has
but one quality or property ;air, the second, has two ;fire, the third,
has three; water, the fourth, hae four; and earth, the fifth, has
five.*
These elements are evolved uniformly one from another in the
above manner, and are revolved uniformly in the inverse order.
Szinyatri, or the total abstraction of phenomenal properties, is
the result of the total suspension of nature's activity. I t is the
ubi, and the modus, of the universal material principle in its proper and enduring state of nirvriti, or of rest. I t is not nothingness, except with the sceptical few. The opposite of Sunyatri is
Avidya. Now, if we revert to the extract from the Long-yanking, and remember that la pens6e,t l'intelligence luminense,t and
la lumihre precieuset refer alike to Prajna the material principle of all things, (which is personified as a goddess by the religionists,) we shall find nothing left to impede a distinct notion
of the author's meaning, beyond some metaphorical flourishes analogous to that variety of descriptive epithets by,which he has chamterised the one universal principle. Tourbillon de vent, and
tourbillon d'eau, are the elements of air and of water, raspectively ;
and le principe de solidit6 is the element of earth.
" Tous les &tresetant contenus dans la pure substance de Prajna
une id6e surgit inopinement et produisit la fausse lumiere :"-that
is, the universal materid principle, or goddess PrajnB, whilst existing in it4 or her, true and proper state of abstraction and repose,
was suddenly disposed to activity, or impressed with delusive mundane affection (Avidya.) "Quand la fausse lumihre fut n6e, le
There k always cumulation of properties, but the number aseigned to each
element is variously &ated.
t Prajna is literally the supreme wisdom, videlicet, of nature. Light and flame
are type* of this universal principle, in a state of activity. Nothing hut extreme
confusion can result from translating these terms au piedde la lettre, and without
reference to their technical signification. That alone supremely governs both
the literal and metaphorical sense of words.

vide et l'obscurit6 s'impodrent reciproquement des liites." The
result of this errant disposition to activity, or this mundane affec~
tion, was that the universal void was limited by the coming into
being of the first element, or hhcish, which, as the primary modifid
cation of Szinyatri(space),has scarcely any sensible properties. Such
is the meaning of the passage " les formes .qui en resulterent
ktant indetermin6egV immgdiately succeeding the last quotation.
Its sequel again, '<ily eut agitation,et mouvement," merely refers
to mobility bekg the characteristic property of that element (air)
which is about to be produced.
De la naquit le tourbillon de
vent, ,qui contient les mondes." Thence (i. e. from cikcish) proceeded the element of the circumambient air. << L'intelligence lumineuse etoit le principe de solidit6, d'ou naquit la roue d'or qui
soutient et protBge la tern." Prajna in the form of light (her
praurittiha manifestation) was the principle of solidity, whence
proceeded the wheel of gold which sustains and protects the earth.
. Solidity, the diagnostic quality of the element of earth, stands
for that element ; and the wl~eelof gold is mount MerG, the distinctive attribute of which is protecting and sustaining power:
this passage, herefore, simply announces the evolution of the
element of earth, wit11 its mythological appendage, mount Merb.
,But, according to all the authodties within my knowledge, earth
is the last evolved of the material elements. Nor did I ever meet
with an instance, such as here occurs, of the direct intervention
of the first cause (Prajna) in the midst of this evolution of the
elements. 6c Le contact mutuel du vent et du metal p+oduit le feu
et la lumihre, qui sont les principes des changemens." The mutual contact of the elements of air and of earth produced fire and
light, which are the principles ofchange. Thisis intelligible, allowance being made for palpahle mistakes. I understand by it, merely the evolution out of the element of air of that of fire, of which
light is held to be a modification. To the igneous element is
ascribed the special property of heat, which is assumed by our
author as the principle of all changes and transformations. Metal
for earth is an obvious misapprehension of REMUSAT'S.Nor l e v
so is the false allocation of this element (earth) in the-general evolution of the five, and its introduction here.

,

'(La

lumiere precieuse engendre la liquiditk qui bouillonne i3
la surface de la lumiere ignee, d'on provient le tourbillon d'eau qui .
embrasse les mondes."
Prajna (in the form of light) produces the liquidity which bods
on the surface of igneous light, whence'proceeds the element of
water embracing the world.
This figurative nonsense, when reduced to plain prose, merely
announces the evolution of the element of water from that of fire.
Our terrestrial globe rests upon the waters like a boat, according
to the Buddhists ; and hence the allusion (embracing the world)
of the text. What is deserving of notice is the direct interference,
a second time, (and in respect to earth, a third time,) of the causrr causans with the procession of the elements, one from another.
All my authorities
silent in regard to any such repeated and
direct agency ; which amounts in fact, to creation properly so called-a tenet directly opposed to the fundamental doctrine of all the
Swabh&vikas. Certain Buddhists hold the opinion, that all material substances in the versatile world have no existence independent
of human perception. But that the Chinese author quoted by Mr.
REMUSAT
was one of these idealists, is by no means certain. His
more immediate object, in the passage quoted, evidently was, to
exhibit the procession of the five material elements, one from another. To that I at present confine myself, merely observing of the
other notion, that what has been stated of the homogeneousness
and unreality of all phenomena, is not tantamount to an admission
of it. The doctrine of Avidya, the mundane affection of the universal principle, is not necessarily the same with the doctrine
which makes the sentient principle in-munthe &-re
ofalltiiings.*
Both may seem, in effect, to converge towards what we very
vaguely call idealism ; but there are many separate paths of inquiry by which that conclusion may be reached.
.~!~epcaul,
August, 1834.
Manas, the sixth element. is the sentient principle in man. The Chinese
author mentions it not, unless the paswe beginning "la m6me form." and immediately following that I bare quoted, was designed to announce ita evolution.
That passage as it stands, however, does not assert more than the homogmneow
ness of this sixth element with the other five.

.

No. VI.

(Printed from the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society, No. 34,
A. D. 1834.)
\

I resume my notice of REMUSAT'S
speculations on Buddhism in
the Journal des Savans.
He observes, " On ne seroit pas surpris de voir que, dans ce
systSme, la formation* et la destruction des mondes soient presentks comme les resultats d'une revolution perpetuelle et spontanbe, sans fin et sans interruption ;" and afterwards remarks, " Il
y a dans le fond m&me des id6es Bouddhiques une objection
contre l'eternit6 du monde que les theologiens de cette religion
ne semblent pas avoir prkvue. Si tow les &tresrentroient dans
le repos reel et defiditif,~
l'instant que les ph6nomSnes ckseroient et disparoitroient dans le sein de l'existence absoly on congoit un terme ou tous les &tresseroient devenus Buddha, et ou le
monde auroit cess6 d'exister."
This Buddha, it is said, is " l'intelligence infinie, la cause wuveraine, dont la nature est un effet."
Now, if there be such a supreme immaterial caure of all things,
what is the meaning of alleging that worlds and beings are spontaneously evolved and revolved? and, if these spontaneous operations of nature be expressly allowed to be incessantandendless,what
becomes of the apprehension that they should ever fail ar cease ?
As to the real and deiinitive repose, and the abeolute existence,
spoken 0% they are as certainly and customarily predicated of
D i v a natura by thg Swabhfivikas, as of God or Adi Buddha, by
the Aiswhrikas ; to which two sects respectively the two opposite
opinions confounded by REMUSAT
exclusively belong.
Again, "Tout est vide, tout est delusion, pour l'intelligence
The question of formation is a very diierent one from that of continuance.
T
seem to have confounded the two. See the pwage bcY?t R E X U ~ Awould
ginning " Maia re qui merite d'8tre remarque."

.

suprhme (Adi Buddha, as before defined.) L'AvidyL seul donne
aux choses du monde sensible une sorte de realit6 passaghe et
purement phknomenal." AvidyB, therefore, must; according to
this statement, be entirely dependant on the volition of the one
supreme immaterial cause: yet, immediately after, it is observed,
'' on voit, il travers des brouillards d'un langage Bnigmatique,
ressortir l'id6e d'une double cause de tout ce qui existe, savok
I'intelligence supdme (Adi Buddha) et l'Avidy6 ou mati6re." But
the fact is, that AvidyB is not a material or plastic cause. I t is
not a substance, but a mode-not a being, but an affection of a
Avidy, I repeat, is nothing
being-not
a cause, but a n efect.
primarily causal or, substantial: it is a phenomenon, or rather the
eum of phenomena ; and it is "made of such stuff as dreams are."
I n other words, phenomena are, according to this theory, utterly
unreal. The Avid~tasts,therefore, are so far &om belonging to
that set of philosophers who have inferred two distinct substances
and causes from the two distinct classes of phenomena existing in
the world, that they entirely deny the justice of the premises on
which that inference is rested.
REMUSAT
next observes, " Les effets matkriels sont subordonnks
aux effets psycho1ogiques"-and in the very next page we hear that
" on appelle lois les rapports qui lient les effets aux causes, tant
dans l'ordre physique que dans l'ordre moral, ou, pour parler plus
exactement, dans l'ordre unique, qui constitue l'univers."
Now, if there be really but one class of phenomena in the world,
it must be either the material, or the immaterial, class : consequently, with those who hold this doctrine, the question of the
dependence or independence of mental upon physical phenomena,
must, i n . one essential sense, be a mere faqon de parler. And I
shall venture to assert, that with most of the Buddhists--whose
cardinal tenet is, that all phenomena are homogeneous, whatever
they may think upon the further question of their reality or unreality-it is actually such.
I t is, indeed, therefore necessary "joindre la notion d'esprit"
before these puzzles can be allowed to be altogether so difficult as
they seem, at least to be such as they seem ; and if mind or soul

T

"have no name in the Chinese language," the reason of that a t ,
least is obvious ; its existence is denied ;mind is only a peculiar
mosfication of matter ; et l'ordre unique de l'univers c'est l'orclre
physique ! Not 50 years since a man of genius in Europe declared that "the universal system does not consist of two principles so essqntially different from one another as matter and spirit ; but that the whole must be of some uniform composition ; so
that the material or immaterial part of the system is superfluous."
This notion, unless I am mistaken, is to be found at the bottom of most of the Indian systems of philosophy, Brahmanical and
Buddhist, connected with a rejection in some shape or other of
phenomenal reality, in order to get rid of the difficulty of dzfwent
properties q d i n g in the cause (whether mind or matter) and in
the efect.*
The assertion that "material effects are subordinate to psychological" is no otherwise a diffic,ulty than as two absolutely distinct
substances, or twb absolutely distinct classes ofphenomena, are
assumed to have a real existence ;and I believe that there is scarcely one school of Bauddha philosophers which has not denied the
one or the other assumption ; and that the prevalent opinions in;
clude a denial of both. All known phenomena may be ascribed
to mind or to matter without a palpable contradiction ; nor, with
the single exception of extent, is there a physical phenomenon
which does not seem to countenancx the rejection of phenomenal
reality. Hence the doctrines of Avidyb and of Mayit ;and I would
ask those whose musings are in an impartial strain, whether the
h u d d h a device be not as good a one as the Brahmanical, t o
RE~IUSITdesired to know how the Buddhists reconcile multiplicity with
unity, relative with absolute, imperfect with perfect, variable with eternal, nature with intelligence ?
I answer ; by the hypothesis of two modes-one of quiescence, the other of
activity. But when he joins " l'esprit et la mati&rewto the rest of his antitheses,
I must beg leave to say the question is entirely altered, and must recommend
the captious to a consideration of the extract given in the text from a European
philosopher of eminence. Not that I have any sympathy with that extravagance, but that I wish merdy to state the caie fairly for the Buddhhts.

,

stave off a difficulty which the unaided wit of man is utteriy mable to cope with?
Questionless, it is not easy, if it be poseible, t o avoid the use
of words equivalent to material and psychological ;but the tenet
obviously involved in the formal subordination of one to the other
class of phenomena, when placed beside the tenet, that all phenomena are homogenous, at once renders the former a mere trick of
words, or creates an irreconcileable contradiction between the two
doctrines, and in fact REMUSAThas here again commingled tenets
held exclusively by quite distinct achools of Buddhist philosophy.
If I have been held accountable for some of the notions above
remarked on, I suspect that .these my supposed opinions have
been opposed by something more Lubstantial than LL des argutibs
mystiques." REMUSAT
expressly says, ''M. HODGSON
a eu prfditement raison d' admettre, comme base du qste'me entier,. Pexistence d'un seul &re souverainement parfait et intelhgent, de
celui qu' il nomme Adi Buddha." Now, I must crave leave to
aay that I never admitted any thing of the sort ;but, on the contrary, carefully poirited out that the 'syst8me entier' consists of four
systems, all sufficiently different, and two of them, radically so
.-viz. the Swabhhvika and the Aiewiirika. I t igmost apparent to
me that REMUSAT
has made a melange out of the doctrines of all
the four schools; and there are very sufficient indications in the
course of this essay that his principal authority was of the SwabMJika sect.
In speaking of the two bodies of Buddha he remarks, that "le
veritable corps est identifie avec la science et la loi. La substance
m&meest la science (Prajnk.)" 1 He had previously made the same
observatiolt, "La loi m&meest son principe et sa nature." Now
those who are aware that Prajnk (most idly translated law, science, and so forth,) is the name of the great material cause,* can
Prahrifeswari ifi Prajna; and again, Dltaranatmi1:rr iti Dharma. Dliurma
is a synonyme of Prajsa. Prujna, means Supreme Wisdom. Whose? Kature's
--and Nature's, as the sole, or only as the plaetic, cause.
So, again, Dharuia means morality in the abstract, or the moral religious

.

have no difficulty in reaching the conviction that the Buddhist
authority Gom whence this assertion was borrowed,--'of Prajnh
being the very essence ;nature, and principle of Buddha,'-belonged to the Swabhftsika school, and would have laughed at the coordinate doctrine of his translator, that ,Buddha is the sovereign
and sole cause, of whom nature (PrajnL) is an effect.
The Swabhhvika Buddhas, who derive their capacity of identifying themselves with the $rst cause from nature, which is that
cause, are as all accomplished as the Buddhas of the Aiswtirikas,
who derive the same capacity Gom Adi Buddha, who is that cause.
I n this express character of sovereign cause only, is the Adi
Buddha of the Aiswh-ikas distinguishable, amid the crowd of
Buddhas of all sorts; and such are the interminable subtleties of
the systhme entier' that he who shall not carefully mark this
cardinal point of primary causation, will find all otheks unavailing
to guide him unconfusedly through the various labyrinths of the
several schools.
Did RAMUSATnever meet with passages l i e the following ?
" And as all other things and beings proceeded from Swabhiva
or nature, so did Vajra, Satwa, Buddha, thence called the selfexistent." Even the Swabhivikas have thkir Dhytini Buddhas, and
their triad, including, of course, a n Adi Buddha. Names therefore,
are of little weight ; and unmeasured epithets are so profusely scattered on every hand that the practised alone can avoid their snare.
I did not admit a Theistic school, because I found a Buddha designated as Adi, or the first ; nor yet because I found him yclept,
infinite, omniscient, eternal, and so forth ; but because I found
him explicitly contradistillguished from nature, and systematically
expounded as the effiaient cause of all. Nar should it be forgotten
that when I announced the fact of a Theistic sect of Buddhists, I
code of these religionists, or material cause, in either of the two senses hinted
at above ; or, lastly, material effects, viz. versatile worlds. These are points to
be settled by the context, and by the known tenets of the writer who uses the
one or other word : and when it is known that the very texts of the SwabMvikas, differently interpreted, have served for the basis of the Aiswarika d m
trine, I presume no further caveto can be required.
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observed that this sect was, a~ compared with the Swabhtivika,
both recent and confined.
1l; in the course of this, m d the three precedinglettem, I have
spoken harshly of REMUSAT'S
researches, let it be remembered, that
I conceive my labours to have been adopted without acknowledgment, as well as my opinions to have been miserably distorted. I
have been most courteously told, that " the learned of Europe are
indebted to me for the name of Adi Buddha !" The inference is
palpable that Bat is the extent of the obligation. Such insidious
injustice compels me to avow in the face of the world my conviction that, whatever the Chinese and Mongolian works on Buddhism possessed by the French Savans may contain, no intelligible views were thence derived of the general subject before my
essays appeared, or could have been afterwards, but for the lights
those essayo afforded.* I had access to the original Sanscrit
scriptures of the Buddhists, and they were interpreted to me by
learned natives, whose hopes hereafter depended upon a just understanding of their contents. No wonder therefore, and little
merit, if I discovered very many things inscrutably hidden from
those who were reduced to consult barbarian translations from the
most refined and copious of languages upon the most subtle and
interminable of topics, and who had no living oracle ever at hand
to expound to them the dark signification of the written word-to
guide their first steps through the most labyrinthine of human
mazes. t
For the rest, and personally, there is b i e n h c e for bienshance,
and a sincere tear dropped over the untimely grave of the learned
REMUBAT.
The case is altered materially notu ; because my original authorities, which
stand far less in need of living interpreters, are generally accessible. I have
placed them in the hands of my countrymen and of others, and shall be happy
to procure copies for any individual, or body of persons, in France, who m y
desire to possess them.
I beg to propose, as an experimentum cmcis, the celebrated t e x t Ye Dharmanitya of the Sata Sanarriha. If the several theistic, atheistic, and sceptical
meanings wrapped up in these few words, can be reached through Chinese or
Mongolian translatiops uninterpreted by living nuthorities, I am content to consider my argument worthless.

+
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No. VII.

NOTE ON THE INSCEIPTION FROM

SARNATH.

(Printed in the 40th No. of the Journal of the Bengal -alitic Society.)

I have just got the 39th Number of the Journal of the Asiatic
Society and hasten t~ tell you, that your enigma requires no (Edipus for its solution at Kathmandu, where almost evt?ryman, woman,
and child, 6f the Bauddha faith, can repeat the confessio@i (for
suchit may be called), inscribed on the Shnhth stone. Dr. MILLwas
perfectly right in denying the alleged necessary connexion between
the inscription, and the complement to it produced by M. C s o m
DE K6s6s. No such complement is needed, nor is found in the great
doctrinal authorities, wherein the passage occurs in numberless
places, sometimes containing but half of the complete dogma of
the inscription ;thus :-"Yi Dharmri hetu-pmbhavh; hetu teshcis
Tadcigata." Even thus curtailed, the sense is complete, without
the " Teskin cha y6 nirodha, mang (vridi) Maha S E A M ~ ~ ~a~sA , "
you may perceive by the following translation :
" Of all things proceeding from cause, the cause is TathQata ;"
or, with the additional word, "Of all things proceeding from
cause; the cause of their procession hath the Tath&gata explained." T o complete the dogma, accdrding to the inscriptio~,we
must add, " The great SRAMANA
hath likewise declared the cause
of the extinction of all things." With the helpof thecommentators,
I render this passage thus, " The cause, or causes of all sentient
existence in the versatile world, the Tathhgata hath explained.
The Great SBAMANA
hath likewise explained the cause, or causes
of the cessation of all such existence."
Nothiig can be more complete, or more fundamental, than
this doctrine. I t asserts that BUDDHA
hath revealed the causes
of (animate) mundane existence, as well as the causes of its complete cessation, implying, by the latter, translation to the eternal
quiescence of Nirvritti which is the grand object of all Bauddlia

vows. The addition to the inscription supplied by M. Csox.4, i3
the ritual applicatws merely of the general doctrine of the inscription. I t explains especially the manner in which, according t o
the scriptures, a devout Buddhist may hope to attain cessation
from mundane existence, viz. by the practice of all virtues, avoidance of all vices, and by complete mental abstraction.
More
precise, and as usually interpreted here, more theistic too, than
the first clause of the inscription is the terser sentence already
given; which likewise is inore familiar to the Nipalese, viz. " Of
all things proceeding from cause; the cause is the Tathigatti :"understanding by Tathigata, Adi BUDDHA. And whenever, in
NANDA,
playful mood, I used to reproach my old friend, AMIR+A
(now alas! no more) with the atheistie tendency of his creed,
he would always silence me with, " Ye' Dharmci hetu-prabhauci;
hetu teshrin Tathcigata;" insisting, that Tathhgata referred to the
supreme, self-existent (Swayambku) BUDDHA.*
Nor did I $ten care to rejoin, that he had taught me so to interpret that important word (Tathigata,) as to strip the dogma ofits
necessarily theistic spirit! I have already remarked in your J o u r ~ a l ,
that the SwabhiLvika texts, differently interpreted, form the groundwork of the'Aisw6rika tenets. I t will not, however, therefore, follow,
that the theistic Bchool of Buddhism is not entitled to distinct recognition upon the ground of original authorities; for the oldest
m d highest authority of all-the aphorisms of the founder of the
creed-are justly deemed, and proved, by the theistic school, to
bear legitimately the construction put upon them by this schoolproved in many ancient books, both Puranika and Tantrika,
the scriptural validity of which commands a necessary assent. As
it seems to be supposed, that the theistic school has no other
than Tantrika authorities for its support, I will just mention the

.

'

The pattemple of SWAYAMBHU
NATHis dedicated to tliie Buddha :whence
its name. It stands about a mile west from Kathmandu, on a low, richly wooded, and detached hi, and consists of a hemisphere surmounted by a graduated
cone.
The majestic size, and severe simplicity of outline, of this temple, with its
burnished cone, set off by the dark garniture of wmrls, constitute the Chaitya of
S W A Y A M ~NATH
H U a very beauteous object.

Swayambhu Purhna and the Bltadra Kalpavadhn, as instances of
the contrary. In a word, the theistic school of Buddhism, though
not so ancient or prevalent as the atheistic and the sceptical schools,
is as authentic and legitimate a scion of the original stock of oral
dogmata whence this religion sprung, as any of the other schools.
Nor is it to be co;lfounded altogether with the vile obscenity and
mystic iniquity of the Tantras, though acknowledged to have considerable connexion with them. Far less is.it to be considered peculiar to Nepaul and Tibet, proofs of the contrary being accessible to
all ; for instance, the Pancha Buddha Dhyhni are inshrined in the
cave at Bhgh, and in the minor temples surrounding the great
edifice at Gya; and the assertion of our Ceylonese antiquaries,
that there are only five Buddhas, is no other than a confusion of the
five celestial, with the seven mortal, Buddhas! As I was looking
over your Journal, my Newki painter came into the room. I
gave him the catch word, "Y6 Dharmk," and he immediately
filled up the sentence,jnishing with Tathdgata. I then uttered
"teshkn cha," and he completed the doctrine according to the
inscription. But it was to no purpose that I tried to carry him
on through DE I(6~6s'sritual complement : he knew it not. After I had explained its meaning to him, he said, the substance of
the passage was familiar to him, but that he had been taught
to utter the sentiments in other words, which he gave, and in
which, by the way, the o r d i n a q Buddhist acceptation of Kushal
and its opposite, or Ahushal, came out. Kushal is good. Ahushal
is evil, in a moral or religious sense. Quod licitum vel mandaturn : quod illicitum vel prohibiturn.
I will presently send you a correct transcript of the words of the
inscription, from some old and authentic copy of the Raksha
Bhagavati, or Prajrrh Pa~amitb,as you seem to prefer calling it.
supplement so soon as I can lay my
So will I of DE CBR~S'S
hands on the Shurangama Samhdhi, which 1 do not think I have
by me. At all events, I do not at once recognise the name as
that of a distinct Bauddha work. Meanwhile, you will notice,
that as my draftsman, above spoken of, is no pandit, but aperfectly illiterate craftsman merely, his familiar acquaintance with your

inscription may serve to show haw perfectly familiar it is to aU
Buddhists. And here I would observe, by the wai, that I have
no doubt the inscription on the Dehli, Allahabad, and Behar pillars is some such cardinal dogma of this faith.
In the " Quotations in proof of my sketch of Buddhism," which
I sent home last year, I find the following quotation in proof of
the Aisw6rika system.
" All things existent (in the versatile world) proceed from some
cause; that cause is the Tathkata (Adi BUDDHA);and that
which is the cause of (versatile) existence is likewise the cause of
its total cessation. So said SAKYASINHA."* The work from
which this passage was extracted is the Bhadra Kalpavadhn.
I sm no competent critic of Sanscrit, but I have competent authority for the assertion, that Dharm6, as used in the inscription,
means not human actions merely, but aR sentient e&tenees in the
three versatile worlds (celestial, terrene, and infernal). Such is
its meaning in the extract just given from the Bh.adra KuZpavadrin, and also in the famous YiDharmanitya of the Satu Sahasriha, where the sense is even larger, embracing the substance of all
inanimate as well as animate entity, thus: " All things are imperishable," or, " The universe is eternal," (without maker or destroyer.) The passage just quoted from the Sata Sahasriha serves
likewise (I am assured) to prove that the signscation of yeis not
always strictly relative, but oftenexpletive merely: but let thatpass.
The points in question undoubtedly are,--edence in the
PravrittdRa or versatile world, and cessation of such existence, by
translation to the world of Nirvritti ;and of such translation, animals generally, and not human beings solely, are capable. Witness the deer and the chakwa, which figure so much in Bauddha
sculptures! The tales of their advancement to Nimritti are popularly familiar. The word n i r o d h signifies, almost universally
and exclusively, extinction, or total cessation of versatile existence; a meaning, by the way, which confirms and answers to the
interpretation of dircsrmri, by general existences, entities, and not
by merely human actions.
The words bracketed are derived from commmtators.

u

It ils scarcely worth 'while to .cumber the present quelltion with
'the further remark that there is a sect of Bauddha philosophers
holding opinions which confound conscious actions with universal entities throughout the versatile world, making the latter oeginate absolutely and physically from the former, (see my remarks on REMUSAT
in the Journal, No. 33, p. 431.)
It is not, however, admissible so to render generally received
texts, as to make them correspondent to very peculiar dogmata.
" Dhciranutmika iti dharmri," the holding, containing, or sustaining, essence (ens) is dhamri. The substratum of all form and
quality in the versatile universe, the sustainer of versatile entity,
mundane substances and existences, physical and moral,,in asword,
all dings. Such is the gerae~almeaning of.dharmci. How many
other meanings it has, may be-seen by referenw to a note at the
foot of p. 502, No. 34, of your Journal. The root of the word is
dhri, to hold. WILSON'Sdictionary gives ATa&reas baa SINHA'S
explanation of dhamri. This is essentially correct, as might be
expected from a Bauddha lexicographer.

&&.-If
Mr. HODGSON'Sgeneral interpretation of d is the
true one, (which seems most probable, though its specification in
supplethe sense of moral duties is more agreeable to M. CSOMA'S
ment)--its implication, in the present reading, at least, appears
manifestly atheistic. For that it cannot mean LC TathQata or the
ADI BUDDHAie the cause," is evident from the accusative h6tdn
(which is &o plural, camus.) Even if we were to strike out the
word avadat or &ha-the former of which is on the inscriptions,
and the latter repeated in Ceylon-still some word of that meaning is plainly understood : and this may help to shew that the explication given by the Aiswaraka Buddhists (as though the words
were
s f ~ mh6tus
~ ~ :tesham Tathigatas) is a more recent invention,--and that the Buddhist system properly recognizes no being superior to the sage expounder of physical and moral causes,-whose
own exertions alcpe have raised him to theI

.

highest rank of existences,-the EPICURUS
of this great Orientid
system,
qui potuit REJiUM cognoscere causas,
Atque metds omnes et inexorabile fatum
Subjecit pedibus.
What is mere figure of speech in the Roman poet, to express
the calm dignity of wisdom, becomes religious faith in the east ;
viz. the elevation of a philosophical opponent of popular superstition and Brahmanical caste, to the character of a being,supreme
over all visible and invisible thing, and the object of universal
worship.-W. H. M.

Note on the Note of W. H. M.-My friendly and learned annotator is right as to the comparative recency of the Aishwkrika
school and may find that opinion long since expressed by myself.
But he is wrong in supposing that that school has no old or unquestionable basis; for both Mr. DE I ( 6 ~ 6 sand myself have produced genuine and ancient authorities in its support. So that it is
day, under
hardly fair to revert to the fancies of Sir W. JONES'
cover of a Latin quotatien ! As to verbal criticism, it is surely
scarce necessary to observe that the governing verb being removed, the noun will take the nominative case. 1 quoted popular
words popularly and omitted the nice inflexions of case and number. That my terser text is familiar to the mouths of Buddhists,
is an unquestionable fact; and I never said, either that this terser
form was that of the inscription, or that I had seen scriptural authority for it, ipsissimis verbis.
The express causes of versatile existence, alluded to by Sakya,
in the text graved at Sarnath, are Avidya, Sanscar, &c. as enumerated in my Quotations in Proof under the head of the Karmika
doctrines; an& there, too, may be found the cause or causes of the
extinction of such existence.

No.

VIII.

F r m the Swayambhu Purcina.
( ~ & t e d from the Bengal Asiatic Journal, No. 29, A. D. 1834.)

The Swayambhu P h n a relates in aubstarrce a s follows : That
formerly the valley of Nepaul was of circular form, and full of
very deep water, and that the mountains confining it were clothed with the densest forests, giving shelter to numberless birds
and beasts. Countless waterfowl rejoiced in the waters. The
name of the lake was N@a V&sa; it was beautiful aa the lake' of
Indra; south of the HemLchal, the r e s i d e n c e o f K ~ ~prince
~o~~~~,
of the N@s; seven cos long, and as many broad. In the lake were
many sorts'of water-plants; but not the lotos. After a .time, VIPASYK BUDDHA
arrived, with very many disciples and BhikshGs,,
&om Vind6mati Nagar, in Madhya DCaa, at the Lake of NQa
Vih, in the course of his customary religious peregrinations. VIPASYI, having thrice circumambulated the lake, seated himself in
the N. W. (Vhyiikona) side of it, and, having repeated several
mantras over the root of a lotos, he threw it into tce water, exclaiming, "What time this root shall produce a flower, then, from
out of the flower, Swayambhfi, the Lord of Aknishtha Bhavana,
shall be revealed in the form of flame; and then shall the lake
become a cultivated and populous country." Having repeated
these words, VPASYI departed. Long after the date of this prophecy, it was fulfilled according to the letter.
After VIPASYIBUDDHA,came SIKHI BUDDHA
to NiZga V h a
with a great company of respectful followers, composed of rajas
and persons of the four castes (chat6r varana.) S m r , so soon
as he beheld JYOTI-RUP-SWAYABIBHU,
offered to' h i many
laudatory forms of prayer: then rising, he thrice walked round
N&a V f h , ,and, ha\-ing done so, thus addressed his disciples :

cL This place shall hereafter, by the blessing of S w a ~ a m ~ t i ,
become a delightful abode to those who shall resort to it from all
quarters t o dwell in it, and a sweet place of sojourn for the pilgrim
and passenger : my apotheosis is now near at hand, do you all take
your leave of me and depart to your own country." So saying
. SIKHI threw himself into the waters of NIlgs Vba, grasping in his
hands the stalk of the lotos, and his soul was absorbed into the
essence of SWAYAMBHU.Many of his disciples, following their
master, threw themselves in the lake,and were absorbed into SWAYABIBHU, (i. e. the self-existent ;) the rest returned home. VISWABHU was the thiid Buddha who visited N&ga V h .
VISWABHU
was born in AnGpama-puri-nagar, of Madhya DBsa, (in the Trita
' yuga ;) his life was devoted to benefitting his fellow-creatures.
His visit to Nepaul was long after that of SIKHI, and, like SIKHI,
he brought with him a great many disciples and Bhiksha@, Rajas
and cultivators, natives of his own land. Having repeated the
praises of SWAYAM~HU-JYOTI-am,
he observed ; '' In this lake
Prajna-surGpa-GuhyBswariwill be produced. A Bodhisatwa will,
in time, make her manifest out of the waters : and this place,
will become replete with
through the blessing of SWAYAMBHU,
villages, towns, and tirthas, and inhabitants of various and diverse tribes." Having thus prophesied he thrice circumambdated the lake and returned to his native country. The ~odhisatwa
above alluded to is MANJUSRI, whose native place is very far
off, towards the north, and is. called Pancha Sirsha Parvata,
[which is situated in Maha China DBs.*] One day in the Trita yuga,
and immediately after the coming of VISWABHUBuddha to NAga
V$sg M ~ n mSRI, meditating upon what was passing in the
world, discovered by means of his divine science that SWAYAMBHU-JYOTI-RUPA,
that is, the self-existent, in the form of flame,
was revealed out of a lotos in the lake of N&ga V h . Again, he
reflected within himself: "Let me behold that sacred spot, and
my name will long be celebrated in the world ; and on thehatant,
collecting together his disciples, comprising a multitude of the

The bracketed portions are from the rommentatore.

peasantry of the land, and a Raja named DII.%RMAKAR,
he asurn-

- ed the form of VI~WAKARMA,
and with his two Dkvis (wives,)

and the persons above-mentioned, set out upon the long journey
from Sirsha Parbata to NQa Visa. There having arrived, and
having made pOja t o the self-existent, he began Lo circumambulate the lake, beseeching all the wide the aid of SWAYAMBHU
in
prayer. In the second circuit, when he had reached,the central,
barrier mountain on the south, he became satisfied that-that was
the best pEace whereat to draw ofF the waters of the lake. Immediately he struck the mountam with his scimitar, when the
sundered rock gave passage to the waters, and the bottom oi!
the lake became dry. H e then descended from the mountain, and
began to walk about the valley in all directions. As he approached Guhykswari,* he beheld the water bubbling up violently from
the spot, a d betook himself with pious zeal t o the task of stopping it. No sooner had he commenced than the ebullition of the.
water became less violent, when, leaving bare only the flowelof the lot& the root of which was the abode of Guhykswari, he
erected a protecting structure of stone and brick over the recumbent stalk, and called the structure, which rose into a considerable elevation as it neared the flower of the lotos, Satya Gin'.
This work completed, MANJU SRI began to look about him irr
search of a fit place of residence, and at length constructed for
that purpose a small hill, to which he gave the name of MANJU
SRI Parbata, (the western half of-the little hill of SambhG Nath,)
and called the desiccated valley, Nkpriki-Nksignifying the sender (to paradise,) who is SWAYAMBHU
;and prila, cherished, implying that the protecting genius of the valley was SWAYAMBHU
or
ADI BUDDHA: Thus the valley got the name of N6pili: and,
since very many persons had come from Mount Sirsha [or China]

'

The site of the temple is near the centre of the valley, on the skirts of the
lovely grove of Pasupati; and above 26 or 3 miles east from mount Sambhu.
The fable says, that the root of the lobs of Guhyeswari was at the former place,
and the fiower at the latter; the recumbent stalk being extended throughout
the interval between them. S W A Y A ~ Bor
HU
ADI B U D ~ HisAsupposed to reside in the flower, in the form of flame; PRAJANA
PARAMITA
or GIJHYESWARI,
in or at the root, in the form of water.

,

'

with MANJDSRT,
for the residence of DHARMAKAR
Raja and his ,
suite, MANJUconstructed a large place of abode, half way between
Mount Swayambhu and GuhyEswari, and named it after himself,
Man& Pattsnra, and established therein DHARMAKAE
[of Maha
China,] as Raja, subjecting the whole of the inferior sort of people
who came from Sirsha Parbata to DHARMAILAR'S
rule, and providing abodes for them in the city of Manja Pattana.
Thus was Nepaul peopled : the first inhabitants of which came
all from Mount Sirsha [which is in Maha China,] and thus the
valley got the name of NBp616, and its inhabitants that of NEptili,
{whose primitive language was Chinese.] [This language in
course of time came to be much altered by the emigration of
people from MadhyaDBsa, and by the necessary progress of c o m p tion and change in a new country, till a new language arose in
Nepaul by the natural course of things. The primitive inhabitants
' of Nepaul were all of one caste, or had no caste. But their descendants, in the course of time, became divided into many castes, according to the trades andprofessions which they followed ; and of
these, such as abandoned the world and shaved their heads, became
Bhikshu, Sramana, Chailaka, and Arhana, and took up their abode
in forests or in monasteries. The latter four orders are all ascetical;
and in strictness absolutely excluded from all worldly commerce.
But should any of them, still retaining the custom of tonsure, become worldly men, such are called Shvaka, &c. to a great extent
of diverse names.] MANJUSRI, having by such deeds as these acquired the highest celebrity in Nepaul, ostensibly, and for the instruction of the people, relinquished his mortal form, and became
nirvhn; but, in truth, departed for Mount Sirsha with his two
Dbvis, and in due course arrived at Pancha Sirsha Parbata. Some
time aRer the disappearance of MANJUSRI [in the Trita yuga]
KARKUT SANDBUDDHAcame to Nepaul, with some Bhikshukas,
DEARMAPALA Raja, and a multitude of the common people, from
Kshemlvatinagar, of Madhya DBsa. The beauty of the country delighted him, ancl he remarked that in such a land the cultivator must be sure to reap as he sowed. H e paid his devotions
to SWAYAMBHU,
and then launched out in praise of the merits of '

MANJUSRI, the Nepaulcse pitri6rch. Aflerwards, he w o r m e d
phja to Guhy6swari, and then ascended Sankhocha mountain (Siva
PGra:) the prospect of the valley from that mount filled him with
fresh delight, and he again celebrated the excellence of the country. G U N A D ~ A J A
a ,brahman, and ABHAYANDADA,
a kshetriya, and others of the four castes (chatfir varana,) respectful
followers of KUBKUTSAND,here solicited at his hands the favour
of being made Bhikshukas, in order that they might remain in
this happy land, and by the worship of S W A Y A ~ attain
H U to high
merit and honour. KURKUT
cheerfully complied, and agreed to
make a great many of the company Bhikshukaa; and since the
mountain top afforded no water for that ceremony, he by his
divine power caused a spring to issue &om the rock, and with
its waters gave to his followe'rs the requisite Abhishbka or baptism. He called the river that originated with this spring V b g mati ;* and then related to his followers both the past and future
history of the valley watered by the Vhgmati. Then, having
left behind him at Nepaul, Raja D H A ~ ~ ~ Aand
P Asome
L Bbikshus
and common folks, who had come with him, and desired to stay,
KURKUTSANDdeparted with the rest of them to his native city
or KRAof Kshemivati. These companions of KUBKUTSAND,
KUCCHAND, were the fist natives of the plains af India (Madhya
DBsa) who remained in Nepaul. Many of them, addicting themselves to the business of the world, became householdem and the
, founders of several towns and villages in Nepaul ;whilst otherg who
adopted the ascetical profession, dwelt in the forests and V i m
When these Madhyadfisiyas had become numerous in Nepaul, they
aqd their descendants were confounded with the former or northern colonists under the common appellation of N6pldi and
N 6 w a ; being only separated and contradistinguished by the
several trades and professions which they hereditarily practised.
Thug in the early ages, Nepaul had four olasses of &oular people, as Brahman, Kshetriya, Vaisya, and Sudra, and four ascetical classes, namely, Bhikshu, Sramana, Chailaka, and Arhanta,
dwelling in forests and monasteries; and all were Bud&-nuirgi.
'

From Yuch, speech.

;

'

'
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Account of Dharmhkar Raja and Dharmapiuril Raja.
DHARMAKAR,
the before noted Chinese prince of Nepaul, being
disgusted with the world, abandoned his sovereign power, and
placed Dharmuphl, the Raja of Gour-dBs, already mentioned, upon his throne. ,Dharmapcil governed his subjects with perfect
justice and clemency, and made pGja at the Chaitya erected by
DHARMAKAR,
and regarded with equal favour his subjects that
came from Mount Sirsha [or Maha China,] and those who emigrated from Madhya-d6s.
Account of Prachanda Deva.-PRACEANDA D ~ v a a, Raja of
Gour-dBs, (which is adjacent to Madhya-dbs,) and of the Kshetriya tribe, was the wise man of his age and country. At length,
being inspired with the ambition of becoming niman, he abandoned his princely, sway; and taking with him a few sages, he
began 'to wander over various countries, visting all the shrines
and pilgrimages, and in the course of his peregrinations arrived
a t Nepaul. He was delighted with the beauty of the country, and
having visited every tirtha, and pith, and devata, and having
made ptija to the Tri Ratna, or triad, he went to the temple of
SWAYAMBHU,
and there performed his devotions. He then ascended MANJUSRI Parbat, and offered his prayers to MANJUSRI,
and finished by becoming a disciple of GUNAKAR
BHIKSAU,a follower of &NJU ~ R I . One day ~ A C H A N D ADEVAso delighted
GUNAKAB
with the display of his excellent qualities, that GUNAKAR made him a Bhikshuka, and the said Raja PRACHANDA
after
becoming a Bhikshu obtained the titular appellation of SANTA
SRI. A great many brahmans and others who accompanied
PRACHAN~~A
to Nepaul received the tonsure, and became Bhikshus
a t the same time with PRACHANDA,
and took up their abode in the
monasteries of Nepaul. Some others of those that came with PRACHANDA to Nepaul preferring the pursuits of the world, continued
to exercise them in Nepaul, where they also remair~edand became
S
returnBuddhists. A third portion of ~ A C H A N D A ' companions
ed to Gour-d6s. After a time, SANTASRI represented to his
GGrCl GUNAKARhis desire to protect the sacred flame of SwaYAMBHU with a covering Btructure. GUNAKAR
was charmed with
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the proposition and proposer, and having purified him with 13
sprinklings of sacred water (trayodas abhzkgka,) gave h i the
.title of Dikshita Santikar Vajra Achhrya. [From these transactions is dated the arrival of the people of Gour-d6s a t Nepaul, and
their becoming Buddhists.]
Account of Kanaka Muni.-Once on a time, from SGbUvatinagai of Madhya-d6g KANAKAMUNI BUDDHA,with many
disciples, some illustrious persons, and a countless multitude of
common people, arrived at Nepaul, in the course of his religious
peregrinations, and spent some months in the worship of SWXYAMBHU, and the Tri Ratna, and then departed with most of his attendants. A few remained at Nepaul, became Buddh-mhgi and
; [and these too, like all the precedworshippers of SWAYAXBHU
ing, soon lost their name and character as Madhya-dbsiyas, and
were blended with the Nt5pgli w Nbwiri race.
Account of Krishyapa Buddha-Once on a time, in MrigadC
ba-vana, near Benareq KASHYAPA
BUDDHA
was born. He visited Nepaul in pilgrimage, and made his devotions to Sambhunath.
[Most of the people who came with him staid in Nepaul, and soon
became confounded with the aborigines.]
Account of Shkya Sinha Buddha.-Some time after KASHYAPA'S visit, in the beginning of Kali yuga,J on the shores of Ganga SAgara, in the sthan of KAPILAMUNI,and city of Kapila-vasta, and reign of SADHODANA
Raja, of the Sikya vansa, was born
(as the son %f that Raja) SARVARTHA
SIDDHA,who afterwards
with
became a Buddha with the name of SAKYASINHA. SAKYA,
1350 Bhikshukas, and the Raja of Benares, several counsellors of
state, and a crowd of peasantry of that kingdom, set out on the
pilgrimage to*~ e ~ a u lHaving
.
paid his devotions to the self-existent, in the form of flame, he went to the Chaitya on Phchhagrs
Hill, and repeated to his disciples the past history of Nepaul, as
well as its whole future history, with many praises of MANJUSBI
:he then observed, " In all the world are 24 Pith,
BODHISATWA
and of all these that of Nepaul is the best." Having so said, he
departed. His companions, who were of the Chatur vbana, or ,
four castes, [Brahman, Kshetriya, Vaisya, and Sildra,] and belong-

ed to the four orders, [Bhikshu, and Sramana, and Chailaka, and
Arhanta,] beiig much pleased with N6pU-d6s continued to dwell
in i t ; [and in course of time were blended with the aboriginal
N6pdis, and became divided into several castes, according to the
avocations which they hereditarily pursued.] Some time &er
the date of the above transaction, Raja GUNAKAMA
DBVA,prince
of CathmandG, a principal city of Nepaul, became the disciple
of the above-mentioned Skntikar Vajra Achkrya. GUN K A MDEVA, with the aid derived from the divine merits of Shtikar,
brought the N6g Raja KARKUTAKA
out of the lake or tank of
Adhdr, and conveyed him to Sdntiphr with much ceremony and
many religious rites. The cause af this act was that for many
previous years there had been a deficiency of rain, whereby the
people had been grievously distressed with famine; and its consequenee was, an ample supply of rain, and the return of the usual
fertility of the earth and plenty of food.
Subsequently, SRI NAREWRADEVAbecame Raja of Bhsgat'pattan, (or Bhatgaon;) he was ,the disciple of BANDUDATTA
ACHABYA, and brought ARYAVALOKITESWARA
(Padma Pihi) From
PGtalakiiparvat (in Assam) to the city of Lalita pattan in Nepaul.
The reason of inviting this divinity to Nepaul was a drought of 12
years' duration, and of the greatest severity. The measure was
attended with like happy results, as in the case of conveying t h
NAGRaja with so much honour to Sdntipfir.

KO. IX.
REMARKS ON AN INSCRIPTION I N THE B A N J A A N D T I B E T A K

(U'CHHEB)C H h R ACTERS,

Takenfrom a Temple on the Con$nes of the V a b j gf ATtpaul.
(Printed from the Bengal Asiatic Journal, No. 40,A. D. 1835.)

On the main road from the valley of Nepaul to Tibet, by the
Eastern or Khti Pass of the HemBcM alld about two miles be-
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yond the ridge of hills environing the valley, there stands a diminutive stone chaitya, supported, as usual,' by a wide, graduated, basement.
Upon the outer surface of the retaining walls of this basement
are inscribed a variety of texts from the Bauddha Scriptures, and
amongst athers, the celebrated Shad-Akshari Mantra, Om Mani
Padme Hom. This is an invocation of PADMAPANI,
the 4th
Dhylni Bodhisatwa, and prasens Dims of the Theistic school of
Buddhists-with an accessary mentidn of their triad, under that
symbolic, literal form which is common to them and to the Brahmanists.* I t is not, however, my present purpose to dwell upon
the real and full import of these words; but to exhibit the inscription itself, as an interesting specimen of the practical conjunction of those two varieties of the DevanQari letters which
may be said to belong respectively and appropriately to the Saugatas of Nepaul and of Tibet. Not that both forms have not bee^
long familiar to the Tibetans, but that they still consider, and call,
that on: foreign and Indian which the Nepaulese Bauddha Scriptures elshibit as. the ordinary ecriture ; and which, though allowed
by the Nepaulese to be Indian, and though most certainly deduceable from the Devanigari standard, is not now, nor has been for ,
ages, extant in any part of India.
St is peculiarly Nepa&ee ;and all the old Sanscrit works of the
Pauddhas of Nepaul are written in this character, or, in the cognate style denominated Bhujin Mdi-which latter, however, I do
but incidentally name. I wish here to draw attention to the fact
that that form of writing or system of letters called Lantza in
Tibet, and there considered foreign and Indian, though no where
extant in the plains of India, is the common vehicle of the Sanscrit
language amongst the B a u d d h of Nepaul proper, by whom it is
denominated Ranjfi, and written thus, in Devanirgari f WT ;Ranjh
.
therefore, and not according to a barbarian metamorphosis Lantza, it should be called by us ; and, by way of further and clearer
Vi.the tril&ral syllable Om, composed of the letters A, U, and M, typjfling, with the Brahnlanists, Brahma, Yishnu, and Mahesa-but with the Bu4dhists, Buddha, Dharma, and Banga,

distinction,the Nepaulese variety of Devanslgari. Obviously deduciable as this form is, from the Indian standard, and still enshrined as it is in numerous Sanscrit works, it is an interesting cirk s t a n c e to observe it, in practical collocatwn with the ordinary
Tibetan form-likewise, 'mdoubtedly Indian, but far less easily
traceable to its source in the Devankari alphabet, and devoted
to the expression of a language radically dgerent from sanscrit.
Nor when it is considered that RanjSL is the common extant vehicle of those original Sanscrit works of which the Tibetan books are
translations, will the interest of an inscription, traced on one s b b
in both characters, be denied to be considerable. Singular indications, indeed, are these of that gradual process of transplantation,
whereby a large portion of Indian literature was naturalized beyond the Himiilaya, as well as of the gradual eradication of that
literature from the soil of its birth, where, for four centuries probably, the v e y memoy of it has passed away !* Those who are
engaged at present in decyphering ancient inscriptions would do
well, I conceive, to essay the tracing, .through RanjSL and Bhujin
MGli,t of the transmutation of Devanigari into the Tibetan alphabet. In conclusion, I may observe, that this habit of promtdgating the mantras of their faith, by inscriptions patent on the
face of religious edifices, is peculiar to the Tibetan Buddhists,
those of Nepaul considering it a high crime thus to subject them
to vulgar, and perchance uninitiated utterance.
The Tibetan sentiment and practice are, in this respect, both the
more orthodox and the more rational. But in another important
respect, the Nepaulese followers of Buddha are far more rational at
least, if far less orthodox, than their neighbours: for they have utterly rejected that absurd and mischievous adherence to religious
mendicancy and monachism which still distinguishes the Tibetans.$ '

* The very names of the numerous Sanscrit Buddha works recently discovered in Nepaul were totally unknown to the Pandits of the plains, who received
the announcement of the discovery with absolute disbelief.
t All the four systems of letters are given in the 16th volume of the &iatic
Ilesearches.
t. The curious may like to know that Tibetan Buddhism is distinguished
from

I need hardly add, after what has been just stated, that the
circumstance of the inscriptions being mantras proves the temple
or chaitya, adverted to, to be the work of Tibetans, though existing on the very confines of Nepaul proper-a fact indeed which;
on the spot, wants no such confirmation. I t is notorious; and is
referrible to times when Tibetan influence was predominant on
this side of the Himaaya. The great temple of K h h a chit, standing in the midst of the valley of Nepaul, is still exclusively appropriated by-the Trans-Himilayans.
Note.-So much has been published on the subject of the mystical mantra above alluded to, that it is unnecessary to do more
than direct the attention of the reader to the learned dissertation by GEOBGIin the Alphabetum Tibetanum, page 500, &c.
and to a more'recent elucidation of the same subject in KLILPBOTH'S
Fmgmens Bouddhiques in the Journ. Asiatique, Mars, 1831, p. 27.
-The mantra is quite unknown to the Buddhists of Ceylon and
the Eastern Peninsula, and it forms a peculiar f e a t m of the Tibetan Buddhism, shewing its adoption of much of the Brahmanical
mystic philosophy. A wooden block, cut in Tibet for printing the
very passage in the two characters, and from its appearance of some
antiquity, is deposited in the museum of the Asiatic Society.ED.

Note.-M.
KLAPROTH,
in his memoir in the Noweau Journal
Asiatique, where he has brought so much of the erudition of
Eastern and Central Asia to bear upon this Buddhist formulary,
attaches himself to two vhrsions principally, as preferable to all
that he finds elsewhere among Tibetans, Mongolians, and Chinese. The former is, " Oh precieux Lotus! Amen," on the supposition of
being the true reading ;but if it be read,
from Nepaulese,solely by the two features above pointed out-unless we must add
a qualified subjection on the part of the Snugatas of Nepaul to caste, from which
the Tibetans are free ; but which in Nepaul is a merely popular usage stript of
the aanction of religion, and altogether o very different thing from d e , properly so called.

as he justly prefers, +i W ~ Q * $ cc Oh! le joyau est dans le
Lotus. Amen."
There is no objection to the former translation, that of " Om
manipadma hum :"for the two nouns cannot be read as separate
vocatives, " Oh jewel ! Oh Lotus !" (as M. CSOMADE KOEUSininforms us it is understood in Tibet,) without reading mane'
stead of &v.
The latter translation ofu Om manipadme'hum"is not equally admissible : for it would require indispensably by grammatical rule,
either the insertion of a Visarga after naani, or the substitution of
a long i for the short one, so distinctly marked in the inscription; i.e.
the nominative 9fw: or 9 ~ instead
7 of the crude form ilf~.
The
junction of the two nouns in one compound is therefore as necessary in the reading of the locative case, as in that of the vocative ;and this makes it necessary to translate it thus : " AUM (i. e.
the mystic triform divinity) is in the jewel-like Lotus. Amen."
respecting BUDDHA
apply as
The legend cited by M. KLAPBOTH
well to this version of the formulary as to his. I hope that Mr.
HODGSON
may hereafter favour us with the import of these words,
as explained in the yet unexplored treasures of Sanscrit Buddhist
literature in Nepau1."-W.
H. H.
Note.-In
reply to the query of my annotator, I beg to say,
that the true sense of the mantra is, ' The mystic trifdrm Deity is
in him of the Jewel and the Lotos' id est, in Padma Pani, the
fourth Dhyani Bodhisatwa, but lord of the ascendant a t present,
and therefore associated with Buddha and Dharma as the third
person of the Triad ; for this muntra is one of three, addressed
to the three persons.

*

No. X.
ACCOUNT

OP

A VISIT TO THE RUINS O F SIMROUN,

ONCE THE

CAPITAL OF THE MITHILA PB'OVINCE.

[In a letter

to

the Editor.]

\

(Printed from the Bengal Asiatic Journal, No. 39, A. D. 1836.)

I trust that the drawings and inscriptions lately sent you from
Bakra, Mathiah, RAdhiah, and KBsariah, will serve to draw attention towards the remains of Buddhist science and power still extant in this direction-the Mithila, or Maithila DBsa of the Shtras,
and North BihL of the Moghuls. But it is not merely on the
British side of the boundary that these astonishing traces of ancient civilization exist ;for, in the Nepaulese Tarai, also within a few
miles of the hills, where now (or recently) the tiger, wild boar,
and wild buffalo usurp the soil, and a deadly malaria infects the
atmosphere for three-fourths of the year, similar vestiges are to
be found. The Nepaulese Tara'i is synominous amongst Europeans
with pestilential jungle. I t was in the halls. of Janakpur, however,
that the youthful RAMAsought a bride: it was from the battlements of Simroun that the last of the DEva dynasty defied so long
the imperial arms of TOGLAKSHAH!
But the ruins of Janakpur and oPSimroun still exist in the Nepaulese low-lands : and he who would form a just idea of what the
Hindoos of Mithila achieved prior to the advent of the Moslems
must bend his pilgrim steps from the columns of Udhiah and of
Mathiah, in the British territories, to the last but still astonishing vestiges of the cities of Kings JANAKA
and NANYUPI, in
those of Nepaul.
Of the Nepaulese Tarai it might justly be said, until very
lately,
' A goodly place it was in days of yore,
But something ails it now : the plgce is cursed.'
Five centuries of incessant struggle between Moslem bigotry apd

.

Hindoo retaliation had indeed stricken this border land with tha
double curse of waste and pestilence. Nature, as it were, in very
scorn of the vile passions of man, having turned the matchless
luxuriance of the soil and climate into the means of debarring
his future access! Such was the Nepadese Tarai until 1816. But
since that period the peace and alliance existing between the two efficient Governments of the h i s and the plains have given security
to the borderers, and man is now fast resuming his ancient tenure
of this fertile region. Still, however, there is little temptation or
opportunity for Europeans to enter it ;and as chance recently conducted me past the ruins of Simroun, I purpose to give you a hasty
sketch of what I saw and heard: because these ruins are evidently disjecta membra of the same magnificent body to which the
mausoleum of K6sariah, and the solitary columns of Mathiah, of
Ridhiah, and of Bakhra belong. About 15 miles from the base
of the hills, and at a nearly equal distance from the Bkmatty,.
south of the former, and west of the latter, stand the remains of
Simroun, in the Nepaulese district of Rotahat, and opposite to the
Champarun division of the British zillah of Sarun,
The boundary of Nepaul and of our territories confines the ruins
to the south, and the Jamuni Nadi to the west. Qn the immediate
cast lies the village of Kachorwa, and on the north, that of Bhagwbpur, both belonging,to Nepad. Here, in the midst of a dense
jungle, 12 miles probably in circuit, rife with m@iria, and abounding in tigers, wild boar, and spotted axis, are secluded these.
wonderful traces of the olden time. The country around is well
cultivated m, bath on our and the Xepaulese side, but no one
presumes to disturb the slumber of the genius of Simroun ;
superstition broods over the tainted atmosphece ;and the vengeance of Kgli is announced to the rash peasant who would dare to
ply an axe, or urge a plough, within hel: appropriately desolate domain. It was only with difficulty that my elephants could make
their way through the jungle; and when I had reached a central
position, and ascended an elevation of some 25 feet, composed of
the debris of the palace, nothing but a wilderness met my eye. Yet.
it is barely 500 years since Sirnroun was a pakka, fortified city,
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the pride and the defence of Mithila ! After the war with Nepaul,
Lieutenant BOILEAU,I think, surveyed these ruins, and drew up a
plan of them.
What is become of it, I know not; and regret
that my own opportunity of research was limited to one hasty visit.
In this, however, I traced the northern wall, in all its ertent: measured the dimensions of the great P6kr4 or reservoir
called Is&; and clambered to the top of what were once the citadel and the mni-b6s or Mahal Sarai. On my return I had much
conversation with an intelligent Brahman of Bhagwinpur, who
told me that in April and May, when the jungle is at ita barest
state, the form and extent of the city may be distinctly traced.
From his communications, and from my own observations, I gather
that the form of the city is a parallelogram, surrounded by an
outer and an inner wall, the former of unburnt, the latter of burnt,
brick-the one having a compass of seven cos, and the other, of
about five cos.
On the eastern side, six or seven wet ditches may still be traced, outside the pakka wall, and three or four on the western
side. The Is& reservoir or tank is still perfect. I t is 333 paces
along each greater, and 210 along each shorter, face ;and its containing walls or sides consist of the finest burnt bricks, each of
which is a cubit square, and nearly a maund in weight. 5 0 to 60
yards of causeway, constructed of similar bricks or tiles, are yet
entire in the neighbourhood of the palace; and vestiges of the same
causeway, traceable at other points, indicate that all the streets of
the city were of this careful and expensive structure. The remains of the palace, of the citadel, and of the temple of the tutelary goddess, exhibit finely carved stone basements, with superstructures of the same beautifully moulded and polished bricks for
which the temples and places of the valley of Nepaul are so justly
celebrated. I measured some of the basement stones, and found
them each 5 feet long by I+ broad and deep : and yet these blocks
must have been brought from a distance of 25 miles at least, and
over the !lesser range of hills ;for, till you come to the second or
mountainous and r k k y range, no such material is to be had.
Some twenty idols, extricated fmm the ruins by the pious la-
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bour of a Gosain, are made of stone, and are superior in sculpture
t o modern specimens of the art. Many of them are much mutilated ; and of those which are perfect, I had only time to observe
that they bore the ordinary attributes of PuAnic Brahmanism.
Not a single inscription has yet been discovered : but wherefore
speak of discovery where there has been no search? I noticed
four or five pakka wells round, and each having a breast-work
about three fiet above the ground, similar precisely to the wells of
this valley.
What I have called the citadel is styled on the spot the Kotwdli
Choutu~u,and my palace 1s the R6ni-bris. The latter has a very
central position. The Kotwftli Choutara is in the northern quarter ; and the great tank, called Isr& Pokrti, is about 2 of a mile
from the north-east corner of the city wall. As already mentioned,
the last is stiU complete :the two former exist only as tumuli, some
20 to 25 feet high ; and more or less coated with earth and trees.
.
Hindu tradition, eked out by a couple of Sanscrit slokas, a copy
of which I subjoin, asserts that Simroun was founded by NANYUPA
DEVA, A. D. 1097 ; that six* of the dynasty reigned there with
great splendour ;and that the sixth, by name HARISINHADEVA,
was compelled to abandon his capital and kingdom, and take refuge in the hills A. D. 1322. The Moslem annals give 1323 for
the date of the destruction of Simroun by TOGLAKSHAH. Of the
accuracy of the latter date there can be no doubt ;nor is the differ. ence between the Musalmin and Hindu chronology of the least
moment. But, unless NANYUPAhad more than five successors, we
cannot place the foundation of Simroun higher than about 1200
A. D. That is clearly too reoent; and, in fact, no part of the tra?
dition can be trusted but that vouched by the memorial verses,
which only give the date of destruction.
Memorial verses of the f ~ u n d i n gand desertiwn of Simroun.

1. Nanyupa. 2. Oanga. 3. Nara Sinha. 4. Rama Sinha 5. Sakti Sinha.
6. Hari S i a , all with the cognomen Deva.
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w f i g w a f ~afwa mm*&w 7~q4afitif$qp-rtI
~ s m a r m f w~fti?i?3~
i
g$~~fsrawrxfs
fdBx
r ~ I \ aThe following is the substance of these memorial verses:
'The wealth accumulated by NjLs Ram, NALA,PURURAVA,
and ALA~KA,was preserved in a tank (that of Isr&,) and guarded
by a serpent. NANYUPA
DEVAdestroyed the serpent; appropriated the wealth ;and built (Simroun) Garh with it. (His descendant) HARISIAHA,compelled by cruel fate, abandoned his beautiful city, and went to the hills in the year of the Saka 1245.'
The kingdom of the B v a dynaaty in the plains expired with
the destruction or desertion of Simroun. I t extended from the
Kosi to the Gandak, and from the Ganges to the hills of Nepaul: at
least, such were its limits in the days of its greatest splendow,
when consequently it embraced aU the several localities from
which I have recently forwarded to you such signal memorials of
Hindu power and science.

No. XL
NOTE ON THE PRIMABY LANGUAGE OF THE'BUDDHIST WRITINGS..

To the Editor, Journal Asiatic Sonkty,
(Printed from the Bengal Asiatic Journal, No. 68, A. D.1837.)

I have read article 11. of the 66th No. of your Journal with
great interest. With regard to the language in which the religion
of SAKYA,'was preached and spread among the people,' I perceive nothing opposed to my own opinions in the fact that that
language was the vernacular.
There is merely in your case, as priorly in that of Mr. T v a ~ o u a ,
some misappreheqsion of the sense in which I spoke to that point.
. The preaching and spreading of the religion is a very different
thing from the elaboration of those &xulative principles from
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which the religion was deduced. In the one case, the appeal
would be to the many ; in the other, to the few. And whilst I
am satisfied that the Buddhists as practical reformers addressed
themselves to the people, and as propagandists used the vulgar
tongue, I think that those philosophical dogmata which formed
the basis of the popular creed, were enounced, defended and systematised in Sanskrit. I never alleged that the Buddhists had eschewed the Prikrits : I only denied the allegation that they had
.
eschewed the Sanskrit; and I endeavoured, at the same time, to
reconcile their use of both, by drawing a distinction between the
means employed by their philosophers to establish the principles
of this religion, and the means employed by their missionaries to
propagate the religion itself.
J O I N Vhad
~E
argued that Buddhism was an original creed,
older than Brahmanism, because of the grossness of its leading
'tenets which savour so much of 'flat atheism.'
I answered that Buddhism was an innovation on the existing
creed, and that all the
of the religion of SAKPAcould
be best and only explained by advertence to shameful prior abuse
of the religious sanction, whence arose the characteristic Buuddha
aversion to gods and priests, and that enthusiastic self-reliance
taught by Buddhism in express opposition to the servile extant
reference of all things to heavenly and earthly mediation. JONES,
again, had argued that the Buddhists used only the Priikrit because the books of Ceylon and Ava, (the only ones then forthcoming,*) were solely in that language or dialect. I answered by
producing a whole library of Sanskrit works in which the principles of Buddhism are more fully expounded than in all the legendary tomes of Ceylon and Ava ;I answered, further, by pointing to the abstruse philosophy of Buddhism, to the admitted preeminence, as scholars, of its expounders ; and to their location
in the most ,central and l i t e ~ part
y of India (Behar and Oude).
Sir W. JONES
had, however, in his possession a S;mskrit copy of the Lallitn
Vistara, and had noticed the personification of Diva Natura under the style of

Arya Tam.

With the Sanskrit a t command, I asked and ask again, why men
so placed and gifted, and having to defend their principles in the
scllools against ripe scholars from all parts of India (fur those
were days of high debate and of perpetual formal disputation in
lrilace3 and in cloisters) should be supposed to have resorted to
a limited and feebler organ when they had the universal and more
powerful one equally available ? The presumption that they did
aot thus postpone Sanskrit to Pr&rit is, in my judgment, worth
a score of any inferences deduceable from monumental slabs, backed as this presumption is by the Sanscrit records of Buddhism
discovered here. Those records came direct from the proximate
head quarters of Buddhism. And, if the principles of this creed
were not expounded and systematised in the schools of India in
Sanskrit, what are we to make of the Nepaulese originals and of
the avowed Tibetan translations? In my judgment the extent and
character of these works settle the question that the philosophic
founders of Buddhism used Sanskrit and Sanskrit only, to expound, defend and record the speculative principles of their system, principles without which the vulgar creed would be (for us,)
mere leather and prunella ! Nor is this opinion in the least opposed to your notion '(mine too) that the
system of belief,
deduced from those principles, was spread among the people of
the spot as well as propagated to remoter spots by means of the
vernacular.
It is admitted that Buddhism was long taught in Ceylon without the aid of books: and that the first book reached that island
nearly 300 years after the introduction of the creed.
Here is a distinct admission of what I long since inferred from
the general character of the religion of SAKYAin that island, viz.
the protracted total want, and ultimate imperfect supply, of those
standard written authorities of the sect which regulated belief and
practice in Magadha, in Kosala and Rhjaqrihq-in a word, in the
Metropolis of Buddhism. From this metropolis the authorities in
question were transferred directly and immediately to theproximate
hills of Nepaul, where and where only, I believe, they are now to be
found. If not translations, the books of Ceylon have all the ap-

.

pearance of being ritual collectane. legendary hearsays, and loose
comments on received texts-all which would naturally be written in the vulgar tongue.* To these, however, we must add some
very important historical annals, detailing the spread and diffusion of Buddhism. Similar annals are yet found in Tibet, but, as
, what reason it is difficult to difar as I know not in N e ~ u l for
vine.
But these annals, however valuable to us, for historical uses,
are not the original written standard of faith; and until I see
produced from
the PTajnh Phramita and the nine Dharm*
Ceylon, I must continue of the opinion that the Buddhists of that
island drew their faith from secondary, not primary sources ; and
that whilst the former were in Ceylon as elsewhere, vernacular ;
the latter were in Magadl~aand Kosala, as they are still in Nepaul, classical or Sanskrit I
Certainly Buddhism, considered in the practical view of a religious system, always appealed to the common sense and interest
of the many, inscribing its most sacred texts (Sanskrit and Pr&
krit) on temple walls and on pillars, placed in market, high-road
and cross-road.
This material fact (so opposite to the genius of Brahmanism,) I
long since called attention to ; and thence argued that the inscriptions on the lirts would be probably found to be scriptural texts !,
The tenddncy of your researches to prove that the elaborate
forms of tile Deva N B g d were constructed from simpler elements,
more or less appropriated to the popular BhLshls, is very curious ;
and seems to strengthen the opinion of those who hold Hindi to be
indigenous, older than Sanskrit in India, and not (as COLEBROOKE
supposed) deduced from Sanskrit. If Buddhism used these primitive letters before the Deva NQari existed, the date of this creed

* Suclr works written in the vulgar t o n y e are common in Nepaul and frequently we have a Sanskrit text with a vernacular running commentary.

t They lraae one of the 9, viz. the L d i t a Vistora; but M. B U H N O U P ~ S S U ~ ~ S
me, in a miserably corrupted state, Now, as thii work is forthcoming in a faultless state in Sanskrit, I say the Pali vemion mwt be a translation. (Await Mr.
a
Tun~oua'sextracts and translations before pronouncing judgment.-ED.)
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would seem 'to be thrown back to a remote ma, or, the Sanskrit
letters and language must be comparatively recent.
I can trace something very like Buddhism, into far ages and
realms : but I am sure that that Buddhism which has come down
to us in the Sanskrit, Pili and Tibetan books of the sect, and
which only therefore we do or can know, is neither old nor exotic.
That Buddhism (the doctrines of the so called seventh Buddha)
arose in the middle of India in comparatively recent times, and
expressly out of those prior abominations which had long held
the people of India in cruel vassalage to a bloated priesthood.
The race of Shka, or progenitors of Scikya Sinho (by the way,
the Sinha proves that the princely style was given to him until he
assumed the ascetic habit) may have been Scythians or Northmen,
in one sense ; and so probably were the Brahmans in that same
sense, viz. with reference to their original seat. (Brachmanes
nomen gentis diffusissimse, cujus maxima pars in montibus degit ;
reliqui circa Gangem.)
If one's purpose and object were to search backwards to the
original hive of nations, one might, as in consistency one should,
draw Brahmanism and Buddhism, VYASAand SAKYA,
from Tartary. All I say is, that quoad the known and recorded man and
thing-SAKYA SWHAand his tenets-they are indisputably Indian
and recent.*
I incline to the opinion that Hindi may be older in India than
Sanskrit, and independent, originally, of Sanskrit. But were
this so, and were it also true that the Buddhists used the best
diaiect of Hin& (that however is saturated with Sanskrit, whatever its primal independence) such admissions would rather
strengthen than weaken the argument from language against the
exotic origin of Buddhism.?
According to all Bauddha authorities the lineage of the whole seven mortal
Buddhas is expressly stated to be Brahmanical or Kshetriya ! What is the answer
to this 7
-f Our own distinguished WILSON
has too easily followed the continental
European writers in identifying the Suku vunsa with the classical Saeg or
Scythiins, and Buddhism with Samanism. The Tartars of our day avow that
they got all their knowledge from India: teste K,rhgyur et Stangyur.

According to this hypothesis, Hindi is not less, but more, Indian
than ~ a s k r i:t and, d fortiori, so is the religion assumed to have
committed its records to Hindi.
But, in very truth, the extant recards of Buddhism, whether
Sanskrit or Prrikrit, exhibit both languages in a high state of refinemeut ; and though one or both tongues came originally fro=
Tartary, they received that refinement in India, where, certaiuly,
what we k n m as Buddhism, (by mmns of these records) had its
origin, long &er Brahmanism had flourished there in all its mischievous might.
P. S. You will, I hope, excuse my having adverted to some
other controverted topics besides that which your paper immediately suggested. These questions are, a good deal,linked togethes: for instance, if Buddhism furnishesintmalevidence throughout its most authentic records that it is the express antithesis of
Brahmanism, its posteriority of date to the htter is decided, as
well as itsjealousy ofpriesdypetensims. Nec elericis infinita aut
iibera potestae, is deductiun which only very precise @ weighty
evidence will suffice to set aside : I lave seen none such pet from
Ceylon or from Ava. And be it observed, 1 here advert to authentic scriptural tenet$, and not to popular corruptions res&ing
from the facile confusion oS the ascetic with the clerical pmfeusion,

Note We are by no means prepared to enter into a controvers~
on a subject on which we profew but a slight and accidental acquaintance : nor will n e arrogate to oursqlves the distinction oT
having entered the lists almdy occupied by such champions as
Mr. H m ~ s o r uand .
&
I TUBNOW,
vho have both very stzong arguments to b r i q forward, in support of their opposite views. As
far as the Dharmalzpi could be taken as evidenee the vernacularists had the right to i t ; but on the other hand there can be no
bays, that all scholastic disputation with
doubt, as Mr. HODGSOR
the existing Brahmanical schools which SAKYA
personally visited
.and overcame, must ,have been conducted in the classical language.
The unly question is, whether any of these early disquisitionshave
X

been preserved, and whether, for example, the Life of SAKYA,
called the Lalita Vistdra, found by Professor WILSONto agree
verbatim with the Tibetan translate examined simultaneously by
Mr. CSOMA,has a greater antiquity than the Pitakattayan of Ceylon? W e happen fortuitously to have received a t this moment
two letters bearing upon the point in dispute from which we gladly
alluding to
avail ourselves of an extract or two :-Mr. TURNOUR,
the notice of the life of SAKYAfrom the Tibetan authorities by Mr.
CSOMAin the As. Res. vol. xx. writes-c' The Tibetan life is apparently a very meagre performance, containing scarcely any thing valuable in the department of history; whereas had the materials
whence it was taken been genuine, the translator would have been
able to bring forward and illustrate much'valuable information on
the pilgrimages and the acts of SAKYAin various parts of India during the 45 years he was Buddha. Even the superstit?ous facts recorded are much more absurd than they are represented in the
Pitakattayan. Thus the dream of MAYADEVIof havingbeenrubbed by a Chhadanta elephant, during her pregnancy,-is converted
into a matter of fact, of SAKYA,
'in the form of an elephant having entered by the right side into the womb or cavity of the body of MAYA DEVI !' ' G'thadanta' is taken literally as a sixtusked elephant, whereas by our books Chhadanta is the name of
a lake beyond the Himcilaya mountains where the elephants are
of a superior breed. I t is mentioned twice in the MahAwanso
(Chaps. 5 and 22)."
If the rationality of a story be a fair test of its genuineness,
which few will deny,-the Pkli record will here bear away the
palm:-but
it is much to be regretted that we have not a complete
translation of the Sanskrit and of the Ceylonese "life" to place side
by side. I t is impossible that instruction should not be gained by
such an impartial examination.* But to return to the subject
As an example of the information already obtained from Mr. Csoma's
trauslated sketch, we may adduce the origin of the custom seemingly so universal among the Buddhists of preserving pictorial or sculptured representations
of the facts of his life.-After his death the priests and minister at Rujugriha
are afraid of telling the king AJATA SATRU thereof lest he should faint from
the
-

under discussion ; my fisiend Mr. C s o ~ awrites from Titalya in
the Pzc~niyadistrict :" I n reference to your and Mr. TURNOUR'Sopinion that the
original records of the Buddhists in ancient India, were written
in the Mhqadhi dialect, I beg leave to add in support of it, that
in the index or register ' ( ~ W ' i qctka~-chhag) of the KaAg y u ~ it
, is stated that the Su'tras in general-i. e. all the works in
the Kahgyur except the 21 volumes of the Sher-chhin and the
22 volumes of the rGyzcd 35 class, after the death of SHAKYA,
were first written in the Sindhu language and the Sher-chhin and
r G p d in the Sanskrit : but part of the rGyud also in several
other corrupt dialects. I t is probable that in the seventh century
and afterwards, the ancient Buddhistic religion was remodelled
and generally written in Sanskrit, before the Tibetans commenced
its introduction by translation into their own county."
This explanation, so simple and so authentic, ought to set the
matter at rest, and that in the manner that the advocates of either view should most desire, for i t shews that both are right!
-It is generally allowed that the Pa'li and the Zend are derivatives of nearly the same grade from the Sanskrit stock ; and the
modern dialect of Sinde as well as the Bhcishh of upper and western India present more striking analogies to the Pali, in the rethe shock, and it is suggested by ~ ~ A H A ' K A ~ H Y A Pby
A way of breaking the intelligence to him, that the Mahamantra or chief priest should " go speedily
into the king's garden, and cam to be represented i n painting, how CHOMOANDAS (Bhagavan) was in Tuslrita : how in the shape of a n elephant he entered his mother's womb : how a t the foot of the holy fig-tree he attained
su?reme perfection : how at Varanaei he turned the wheel of the law of twelve
kinds, (taught his doctrines :)-how he at Sraoasti displayed great miracles;-how at the city of Ghnclren he descended from the T t a y a Str~nsha
heaven, whither he had gone to instruct his mother .-and lastly, how having
accomplished his acts in citilixing and instructing men in his doctrine at several places, he went to his last repose in therity of Kaahu in .4ssanr." Kow
whether the hook in question w b written sooner or later, it explains the practice equally and teaches us how we may successfully analyze t h r events depicted in the drawings of A4atltn, perchance, or the sculptures of Uhilsu, with a
full volume of the life of Slrakya in our hand. Similar paintings are common
i n Ava. and an amusing, but rather aprocryphal, series may hr seen in UPHAM'S
folp history of Budd11i.m.
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moral particularly of the r, and the modifiwtion af the auxiliary
verbs, than any of the dialects of Bengal, be ha^, cr Ceylon.*
Plausible grounds for tho existence of this western dialect in the
heart of Magadha, and the prefirence given it in writings of the
,period, may be found in the origin of the ruling dynasty of that
province, qhich had confessedly proceeded from the north-west.
At any rate those of the Shhya race, which had emi,srated from
Sinde to Kapila vastu (somewhere in the Gangetic valley) may
have preserved the idiom d this native province and have caused
it to prevail along with the religion which was promulgated
through its means.
We are by no means of opinion that the Hindi, Sindkt, or Phk
had an independent origin prior to the Sanskd. The more the
first of these, which is the most modern form and the fatthest re~uovedfrom the classical language, is examined and analyzed, the
more evidently is its modidcation and corruption from the ancient
stock found to follow systematic rules,-and to evince rather provincial dialectism (if I may use the word) than the mere e n p f t ment of foreijp words upon a pre-existent and written language.
The aboriginal terms of Indian speech must be rather sought in
the hills and in the peninsula ;in the plains and popnlous districts
of the north the evidences of their existence are necessarily smothefed by the predominance of the refined and durable languages
of the court, of religion, and of the educated classes. A writer in
the Foreign Quarterly has lately been bold enough to revive the
theory of Sanskrit being merely a derivative from the Greek
through the intervention of the Zend, and subsequent to the
Macedonian invasion ! The Agathocles' coin ought to answer all
such speculations. The Phli of that day along with its appropriate symbols is proved to have held the same precise derivative relation to the Sanskrit as it does now-for the records on which we
argue are not modern, but of that very period. All we still &t
is to find some graven Brahmanical record of the same period
to shew the character then in use for writing Sanskrit; and to
&e the Rev. Dr. MILL'S
note on this subject in the Jour. Asiat. Soc. vol. v.
p. 30; also Professor WILSON'S
remarks, vol. i. page 8.

d d octilar denlonstratioll to the proofs afforded by the p r o f w d
researches of philologists as to the genuine antiquity of the venerable depository of the Vedas.-ED.

No. XII.
(Printed from the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.)
EXTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

The Secretary then read the following 16tter addressed to him
Esq. the Hon. East India Comby BRIANHOUGHTON
HODGSON,
pany's Political Resident in Xepau1:'' hTepaul, April 2 4 1835.
"MY DEAR SIR,--Through Dr. Wallich I have recently had
the honour to transmit to you a copy of the Sata Sahasrika Prajna Paramita, or Raksha Bhagavati, as it is more commonly called here; and, in the course of the year, I trust to be enabled to
send to you copies of the nine works denominated the Nava
D h a m a . They will be. followed by despatches of the other Paudnika and Tintrika books bf the Saugatas, of which the names
are enumerated in my Sketch of Buddhism.
" I t is my hope and my ambition to be able to deposit in your
archivea a complete series of these original Sanskrit depositories
of Bauddha pllilosophy and religion; in the conviction that in
them only can be traced with success the true features of a system which is far too subtle and complex to be apprehended
thmugh the medium of such languages as those of the Tibetans
and Mongolians ;-and which system demands our bestattention,
not less on account of its having divided with Briihmanism the
empire of opinion for ages, within the limits of India proper, than
for its unparalleled extension beyond those limits in more recent
times, and up to the present day. It is probable, that, during four
or five centuries at least, Buddhism was as influential within the
e

bounds of the continent of India as Br&hmanism; aed, it is certain, that the period of its greatest influence there was synchronous with the brightest era of the intellectual cuItGre of that continent. The Brfthmans themselves attest, again and again, the
philosophical acumen and literary abilities of their detested rivals; and, upon the whole, I fancy it can hardly be too much to
assert, that, until the speculations and arguments of Sdkya, and
his successors, are as well known to us as those of V y h a and his,
we must remain, with respect to the knowledge of the Indian philosophy of mind, and its collateral topics, pretty much in the condition which we should be in, with regard to the same sciences in
' Europe, were the records of Protestant sagacity obliterated, and
those of Catholic ingenuity alone left us to judge of and decide
by-

'' AS to the importance of a knowledge of the speculative tenets
of Buddhism, witti a view to complete, the history of Indian philosophy and intellectual culture, there may be some difference of
opinion ; but there can be none respecting the desirableness of
drawing from original and adequate sources our notions of that
existing system of faith which, for the number d its followers,
surpasses every religion on the face of the earth. Not to mention that tlie researches of every year furnish us with fresh presumptions in favour of the former prevalence of Buddhism in
wide regions where it is now superseded by I s l h i s m , or by
Christianity. The works which it is my purpose to deposit copies of in the library of your Society, constitute such original and
adequate sources of information respecting the Saugatas. They
are all written in the Sanskrit language, are of vast extent, and
embrace numerous treatises belonging to the Thntrika, as well as
the Pau~cinikaclass. . Till very recently, works of the former order were withheld from me, owing to religious scruples; but I
have, within the last year, procured several, am daily obtaining
more, and am now of opinion, that nearly the whole contents of
the immense xar'Lgyu~ and Stangyu'r collections of Tibet may yet
be had in the original Sanskrit in Nepaul. Such being the case,
I do ~:otintend (unless the Society express a wish to that effect)

.

to coritil~uethe transmissioll of the Tibetan series; tior to make
any additions to thase volumes of the Ydm division of the Kuhgydr, which were sent to you along with the S a t a SaAusriha, ill
the original Sanskrit, because I am quite confident the Tibetan
translations are infinitely inferior to the Sanskrit originals ; and
because there are as yet no Tibetan scholars in Europe.
" T h e general opinion amongst Europeans seems to be, that
the Bauddha aages committed their doctrines to the PAlf language rather than to the Sanskrit,-an
opinion founded, as I
presume, upon t l ~ efact, that the Buddhist works extant in Ceylon are in the Pili, as well as those of the Indo-Chinese nations,
so far as the latter are not avowed translations therefrom into the
vernacular tongues. But before I can subscribe to the opinion
adverted to, I must see PQi works produced, comparable in importance and number with the Sanskrit records of Buddhism that
have been procured in Nepaul ;and, in the mean while, it appears
to me most extraordinary that the philosophers of Ayodhya and
of Magadha, the acknowledged founders of Buddhism, should be
presumed by us to have postponed Sanskrit to PQli;whilst, ou
the other hand, I can easily conceive, that as the new opinions
spread into the remote Dekkan, and thence to Ceylon, their propagators should have facilitated their operations by means of
PStli translations. I n a word, I believe the Sanskrit books of
Nepaul are the only original treatises on Buddhism yet discovered by us, or now extant; and I think I do not exaggerate the
importance of those treatises when I say, that through them only
shall we be enabled either to complete the history of Indian philosophy, or to elucidate the real nature of those religious doctrines
which constitute the faith of the Indo-Chinese, Ceylonese, Tibetans, Mongolians; as well as of the bulk of the Chinese, of the
Japanese, of the various nations usually called Tartars ;and, lastly, of the Himtilayan mountaineers of India."
B. H. HODGSON.
To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

No. X 111.
A DISPUTATION RESPECTING CASTE BY A

In

BUDPHIST,

the form of a Series of Proposkbm s u p p o d to be put by a
. Saiva and refuted by the Uisputaet.
(Printed from the Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. ii.)

To the Secretary of the Asiatic Society.
SIB,
Nepaul Residency, July 1 1th, 1829.
A few days since my learned old B d h a Mend brought me
a little tract in Sanskrit, with suc11 an evident air of pride and
pleasure, that I immediately asked him what it contained. '' Oh,'
my friend!" was his reply, " I have longbeen trying to procure
for you this work, in the assurance that you must highly approve
the wit and wisdom contained in it; and, after many applicatiane
to the owner, I have at length obtained the loan of i t for three or
four day. B& I T n a t let you have it, nor even a copy of it,
such being the condi'tiohs on wlnch I procured you a Q h t of it."
i
dstimulated my curiosity, and with
These words ~f my d d &
a fey fair words I engaged the old gentleman to lend me and my
pundit his aid in making a translation of it ;a taak which we accomplished within the limited period of my possession of the original, although my p d i t (a Brahman of Benares) soon declined
co-operation with us, full of indignation it the author and hie work!
Notwithstanding, however, the loss of the pandit'~ aid, I think I
may venture to say that the translation gives a fair representation
of the matter of the origiial, w d is not altogether without eome
baces .of its manner.
I t consists of a shrewd and argumentative attack, by a Baud&a, upon the Brahmanical doctrine of cast?: and what adds to its
pungency is, that throughout, the truth of the Brahmanical writ-

ings is assumed, and that the author's proofs of the erroneousness of the doctrine of caste are all drawn from those writings.
H e possesses himself of the enemy's battery, and turns their own
guns against them. T o an English reader this circumstance
gives a puerile character to a large portion of the Treatise, owing
to the enormous absurdity of the data from which the author
, argues. His inferences, however, are almost always shrewdly
drawn, and we must remember that not he but his antagonists
must be answerable for the character of the data. T o judge by the
effect produced upon my Brahman pundit-a wise man in his generation, and accustomed for the last four years to the examination of Bauddha literature-by this little Treatise, it would seem
that there is no method of assailing Brahmanism comparable to
that of "judging it out of its own mouth :" and the resolution of
the Committee of the Serampore College to make a thorough
knowledge of Hindu learning the basis of the education of their
destined young apostles of Christianity in India, would thence appear to be most wise and politic :but to return to my little Treatise.
W e all know that the Brahmans scorn to consider the Sudras as
of the same nature with themselves, in this respect resembling the
bigoted Christians of the dark ages, who deemed in like manner
of the Jews. The manner in which our author treats this part of
his subject is, in my judgment, admirable, and altogether worthy
of a European mind. Indeed it bears the closest resemblance to
the style of argument used by Shakespeare ; in covertly assailing
the analogous European prejudice already adverted to. I need
not point more particularly to the glorious passage in the Merchant of Venice: " Bath not a Jew eyes, hands, organs, dimensions, senses, passions ; fed with the same food, hurt by the same
diseases ?" &c. &c.
The Bauddha Treatise commences in the sober manner of a
title page to a book ; but immediately after the author has announced himself with due pomp, he rushes " in medias res,", and to the
end of his work maintains the animated style of uivci voce disputation. Who ASHUGHOSHA,the author, was: when he flourished and
where, I cannot ascertain. All that is known of h i a t Nepaul
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is, that he was a Maha pundif, or great sage, and wrote, besides
t h e little Treatise now translated, two larger Bauddha works of
high repute, the nades of whicli are mentioned in a note.'
I am, kc.
B. H. HODGSON.

I, ASHU GHOSHA,first invoking MANJAGHOSHA,the Guru of

'

the world, with all my soul and all my strength, proceed to compose the book called Vajra Suchi, in accordance with the Shast r a s (Hindu or Brahmanical Sastras.)
Allow then that your Vedas and Shrittis, and works involving
both Dharma and Artha, are good and valid, and that discourses
a t variance with them are invalid, still what you say, that the
Brahman is the highest of the four cagtes, cannot be proved from
those books.
Tell me, first of all, what is Brahmanhoocj ? I s it lie, or parentage, or body, or wisdom, or the may (cichcir,) or acts, i. e.
morality (Karam,) or the Vedas ?
If you say it is life (jiva,) such an assertion cannot be reconcil- ,
.dwith the Vedas; for, it is written in the Vedas, that "the sun
and
, other deities, were a t first quadrupeds ;
and the moon, I N D ~ A
and some other deities were first animals and afterwards became
.gods ; even the vilest of the vile (Swapah) have become gods."
From these words it is clear that Brahmanhood is not life (jiva),
a position which is further proved from these words of the Mahabharata : " Seven hunters and ten deer, of the hill of Kalinjal,
a goose of the lakeMansaravara, a n d a c h d w a of Saradwipa, all these
were born as Brahmans, in the Kurukshetra (near Dehli), and became very learned in the Vedas." I t is also said by MANU,in his
.Dharma Smtra, Whatever Brahman learned in the four Vedas,
with their ang and upang, shall take charity from a Sudra, shall for
twelve births be an ass, and for sixty births a hog, and seventy births
The Buddlra Clioritra Kavya, and the Nundi-,%fukhasugl~osha
Avadan,
and other works.

a dog." From these words it is clear that Brahmanhood is not life ;
for, if it were, how could such things be ?
If, again, you say that Brahmanhood depends on parentage or
birth Cjiiti); that is, that to be a Brahman one must be born of
Brahman parents,-this
notion is at variance with the known
p a s s q p of the Smritti, that ACHALAMUNIwas born of an elephant, and CESA PINGALA
of an owl, and AGASTYAMUNI from
the Agasti flower, and COUSIKAMUNI from the Cusa grass, and
CAPILA from a monkey, and GAUTAMIRISHI from a creeper that
entwined a Saul tree, and DQONAACHABYAfrom an earthen pot,
and TAITTIRI
RISHI from a partridge, and PARSWA
RAMAfrom
dust, and SRINGA R I S H ~from a deer, and VYASAMUNI from a
fisherwoman, and KOSHIKAMUNIfrom a female Sudra, and VISWA
MITRA from a Chandalni, and VASISHTHAMUNI from a strumpet. Not one of them had a Brahman mother, and yet all were
notoriously called Brahmans ; whence I infer, that the title is a
distinction of popdar origin, and cannot be traced to parentage
from written authorities.
Should you again say, that whoever is born of a Brahman father or mother is a Brahman, then the child of a slave even lnay
become a Brahman ; a consequence to which I have no objection,
but which will not consort with your notions, I fancy.
Do you say, that he who is sprang of Brahman parents is a
Brahman? Still I object that, since you must mean pure and true
Brahmans, in such case the breed of Brahmans must be a t an end ;
since the fathers of the present race of Brahmans are not, any of
them, free from the suspicion of having,wives, wha notoriously
commit adultery with Sudras. .Now, if the real father be a Sudra, the son cannot be a Brahman, notwithstanding the Brahmanhood of his mother. From all which I infer, that Brahmanhood
is not truly derivable from birth ; and I draw fresh proofs of this
from the Manava Dhurma, which affirms that the Brahman who
eats flesh loses instantly his rank; and also, that by selling wax,
or salt, or milk, he becomes a Sudra in three days; and further,
that even such a Brahman as can fly like a bird, directly ceases
to be a Brahman by meddling with the fleshyots.
I- 2

From all this is it not clear that Bmhmanhodd is not the same
with birth: since, if that were the case, it could not belost by
any acts however degrading. Knew you ever of a flying horse
that by alighting on earth y a s turned into a pig?-'Tis
impossible.
Say you that body ( S u r i r l is the Brahman ? this too is false ;
for, if body be the Brahman, then fire, when the Brahman's corpse
is consumed by it, will be the murderer of a Brahman; and such
also will be every one of the Brahman's relatives who consigned
his body to the flames. Nor less will this other absurdity follow,
that every one born of a Brahman, though his mother were a
Kshatriya or Vaisya, would be a Brahman-being bone of the
bone, and flesh of the flesh of his father: a monstrosity, you will
allow,'that was never heard of. ,4gain, are not performing sacrifice, and causing others to perform it, reading and causing to
read, receiving and giving charity,. and other holy acts, sprung
from the body of the Brahman ?
I s then the virtue of all these destroyed by the destruction of
the body of a Brahman? Surely not, according to your own
principles; and, if not, then Brahmanhood cannot consist i n
body.
Say you that wisdomf constitutes the Brahman? This too is
incorrect. W h y ? Because, if it were true, many Sudras must
have become Brahmans from the great wisdom they acquired. I
myself know many Sudras who are masters of the four Vedas,
and of philology, and of the Mimunsa, and Sanc'hya, and Vaisheshika and Jyotishika philosophies ;yet not one of them is or ever
was called a Brahman. I t is clearly proved then, that Brahmanhood consists not in wisdom or learning. Then do you affirm
that the Achrir is Erahmanhood ? This too is' false ; for if it were
true, many Sudfas would become Brahmans; since many Nuts
and Bhlits, and Kaivertas, and Bhrinds, and others, are every
where to be seen performing the severest and most laborious acts
Perhaps it should rather be translated learnitrg.
isjnyana.

The word in the original

.

,

'

of piety. Yet not one of these, who are all so pre-eminent in
their Achh, is ever called a Brahman : from which it is clear that
Achcir does not constitute the Brahman.
Say you that K a r a m makes the Brahman ? I answer, no ;for
the argument used above applies here with even greater force, altogether annihilating the notion that acts constitute the Brahman.
Do you declare that by reading the Vedas a man becomes a B d man ? This is palpably false ; for it is notorious that the Rakshasa
RAVANwas deeply versed in all the four Vedas; and that, indeed,
all the R a h h a s a s studied the Vedas in RAVAN'S
time : yet you do
not say that one of them thereby became a Brahman. I t is therefore proved that no one becomes a Brahman by reading the Je'clas.
What then is thiicreature called a Brahman ? If neither reading the Veclrrs, nor Sanskar, nor parentage, nor race (Kula), nor acts
(Karam), confers Brahmanhood, what does or can ? T o my mind
Brahmanhood is merely an immaculate quality, like the snowy
whiteness of the Kundh flower. That which removes sin is Brahmanhood. I t consists of Urcita, and Tapas, and Neyama, and
Ripavas, and Dan, and Drima, and Shcinua, and Sanyama. I t is
written in the Vedas that the gods hold that man to be a Brahman who is free from intemperance and g o t i s m ;and from Sanga,
and Parigralra, and Praga, and Ihuesha. Moreover, it is written in all the Sastras that the signs of a Brahman are these,
truth, penance, the command of the organs of sense, and mercy ; as those of a Chandala are the vices opposed to those virtues. Another mark of the Brahman is a scrupulous abstinence
from sexual commerce, whether he be born a god, or a man, or a
beast. Yet further, SUKRAACHARYAhas said, that the gods
take no heed of caste, but deem him to be the Brahman who is a
good man although he belong to the vilest. From all which I infer, that b i i h , and life, and body, and wisdom, and observance of
religious rites (achrir), and acts (karam), are all of no avail tow a d s becoming a Brahman.
Then again, that opinion of your sect, that P r a v r a j a l a is prohibited to the Sitdra ; and that for him service and obedience paid
)

.

to Brahmans are instead of pravrajaya,-because, forsooth, in
speaking of the four castes, the Sudra is mentioned last, and is
therefore the vilest,-is
absurd; for, if it were correct, INDEA
would be made out to be the lowest and meanest of beings, I N D R . ~
being mentioned in the P a r n i S u t r a after the dog, thus-"
Shua,
Yua Maghwa."
I n truth, the order in which they are mentioned
or written, cannot affect the relative rank and dignity of the beinga
spoken of.
greater than MAHESA?or are the teeth
What! is PAEVATI
superior in dignity to the lips, because we find the latter postponed to the former, for the mere sake of euphony, in some grammar
sentence? Are the teeth. older than the lips ;or does your creed
teach you to postpone SIVA to his spouse? N o ; nor any more is
it true that the Sudra is vile, and the Brahman high and mighty,
because we are used to repeat the Chutur Varrinu in a particular
order. And if this proposition be untenable, your dedubtion from
it; viz. that the vile Sudra must be content to regard his service
and obedience to Brahmans as his only pravrajAya, falls likewise
to the ground.
Know further, that it is written in the DFcama Sastra of
&NU,
that the Brahman who has drank the milk of a Sudarni, or
has been even breathed bpon by a Sudarni, or has been born of
such a female, is not restored to his rank by prayrischitta. I n the
same work it is further asserted, that if any Brahman eat and
drink from the hands of a Sudurni, he becomes in life a Sudra,
and after death a dog. MANUfurther says, that a ~ & h m a nwho
associates with female Sudras, or keeps a Sudra concubine, shall
be rejected by gods and ancestors, and after death shall g o to hell.
From all these assertions of the Manavri Dharma, it is clear that
Brahmanhood is nothing indefeasibly attached to any race or
breed, but is merely a quality of good men. Further, it is written in the Sastra of MANU,that many Sudras became Brahmans
by force of their piety ; for example, KATHINUMUNI, who was
born of the sacrificial flame produced by the friction of wood, became a Brahman by dint of Tapas; and VA~ISHTHA
MUNI, born
of the courtezan UEVASI; and VYASAMUNI, born of a female of

tile fisherman's caste ; and RISHXYASRINGA MUNI, bom of a
doe ; and VISHVAMITRA,born a Chandalni; and NAREDWNI,
born of a female spirit-seller ; all these became Brahmans by virtue of their Tapas. I s it not clear then that Brahmanhood depends not on birth ? I t is also notorious that he who has conquered himself is a Yati; -that he who performs penance is a Tapasya; and that he who obsekves the Brahma c h a q a is a Brahman. I t is clear then that he whuse life is pure, and his temper
cheerful, is the true Brahman ; and that lineage (Kula) has nothing to do with the matter. There are these slokas in the Manava Dharma, " Goodness of disposition and purity are the best
of all things ; lineage is not alone deserving of respect. If the
race be royal and virtue be wanting to it, it is contemptible and
useless." KATHINA MUNI and VYASA MUNI, and other sages,
though born of Sudras, are famous among men as Brahmans;
and many persons born in the lowest ranks have attained heaven
by the practice of uniform good conduct (sila.) T o say therefore that the Brahman is of one particular race is idle and false.
Your doctrine, that the Brahman was produced from the mouth,
the Kshatriya from the arms, the Vaisya from the thighs, and the
Sudra from the feet, cannot be supported. Brahmans are not of
one particular race. Many persons have lived who belonged to
the Kaivarta Kul, and the RajaRa Kul, and the Chrindal Kul, and
yet, while they existed in this world, performed the Chura Karan,
and Mung-bandan, and Dant-kadtha, irnd other acts appropriated to Brahmans, and after their deaths became, and still are, famous under the Brahmans.
All that I have said about Brahmans you must know is equally
applicable to Kshatriyas ; and that the doctrine of the four castes
is altogether fdse. All men are of one caste.
Wonderful ! You affirm that all men proceeded from one, i. e.
Brahma ; how then can there be a fourfold insuperable diversity
among them? If I have four sons by one wife, the four sons,
having one father and mother, must be all essentially alike.
Know too that distinctions of race among beings are broadly marked by differences of conformation and organization: thus, the

foot of the elephant is very different from that of the horse ; that
of the tiger unlike that of the deer ;and so of the rest : add by that
single diagnosis we learn that those animals belong to very different races. But I never heard that the foot of a Kshatriya was
different from that of a Brahman, or that of a Sudra. All men
are formed alike, and are clearly of one race. Further, the generative organs, the colour, the figure, the ordure, the urine, the
odour, and utterance, of the ox, the buffalo, the horse, the elephant, the ass, the monkey, the goat, the sheep, &c. furnish clear
diagnostics whereby to eeparate these various races of animals :
but in all those respects the Brahman resembles the Kshatriya,
and is therefore of the same race or species with hi. 1 have
instanced among quadrupeds the diversities which separate diverse genera. I now proceed to give some more instances from
among birds. Thus, the goose, the dove, the parrot, the peacock, &c. are known to be different by their diversities of figure,
and colour, and plumage, and beak : but the Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaisya and Sudra are alike without and within. How then
can we say they are essentially distinct ?. Again, among trees the .
Bcita, and Bakula, and Palis, and Ashoka, and Tarnal, and Nagkcmar, and Shirik, and Champa, and others, are clearly contradistinguished by their stems, and leaves, and flowers, and fruits,
and barks, and timber, and seeds, and juices, and odours; but
Brahmans, and Kshatriyas, and the rest, are alike in flesh, and
skin, and blood, and bones, and figure, and excrements, and mode
of biih. I t is surely then clear that they are of one species or
race.
Again, tell me, is a Brahman's sense of pleasure and pain
different from that of a Kshatriya ? Does not the one sustain
life in the same way, and find death from the same causes as the
other? Do t L y differ in intellectual faculties, in their actions,
or the objects of those actions ; in the manner of their birth, or in
their subjection to fear and hope? Not a whit. I t is therefore
clear that they are essentially the same. In the Udarnbcira and
Panosa trees the fruit is produced from the branches, the stem,
the joints, and the roots. Is one fruit therefore different &MI

another, so that we may call that produced from the top of the
stem the Brahman fruit, and that from the roots the Sudra fruit?
Surely not. Nor can men be of four distinct races, because they
sprang f50m four diffefent parts of one body. You say that the
Brahman was produced from the mouth ; whence was the Brahmani produced ? From the mouth likewise ? Grant it-and then
you must marry the brother to the sister! a pretty business indeed ! if such incest is to have place in this world of ours, all distinctions of right and wrong must be obliterated.
This consequence, flowing ineOitably from your doctrine that
the Brahman proceeded from the mouth, proves the falsity of that
doctrine. The distinctions between Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Vaisyas
and Sudras, are founded merely on the observance of divers rites,
and the practice of different professions ; as is clearly proved by
RISRI with YUDRISTHIRA
the conversation of BAISHAMPAYANA
named
RAJA, which was as follows: One day the son of PANDU,
YUDHISTHIRA,
who was the wise man of his age, joining his hands
reverentially, asked BAISHAMPAYANA,
Whom do you call a
Brahman ; and what are the signs of Brahmanhood? B a r g a A ~
answered, The first sign of a Brahman is, that he possesses longsuffering and the rest of the virtues, and never is guilty of violence
and wrong doing ; that he never eats flesh ;and never hurts a sentient thing. The second sign is, that he never takes that which
belongs to another without the owner's consent, even though he
find it in the road. The third sign, that he masters all worldly
affections and desires, and is absolutely i~rdifferentto earthly considerations. The fourth, that whether he is born a man, or a
god, or a beast, he never yields to sexual desires. The fifth
that he possesses the following five pure qualities, truth, mercy,
command of the senses, universal benevolence, and penance.*
Whoever possesses these five signs of Brahmanhood I acknowledge to be a Brahman ; and, if he possess them not, he is a Su%

The word in the original is Tapor, which we are accustomed to translate
"penance," 'and I have followed the usage, though " ascetism" would be a better word. The proud T ( ~ p a u ~whom
i , the very gods regard with dread, never
dreams of contrition and repentance.

z

dra. Brahmanhood depends not on race (Kuli,) or birth (Jut,) nor
on the performance of certain ceremonies. If a Bhandbl is virtuous, and possesses the signs above noted, he is a Brahman. Oh !
YUDHI~THIRA,
formerly in this world of ours there was but one
caste. The division into four castes originated with diversity of
rites and of wocations. All men were born of woman in like
manner. All are subject to the same physical necessities, and
have the same organs and senses. But he whose conduct is uniformly good is a Brahman ; and if it be otherwise he is a Sudra ;
aye, lower than a Sudra. The Sudra who, on the other hand,
possesses these virtues is a Brahman.
oh, YUDHI~THIRA
! I f a Sudra be superior to the allurements
of the five senses, to give him charity is a virtue that will be rewarded in. heaven. Heed not his caste; but only mark his qualities. Whoever in this life ever does well, and is ever ready to
benefit others, spending his days and nights in good acts, such an
one is a Brahman; and whoever, relinquishing worldly ways,
employs himself solely in the acquisition of ~Woksha,such an one
also is a Brahman ; and whoevh refrains from destruction of life,
and from wordly affections, and evil acts, and is free from passion and backbiting, such an one also is a Brahman ;and whoso
possesses Kshema, and Daya, and Duma, and Ddn, and Satya,
and Soucham, and Smgitli, and Ghrina, and P7idya, and Vcnan,
&c. is a Brahman. Oh, YUDHISTHIRA! if a person perform
the Brahmacharya for one night, the merit of it is greater than
that of a thousand sacrifices (yajna). And whoso has read all
the Vedas, and performed all the Tirthas, and observed all the
commands and prohibitions of the Sastra, such an one is a Brahman! and whoso has never injured a sentient thing by act, word
or thought, such a person shall instantly be absorbed (at his
death) in BEAHMA. Such were the words of BAISHAMPAYANA.
.
Oh, my friend, my design in the above discourse is, that all ignorant Brahmans and others should acquire wisdom by studying it,
and take to the right way. Let them, if they approve it, h$ed
it ; and if they approve it not, let them neglect its admonitio&.

ON THE EXTREME BESEXELAKCE THAT PREVAILS BETWEE6 M A N Y
OF THE SYMBOLS OF BUDDEISM AXD SAIVISM.

(Printed from the Quarterly Oriental Magazine, So. 14, A. D. 1827.)

To the Editor of the Oriental Quarterly ilfagazine..

sla,
I t is the purpose of the following paper to furnish to tho=
who have means and inclination to follow them out, a few hinta
relative to the extreme resemblance that prevails between many
of the symbols of Buddhism and Saivism. Having resided myself some few years in a Bauddha country, I have had ample opportunities of noting this resemblance, and a perusal of the works
of CRAWFUBD,
of RAFFLES, and of the Bombay Literary Society,
has satisfied me that this curious similitude is not peculiar to the
land wherein I abide. I observe that my countrymen, to whom
any degree of identity between faiths in general so opposite tu
each other as SaiPism and Buddhism, never seems to have occurred, have in their examinations of the monuments of India and its
Islands, proceeded upon the assumption of an absolute incommunity between the types of the two religions as well as between
the things typified.'
This assumption has puzzled them not a
little so often as the evidence of their eyes has forced upon them,
the observation of images in the closest'juxta position which their
previous ideas nevertheless obliged them to sunder as far apart a8
Brahmanism and Buddhism !
When in the country in which I reside, I observed images the most apparently. Saiva placed in the precincts of Saugata temples,
This remark is scarcely just, the possible connection of the Saiva and Buddha systems on Juua and Bali having been frequently conjertwed, and in India
the intermixture of Jain, with Vaiahnua, and even Sukta practices is not uncom~ou.-ED.
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I was a t first inclined to consider the circumstance as an incongruity arising out of an ignorant confusion of the two creeds by
the people of this country : but-~Tonmultiplying my observations
such a solution gave me no satisfaction : these images often occupied the very penetralia of Saugata temples ; and in the sequel 5
obtained sufficiept access to the conversation, and books of the
Bauddhas to convince me that the cause of the difficulty lay deeper then I had supposed.* The best informed of the Bauddhas
contemptuously rejected the notion of the images in question being Saiva, and in the books of their own faith they pointed out
the Bauddha legends justifying and explaining their use of such,
'-\ to me, doubtful sytobols.
Besides, my access to the European
works of which I have already spoken exhibited to me the very
same apparent anomdy existing in regions the most remote from
one another, and from that wherein I dwell. Indeed, whencesoever
Bauddha monuments, sculptural or architectural, had been drawn
by European curiosity, the same dubious symbols were exhibited :
nor could my curiosity be a t all appeased by the assumption
which I found employed to explain them. I shewed these monuments to a well informed old Bauddha, and asked him what he
thought of them, particularly of the famous Tri-Mhrti image of
the Cave temple of the West. H e recognised it as a genuine
Bauddha image ! As he did many-many
others declared by
our writers to be Saiva! Of these matters you may perchance
hear hereafter, suffice it at present to say that I continued to interrogate my friend as to whether he had ever visited the plains
of India, and had there found any remains of his faith. Yes, was
the prompt reply, I made a pilagimage to Gayah, in my youth :
I then asked h i if he remembered what he had seen and could
tell me. H e replied that he had, at the time, put a few remarks
on paper which he had preserved, and would give me a copy of, if I
desired it. I bid h i do so, and was presented with a paper of which

/

CAUSESare not at present my game : hut consider the easy temper of EUperstition; the com'mon origin of Buddhism and Brahmanism in India; the
common tendency of both Gaivaism and Buddhism to asceticism, &c. &c. even
Christianity adopted many -of the rites and emblems of classic paganism.

'

the euclosed is a translation. Let me add that never having visited
Gayah, I cannot say any thing relative to the accuracy of my friend's
details, aud that in regard to the topographical ones, there are probably a few slight mistakes. I am aware that an accurate explanation from the Bauddha books of the drawings that accompany my
paper, would be of more value than that paper. But, Sir, non omnia
possumus pmnes, and I hope that a Bauddha comment on Brahmanical ignorance will be found to possess some value, as a curiosity; and some utility, for the hints it furnishes'relative to the
topic adverted to in this letter.
I am, Sir, your obedient Servant,
Valley of ATepaul, iTVov. 1827.
H.
P. +%-Captain DANGEEFIELD'Sfire images in the Cave at
Bhg, and which the Brahmans told him were the five Pandhs,
'5
are doubtless the " Pancha B(~ddhaDhyrini ;" as is the Captain's
"Chara~i," said to be that of Vishn6, the Cliaran of Sakya Sinha;
or that of Manj Ghbk. If it be the latter, it has a n eye engraved in the centre of each foot.

BGddh Gayah, according t o a Nepaulese Bauddha who visited it.
I n 33hddh Gayah there is a templef of MaM Bdddha in the
interior of which is enshrined the image of Sikya Sinha : before the
image is a Chaitya of stone, close to which are the images of three
Lbk Eshwaras, viz. Hal& Hal6 L6k Eshwara,t &c. Thie temple
The word in the original is Kutagar, and I understand that the temple of
Maha Buddha in the city of Patan, in this valley, is built after the model of the
Gayah temple. If so, t$e latter is of the same general form with the Orissan
Jagannath. The Patan temple is divided in the it~terior,into five stories. Sakya
Sinha, the genius loci, is enshrined in the centre of the tirat story ; Amitabha,
the fourth Dhyani Buddha, occupies the second story; asmall stone Chaitya, the
third ; the Dharma Dhatu mandal, the fourth ; and the Vajra Dhatu mandal,
the fifth and highest story, and the whole structure is crowned on the outside, by
a Chura hIani Chaitya.
t Hala Haja Lok Eshwara, a form of Padma Pani, th\e fourth Dhyani Bodhisatwa, and active creator and governor of the preaext system of nature. Three
Uhyani

of Mahi Btiddha, the Brahmans call the temple of Jagat Nitha,
and the image of SBkya Sinha they denominate Mah6 Mhni ;* of
the three L6k NBths, one they call Maha Dbva, one Pirvati, and
the third their son. On the south side of the temple of Nahi
Bhddha is a small stone temple in which are the images of the
seven BGddhas,t and near to them on the left three other images,
of Hal6 Hal6 L6k Eshwara, Maitreya Bodhisatwa, and Dipankara Bhddha. The Brahmans call six of the seven BGddhas, the
P6nd6s and their bride, but know not what to make of the seventh Bhddha, or of the remaining three images.
Upon the wall of the small temple containing the Sapta Buddha, and immediately above their images, is an image of Vajra
Satwa,$ one head, two hands, in the right hand a Vajra, and in the
left a bell, with the lock on the crown of the head, twisted into a
turban: the Brahmans call this image of Vajra Satwa MahB
Brahm6. At the distance of 15 yards, perhaps, east of the great
temple of Mahh Bhddha is another small temple in which is placed a circular slab having the print of the feet of Sakya Sinha
Dhyani Bodhisatwas preceded him in that omce, and one remains to follow
him.
This name is equivocal : the Brahmans mean. I suppose, to designate by
it the chief of their own Alunis. The Bauddhas recognise it as just, since the
Tri-Kand Sesh, and many of their scriptures give this name to Sakya Sinha.
The Bauddha scriptures say that one form is common to all the seven
great Manushi Buddhas. The figure I have given of Sakya has the Bhumisparsa Mudra, or right hand touching the earth. The Gayah image of him is
said to have the Dhyan Mudra for the position of the hands. There is nothing improper in giving that Mudra to Sakya or other Manushi Buddhas, but
urually it is appropriated to Amihbha; and almost all the images of Sakya
that I have seen are characterisad by the Bhumi-spwsa Mudra, Sakya's image
is generally supported by lions, sometimes however by elephants. Sakya's appropriate coluur is yellow or golden, which colour, like the other characteristics.
belongs also to the eemaining six great Manushis.
# Vajra Satwa is a Dhyani or celestial Buddha. There is a sepes of five
celestial Buddhas, to whom are assigned the five elements of matter, the five
powers of human sense, and the five respective objects of sensation. There is
also a series of six Dhyani Buddhas, which is composed of the above five, with
the addition of Vajra Satwa, and to him are ascribed intellectual force and the
discrimination of good and evil.

+
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graven on it. The feet are known to be those of SBkya, because
the stone has the eight mangals, and the one thousand chakras
upon it. The Brahmans of Gayah call this Charan, the Charan
of Vishn6, but they are silent when the mangals and chakras are
pointed out to them as decisive proofs of their error.
Somewhat further [perhaps 150 yards] from the great temple
of Maha BGddha towards the east, is a KGnd called P h i
Hata, and at the eastern corner of the well is the image of Maitreys Bbdhisatwa.
The KGnd is called Pini Hata because Sgkya produced the
spring of water by striking his hand on the ground there. That
water has eight peculiar qualities. The Brahmans say that the
KGnd is Saraswati's, and insist that Maitreya's image is the image
of Saraswatl. A t a little distance t; the north of the gre'at MahO
Bfiddha temple are many small Chaityus,' which the Brahmans
call Siva Lingas, and as such worship them, having broken off the
ChG& Mani from each. Much astonished was I to find the great
temple of my religion consecrated to h h m a n worship, and Brahmans ignorantly falling down before the Gods of my fathers.
(Printed from the Quarterly Oriental Magazine, No. 16, A. D. 1828.)

T o the Editor of the Quurterly Oriental ~llagazine.
SIR,
Some time ago I sent you a p a p p containing remarks upon
the resemblance that prevails between the symbols of Buddhism
and Sivaism. From a note which you appended to that paper
on publishing it, T apprehend that the scope and object of my remarks were misunderstood ; and, as whatever is worth doing at
all, is worth doing effectually, I shall (availing myself of Craw-

* The Chaitya is the only proper temple of Buddhism, though many other
temples have been adopted by the Saugatas for inshrining their Dii Jlicores.
In NepauA, the Chaitya is exclusively appmpriated to Ave Dhyani Buddhas.
whose imagea are placed in niches around the base of the solid hemisphere
which forms the most essential part of the Chaitya. Almost evrry Nepaul
Chaitya has its hemisphere surmounted by a cone or pyramid called Chum
Mani. The mall and unadorned Chaitya might easily be taken for a Linga. It
was so mistaken by Mr. d r r ~ ~ v kc.
~ v n ~

,

furd's Archipelago, which has just now again fallen in my way)
return briefly to the subject. The purpose of my former paper
was
to show that, very many symbols, the most apparently Saiva,
, ,
'are notwithstanding strictly and purely ~ a i d d h ;a and that, there, , ;L fore, in the examination of the antiquities of T~idiaand its islands,
we need not vex ourselves, because on the sites of old Saugata
J
temples we find the very genius loci arrayed with many of the
apparent attributes of a Saiva God ; far less, need we infer from
'I the presence, on sucib sites, of seemingly Saiva images and types,
the presence of actual Sivaism.
CRAWFURD,standing in the midst of hundreds of images of Buddhas, on the platform of a temple, the geheral form and structure of
which irresistibly demonstrated that it was consecrated to Sugatism,
could yet allow certain appearances of Sivaism toconduct him to the
conclusion, that the presiding Deity of the place wasHara himself!
Nay, further, though he was persuaded that the ancient religion of
the Javanese was Buddhism, yet having always found what he conceived to be unequivocal indices of the presidency of the Hindoo
destroyer, in all the great Saugata temples, he came to the gene~ a conclusion,
l
that " genuine Buddhism" is no other than Sivaism.
Now, Sir, it was w:th an eye to these, and somewhat similar deductions of Crawfurd, Raffles, Erskine, &c. that I addressed my
former paper to you; and I thought that when I had shown no
reliance could be placed upon the inference from seemingly Saiva
symbols to actual Sivaism, I had smoothed the way for the admission that those cave temples of the West of India, as well as
those fine edifices a t Java, whereat the majority of indications,
both for number and weight, prove Buddhism, are Bauddha and
exclusively Bauddha; notwithstanding the presence of symbols
and images occupying the post of honour, which, strongly to the
g.
cases, seem to imply Sivaism,
, eye, but in fact, ~ ~ o n e o u s linthese
L.---or a t least a coalition of the two faiths. For such a coalition at
any time and in any place, I have not seen on_eplausible argu&-*
f
adduced ; and as for the one ordinarily derived from t h e existence
i
of supposed Saiva images a r ~ demblems in and around Bauddha
temples, it is both erroneous in fact, and insufficient were it true.

.
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However pro1)ably b o r r w e d f m n ~Sivaism, tliese images aud sy~nbols
became genuinely Bauddha by their adoption into Buddhism-just
as the statue of a Capitoline Jupiter became the very orthodox effigies of St. Paul, because the Romanists chose to adopt the Pagan
idol in an orthodox sense. And were this explanation of the existence of seeming S~vaismin sites which were beyond doubt
consecrated to Buddhism, far less satisfactory that it is, I would
still say it is a thousand times moreieasonable than the supposition
of an identity or coalition* between two creeds, the speculative
tenets of which are wide asunder as heaven and earth, and the
followers of which are pretty well known to have been, so soon
as Buddhism became important, furiously opposed to each other.
Upon the whole, therefore, I deem it certain, as well that the types
of Sivaism and Buddhism are very frequently the same, us that the ,'?,
thitzgs typivfied are, always more o r less, a n d yenerul(y ~UdiccllhJ,
daflerent.
Of the aptness of our writers to infer Siwisln from apparently
Siva images and emblems, I shall adduce a few striking instances
from Crawfurd's 2d vol. chap. 1, on the ancient religion of the
Islanders; and to save time and avoid odium, I shall speak rather to his engravings, than to his text ; and shall merely state
matters, without arguing them.
Let me add, to$ that Crawfurd's mistakes could not well have
been avoided. H e had no access to the dead or living oracles of
Buddhism, and reasoning only from what he saw, reasonably inferred that images, the ~riostapparently Sniva, were really what
they seemed to be ; and that Saiva images and emblems proved a
Saiva place of worship.
I11 his chapter already alluded to, there are several engravings.
KO. 27 is said to be " a figure of Bfalli Deva as a devotee." I t is,
in fact, Sinha-XBtha-Lokeswara. Plate 28 is called '' a representation of Siva."
I t is, in fact, Lokeswara Bl~agawBn,or Padma
P h i , in his character of creator and ruler of the present system of
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In regard to those oave temples of the Western Continent of India, called mixed Saiva and Bauddha, the hest suggested solution is saeceasivepusseasiur
-but I believe them to have becn wholly Buddhist.
2 :\
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nature.
How Nr. Crawfilrd could take it for Siva, 1 do not
know, since in the forehead is placed a tiny image of Amitribha
Buddha, whose son Padma P h i is feigned, by the Bauddha mythologists, to be. Again, the principal personage in plate 21 is said
to be "Siva in his car." I t is, in truth, RTamuchi Mlra, (the
Bauddha personification of the evil principle,) proceeding to intedupt the Dhyin of Sgkya Sinha ; and plat'e 2 2 gives a continuation of this exploit, exhibiting Sakya meditating, and the frustration of Namuchi's attempt by the opposition of force to force.
The whole legend is to be found in the SambhG p6rftna.
The same work contains likewise the elucidation of plate 24, of
which Rh.C. could make nothing.
Of the remaining plates, and of the text of this chapter of Mr.
C.'s on other subjects, very able work, it would be easy, but it
would to me be wearisome, to furnish the true explanation from
the books or oral communications of the Bauddhas of Xepaul, t o
thb more learned of whom the subjects of the plates in Nr. C.'s
book are perfectly familiar. One quotation from Mr. C.'s text,
and I have done. A t p. 209, vol. ii. he bbserves: " The fact
lllost worthy of attention, in respect to the images of Buddha is,
that they never appear in any of the great central temples as the
primary objects of worship, but in the smaller surrounding ones,
seeming themselves to represent votaries. They are not found as
single images, but always in numbers together,* seeming, in a
word, to represent, not Deities themselves, but sages worshipping
Siva."
The whole secret of this marvel is, that the temples seen by
N r . C. were not genuine Chaityas, but either composite Chaityas, or structures still less exclusively appropriated to the Dii
majores of Buddhism. The genuine Chaitya is a solid structure
exclusively appropriated to the Dhyfini Buddhas, whose images
are placed in niches round the base of its hemisphere. &Itincishi
And why not 7 for Buddha is a mere title : and though there are but 0ve
Dhyani Buddhas, there are hundreds of Manushis, which latter are constsntly
placed about temples in vast numbers ; always as objects, though not, when m
placed, special ones, of worship.

Buddhas and Dhybni slid 31811i1sliiBodhisatwas and Lokesrvarag
with their Saktis, are placed in and around various holloro temples, less sacred than the Chaityas. These Bodhisatwas and Lokeswaras never have the peculiar hair of the Buddhas, but, instead
thereof, long-braided locks like Siva; often iJso the sacred
thread andother indications apt to be set down as proofs, "strong
as holy writ," of their being Brallmanical Deities. Such indications, however, are delusive, and the instances of plates 27 and
28, shew how Mr. C. was misled by them.
By the way, Mr. C. is biassed by his theory to discover Sivaism,
where it did not and could not exist, of which propensity we have
an odd instance (unless it be an oversight or misprint) in p. 219 :
for no one needs be told that Hari is Vishnu, not Siva,* and 1
may add that in adopting as Dii minores, the Gods of the IIindoo
Pantheon, the Bauddhas have not, by any means, entirely confined
themselves to the Sectarian Deities of the Saivas.
I am, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,
H.
September 10, 1828.
P. S.-A theistic sect of Bauddhas having been announced, as
discovered in Nepaul, it is presently inferred that this is a local
peculiarity. Let us not be in too great haste: Mr. Crawfurd's
book, (loco citato) affords a very fine engraving of an image of
Akshobhya, the 1st Dhykni, or Celestial Bauddha, see plate 29,
and I have remarked generally, that our engravings of Bauddha
architecture and sculpture, drawn from the Indian Cave temples,
from Java, &c. conform in the minutest part,icolars, to the existing
Saugata monuments of Nepaul-which
monuments prove here,
(as a t Java,) the Foreign and Indian origin of Buddhism, animals,
implements, vehicles, dresses, being alien to Nepaul, and proper
to India.
See also pp. 221-2, for a singular error into which apparently Mr. CS.
pursuit of his theory could alone have led him. Plnwera not offered by Hindoos
to their Gods and lherefore Buddt~awas asage merely, and not a God I I
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No. XV.

(Rot before printed )
THE PSAVRAJYA V R A T A OR I N I T I A T O R Y BITES OF THE BUDDHISTS
ACCORDING TO TIlE P U J h KARD.

If any one desires to become a Bandya (monastic or proper
Buddhist) he must give notice thereof, not more than a month or
less than four days, to his Glirh, to whom he must present paun(Gfl
3
and suphri, and datchina and achat, requesting the Ghrh to give
him the Pravrajya Vwta. The GhG, if he assent, must accept
the offerings and perform the Kalas puja which is as followa. The
Gfirh takes a kalas or vessel full of water and puts into i t a lotos made of gold or other precious metal, and five confections,
and five flowers, and five trees (small branches), and five drugs,
1,; ' ( I , ?
%y.w
and five fragrant things, and five Blnhi, and five Amnta, and five
P t n a , and five threads of as many diverse polours. Above the
', t'* ,h w?,
- vessel lie places rice and then makes p ~ i j ta_o~it. H e next seats
' ' I the aspirant b e f m the vessel in the ~ a j m ) a s a nf*shion and draws
on the ground before the aspirant four maildals orcirculardiagrams,
three of which are devoted to the Tri Ratna and the fourth to the
officiating GhrG. Then the aspirant, repeats the following text,
' I salute Buddhanath, andDharma, and Sangha, and entreat them to
bestow the Pravrajya Vrata on me, wherefore I perform this rite t o
them and to my Ghr6, and present these offerings.' Reciting
this text and holding five supkis in each hand, the aspirant, with
joined hands, begs the Gfirh to make him a Bandya. The offerings above mentioned be gives to the Ghrh and datchina proportioned to his means. This ceremony is called Gw&l D b . On
the next day the ceremony above related is repeated with the
undermentioned variations only. As in the G w a D b the Kalas
puja and Deva puja are pe$ormed, so here again : but the aspirant on the former occasion is seated in the Vajra asan manner,
in this day's ceremony in the Shstaka asan. The Shstaka psan

.
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is t h ~ ~ first
s , of all, kSs is spread on the grouritl, and above it,
two unbaked bricks, and above them, the Shstak is inscribed thus
upon wliich the aspirant is seated.

Then the aspirant is made Niranja~~a,
that is,
a light is kindled and shown to him, and some
mantras repeated to him. Then theVajra Raksha
is performed, that is, upon the aspirant's head a
Vajra is placed and the Ghr(~reads some mantras. Next comes
the ceremony of the Loha Raksha, that is, the GOrG takes three
iron padlocks, and places one on the belly and the two others on
the shoulders of the neophyte, repeating some more m a n t i s , the
purport of which is an invocation of divine protection from ill, on
the head of the aspirant. This rite is follo~vedby the Agni Raksha,
that is, the GOrG puts a cup of wine (szwa-patra) on the head of
the Chela and utters some prajers
over him.
, "L, t '
Next is performed the ga?'~s-dthish6ka, that is, holy water
from the ICalas is sprinkled by the GOrii on the Chela's head and
prayers repeated over him ; after which, the Naikya Bandya o r
head of the Vihar comes and puts a silver ring on the finger of
the aspirant. The Waikya or superior aforesaid, then takes four
seers of rice and milk mixed with flowers, and sprinkles the
whole at three times, on the aspirant's head, next the Naikya
performs the Vajra Raksha, and then makes puja to the Glir6
Mandal before mentioned, which ceremony completed, he rings a
bell, and the;^ sprinkles rice on the aspirant and on the images
of the Gods.
Then the aspirant, rising, pays his devotions to his GOr6, and
having presented n small present and a plate of rice to him, and
having received his blessing, departs. This second day's ceremony is called Dbsala.
The third day's is denominated Pravrajya Vrata, and is as follolvs :Early in the morning the following things, viz. the image of
a Chaitya, those of the Tri Ratna or Triad, the Prajna-Paramita
scripture, and other bacred scriptures, a kalas, or water pot filled
wit11 the articles before enumerated, a platter of curds, four other
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water pots filled with water oilly, a Chivarn and Kewh, a Pinda
patru and a Khikshari, a pair of wooden sandals, a small mixed
metal plate spread over with ponnded sandal wood in which the
image of the moon is inscribed, a golden rasor and a silver one,
and, lastly, a plate of dressed rice, are collected, and the aspirant
is seated in the Sastak Asan and made to perform worship to the
GhrG Mandala, and the Chaitya, and the Tri Ratna, an8 the Pmjra
Paramita Sastra. Then the aspirant, kneeling with one knee on
the ground with joined hands, entreats the GhrG to make him a
Bandya, and to teach him whatsoever it is needful for him to know.
The GGrG answers, ' 0 ! disciple ! if you desire to perform the Pravrajya Vrata, first of all devote yourself to the worship of the
Chaitya and of the Tri Ratna; you must observe the five precepts or Naucha Siksha, the fastings and the vows prescribed ;you
must kill no living thing ; nor take another's property without the
owner's leave ; nor go near women, nor speak untruths, nor touch
all intoxicating liquors and drugs ;nor be proud of heart in consequence ofyour observance of your religious and moral duties ?'
Then the aspirant pledges him thrice to observe the whole of
the above precepts ; upon which the Gdrh tells him, ' I f while you
live you will keep the above rules, then will I make you a Bandya.' H e assents, when the GGrG having again given the three
Rakshas above mentioned to the Chela, delivers a cloth for the
loins to him to put on. Then the GhrG brings the aspirant out
into the Court yard, and having seated him, touches his hair with
rice and oil and gives those articles to a barber. The GGrG next
puts on the ground a little pulse and desires the Chela to apply it
to his own feet. Then the GGrG gives the Chela a cloth of four
finger's breadth and one cubit in length, woven with threads of
five colours, and which is especially manufactured for this purpose, to bind round his head. Then he causes the aspirant to
perform his ablutions ;after which he makes pnja to tlie hands of
the barber in the name of Viswakarma, and then causes the barber to shave all the hair, save the forelock, off tlie aspirant's head.
Then the paternal or maternal aunt of the aspirant takes the vessel of mixcd metal above noted and collects the hair into it. The

aspirant is now bathed again and his nails pared; when the above party puts the parings into the pot with the hair. Another
ablution of the aspirant follows, after which the aspirant is taken
again within, and seated. Then the GGrh causes him to eat and also
sprinkles upon him the Pancha Gabha, and says to him, ' H a e t o fore you have lived a householder ; have you a real desire to abandon that state and assume the state of an ascetic ?' The ispirant
answers in the affirmative, when the GGrG or Naikya, or maternal uncle, cuts off with his own hand, the aspirant's forelock.
Then the G6ril puts a tiara adorned with the images of the five
Buddhas on his own head, and taking the kalas or water pot,
sprinkles the aspirant with holy water, repeating prayers at the
same time over him.
The neophyte is then again brought below, when four' Naikyas
or superiors of proximate Vihars and the aspirant's GhrG perform
the Pancha Abhisheka, i. e. the Ghrh takes water from the kalas
and pours it into a conch ; and then, ringing a bell and repeating
prayers, sprinkles the water from the conch on the aspirant's
head ; whilst the four Naikyas, taking water from the other four
water pots named above, severally baptize the aspirant. The musicians present then strike up, when the Naikyas and GhrG invoke
the following blessing on the neophyte. 'May you be happy as he
who dwells in the hearts of all, who is the universal Atma, the lord
of all,.the Buddha called Ratna Sambhava.' The aspirant is next
led by the Naikyas and GGrii above stairs, and seated.as before.
H e is then made to perform puja to the GiirG Mandal and to sprinkle rice on the images of the Deities. The Ghrli next gives him the
~ h i v i r aand
, Navasa, and golden earrings, when the aspirant thrice
says to the Ghrh, ' 0 Ghrh, I, y h o am such an one, have abandoned
the state of a householder for this whole birth, and have become
an ascetic.' Upon which the aspirant's former name is relinquished
and a new one given him, such as Ananda Shali Putra, Kasyapa,
Dharma Sri Mitra, Paramita Sagar. Then the GGrh causes him to
perform puja to the Tri Ratna, after having given him agolden tika,
and repeated some prayers over him. The GhrG-then repeats thefollowing praises of the Tri Ratna, ' I salute that Buddha who is the

lord of tlie three worlds, whom Gods slid men alike worship, who
is apart from the world, loi~g-suffering,profound as the ocean,
the quintessence of all good, the Dharma R:?j and. Munendra, the
destroyer of desire and affection, and vice and darkuess ; who is
void of avarice and lust, who is the ikon of wisdom. I ever invoke him, placing my head on his feet.'
' 1 salute that Dharma, who is the Prajns Paramita, pointiiig
out tlie way of perfeet tranquillity t o all mortals, leading them into
the paths of perfect wisdom; who, by the testimony of all the
sages, produced or created all things; who is the mother of all the
Bodhisatwas and Sravakas, I salute that Sangha, who is Padma
Pani, and Maitreya, arid Gagan Ganja, a ~ Samanta
d
Bhadra, and
Vajra Bani, and Manju Ghosha, and Sarvani Varana Viskambhi,
and Kshitti Garbha and Kha Garbha.' The aspirant then says to
the Ghrh, ' I will devote my whole life to the Tri Ratna, nor ever
desert them.' Then the G6rh gives him Lhe Das Siksha or ten
precepts observed by all tlie Buddhas and Bhiksliukas ; and commands his observance of them. They are, 1. Thou shalt not destroy life ;2. Thou shalt not steal ;3. Thou shalt not follow &range
faiths ;4. Thou shalt not lye ;5. Thou shalt not touch intoxicating
liquors or drugs ; 6. Thou shalt not be proud of heart ;7. Thou
shalt avoid music, dancing and all such idle toys ;8. Thov shalt not
dress in fine clothes, nor use perfumes or ornaments ;9. Thou shaIt
sit and sleep in lowly places ; 10. Thou shalt not eat out of the
,
prescribed hours.
The GhrG then says, ' All these things the Buddhas avoided.
You are now become a Bhikshu and must avoid them too ;'which
said, the Ghr6 obliterates the Tri Ratna Nandala. Neit, the aspirant asks from the Ghr6 the dliivara and Nivasa, t h e Pinda Patra
and Khikshari and Gandhar. The aspirant proceeds to make a
Mandala and places in it five flowers and five Druba-Kund aad some
khil and some rice, and assuming the Utkhtak Asan, and joining his
hands, he repeats the praises of the Tri Ratna above cited, and
then again requests his G6rh to give him three suits of the Chiv a n and the like number of the Eivasa--one for occasions of
ceremony as attending the palace, another for wearing at meals,
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and the third for ordinary wear. H e also requests from his GGrG
the like number of G a n d h k or drinking cups, of Pinda Patra and
of Khikshari. One entire suit of these the aspirant then assumes,
receiving them from the hands of the GGrh, who, previously to
giving them, consecrate them, by prayers. The aspirant then says,
'Now I have received the Pravrajya Vratta, I will religiously
observe the Sil-asgand, the SaLdh-asgand, the Prajna-asgand, and
the Vimokhti-asgand.'
Then the GGrit gives him four sprinklings of holy water and
presents him with an umbrella having 32 radii. Next he sprinkles him once again and gives him a pair of wooden sandals-after which the G6rG draws on the ground linearly, and near to each
other, seven images of the lotos flower, upon each of which heputsa
suphi, and then commands the aspirant to traverse them, placing
a foot on each as he proceeds. When the Chela has done so, the
GGrG placing the Pancha Raksl~aSastra on his head, sends him
into the sanctum, where stands the image of Sltkya Sinha, to offer
to it pfin, and suphri, and datchina. All this the Chela does, and
likewise performs the Pancha Upachirya puja ; when, having circumambulated the image, he returns to the GGrG.
Then the GhrG performs the ceremony called Shik AdhivBsqn,
which is thus : The ball of five-coloured thread mentioned in the
first day's proceedings as being deposited in the kalas, is taken out
of the kalas and one end of i t twisted thrice round the neck of the
kalas ; it is then unrolled and carried on to the Chela and twined
in like manner round the Khikshari he holds in his hands, whence
it is continued unbroken to the Ghrii and delivered into his hands.
The GGr6 holding the clue in his hands, repeats prayers and
then rolls up the thread and redeposits it in the kalas. H e next
performs the Pancha Upachirya puja to the kalas and the Khikshari ; next he gives flowers and a blessing to the aspirant ;next
he gives him the AbhishBka, invests his neck with acord composed of a piece of the thread just adverted t o ; places the Pancha
Raksha Sastra on his head, and repeats over him some prayers.
The Mandal is then obliterated, when the aspirant is made to
perform the Maha Bali ceremony which is thus :2 B
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In a large earthen vessel four seers of dressed rice, and afquarter of the quantity of Bhatmas and a nose mask faced like Bhairava, having a small quantity of flesh in the mouth of it, are placed ; and the aspirant makes puja to Bhairava, presenting to the
mask the nafvkd and a light, and pouring out water from a conch
he holds in his hands so that i t shall fall into the vessel. The
GirG repeats mantras, and invoking the Devatas and NQas, and
Yakshas, and Ukshasas, and Gandharvas, and Mfiharajs, and
Nortals, and Amanushas, and PrBtas, and Pisichas, and Dhkas,
and Dikinis, and M&frikaGrahas, and Apas Marga, and all motionless and moving things, he says, 'Accept this Bali and be
propitious to this aspirant, since the sacrifice has been performed
according to the directions of Vajra Sata.' Such is the Sarva
Bhuta Bali : and in like manner the Balis of Maha KAla, and of the
Graha, ahd of the Pancha Rrrksha, and of the Graha Mbtrika, and
of Chand Naha Rakshana, and of the guardians of the four quarters, and of Ekvingsati, and of Basundhara, and of the Chaitya,
and of Pindi Kama, and of Ambghphsa, and of Sarak Dhrira,
and of T61-6, and of Hevajra, and of Kiirkiilla, and of Vajra Krodha, and of Mhichi, and of Ushnisha, and of Hgriti, are perforrned; and then those denominated the Tsh6ga Bali, and the Sankha
Bali, which are thus : In the conch are put flesh, and blood and
spirits which are poured, as before, into the great vessel, whilst
the Deities of all the six quarters are invoked with prayers. Then
the Pancha Upachara puja is made in the vessel, after which the
aspirabt is commanded to perform the Chakra pfija, which completed, he returns to his seat. The Chakra pbja is that which is
made to all the images in the Vihar by going round to them All.
The G h r i the11 causes the aspirant to perform the Gbr6 Mandal
puja and afterwards to sprinkle rice on all the images, which
done, the aspirant gives Datchina to the GGrG, and the GGh, in
return, gives the aspirant a small quantity of rice and a trifle of
money. Then the Ghrh causes him to perform the DEs-BaliTatm, which is, the aspirant removes the great earthen vessel with
its contents, by means of carriers, and distributes the contents in
small quantities to all the shrines of Daityas, and Pisachas, and
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other evil spirits throughout the city; and having distributed
,
ihem, returns with the empty vessel.
Then the G6rG and ten Naikyas take the aspirant to make the
circuit of all the shrines in the neighbourhood; and to present at
each, offerings of rice, and phn, and supki, and flowers; after
which they go to the Chela's hone, when his relatives come out
and give him four seers of rice, and then conduct the aspirant and
the rest within and feed them with khil. The Ghr6 then returns
to the Vihir, and the Chela remains at home. Then the aspirant must, a t all events, practise mendicity and the other rules of
his order, for four days ; but if at the end of that time, he becomes
tired of the m e t i c a l profession he must go to his GGrG at thy Vihkr
and to his Upadhayaya, (the latter is his instru'ctor in the forms of
puja, according to the Phja Kand) and addressing the GhrG, must
say, ' 0 GGrh ! I cannot remain an ascetic, pray take back the Chivara and other ensigns of it ; and having delivered me fr,om the S r i vaka Charya, teach me Maha Yan Charya.' The Ghrh replies, ' Truly, in these degenerate days to keep the Pravrajya Vrat is hard, adopt then the Maha Yan Charya. But if you aba'ndon the Pravrajya,
still you cannot be relieved from observing the following commandments :-Sot to destroy life. Not tto
pS&e&
to commit adultery.
Not to speak falsehoods. Not to take spirituous liquors and drugs.
T o be clement to all living beings. The observance of the above
rules ghall be a pravrajya to you, and if you obey them, you shall
attain to MGkti.' The aspirant then washes the GGrh's feet, and
having done so, returns to his seat, when the GGrh having prepared the materials of puja noted in the first day's ceremonies,
makes p6ja to the kalas, after which he makes puja to the vessel, holding the aspirant's shorn locks. H e then draws Mandals
for the Tri Ratna and for himself, and makes the aspirant offer puja
'to all four; when he obliterates the whole and sziys, 'You have
abandoned the Bhiksha Charya and adopted the Mkha Yan
Charya ; attend to the obligations of the latter, as just explained
to you.'
The badges of mendicity are then taken from the aspirant by
the GGr6 who gives him the Pancha Raksha as before related,
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and then sends him to make the Chakral puja, which done, he
causes h i to perform the GfirG Mandal p j a , and then to sprinkle rice on the Deities. Then the G i r h Mandal is erabed, the
aspirant ma+ an offering to the GGrh, and the Ghni gives him
his blessing. The GGrh then sends the aspirant to throw into the
,river the hair shaven from his head and on his return makes the
Agam puja and Kumari puja; when the whole is concluded by a
feast.

P. S. Since the above papers were written, I have perused Mr.
Turnour's essays i n the Bengal Asiatic Journal, and I fully admit
(as anticipated by Mr. Prinsep) that the honours of Ceylonese
literature and of the Pali language are no longer disputable. I
may add in regard to the latter point, that recent research has
established the following very curious fact, viz. that the Sanscrit
Buddhist works discovered by me in Nepaul, are now found to
be copiously interspersed with pdssages in various Pracrits-Pali
among the rest-pretty
much in the manner of the Hindoo
Drama wherein this mixture of less finished dialects with the
Sanscrit is of common occurrence.

B. H. H.

THE END.

